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Cross-linguistic development of narrative 
comprehension from A to Z

Ute Bohnacker1 and Natalia Gagarina1,2

1Uppsala University / 2Leibniz-Centre General Linguistics (ZAS)

1. Introduction

Imagine a series of pictures, in which, close to some watery expanse, a cat is falling 
into a bush, a butterfly is flying away after the cat has unsuccessfully tried to catch 
it, and a boy is passing by with a ball, a fishing rod and a bucket of fish. Startled and 
surprised by the cat struggling in the bush, the boy lets go of his ball, which rolls 
down into the water. The boy then goes down on his knees and moves his fishing 
rod towards the ball. Why does the boy do this? The answer seems to be clear and 
simple – in order to get his ball back.

Imagine further that you also see that the cat in the following pictures, unbe-
knownst to the boy, takes and eats the fish in the bucket that the boy left on the 
shore. How will the boy feel if/when he sees that his fish are being eaten by the cat? 
Putting yourself in the boy’s shoes, an immediate answer that comes to mind is 
that the boy would feel bad, sad, angry or mad. Answering that the boy would feel 
fine, good, happy, satisfied or pleased seems to be out of place, illogical and incor-
rect. However, if you are a generous person and think a bit more about the whole 
situation, you might in fact feel sorry for the cat, not begrudge the hungry cat the 
fish and forgive the cat, in which case an answer such as fine or good would also 
be appropriate.

Both of the above questions tap into the visual content of the picture series and 
into cause-effect relationships involving story protagonists, yet they differ in their 
degree of complexity as far as inferencing and understanding of the situation is 
concerned. So how do children understand different types of pictorial story content 
at different ages? What causes difficulties, and what is easier to comprehend? And 
what does this tell us about children’s comprehension of the story as a whole? This 
volume offers some answers to these questions and presents narrative comprehen-
sion results from 812 children in different settings around the world, from age 2;10 
to age 9;9, the majority being between 4 and 7 years, for ten different languages and 

https://doi.org/10.1075/sibil.61.01boh
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2 Ute Bohnacker and Natalia Gagarina

more than a dozen different language pairings. Throughout, the same experimen-
tal methodology, the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN, 
Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019) is used.

The main goal of the present volume is to take several steps forward in our un-
derstanding of children’s narrative comprehension skills. MAIN provides a tool for 
narrative comprehension that can be used with children already from around age 3. 
For the analysis of narrative production (storytelling and/or retelling), a number of 
materials and methods have been available for some time, including the well-known 
Frog story, which has been comparatively studied in numerous languages around 
the world (Berman & Slobin, 1994). For the analysis of narrative comprehension, 
a tool has been lacking. MAIN includes such a tool, and not only can it be used in 
different languages and with both monolinguals and bilinguals, but it also brings 
the age down. Children’s narrative abilities can thus be investigated at an earlier 
age and at lower proficiency levels than what is generally possible with narrative 
production tasks. MAIN story comprehension (as reflected in children’s responses 
to comprehension questions) can be used even when children are not yet able to 
produce a comprehensible fictional narrative themselves – this holds for instance 
for many typically developing children aged 3 to 4 years, and for child second lan-
guage learners of any age with little exposure and low-level language skills, as well as 
for children with developmental language disorders. Of course, the tool can also be 
used with more proficient and older children. And as MAIN contains near-identical 
comprehension tasks for structurally parallel stories, narrative comprehension can 
straightforwardly be compared in the two languages of bilingual children.

MAIN allows us to quantify children’s story comprehension abilities, at least 
to some extent, and these comprehension scores can then be compared. One of the 
goals of this volume is to reach a better understanding of the children’s developmen-
tal trajectory for story comprehension. Since MAIN is not a standardised test, the 
volume cannot provide age norms, but it can provide reference data and a sense of 
what can be expected at which age for story comprehension, similarly to what the 
cross-linguistic Frog story project of Berman, Slobin and colleagues has done for 
narrative production around the world.

The contributions in this book use the same methodology across languages 
and participant groups, and the same set of theoretically motivated comprehension 
questions. Taken together, they aim to provide a sense of which story aspects can 
be expected to be understood by children at which age and under which circum-
stances. As both monolingual and bilingual children and both languages of bilin-
guals are investigated, the volume also sheds light on other questions, for example, 
how does story comprehension ‘behave’ in two languages, i.e., is it similar or not?

The contributions also illustrate the variety of analyses that MAIN allows us to 
do: Which aspects of a story are comprehended more easily (or earlier) by children 
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 Cross-linguistic development of narrative comprehension from A to Z 3

than others, and why? How does modality (e.g. first listening to a story and retelling 
it vis-à-vis generating a story (telling) without hearing it first) affect story compre-
hension? How is story comprehension affected by language skills, such as receptive 
and/or expressive vocabulary knowledge? How is story comprehension influenced 
by non-linguistic factors, such as chronological age and a range of environmental 
factors, such as age of onset, language exposure, socio-economic status, exposure to 
narratives or literacy expectations? How is story comprehension related to general 
cognitive skills? And how is story comprehension related to story production, since 
story production has long been the default, standard way of investigating narrative 
abilities in children?

Last but not least, the book aims to make a methodological contribution. Since 
MAIN is a relatively newly developed and revised tool (Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019), 
and few publications on narrative comprehension with MAIN exist, an additional 
goal is to put our tool to the test. How easy is it to administer, elicit, score, and 
compare results across groups and languages? Are there unintended task or story 
effects, or item effects? Most of all, how well does MAIN work to capture and as-
sess children’s narrative comprehension abilities? Are there floor effects, increases, 
plateaus, and/or ceiling effects?

In the remainder of this introductory book chapter, we discuss some of the the-
oretical and empirical issues connected with the comprehension of picture stories, 
both visually presented stories, and visual stimuli accompanied by oral stimuli (i.e. 
listening to a story). We define what narrative comprehension is and review some 
of the theoretical background on narrative comprehension. We present our model 
of inference-based narrative comprehension and describe the elicitation tool used 
in this book. We then trace the developmental trajectory of narrative comprehen-
sion, as it manifests in the results of the chapters in this volume. Finally, we specify 
how MAIN as a tool for story comprehension can help us advance our knowledge 
of language acquisition in general and of language comprehension in particular.

2. Narrative comprehension and how it can be understood

2.1 Theoretical background

All attempts to investigate narrative comprehension start with the assumption that 
events in a story are interconnected in some fashion (Thompson & Myers, 1985, 
p. 1143).

But what is narrative comprehension exactly? Comprehension of any type of 
discourse means that the comprehender constructs a coherent representation of 
what the discourse is about in his or her mind (e.g. Mandler & Johnson, 1977; 
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4 Ute Bohnacker and Natalia Gagarina

Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Johnson & Mandler, 1980; Kintsch, 1988; Stein & Glenn, 
1979; Trabasso, Secco, & van den Broek, 1984; Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994; 
Hayward, Schneider, & Gillam, 2009). Narratives or stories are a particular type of 
discourse, and one of their fundamental characteristics is that they have a causal 
event structure. Comprehenders of a narrative or story construct a coherent and 
meaningful mental representation of what the story is about, and in order to do 
so need to identify and infer meaningful relations, including the motivational and 
causal relations between events. According to a number of researchers, this rep-
resentation takes the form of a mental network that mirrors the causal (and other) 
relations between events that the comprehender has recognised or inferred (e.g. 
Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Trabasso, Secco, & van den Broek, 1984; Trabasso & 
Nickels, 1992).

Comprehenders of stories construct their mental representations on the basis 
of two things: firstly, the information provided in the story, and secondly, the com-
prehender’s background knowledge and expectations arising from this knowledge. 
Background knowledge includes knowledge of facts of the world, how social in-
teraction works, cause-effect relationships, and knowledge of narrative schemata.

Information provided in the story can be presented in various ways via different 
media. Purely verbally presented stories can be narratives told or read aloud to the 
listening comprehender, or written texts that the comprehender reads. Audio-visual 
presentations of stories are, for instance, films or oral stories told accompanied by 
pictures. Other stories are presented purely visually, such as silent films, nonver-
bal video clips, pictures, murals or frescoes, picture sequences or wordless pic-
ture books. Importantly, neither visually presented nor verbally presented stories 
make all aspects of a story explicit. Story comprehension thus always necessitates 
inferencing, for example of the goals and emotions of story characters. To draw 
inferences means to integrate various types of information, which may be taken 
from different sources, into a conclusion (e.g. Graesser et al., 1994, pp. 373–376; 
Levinson, 1983, pp. 21–22).

On this view, narrative comprehension is thus not the ability to recall as many 
story events or facts as possible. Rather, narrative comprehension is the identifica-
tion of causal, hierarchical and thematic relations between events and clusters of 
events, and the encoding of these relations in memory, resulting in an understand-
ing of the overall plot or point of the story.

Whilst even very young children are able to identify and infer meaningful rela-
tions between events to some degree and create mental network representations of 
these events (Thompson & Myers, 1985; Trabasso & Nickels, 1992; van den Broek, 
Kendeou, Kremer, Lynch, Butler, & Lorch, 2005), their narrative comprehension 
is generally not as developed as that of older children and adults. This is hardly 
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surprising, as children with every year of their lives accumulate new experiences 
and knowledge of facts about the world, as well as social knowledge of how humans 
interact. With increasing experience and background knowledge, they can then 
make more efficient use of their attentional and working memory capacities in story 
comprehension. Their inferential processes do not only connect concrete, physical 
events that occur closely together, but increasingly also connect abstract, internal 
events and/or events that are more distant (van den Broek et al., 2005, pp. 116–118). 
Cognitive development and cognitive maturity are not only reflected in the way 
children tell and retell stories, but also in the types of answers children provide in 
response to story comprehension questions.

Narrative comprehension is a prerequisite for narrative production: If children 
do not understand cause-effect relationships, plotlines, intentions, thoughts and 
feelings of story characters, they will not be able to convey this information to the 
listener during storytelling either (Stein & Glenn, 1979; Shapiro & Hudson, 1991, 
p. 115; Trabasso & Nickels, 1992; Astington & Pelletier, 2005, p. 327; Burris & Brown, 
2014). In the world of stories, autonomous agents (i.e. story characters) have inten-
tions and goals, and act and react in relation to these goals. Fictional stories take 
place in an imagined world, but the agents, their intentions and goals, their actions 
and reactions are shaped by our own experiences. To understand the story events 
depicted or described, comprehenders often assume the story character’s perspec-
tive, mentally simulating and representing their internal states (Mar, 2004, p. 1416).

In story comprehension and storytelling, children must thus make inferences 
about the internal (or mental) states of others (e.g. Bishop, 1997; Letts, & Leinonen, 
2001; van den Broek et al., 2005). This requires theory of mind, that is the awareness 
of mental states and “the ability to use this awareness in interpreting, explaining and 
predicting the behavior of one self and others” (Astington & Pelletier, 2005, p. 313). 
Theory of mind plays an important role in children’s socio-cognitive development, 
as it concerns the understanding of (real) persons, as well as of fictional characters, 
as psychological beings. Here it has been found that even though young children 
rarely mention internal states in their storytelling, they are able to answer inferential 
questions that directly probe these internal states, e.g. the goals and emotions of 
story characters (Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso, Stein, Rodkin, Munger, & Baughn, 
1992; Wenner, 2004; Lynch & van den Broek, 2007; Hayward, Schneider, & Gillam, 
2009; Tompkins, Guo, & Justice, 2013; Bohnacker, 2016).

Narrative comprehension involves interrelated cognitive skills that allow a child 
to build a coherent representation of a story. As these skills also play an important 
role in reading and understanding text, narrative comprehension is often seen as a 
prerequisite for reading achievements at school age (Paris & Paris, 2003; van den 
Broek et al., 2005; Lynch, van den Broek, Kremer, Kendeou, White, & Lorch, 2008).
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6 Ute Bohnacker and Natalia Gagarina

2.2 Comprehension of stories in different modalities

As mentioned before, comprehenders encounter stories in different modalities. The 
literature on narrative comprehension is dominated by studies of reading compre-
hension of written texts or of listening comprehension of aurally presented texts 
(e.g. Thompson & Myers, 1985; van den Broek, 1997; Paris & Stahl, 2005; Lynch & 
van den Broek, 2007; Kendeou, Bohn-Gettler, White, & van den Broek, 2008; Florit, 
Roch, & Levorato, 2011; Filiatrault-Veilleux, Bouchard, Trudeau, & Desmarais, 
2015). Both reading and listening comprehension rely on verbally presented sto-
ries. MAIN is different in this regard, since it is centred on the visual presentation 
of the story (see below).

In a number of studies and materials, for instance the well-known Bus Story 
Test (Renfrew, 1969), the child first listens to a story, with or without pictorial sup-
port, and then has to retell or recall the story. Recall is taken as an indirect measure 
of story comprehension. However, as the child has to hold large chunks of aurally 
presented information in working memory, this type of story comprehension as-
sessment in effect becomes a memory task (Boudreau, 2007; Dodwell & Bavin, 
2008; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press).

A similar conflation occurs when the child first listens to the story and is then 
asked comprehension questions (for instance, the well-known Tiger’s whisker story 
(Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso et al., 1984; Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2002), and many 
of the materials in a recent scoping review by Filiatrault-Veilleux et al., 2015). To 
score correct on such questions, the child must recall details that were previously 
mentioned, or, if the question is an inferential one, draw inferences. Yet if the to-be-
recalled facts are only presented aurally, story comprehension processes are again 
heavily weighed down by memory demands.

In the literature on children’s narrative comprehension, studies that employ a 
purely visual presentation mode for stories are relatively uncommon, but they do 
exist (e.g. Ellis Weismer, 1985; Bishop & Adams, 1992; Paris & Paris, 2003; Hayward 
et al., 2009). Here, the child does not hear the story first but studies a picture se-
quence and is then asked comprehension questions that assess inferencing abilities. 
Surprisingly, in virtually all existing studies, the pictorial stimuli are removed before 
the comprehension questions are asked so that the child is no longer able to look 
at and refer to the pictures (e.g. Bishop & Adams, 1992; Letts & Leinonen, 2001; 
Paris & Paris, 2003; van den Broek et al., 2005; Lynch et al., 2008; and the studies in 
the scoping review by Filiatrault-Veilleux et al., 2015). Such pictorial story compre-
hension assessment in effect becomes a memory task. If, by contrast, the stimulus 
pictures are kept in full view of the child so that they can be referred to during 
comprehension questions, attentional resources and working memory are taxed 
much less. This alternative approach is rarely used though; a notable exception is 
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 Cross-linguistic development of narrative comprehension from A to Z 7

Hayward et al. (2009). The above discussion underscores the need to be sensitive to 
the task demands involved in assessing children’s narrative comprehension abilities.

In MAIN, stories are never presented only in the listening mode, but always via 
picture sequences. Importantly, these pictorial stimuli stay in full view of the child 
throughout the procedure. MAIN includes both storytelling and story comprehen-
sion tasks with picture sequences as a base (see Section 4). Story comprehension 
is assessed via probe questions that require the child to make inferences from the 
pictures and to verbalise this understanding. Story comprehension in MAIN can 
be assessed in three ways: (1) via Model story, (2) via Retelling, and (3) via Telling. 
All three have been used by the various contributors to the present volume. In (1), 
Model story, the child first studies the MAIN picture sequence, then listens to the 
story script with the pictures remaining in full view, and finally answers compre-
hension questions, with the pictures still in full view. In alternative (2), Retelling, 
the child first studies the picture sequence, then listens to the story script with the 
pictures remaining in full view, retells the story with the pictures still visible, and 
finally answers the comprehension questions, again with the pictures in full view. In 
alternative (3), Telling, the child first studies the picture sequence, does not listen to 
the story, but rather generates and tells his/her own story from the pictures, which 
stay visible to the child during this process. Then, the comprehension questions 
are asked, with the pictures still in full view of the child. The procedure of keeping 
the MAIN pictorial stimuli visible throughout has been designed to minimise the 
conflation of story comprehension with the assessment of memory skills.

All comprehension questions asked in MAIN are inferential; no ‘factual’ (or 
‘literal’) questions are asked. Some previous studies have investigated children’s 
comprehension of narratives with different types of narrative comprehension 
questions (e.g. Bishop & Adams, 1992; Letts & Leinonen, 2001; Gutiérrez-Clellen, 
2002; Paris & Paris, 2003); often a mix of factual and inferential questions is used. 
Factual narrative comprehension questions target recall (memory) of factual de-
tails that have either been presented verbally (listening comprehension) or visually 
(stimulus pictures/film). Examples of factual questions are: Which colour were the 
lady’s shoes? – Red; Where did they live? – In the middle of the forest; How long did 
they stay on the island? – 15 months. Inferential questions target comprehension of 
story aspects that were not explicitly mentioned or depicted and must be induced/
inferred. Examples of inferential questions are: How does the boy feel?, Why do you 
think the boy felt bad?, Why does the bird bite the fox’s tail? It is such inferential 
comprehension questions that MAIN focuses on (see Section 4.3).

Inferential story comprehension tasks usually necessitate that the child during 
processing takes into account several pictures in the sequence, and not just one 
single picture. Content is compositional and connected. Thus the same character 
may appear again and again throughout the sequence, and events depicted earlier 
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8 Ute Bohnacker and Natalia Gagarina

on in the sequence often lead to other events and reactions later on. Being aware 
of and recognising these connections between pictures is a prerequisite for making 
the correct inference. So as not to make this unnecessarily hard for the child, the 
picture sequence is kept in full view of the child when the MAIN inferential com-
prehension questions are asked.

3. Our model of inference-based visual narrative comprehension

Story comprehension is the construction of a coherent mental representation of 
what the story is about, as discussed in Section 2. Since different types of discourse 
have their own organisation (schemata), story comprehension involves construct-
ing or activating a narrative schema that can provide a coherent representation of 
story events and their protagonists. Stories are made up of episodes with a number 
of different story components. However, in our view, narrative comprehension is 
not the ability to recall as many story events or facts as possible, nor the ability to 
describe as many story events or details depicted in the visual stimulus materials. 
Rather, comprehenders identify, recognise and infer meaningful relations, par-
ticularly causal relations between events. For this, they need to assume the story 
characters’ perspectives, by mentally simulating their intentional and emotional 
states, at least momentarily. Comprehenders thus make mental representations of 
the story characters’ internal states.

In our view then, a good theory or model of narrative comprehension, as well 
as its practical application, should focus on the story character’s internal states and 
on the motivational and emotional cause-effect relationships between events that 
must be inferred. Here, the impact of other factors, such as extraneous memory 
load, on inferential comprehension should be kept to a minimum.

Our proposed focus on inferencing means that in narrative comprehension 
little emphasis, if any, needs to be put on remembering literal or factual aspects of 
the story. Story components or points of detail that are explicitly mentioned in the 
verbal version or are shown in the pictorial stimuli thus need not be queried (e.g. 
with what/where/when/how big/how long/etc. questions).

Instead, questions of the type Why does X do Y? target motivations (goals) and 
cause-effect relationships, whilst questions of the type How (do you think) X feels? 
target internal states of characters. Follow-up questions of the type Why do you 
think/say that …? can shed further light on the inferencing process, as they query 
the reasons or rationale behind the child’s answers to why questions and how … feel 
questions. Comprehension of the story as a whole can be probed in different ways, 
where follow-up why-questions (Why do you think/say that …?) target the reasons 
or rationale behind a certain answer, thus elucidating the inferencing process.
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Working memory certainly plays a role in inferencing processes, but in our view 
the memory load should not be unnecessarily increased in narrative comprehen-
sion tasks, so as not to conflate comprehension with recall. We therefore advocate 
the use of carefully designed visual stimulus materials in narrative comprehension 
tasks with children, which should remain in full view of the child throughout to 
reduce task demands, as discussed in Section 2.

This model of narrative comprehension is put into concrete practice with the 
comprehension task of MAIN (see Section 4.3).

4. The MAIN materials

4.1 Background: The ‘birth’ of MAIN

MAIN contains four structurally parallel fictional picture sequences and a stand-
ardised protocol to assess both narrative production and comprehension in chil-
dren aged 3–10 years. Since there are four picture sequences, bilingual children 
can be tested in both their languages with comparable stimuli, without reusing the 
same story. This reduces training effects and boredom, which otherwise easily occur 
when the same material is used with the same child several times.

MAIN was first published in 2012/2013. Several years of theory development 
and material construction preceded its launch. As part of the European COST 
Action IS0804, the Working Group on Narrative and Discourse first evaluated ex-
isting models of story organisation (e.g. Labov & Waletsky, 1967; Labov, 1972; 
Mandler & Johnson, 1977; Johnson & Mandler, 1980; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Peterson 
& McCabe, 1983; Stein & Policastro, 1984; Trabasso & Nickels, 1992; Berman & 
Slobin, 1994; Westby, 2005). The core group of MAIN developers then created a 
multi-dimensional model of story organisation, where goals are central to narrative 
structure. This model of story organisation was translated into child-appropriate 
real-life plots, which are also cross-culturally and cross-linguistically robust. The 
episodes in these plots are all clearly goal-based. The plots were visualised as picture 
stories and piloted for 15 languages.1 This entire process was accompanied by the 

1. MAIN is part of the LITMUS (Language Impairment Testing in Multilingual Settings) 
community. LITMUS includes a battery of tests that were developed in connection with COST 
Action IS0804 Language Impairment in a Multilingual Society: Linguistic Patterns and the Road 
to Assessment (2009–2013), funded by the European Cooperation in Science and Technology 
(COST). Since then, the MAIN network has expanded beyond the LITMUS community of 
researchers and practitioners. Interdisciplinary teams of theoretical linguists, psycholinguists, 
psychologists, clinicians and educators are engaged in the MAIN network across countries and 
continents. Some of them have contributed to this volume.
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development of elicitation procedures for story production and story comprehen-
sion, assessment protocols and scoring guidelines. All this work led to the birth of 
MAIN, as documented in the manual (Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, 
Balčiūnienė, Bohnacker, & Walters, 2012), published in ZAS Papers in Linguistics 
(ZASPiL 56), together with 26 language versions of MAIN.

Three years later, in 2015, first results for 17 languages and 14 different language 
pairs (Gagarina et al., 2015) were published in the volume Assessing multilingual 
children (Armon-Lotem, de Jong, & Meir (Eds.), 2015). In 2016, a special issue 
of Applied Psycholinguistics “Narrative abilities in bilingual children” with 7 orig-
inal research articles presented new results for MAIN. A number of publications 
followed.

In 2019, the Revised version of MAIN in English (as a base for all language 
adaptations) (Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Bohnacker, & Walters, 
2019) was published in ZAS Papers in Linguistics (ZASPiL 63), together with 
revised versions in German, Russian, Swedish, as well as Turkish for the bilin-
gual Turkish-Swedish population in Sweden. These revisions were the result of 
intensive collaboration between Ute Bohnacker’s research group in Uppsala and 
Research Area 2 at the Leibniz-ZAS in Berlin, led by Natalia Gagarina. The two 
groups worked through 2,500 transcribed oral narrative texts and more than 24,000 
responses to MAIN comprehension questions of monolinguals and bilinguals in 
Sweden, Germany and Russia, in order to improve the guidelines, elicitation and 
scoring procedures.

4.2 The picture stories

MAIN provides four stimuli sets of coloured picture sequences of six pictures each 
to elicit four stories with identical overall story and episode structure: Cat, Dog, 
Baby Birds and Baby Goats. In contrast to conventional picture books (and also in 
contrast to Frog where are you? (Mayer, 1969) and related Frog stories), the MAIN 
stimulus materials were carefully constructed to be of comparable complexity, with 
story grammar as a theoretical base (for details see Gagarina et al., 2012, pp. 21–48).

Each of the four MAIN stories is made up of three episodes. Episodes are a 
chronologically ordered group of events within a larger narrative that are concep-
tually connected to a specific goal of a story character (Stein & Glenn, 1979). Each 
episode consists of an internal state (IST) as initiating event, goal, attempt, outcome 
and internal state as reaction of the characters. An ‘initiating event’ is an action or 
idea in the beginning of each episode. The protagonist sets a ‘goal’ in response to 
the initiating event and the effort to achieve this goal is called ‘attempt’. The ‘out-
come’ is the result of the attempt or action, which can be either success or failure. 
An ‘internal reaction’ is the (emotional) response of the character to the outcome.
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Two of the four picture sequences, the Cat and Dog stories, are parallel in plot-
line, story grammar and length. Both Cat and Dog have three main characters; the 
only difference is the characters and objects in the stories. The Cat and Dog story 
picture sequences are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Small-scale copy of the MAIN Cat picture sequence (top) and the Dog picture 
sequence (bottom) (Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019). The original pictures are in colour and 
size 9×9 cm (reproduced with permission from the publisher)

The Cat story consists of three partially overlapping episodes with three characters, 
a cat, a butterfly and a boy, and some objects, which include a bush, a ball and a 
bucket of fish. In the first episode, a cat wants to catch a butterfly and as an attempt, 
the cat jumps on the butterfly but gets stuck in a bush. The second episode starts 
when a boy carrying a ball, a fishing rod and a bucket of fish comes and sees the cat 
and butterfly (as also mentioned at the beginning of this chapter). Surprised, the 
boy accidentally drops his ball, which rolls into the water, and he tries to get it out 
again with the fishing rod. In the third episode, the cat sees the fish in the bucket 
that the boy put down on the ground, and it decides to steal the fish. In the end, 
the cat takes the fish and eats them. In the meantime, the boy manages to take his 
ball and is happy about that. He has not yet realised that the cat has stolen his fish.

In the Dog story, the plotline is identical to the Cat story, only with different 
characters and objects. The characters are a boy, a mouse and a dog, and the objects 
include a tree, a balloon and a bag of sausages. In Episode 1, a dog sees a mouse 
and tries to catch it. The mouse gets in underneath a tree trunk, the dog jumps 
but misses the mouse and as a result hits its head on the tree. In Episode 2, a boy 
comes with a balloon on a string and a bag of sausages in his hand and sees the 
two animals. Surprised, he accidentally lets go of his balloon, which flies up into 
the tree. The boy puts his bag of sausages down on the grass and tries to reach his 
balloon by climbing the tree. Seeing the sausages, the dog decides to steal them in 
Episode 3. While the dog grabs and eats the sausages, the boy gets the balloon back 
and is happy about that. He has not yet noticed that the dog has stolen his sausages.
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The other two picture sequences, the Baby Birds and Baby Goats stories, are also 
parallel in plotline, story grammar and length. Both consist of three episodes, and 
they have five animal characters each, which makes them somewhat more complex 
than Cat and Dog as far as the number of characters is concerned, with a slightly 
different episodic organisation. Baby Birds and Baby Goats are both about a family 
(of birds/goats), an attacker, and a rescuer. The Baby Birds and Baby Goats picture 
sequences are shown in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. Small-scale copy of the MAIN Baby Birds picture sequence (top) and the Baby 
Goats picture sequence (bottom) (Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019). The original pictures are in 
colour and size 9×9 cm (reproduced with permission from the publisher)

In Baby Birds, the first episode begins with a nest of hungry baby birds up in a tree, 
crying for food to their mother/parent. The mother bird flies away to bring a worm 
for them to eat. Meanwhile, in Episode 2, a cat sees that the baby birds are alone 
and decides to catch them. The cat starts to climb the tree and grabs at them. In the 
third episode, a dog sees the cat and decides to rescue the baby birds, so the dog 
jumps and grabs the cat’s tail, pulls it down and the cat runs away from the dog. 
The birds are together and safe.

In the Baby Goats story, although the general episodic structure and the num-
ber of characters are identical to Baby Birds, the content of the first episode is 
somewhat different. Here, a family of goats is in a meadow by a lake, one baby goat 
is drowning in the lake and the mother/parent goat runs down into the water to 
rescue it. Meanwhile in Episode 2, a fox sees the other baby goat feeding on the 
grass and wants to catch it. The fox jumps out from behind a tree towards the baby 
goat and grabs its hind leg. In Episode 3, a crow sees this situation and intervenes 
by attacking the fox and rescues the baby goat. The fox runs away from the crow. 
The baby goat is safe, and the goat family is reunited.

The stories of the picture sequences have been carefully designed to be parallel 
in macrostructure (overall organisation of narrative content, i.e. story structure 
and episodic structure) and length (for details see Gagarina et al., 2012, pp. 10–48).
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4.3 The MAIN comprehension task

The present volume is about the narrative comprehension task included in MAIN. 
This comprehension task is picture-based and theoretically grounded, targeting the 
understanding of core components that are not directly depicted in the stories but 
must be inferred. Ten scripted why and how questions (D1–D10) for each picture 
series probe the children’s inferencing abilities concerning the goals (intentions), 
thoughts and feelings of the story protagonists (e.g. Why does the cat jump forward?, 
How does the cat feel?, Why do you think the cat is feeling …?) and overall story 
comprehension. The answers to the 10 questions in the comprehension task are 
scored one point each, with a maximum of 10 points per story.

There is a standardised procedure for administering MAIN (for details, see 
Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019). The narrative comprehension task is carried out directly 
after the narrative production or listening task (i.e. after model story, retelling or 
telling), which is performed while looking at the pictorial stimuli. In the model 
story mode, the child first hears the story (typically Cat or Dog) from an adult 
experimenter to get a model of how a story is told while looking at the pictures, 
and then answers the comprehension questions. In the retelling mode, the child 
hears the story from an adult while looking at the pictures and then tells the same 
story while looking at the pictures. In the telling mode, the child generates the story 
(typically Baby Birds or Baby Goats) without any prior model of the story provided 
by the adult. For familiarisation, the entire picture sequence is first shown to the 
child and then folded up again. Then, the experimenter opens the pictures two by 
two and lets the child tell the story until the entire picture sequence is unfolded.

When the comprehension questions are asked, the pictures can be seen by 
both child and experimenter, for joint visual attention. Where appropriate, the 
experimenter points to the respective picture or story character that a question 
is being asked about. As the pictures remain in full view, the comprehension task 
does not probe the child’s recall of events (memory). Rather, the questions require 
the child to make inferences from the pictures and state why s/he has come to a 
certain conclusion. The questions thus assess inferencing, i.e. how well the child 
is able to interpret physical and psychological cause-effect relationships and rec-
ognise characters’ goals, the reasons for these goals, and the reactions following 
attempts to reach the goals, as well as the understanding of the story as a whole. 
The comprehension task is particularly informative in case of poor story telling 
performance, since children may know more about narrative structure than their 
own narratives can display.

Importantly, the questions used for the four MAIN stories are designed to 
be parallel, asking for the same types of essential story information. This ena-
bles comparisons across the MAIN stories. By contrast, many earlier studies of 
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comprehension asked an ad hoc set of questions that were tied to particular stories 
but did not attempt to collect the same kind of information across stories. Since 
Cat and Dog are very similar, the comprehension questions for these stories are 
practically identical. Baby Birds and Baby Goats are also similar, as are the compre-
hension questions to these stories (for critical discussion, see Bohnacker, Öztekin, 
& Lindgren, this volume).

For all MAIN stories, three questions (D1, D4 and D7) probe understanding 
of the goals of the main characters in the three episodes (see Table 1). Six questions 
(D2, D3, D5, D6, D7 and D8) probe internal states that either initiate an event or are 
a reaction to an outcome of an event. Questions D2 and D5 query the internal states 
of the characters in Episode 1 and 2. Question D8 queries a character’s internal 
state in Episode 3, but does so with a theory of mind question, testing the child’s 
understanding by a ‘what if ’ scenario that is not actually shown in the picture series. 
Questions D3, D6 and D9 are follow-up questions to the preceding questions about 
a character’s feelings. These follow-up questions ask why a character feels a certain 
way. If the child does not answer the preceding question correctly, the follow-up 
question is not asked according to protocol. The tenth and final question, D10, tests 
whether the child can infer meaning about the story as a whole (overall plotline). It 
is made up of both a yes/no question and a why question, and only scored as correct 
if the child answers both questions correctly.

The ten questions and examples of correct and incorrect responses are illus-
trated for the Cat story in Table 1 below. As shown in the table, the questions are 
scripted, the experimenter is given supporting information about the type of ques-
tion s/he is asking (e.g. IST as reaction) and is instructed when to guide the child’s 
gaze, and where to, by pointing to the relevant character or picture (e.g. “point to 
picture 3”).

Table 1. Cat story comprehension questions and examples of responses  
(MAIN-Revised, Gagarina et al., 2019)

  Question asked by experimenter Examples of correct 
responses
(Scored 1 point)

Examples of wrong 
responses
(Scored 0 points)

0 Did you like the story? Warm-up question, not scored
D1. Why does the cat jump/leap forward?

(point to pictures 1–2)
(Episode 1: Goal)

Wants to get/ catch/ chase 
the butterfly/ to play with 
the butterfly
Wants the butterfly
(In order) to + VERB (get, 
take) the butterfly

Is leaving/ running/ 
wanted to jump
Cats are always 
jumpy/ running

D2. How does the cat feel?
(point to picture 3)
(IST as reaction)

Angry/ bad/ disappointed/ 
hurt/ in pain/ not good/ not 
comfortable

Good/ happy
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  Question asked by experimenter Examples of correct 
responses
(Scored 1 point)

Examples of wrong 
responses
(Scored 0 points)

D3. (Only ask D3 if the child gives a correct 
response without explanation/ rationale 
in D2. If a correct explanation is 
provided in D2, then give a point in D3 
and proceed to D4.)
Why do you think that the cat is 
feeling angry/ disappointed/ hurt etc.?
(use the same IST provided by the child 
in response to D2)

Couldn’t catch the butterfly/ 
fell into the bush
It hurts to fall into a prickly 
bush
Butterfly escapes/ got away

Inappropriate/ 
irrelevant answer

D4. Why does the boy hold the fishing rod 
in the water?
(point to picture 5)  
(Episode 2: Goal)

Wants to get/ take his ball (back)
Wants his ball (back)
(In order) to + VERB (get, 
take) his ball (back/ out)

To play in the water

D5. How does the boy feel?
(point to picture 6) (IST as reaction)

Good/ fine/ happy/ 
satisfied/ pleased

Bad/ angry/ mad/ sad

D6. (Only ask D6 if the child gives a correct 
response without explanation/ rationale 
in D5. If a correct explanation is 
provided in D5, then give a point in D6 
and proceed to D7.)
Why do you think that the boy is 
feeling good/ fine/ happy/ satisfied etc.?
(use the same IST provided by the child 
in response to D5)

Has/ got the ball back
Could/ was able to + VERB 
(get, take)

He is smiling/ he 
looks like that or 
other inappropriate 
answer

D7. Why does the cat grab the fish?
(point to picture 5)
(Episode 3: Goal)

Decided/ wants to eat/ have/ 
steal the fish
Takes the chance/ opportunity 
when the boy is not looking  
Didn’t get the butterfly/ 
Couldn’t get/ take the butterfly 
Cats like fish (generic meaning) 
Fish are tasty/yummy

Wants to play with 
the fish

D8. Imagine that the boy sees the cat. 
How does the boy feel?
(point to picture 6) (IST as reaction)

Bad/ angry/ sad/ mad/ not 
good

Fine/ good/ happy/ 
satisfied/ pleased

D9. (Only ask D9 if the child gives a correct 
response without explanation/ rationale 
in D8. If a correct explanation is 
provided in D8, then give a point in D9 
and proceed to D10.)
Why do you think that the boy feels 
bad/ angry/ mad etc.? (use the same IST 
provided by the child in response to D8)

Cat ate/ is eating/ took/ has 
taken his fish
Boy wanted to eat/ have the 
fish (himself)
It was the boy’s fish

Fishing rod is on 
the ground or other 
inappropriate answer

D10. Will the boy be friends with the cat? 
Why?

No - give at least one reason 
(cat ate/ stole the fish) or any 
other appropriate answer

Yes/ I don’t know/ 
other irrelevant 
answer

Table 1. (continued)
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MAIN also contains scripts for all four stories. These are only used when the story 
is administered as a picture-supported listing comprehension task (Model story or 
Retelling). The script of the Cat story is given in (1) below. Bolding indicates overt 
mentions of goals and internal states in the script that are targeted by the compre-
hension task (D1, D2, D4, D5, D6, D7). This means that a child will hear some of 
the goals and internal states of the story characters being mentioned, if (and only if) 
MAIN is administered as Model story or Retelling. As the pictures stay in full view, 
the combined visual and verbal presentation in the Model story and Retelling modes 
may make it easier for a child to answer the comprehension questions. By contrast, 
when MAIN is administered as Telling (i.e. story generation followed by compre-
hension questions), none of the goals or internal states are presented aurally. Rather, 
the children must infer all goals and internal states by themselves. Since there are 
four stimuli sets, story comprehension can be compared across different modalities.

 (1) The script of the MAIN Cat story in English.
  One day there was a playful cat who saw a yellow butterfly sitting on a bush. He 

leaped forward because he wanted to catch it. Meanwhile, a cheerful boy was 
coming back from fishing with a bucket and a ball in his hands. He looked at the 
cat chasing the butterfly. The butterfly flew away quickly and the cat fell into the 
bush. He hurt himself and was very angry. The boy was so startled that the ball 
fell out of his hand. When he saw his ball rolling into the water, he cried: ”Oh no, 
there goes my ball!”. He was sad and wanted to get his ball back. Meanwhile, 
the cat noticed the boy’s bucket and thought: “I want to grab a fish.” At the same 
time the boy began pulling his ball out of the water with his fishing rod. He did 
not notice that the cat had grabbed a fish. In the end, the cat was very pleased to 
eat such a tasty fish and the boy was happy to have his ball back.

4.4 Assessing narrative comprehension with MAIN

The entire procedure of eliciting narrative production and narrative comprehen-
sion with MAIN is audio- and/or video-recorded. For comprehension, the child’s 
responses to the questions are then analysed (usually in transcribed format) and 
scored. This is done with the help of the MAIN scoring sheets that provide exam-
ples of correct answers (1 point) and incorrect answers (0 points), as illustrated in 
Table 1 for the Cat story.

The Revised version of MAIN (2019) contains a relatively comprehensive set 
of answers to the comprehension questions, based on more than 24,000 responses 
that were collected after the publication of the original 2012/2013 scoring protocol. 
It should be acknowledged though that children are so creative that they sometimes 
will produce new responses not listed in the scoring sheets. Responses are not 
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scored according to whether the child uses the exact wording in the protocol, but 
according to whether the child’s response carries the same meaning and encodes 
the targeted story component (goal or internal state) or not. To score a point, an 
answer does not have to be grammatical or lexically correct, but the listener/scorer 
must be able to understand it. Answers that are incomprehensible, semantically 
vague, or grammatically so rudimentary that they leave lots of room for interpreta-
tion are not awarded points. Purely gestural, nonverbal responses are not awarded 
points either.

On the one hand, the scorer’s task is not difficult, as s/he just has to compare the 
child’s response to the answers in the scoring sheets. But this seemingly easy task 
can become complicated when children do not answer as anticipated. The scorer 
has to consider whether the answer captures the targeted goal, internal state and/
or rationale. Some children may also give an answer that according to the original 
MAIN scoring is wrong, though upon further reflection should be considered cor-
rect. An example of such an answer was mentioned at the very beginning of this 
chapter in connection with the Cat story: How will the boy feel if/when he sees that 
his fish are being eaten by the cat? (picture 6). We have come across children who an-
swer this question about an internal state as reaction with a positive emotion (fine, 
good, happy, satisfied, pleased), which at first glance seems out of place, illogical and 
incorrect. The MAIN protocol also lists such answers as incorrect, see D8 in Table 1. 
However, when queried why they think that the boy will feel fine or pleased, some 
of these children may provide an appropriate rationale for their unexpected answer: 
One should be kind to others, especially when they are starving; one should not 
be mad at animals; one should forgive others their transgressions. Far from being 
wrong, such answers are examples of advanced reasoning and may also reflect a cer-
tain ethical viewpoint and a philosophical mind-set. Scoring such creative answers 
in a way that does the child justice may necessitate multiple rounds of discussion 
and the drawing-up of more detailed scoring guidelines (e.g. Bohnacker, 2018).

As mentioned earlier, the answers to the ten questions in the MAIN compre-
hension task are scored one point each, with a maximum of 10 points. Thus, for 
every child, there is an overall comprehension score of up to 10 points per story. 
Such scoring is used by all studies in the present volume, so that their raw scores 
(individual results, group means, ranges, etc.) can straightforwardly compared with 
each other.2 Some studies also report overall response accuracies.

2. An exception is the study by Roch and Hržica on Croatian-Italian, who did not ask the tenth 
comprehension question and therefore only have a maximum of 9 points per story. Gagarina, 
Topaj, and Sürmeli, in their longitudinal study of Russian-German and Turkish-German children, 
also report a maximum of only 9 points per story instead of 10, as they did not ask the tenth 
comprehension question at every data collection point.
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Another way of looking at narrative comprehension is to calculate the response 
accuracies for individual questions, or response accuracies for particular types of 
comprehension questions, i.e. those targeting a particular story component or a 
particular type of inference, such as a character’s goal, a character’s internal state, 
or the rationale/explanation for this internal state. Two thirds of the chapters in 
the present volume investigate narrative comprehension in this way. Some con-
tributions do not only report response accuracies but study the children’s answer 
patterns in detail and in a more qualitative way, in order to see which types of 
inferences the children are able to draw.

5. The contributions of the book

This volume contains nine original research chapters. They explore the narrative 
comprehension of 812 children in 10 different languages (Croatian, Dutch, Finnish, 
French, German, Greek, Italian, Lebanese Arabic, Swedish, Turkish). Altogether, 
they cover 2,450 stories and more than 24,000 responses to the MAIN compre-
hension questions.

All studies except one report results for the Telling mode, i.e. the children an-
swer the MAIN comprehension questions on the basis of the picture series, without 
having listened to the story first. In addition, five chapters also report results for 
Model story or Retelling, so that modalities can be compared. All studies except 
one concentrate on typically developing children. Seven studies are cross-sectional, 
two longitudinal.

In what follows, we give snapshots of each chapter but do not discuss the find-
ings of the individual contributions. For a synopsis of results, see Section 6.

Fiani, Henry, and Prévost investigate narrative comprehension in 48 Lebanese 
Arabic-French bilinguals age 4 to 9 in Lebanon, with Baby Birds and Baby Goats 
stories administered as Telling. Overall narrative comprehension scores in both 
languages is explored in relation to age, expressive vocabulary, story production, 
language dominance and a measure of exposure to stories. Performance on different 
types of comprehension questions (those targeting goals vs those targeting internal 
states) is also investigated.

Lindgren and Bohnacker report results for 46 German-Swedish (mainly simul-
taneous) bilingual preschoolers age 4 to 6 in Sweden, with all four MAIN stories, 
Baby Birds, Baby Goats, Cat and Dog, done as Telling. They explore narrative com-
prehension in both languages in relation to age and expressive vocabulary and pro-
vide a detailed analysis of the types of answers to different types of comprehension 
questions. Keeping modality constant, task/story effects are investigated as well.

Bohnacker, Öztekin, and Lindgren investigate narrative comprehension in 100 
Turkish-Swedish (mainly early sequential) bilinguals age 4 to 7 in Sweden, in both 
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languages, with all four MAIN stories administered as Telling. Keeping modality 
constant, task/story effects are investigated. Overall narrative comprehension scores 
are explored in relation to age, receptive and expressive vocabulary in the two 
languages, home language input and other background factors. Response accura-
cies for individual questions are compared across tasks and languages, and differ-
ent types of answers are analysed. Using a qualitative approach, Bohnacker et al. 
moreover contrastively scrutinise the comprehension questions and the inferences 
required for the four MAIN stories.

Kunnari and Välimaa compare narrative comprehension in 16 monolingual 
Finnish and 16 bilingual Swedish-Finnish children age 5 to 6 in Finland and relate 
the overall comprehension scores to story production. Two different modalities are 
contrasted: comprehension performance without having heard the story first (Baby 
Birds/Baby Goats), and comprehension after listening and retelling the story (Cat/
Dog). Performance on different types of comprehension questions (goals, internal 
states, rationale) is investigated as well.

Roch and Hržica study 30 L1 Croatian L2 Italian children age 5 to 6 in a region 
of Croatia close to the Italian border, with Baby Birds and Baby Goats done as 
Telling. They explore narrative comprehension in relation to measures of recep-
tive vocabulary, receptive grammar, language input and socio-economic status. 
They also compare the performance on different types of comprehension questions 
(goals, internal states).

Blom and Boerma investigate narrative comprehension in 45 monolingual 
Dutch and 69 L2 Dutch (L1 Tarifit/Berber and L1 Turkish) children age 5 to 7 in 
the Netherlands, in the majority language Dutch. This is a longitudinal study. Cat 
and Dog are administered as Model story, Baby Birds and Baby Goats as Telling. 
Narrative comprehension is investigated in relation to Dutch vocabulary compre-
hension and language input at home.

Gagarina, Topaj, and Sürmeli is another longitudinal study. They investigate 
narrative comprehension in 57 early sequential bilinguals (L2 German, L1 Russian 
and L1 Turkish) from just before age 3 to age 6. Again, Cat and Dog are used for 
the Model story, Baby Birds and Baby Goats for Telling. Development over time 
is explored, as are effects of task and length of exposure. Response accuracies for 
different types of comprehension questions (querying goals vs internal states) are 
investigated in detail.

Wehmeier reports results for 199 monolingual and 66 simultaneously bilingual 
German preschoolers (with various home languages) from age 4 to 5 growing up 
in Germany. Cat is administered as Retelling, Baby Birds as Telling. Narrative com-
prehension in German is explored in relation to age, gender, language proficiency 
and nonverbal cognition.
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Peristeri, Andreou, Tsimpli, and Durrleman compare 60 monolingual Greek 
and 60 L2 Greek children (L1 Albanian) age 6 to 8 in Greece. Half the children are 
typically developing (30 monolingual, 30 bilingual), the other half have a diagnosis 
of developmental language disorder (30 monolingual, 30 bilingual). Cat and Dog 
are administered as a listening comprehension task (Retelling). Narrative compre-
hension in Greek is investigated in relation to age, language exposure, measures of 
expressive vocabulary, sentence repetition (for the monolinguals), executive func-
tioning, and a theory of mind task (for the DLD groups).

The book concludes with a commentary chapter by Pearson.

6. Narrative comprehension outcomes

Here, we do not summarise each of the nine research chapters with their wealth of 
findings. Rather, we will try to paint a bigger picture, by putting together different 
pieces of the jigsaw puzzle from the individual chapters, including our own, trying 
to find common trends. The following is the picture as we see it.

6.1 Steep increase with age initially

The studies in the present volume cover the age range 2;10 to 9;9, and from the 
cross-sectional results we can see that there is a clear development of narrative 
comprehension with age, though not necessarily a linear one. There appears to be 
a stronger, or steeper, increase in overall comprehension scores from around age 
three to around age 5;6, after which development seems to be less steep. To illustrate 
what we mean by this, we have compiled the results for typically developing chil-
dren, both monolinguals and bilinguals, from the individual chapters and plotted 
the average response accuracies for each age group and language in Figure 3. The 
diagram only shows results for the ‘hardest’ condition, i.e. when children have not 
listened to the story first, for 692 children.3 The mean scores reported for each 
age group and language have been transformed into average response accuracies 
(max 100%). Figure 3 abstracts away from a number of methodological differences 
between the studies, such as differences in group size, exposure and participant 
background, so we ask the reader to take this diagram with a pinch of salt.4 Still, we 

3. The remaining 120 children (of 812 in the volume altogether) only did listening comprehen-
sion (Retelling).

4. Results for elicitation in other modes (Model story, Retelling) are not plotted in Figure 3, nor 
are the results for children with developmental language disorder.
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believe that by showing the means for story comprehension cross-sectionally by age, 
an interesting picture emerges: There appears to be a relatively strong increase in 
comprehension scores from age 3 onwards, an increase that tapers off after age 5;6. 
Generalising, comprehension goes up from an overall response accuracy of 20% at 
age 3;6, to 60%–70% around age 5;6. Some increase is in evidence also between 5;6 
and 6;6 (70%–90%). After age 6;6 (or 7;0), there does not appear to be much further 
improvement, at group level. For the participant groups between 5;6 and 9, means 
are mostly between 70% and 90%. If one were to consider 60%–70% as a measure 
of being ‘acquired’, narrative comprehension could be said to be largely acquired 
by around age five. Of course, the picture is not quite as neat as this generalisation. 
Readers will notice that in the youngest age groups, the set of bars at 4;6 is unusually 
high; these are the results for a group of high-SES German-Swedish bilinguals (see 
Lindgren & Bohnacker, this volume, for discussion). Readers will moreover notice 
that three sets of bars in Figure 3 are unusually low (at 4;9, 7;1 and 9;0). These bars 
represent the results for Arabic-French children in Lebanon (see Fiani et al., this 
volume, for discussion). Whilst the Lebanese children score considerably lower 
than the other typically developing children of similar age reported in this volume, 
a clear age development can be seen also for the Lebanese groups (from 4;9 to 7;1 
and to 9;0).
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Figure 3. Average overall response accuracies for MAIN comprehension  
(where max 100 equals 10 questions correct), for each age group and language, 
compiled from the studies in this book, for the telling modality (i.e. comprehension 
without having listened to the story first). Black bars show the L1 of bilinguals or 
monolinguals, grey bars show the L2 of bilinguals. Age in years; months. Dotted 
lines show the general developmental trajectory.
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6.2 Reaching a milestone by age 5

The contributions in this volume show that, for a variety of languages, typically 
developing children from around age five are generally able to answer the majority 
(60%–70%) of the comprehension questions correctly. They are able to do so even 
when they have not listened to the story before. High overall comprehension scores 
suggest that children are able to infer (and express) most of the goals and internal 
states of story characters in visually presented stories. Note however that perfor-
mance is not close to ceiling by age 5 yet (Figure 3).

All contributions that investigate response accuracies for different question 
types or individual questions find that goals are successfully inferred early on, par-
ticularly the more transparent, concrete, goals that concern individual events that 
occur close together, within an episode (e.g. the boy wanting to get his ball back (out 
of the water), or the cat wanting to eat the fish). Goals that are more abstract (e.g. 
the dog wanting to rescue the baby birds) and concern distant events or clusters of 
events (spanning across episodes) are less successfully inferred. Inferring internal 
states as a reaction, especially when larger stretches or the entire plotline need to be 
taken into account (Episode 3), appears to be an even later achievement. This sug-
gests that certain aspects of inferential comprehension are acquired (or mastered) 
more easily (or earlier) than others (see also Bohnacker, Öztekin, & Lindgren, this 
volume). Some studies report a task or story effect here, where response accuracies 
to near-identical comprehension questions are lower (see Section 6.6.).

6.3 Variation at earlier ages

Individual children’s narrative comprehension scores vary, but variation is larger 
for the younger children (age 3 to 5) than for older children.

Irrespective of which language is being investigated, contributions find that 
substantial numbers of children before age 5 are struggling with the comprehension 
questions. Even when their language skills are sufficient to engage in meaningful 
conversation and they are able to answer personal questions (such as during the 
warm-up for MAIN), many children at this age are unable to answer the compre-
hension questions correctly. Some young children often just stay within one picture 
and ignore the plotline when answering the questions, even though all 6 pictures 
are in full view of the child. These children may have problems recognising that the 
pictures of the picture series are connected and that content is compositional. They 
have problems recognising cause-effect links between events and protagonists in 
the pictures. However, other 3- and 4-year-old children have no trouble answering 
the majority (or even all) of the questions correctly. Before age 5, the range of com-
prehension scores is thus large. A low-scoring and a high-scoring four-year-old are 
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contrasted in Table 2 below; both grew up with the same language combination, 
though the questions and answers are rendered in English here.

Table 2. Cat story: Answers by two four-year-olds

Question Low-scoring child’s 
answer (age 4;4)

Score High-scoring child’s 
answer (age 4;11)

Score

D1. Why does the cat jump 
forward?

to catch the fly 1 she wants to get the 
butterfly

 1

D2. How does the cat feel? and then it’s here 0 not good  1
D3. Why do you think that  
the cat is feeling …?

– 0 because it really 
hurts

 1

D4. Why does the boy hold the 
fishing rod in the water?

fetch the ball with it 1 cause he wants to get 
the ball

 1

D5. How does the boy feel? not good 0 fine  1
D6. Why do you think that  
the boy is feeling …?

– 0 because he got the 
ball back

 1

D7. Why does the cat grab the fish? yes grab it 0 cause she’s hungry  1
D8. Imagine that the boy sees  
the cat. How does the boy feel?

hmm yeah 0 not good  1

D9. Why do you think that  
the boy feels …?

– 0 cause the cat ate the 
fish

 1

D10. Will the boy be friends  
with the cat? Why?

don’t know 0 no, because she 
gobbled up the fish

 1

Total (out of 10)   2   10

At higher ages (age 6, 7 and beyond), children tend to be more homogeneous in 
their answers, the range of scores shrinks, and overall response accuracies increase. 
The children often give short, relatively stereotypical, correct answers.

By around age seven, some children begin to give more elaborate and sophis-
ticated answers, especially on the ‘what if ’ scenario discussed earlier (Imagine that 
X sees Y. How …, D8, D9) and the final question, which targets the ‘whole plotline’ 
(D10). Such answers reflect higher-order reasoning that is hardly ever evident in 
the answers of younger children.

6.4 Similarity in narrative comprehension in bilinguals’ two languages

Contributions that test bilingual children in both languages find that narrative 
comprehension scores in the two languages are very similar, at least at group level 
(see also Figure 3). This appears to be the case even when the children’s general 
language skills are not quite at the same level in their two languages. Interestingly, 
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those contributions that carry out qualitative analyses of the types of answers find 
very similar types of inferences (both correct and incorrect ones) across languages, 
and at similar frequencies. All of this suggests that children’s inferential narrative 
comprehension abilities (as measured on MAIN) are not so very dependent on a 
particular language, and that for bilingual children, narrative comprehension skills 
transfer between or manifest similarly in their two languages.

6.5 Factors affecting narrative comprehension

All contributions investigate relationships between narrative comprehension and 
(extra)linguistic factors, in some way or other. Can such factors explain the varia-
tion between individual children?

Some contributions explore whether narrative comprehension is affected by 
independently measured language skills, such as receptive and/or expressive vocab-
ulary knowledge, receptive morphosyntactic knowledge, or story production. Here 
some studies, but not all, find a relationship between story comprehension scores 
and measures of language proficiency, particularly vocabulary. The mixed results 
may have to do with the fact that some minimum language proficiency is necessary 
in order to be able to verbalise the inferred goals and internal states of story char-
acters and communicate them to the experimenter. At very low language levels, the 
effect on comprehension scores may be strong. However, above a certain language 
level, there may no longer be such a clear effect on narrative comprehension. As the 
results do not all go in the same direction, further research is needed here.

Other contributions investigate how story comprehension skills may be in-
fluenced by non-linguistic factors, such as chronological age and environmental 
factors (such as exposure to narratives, literacy experiences, socio-economic status, 
language background, exposure, age of onset). All contributions that cover differ-
ent ages find effects of age, both cross-sectionally and longitudinally (recall also 
Figure 3), and those that investigate both languages of bilingual children find that 
story comprehension develops with age in both languages. However, regarding the 
influence of environmental factors, the picture is much more mixed. Since contri-
butions often explore very different factors or operationalise factors differently, it 
seems premature to try to make generalisations here.

Finally, two contributions explore child-internal factors, such as nonverbal cog-
nition, executive function or theory of mind, but as they do so for very different 
participant groups and modalities, it is too early to say how such internal, cognitive 
factors affect story comprehension.

Concerning linguistic and extra-linguistic factors that affect the development 
of narrative comprehension in children, an emerging field of research opens up 
before us.
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6.6 Putting our tool to the test

The contributions generally report that the MAIN methodology works well: The 
children seem to like the picture stimuli, they engage in the task, and even at 
younger ages (age 3 to 5), the comprehension questions elicit a wealth of analysa-
ble responses. Apparently, the MAIN method, where the picture series are kept in 
full view of the child throughout the task, frees up some attentional resources and 
thus taxes working memory less than other methods, which typically use listening 
comprehension, with visual support or without, but where the visual support is 
removed before comprehension is tested.

The contributions do not find floor effects for narrative comprehension in 3- to 
4-year-old children, unlike what is often found for narrative production for children 
this age (e.g. Trabasso et al., 1992; Berman & Slobin, 1994; Hayward et al., 2009). 
This suggests that MAIN does bring the age down for the analysis of narrative skills 
in children. At the same time, when combining the results of the few contributions 
that investigate older children (age 7 to 9), there do not seem to be particularly 
large gains after age 7, with overall comprehension scores relatively close to ceiling 
(Figure 3). It could thus be the case that for typically-developing children from 
around age 7 onwards, MAIN comprehension is ‘too easy’. Alternatively, one could 
focus on how such children perform on the more difficult questions, instead of 
overall scores (see below). Here, more research is needed.

Contributions that explore how modality affects story comprehension generally 
find that performance is better when the child first listens to the story (Model story, 
Retelling) than when answering the comprehension questions without hearing the 
story first (Telling). Such a task effect is expected. However, the contributions that 
compare different modalities also use different stories for Model story/Retelling 
(Cat and/or Dog) than for Telling (Baby Birds and/or Baby Goats). Interestingly, the 
two contributions that administer all four stories in the same modality (Bohnacker 
et al. and Lindgren & Bohnacker, this volume) find that comprehension scores are 
higher for Cat/Dog than for Baby Birds/Baby Goats. This suggests that the Model 
story/Retell advantage is not so much a task effect but likely to be an (unintended) 
story effect, one that needs to be taken account in future work.

All contributions report overall comprehension scores (of up to 10 points per 
story), which is very useful for comparisons. Yet overall scores based on answers 
correct/incorrect (zero vs one point) capture only one aspect of narrative compre-
hension. Some contributions additionally analyse and classify the different types of 
answers children give, reflecting either a deeper or a more shallow understanding 
of the story. On a given comprehension question, MAIN awards points for several 
types of correct answers, so the type of inference is not directly reflected in the 
response accuracy. A (qualitative) analysis of the types of answers would lead to 
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a more nuanced discrimination of the children’s performance. Very few contri-
butions have attempted this, and here more work is needed. Thus another emerg-
ing field lies before us, with a more qualitative analysis of picture-based narrative 
comprehension.

7. Conclusion

If the contributions in this volume are anything to go by, MAIN is indeed working 
as a tool for narrative comprehension: MAIN offers straightforward comparisons 
across different ages, languages, children and modalities, it brings the age down for 
the analysis of children’s narrative abilities, and it also offers a variety of analyses 
(quantitative and qualitative) of narrative comprehension performance in children.

A goal of the volume has been to provide a sense of which narrative compre-
hension skills children can be expected to master at what age. Here, the combined 
findings of the contributions point to large gains in comprehension already before 
the age of 5. Around age 5, a milestone appears to be reached by many children, with 
good inferential comprehension of the MAIN story character’s goals. Bilinguals are 
reported to have similar narrative comprehension scores in their two languages, 
a finding that speaks to the question of association of language comprehension in 
their two languages. The contributions also find that, apart from age, a number of 
environmental factors affect narrative comprehension, although findings are mixed 
here, and we are only just embarking on our quest for knowledge. Finding out how 
such factors may boost or slow down the development of narrative comprehension 
is important though, as it would allow us to support language development in (bi-
lingual) children in a more informed and better way.

This concludes our introduction to this volume. We now invite the reader to 
delve into the wealth of detail and results of the individual chapters. We believe 
that readers will find that the book achieves its goal – to take a large step forward 
in our understanding of children’s narrative comprehension skills. Thus, MAIN 
as a tool for story comprehension can help us advance our knowledge of language 
acquisition in general and of language comprehension in particular.
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This chapter examines the development of comprehension of macrostructure in 
narratives by 48 simultaneous bilingual Lebanese Arabic-French children aged 
4–9. Fictional storytelling and narrative comprehension tasks were administered 
in both languages, using the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives 
(Gagarina et al., 2012). The comprehension scores were compared across the two 
languages and analyzed in relation to age, macrostructure production scores, 
language dominance, expressive vocabulary, and a composite measure of ex-
posure to stories. The results showed significant age effects on comprehension 
and no differences between languages, irrespectively of language dominance. 
Significant correlations were found between comprehension and production 
scores, between comprehension scores in both languages and exposure to stories 
in French, and between comprehension and expressive vocabulary. The results 
suggest that story comprehension is invariant across languages, meaning that a 
bilingual child carries over narrative abilities across languages even when one 
language is less dominant than the other. Nonetheless, the results also show that 
exposure to storytelling affects performance on macrostructure comprehension 
and that assessment of macrostructure comprehension requiring verbal answers 
necessitates minimal language proficiency.

Keywords: narratives, macrostructure, comprehension, Lebanese Arabic, French

1. Introduction

The number of bilingual children is growing all over the world and particularly 
in Lebanon, where different types of bilingualism or polyglossia have always ex-
isted (Abou, 1962). The linguistic diversity of the country poses a major diagnostic 
challenge to Lebanese speech and language therapists (SLTs). Most of the tools at 
their disposal for the diagnosis of developmental language disorder (DLD) are 

https://doi.org/10.1075/sibil.61.02fia
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in French or English, they do not always correspond to Lebanese linguistic and 
cultural contexts, and they have been normed on monolingual children. Yet, as-
sessment of linguistic proficiency in both of a child’s languages is recommended by 
professional organizations, such as the American Speech and Hearing Association 
and the Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists, in order to decrease 
the risk of misdiagnosis of language impairment (see also Thordardottir, 2015).1 
So far, studies in Lebanon that have aimed at disentangling typically developing 
bilingual children from children with DLD have targeted the structural aspects of 
language, such as morphosyntax, and the lexicon (Zebib, Prévost, Tuller, & Henry, 
to appear). Currently, language professionals, including SLTs, are increasingly rec-
ognizing the benefits of storytelling, which is a strong predictor of children’s social 
skills, literacy, and later scholastic achievements (e.g. Dickinson & Tabors, 2001; 
Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2002; Griffin, Hemphill, Camp, & Wolf, 2004; Oakhill & Cain, 
2012; O’Neill, Pearce, & Pick, 2004). To our knowledge no study has aimed to ana-
lyze oral narrative production and comprehension in Lebanon. The purpose of this 
study is to investigate narrative comprehension in relation to production, vocabu-
lary skills, and bilingualism factors in Lebanese Arabic-French bilingual children 
in order to contribute to a better understanding of children’s narrative competence 
and to facilitate evaluation of oral language in an ecologically valid context.

1.1 Lebanon’s multilingual context and the challenges 
for language assessment

In addition to Lebanese Arabic, which is spoken by over 90% of the population 
(Leclerc, 2015), and Modern Standard Arabic (a modernized version of classi-
cal Arabic mostly used as a written and oral variety in the media, and taught at 
school), several languages coexist in Lebanon. In particular, French and English 
are practiced on a large scale by the Lebanese population (Abou, 1962; Haddad, 
1997). They have a second language (L2) status, corresponding to the L2 of 45% 
and 40% of the Lebanese population respectively (Darwiche Jabbour, 2004; Leclerc, 
2015). Exposure to the L2 may occur very early (at home with family members and 
friends), leading to simultaneous bilingualism. At school, exposure to the L2 starts 
when children begin attending kindergarten, at the age of 3, but children are also 
exposed to the L2 in daycares and through the media. Furthermore, in Lebanese 
private schools, 77% of the total teaching time is done in French and English, versus 
23% in Modern Standard Arabic (Hoyek, 2004). Finally, many schools introduce 
French or English as a third language (after Arabic as the first language and either 

1. See <https://www.asha.org/ and https://www.rcslt.org/>.
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English or French as the second) during the school curriculum, which means that 
many Lebanese people are trilingual (Shaaban, 1997).

There are multiple challenges arising from multilingualism for clinical prac-
tice in Lebanon. In addition to the paucity of appropriate assessment tools, little 
is known in general about language development in Lebanese Arabic. As a result, 
clinicians in Lebanon have been relying on qualitative assessment, which increases 
the risk of misdiagnosis of language impairment. Recently, a standardized tool 
aiming to screen for language disorders through a general assessment over several 
language domains was released (ELO-L, Evaluation of Oral Language in Lebanese 
Children) (Zebib, Henry, Khomsi, Messarra, & Hreich, 2017).2 In addition, some 
studies on bilingual language development in Lebanon have been conducted using 
some of the tools of the LITMUS (Language Impairment Testing in Multilingual 
Settings) toolbox developed during COST Action IS0804 (Language impairment 
in a Multilingual Society: Linguistic Patterns and the Road to Assessment, 2009–
2013), including nonword repetition, sentence repetition and cross-linguistic lex-
ical tasks, as well as a questionnaire for parents of bilingual children (PaBiQ) (see 
Armon-Lotem & de Jong, 2015; Zebib et al., to appear). These studies have focused 
on the structural aspects of language and on the lexicon, and have not included the 
production and comprehension of oral narratives. Narrative skills are not targeted 
by the ELO-L battery either.

1.2 Development of narrative comprehension

Narratives are implicated in social exchanges and provide rich information about 
the linguistic development of children. They are considered to be an ecologically 
valid way to assess not only lexical and morphosyntactic capacities (by looking 
at the linguistic devices required to produce a cohesive story, which is called mi-
crostructure), but also children’s capacities for constructing narratives (which is 
called story grammar or macrostructure) (Botting, 2002). Macrostructure, which 
is the focus of this study, is a central aspect of narrative competence and concerns 
the narrative’s global structure. For Stein & Glenn (1979), a story typically consists 
of a setting introducing the characters of the story and providing background in-
formation, and a collection of episodes. Each episode is considered to contain five 
elements: an initiating event (which prompts the character to react and take action), 
an internal response (which includes the protagonist’s goal), an attempt (which 
includes the actions taken by the character to achieve the goal), a consequence 
(whether or not the goals have been achieved) and a reaction (the character’s 

2. The ELO-L is the Lebanese adaptation of the French ELO (Khomsi, 2001).
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response to the resolution). Understanding the protagonists’ goals implies under-
standing the characters’ mindsets, which translates into use of so-called internal 
state (IS) terms, such as emotional terms (e.g. happy, feel, angry), belief terms (e.g. 
think, know), motivational terms (e.g. want, need), and experiential terms (e.g. 
see, surprised, thirsty) (see Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Balčiūnienė, 
Bohnacker, & Walters, 2015). In typically developing (TD) monolinguals, develop-
ment of production of the different macrostructure elements is slow and continues 
up until age ten (Bishop & Donlan, 2005; van den Broek, 1997). In children with 
language impairment, macrostructure has been reported to be a vulnerable domain 
of storytelling (Bishop & Donlan, 2005; Reilly, Losh, Bellugi, & Wulfeck, 2004; but 
see Norbury & Bishop, 2003). Interestingly, in bilingual contexts, while literature 
on the development of microstructure in TD children has reported differences 
between the L2 and the L1, development of macrostructure has been shown to be 
unrelated to the specifics of a particular language (Akinci, Jisa, & Kern, 2001; Fiestas 
& Peña, 2004; Pearson, 2002; Uccelli & Páez, 2007 – but see Lindgren, 2018). This 
supports the idea that macrostructure is universal cross-linguistically, meaning 
that if narrative abilities, at the level of story structure, have developed during the 
acquisition process of one language, they should easily transfer to another lan-
guage. This makes the assessment of macrostructure particularly interesting for the 
identification of DLD in a bilingual context, since difficulties in that domain may 
reflect real impairment rather than insufficient exposure to the language (Boerma, 
Leseman, Timmermeister, Wijnen, & Blom, 2016).

So far, studies on the development of macrostructure in bilingual children 
have mainly focused on production. Little research has investigated comprehen-
sion of macrostructure. Yet, story comprehension skills are an important comple-
ment to production and should be integrated into the assessment of narratives 
(Boudreau, 2008). Assessing comprehension provides children with opportunities 
to demonstrate understanding of macrostructure despite low scores that may oc-
cur in production (Gagarina et al., 2015). Importantly, a number of studies show 
that children’s comprehension of narrative structure develops earlier than their 
ability to produce narratives (see below), which stresses the need for assessing 
comprehension alongside production (Norbury & Bishop, 2003). Comprehension 
requires the implication of several skills, such as making inferences, summarizing, 
and identifying main ideas (Paris & Paris, 2003). These factors, combined with 
developing cognitive and executive skills, participate in the development of story 
comprehension. Considering the numerous factors involved in the acquisition of 
narrative skills, their development is a gradual process that carries on throughout 
adolescence and into adulthood (Berman & Slobin, 1994).

For bilinguals, it has been shown that narrative comprehension skills increase 
as a function of age. This has been shown both in studies where only one of the two 
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languages of the child is tested, as in Maviş, Tunçer, & Gagarina’s (2016) study of 
Turkish-German bilinguals who were evaluated in Turkish, and in studies where 
both languages are examined, as in Kapalkova, Polišenská, Marková, & Fenton 
(2016) (on Slovak-English bilinguals), Bohnacker (2016) (on Swedish-English bi-
linguals), and Lindgren (2018) (on Swedish-German and Swedish-Turkish bilin-
guals). Moreover, performance in comprehension has been reported to be similar 
in the languages spoken by the child, which suggests that comprehension of mac-
rostructure may not be language specific (Bohnacker, 2016; Kapalkova et al., 2016; 
Lindgren, 2018; see also Gagarina et al., 2015), which mirrors what has been found 
for production.

So far, studies that have looked at comprehension of macrostructure in bilingual 
children, besides the fact that they are not very numerous, have not systematically 
detailed performance on the different components of story structure. Most of them 
have reported on global comprehension scores, which may hide different behaviors 
across those components. The comprehension task of the Multilingual Assessment 
Instrument for Narratives (Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Balčiūnienė, 
Bohnacker, & Walters, 2012), which was used in the present study (see section 
1.2.1), largely focuses on goals and IS. Bohnacker (2016) did look at comprehension 
of these two aspects of macrostructure in her study of Swedish-English bilinguals, 
reporting high scores for goals as of age five. Lindgren’s (2018) interpretation of goal 
understanding is in line with Bohnacker’s findings, as the four-year-olds showed 
good comprehension of goals despite not always including them in production. For 
IS, scores differed across the different questions of the comprehension task, with 
lower performance on the question that required taking into account the unfolding 
of the whole narrative than on those targeting single elements of the story.

Moreover, studies of comprehension so far have been relatively limited in age 
span, focusing largely on five- to seven-year-old bilinguals (one exception is Maviş 
et al.’s (2016) study of children aged 2;11 to 7;11, but it focused on one of the chil-
dren’s languages only, i.e. Turkish). Since macrostructure has been shown to be 
slowly developing, it would be useful to look at comprehension beyond the age of 
seven, which could also have important clinical implications.

Finally, some studies have looked at the relationship between production and 
comprehension of macrostructure in bilinguals. Maviş et al. (2016) and Roch, 
Florit, & Levorato (2016) found significant correlations between the two, although 
in Roch et al.’s study of five-six year-old English-Italian children, this was observed 
in all children for English, but only in the six-year-olds for Italian. Kapalkova et al. 
(2016) found significantly higher scores for production in Slovak compared to 
English, but no difference between the two languages concerning comprehension, 
as said above. In Bohnacker (2016) and Lindgren (2018), performance in compre-
hension was better than in production for all children, in each of their languages.
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1.3 Factors involved in the development of narrative comprehension

Although most studies on narrative comprehension by bilinguals found no differ-
ences between the child’s languages, a language effect was reported in some cases. 
Roch et al. (2016) found similar performance on narrative comprehension in the 
two languages of their sequential Italian-English children, but only for six-year-
olds. For five-year-olds, comprehension was better in Italian (the children’s L1) than 
in English (the L2) (see also Kapalkova et al., 2016). This differs from the findings 
reported in studies largely focusing on simultaneous bilinguals (Bohnacker, 2016; 
Kunnari, Välimaa, & Laukkanen-Nevala, 2016). Moreover, different results have 
been reported on simultaneous bilinguals depending as to whether the targeted 
language was the majority or the minority language. Examining Swedish-German 
and Swedish-Turkish children (age 4–6), Lindgren (2018) found a significant corre-
lation between production and comprehension in Swedish, the majority language, 
but not in German and Turkish, the minority languages. Related to this issue is the 
question of whether language dominance has an effect on narrative comprehen-
sion in bilingual children. This has not been investigated thoroughly in previous 
literature, although language dominance would be an important aspect to take into 
account when comparing results across studies. In her study, Lindgren reported 
that the Swedish-German children performed better in narrative comprehension 
(in Swedish) than the Swedish-Turkish children, and that according to parental rat-
ings more children in the Swedish-German group tended to be stronger in Swedish 
than in their other language compared to the Swedish-Turkish group (Lindgren, 
2018, p. 39).

Moreover, although it has been shown that the development of macrostructure 
in bilinguals is less dependent on the characteristics of the child’s languages than for 
microstructure, the fact remains that being able to answer comprehension questions 
on the unfolding of a story, its characters and their motivations require minimal 
language skills (Pearson, 2002). Although, as observed by Bohnacker (2016), what 
these minimal skills are is not always specified, there is indication that lexical abili-
ties are involved. Westerveld (2014) found significant positive correlations between 
performance on an expressive vocabulary task and a narrative comprehension task 
in English-Samoan children aged 4;0 to 4;11, for each of their languages. However, 
investigation of the role played by vocabulary skills in performance on story com-
prehension in bilingual children is quite rare.

Another aspect of macrostructure development that has been rarely touched 
on in previous literature on bilingual children is the impact of exposure to nar-
ratives. Shared book reading between caregivers and children expose children 
to rich narrative experiences and to different types of story structures (e.g. Bus, 
IJzendoorn, & Pellegrini, 1995; Sparks & Reese, 2013). While a number of studies 
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have shown that the home literacy environment positively affects lexical skills (e.g. 
Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002; Sénéchal, 2006), including in contexts of bilingualism 
(e.g. Gonzalez & Uhing, 2008), few studies have analyzed the effect of exposure 
to stories on narrative skills, especially on macrostructure comprehension. With 
respect to production, some studies have reported that the frequency of storytell-
ing has an effect on children’s narrative skills in L1 acquisition (Leseman, Scheele, 
Mayo, & Messer, 2007; van Dongen & Westby, 1986) and in bilingual children 
(Bitetti & Hammer, 2016). In a study of narratives produced by Lebanese children, 
which to our knowledge was the first study of its kind in Lebanon, Fiani, Roch, & 
Henry (2016) looked at production of macrostructure elements in Lebanese Arabic, 
using Mayer’s (1969) Frog, where are you? story. They developed a parental ques-
tionnaire aimed at measuring children’s exposure to stories (see below), which was 
inspired by the finding that storytelling is not a very common activity in Lebanon, 
either at home or at school (Lassalle-Gharrios & Marcoin, 2011). Fiani, Roch, and 
Henry (2016) reported a positive correlation between exposure to narratives and 
production of macrostructure components in Lebanese Arabic. However, quali-
tative analyses of the answers to the questionnaire showed that parents preferred 
telling stories to their children in French rather than in Lebanese Arabic. Among 
the reasons provided were the facts that books in Arabic are uncommon in librar-
ies in Lebanon compared to the availability of books in French, and that books in 
Arabic are written in Standard Arabic, which is difficult for children to understand 
before acquiring written language.

2. Objectives

The present study aims to analyze the developmental characteristics of compre-
hension of macrostructure, in particular the characters’ goals and internal states, 
by bilingual Lebanese Arabic-French children growing up in Lebanon. The chil-
dren’s narrative skills were examined in both of their languages, with the following 
objectives:

1. To investigate the development of narrative comprehension in Lebanese Arabic 
and French.

2. To compare the children’s narrative comprehension skills in both languages.
3. To investigate the relationship between comprehension and production of mac-

rostructure elements.
4. To analyze the development of narrative comprehension in relation with lan-

guage dominance, expressive vocabulary, and exposure to stories.
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3. Method

3.1 Participants

Forty-eight Lebanese-French bilingual children, age 4 to 10, participated in the 
study (19 boys and 29 girls). They were divided into three age groups (4–5, 6–7, 
and 8–9), henceforth G4–5, G6–7 and G8–9, as shown in Table 1 below. They 
were recruited from three French medium schools across Beirut. All participants 
came from a mid socio-economic background based on information on parents’ 
education (collected via the PaBiQ, Tuller, 2015). Most of the mothers in our study 
had attended primary school and highschool, but not college, and eight of them 
left school before the age of 15. The children had not been identified as having lan-
guage difficulties, motor problems, sensory, or neurological disorders. Results from 
Raven’s Progressive Matrices (Raven, Court, & Raven, 1986) confirmed that the 
children had normal cognitive abilities. The children were also tested in Lebanese 
Arabic using the ELO-L (Zebib et al., 2017). All children in our population had 
normal global scores on this test battery. They were therefore considered to be 
typically developing.

The lexical (expression) subtest of the ELO-L was used as a measure of expres-
sive lexical skills. This probe is a denomination task. Accuracy rates differed signif-
icantly across the three age groups, as revealed by Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric 
tests (X2(2, 48) = 36.207, p < .0001, E2

R = .770). Paired comparisons showed that 
all age groups differed from each other significantly (p < .0001).

Data obtained from the PaBiQ on age of onset, language exposure contexts be-
fore the age of four, current language skills, languages used at home and languages 
used outside the home during routine activities were used to calculate a language 
richness index (LRI) for each language (max. 49 or 50 points).3 A language dom-
inance index (LDI) was then obtained by subtracting the LRI for French from the 
LRI for Lebanese Arabic. A positive LDI indicated dominance in Lebanese Arabic, 
whereas a negative LDI meant that the child was dominant in French. The data 
obtained from the PaBiQ showed that all children were simultaneous Lebanese 
Arabic-French bilinguals, except for two children in G6–7 with an age of onset of 
L2 (French) at 30 and 36 months respectively. Moreover, as shown in Table 1, all 
age groups displayed a positive LDI. In fact, a large majority of children had a high 
positive LDI (> 10) in each group, indicating that most children were dominant in 
Lebanese Arabic: 60% of the children in G4–5 (9/15), 63% in G6–7 (10/16), and 
71% in G8–9 (12/17). Only one child, in G4–5, had a high negative LDI (−26.7), 

3. The maximum score for the LRI depended on the number of contexts of language exposure 
before the age of 4 (e.g. presence or absence of siblings in the family).
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indicating French dominance. The rest of the children had low LDI, suggesting more 
balanced bilingualism. The variability in LDI, with children being mostly dominant 
in Lebanese Arabic, was deemed to be representative of the Lebanese population, 
since Lebanese Arabic is used every day at home and at school. Kruskal-Wallis 
nonparametric tests revealed no significant difference across groups for the LDI 
(X2(2, 48) = 3.559, p = .169, E2

R = .073).
The parental questionnaire developed by Fiani et al. (2016) was used to gather 

information about the children’s exposure to narratives. The answers given by the 
parents allowed us to extract an exposure to narratives index (ENI) for each lan-
guage (ENI-Lebanese and ENI-French). This index aimed to reflect the wealth of 
exposure to oral narratives (i.e., stories that are read to the children by their caregiv-
ers) before the age of 4 and currently, as well as the wealth of exposure to written 
narratives (i.e., stories that children read by themselves), in Lebanese Arabic and 
in French (See Appendix A for the calculation of the ENI).4 As shown in Table 1, 
the ENI in French tended to be higher than the ENI in Lebanese Arabic. Wilcoxon 
nonparametric tests revealed significant differences between the two indexes in 
G5–6 (Z(16) = −3.184, p = .001, r = −.563) and G8–9 (Z(17) = −2.300, p = .021, 
r = −.394), but not in G4–5 (Z(15) = −.932, p = .351, r = −.170).

Table 1. Information about the participants: Age, Expressive vocabulary score, 
Language Dominance Index, and Exposure to Narratives Index for Lebanese Arabic 
and for French (mean (SD) and range)

  G4–5
(n = 15)

G6–7
(n = 16)

G8–9
(n = 17)

Age 4;9 (0;3)
4;3–5;3

7;1 (0;6)
6;3–7;8

9;0 (0;7)
8;0–9;9

Expressive Vocabulary 62.6 (4.3)
51.9–68.5

79 (3.4)
71.4–84.3

83.4 (2.6)
80–87.1

Language Dominance Index 13.1 (14.6)
−26.7–+27

14.2 (11.4)
−8–+29

20.4 (14.2)
−4.3–+41

ENI-Lebanese 2.1 (1.3)
0–5

1.8 (1.5)
0–5

2.8 (1.4)
0–5

ENI-French 2.5 (1.4)
0–4

4.3 (1.4)
1–6

3.9 (1.5)
0–6

Note. Performance on expressive vocabulary is reported in terms of accuracy rates; Language Dominance 
Index ranged from −49/50 (least dominant in Lebanese Arabic) to +49/50 (most dominant in Lebanese 
Arabic); ENI-Lebanese = Exposure to Narratives Index for Lebanese Arabic (maximum value = 6); 
ENI-French = Exposure to Narratives Index for French (maximum value = 6)

4. The questionnaire also included information about the parents’ reading habits as well as 
questions related to the types of narratives told to the children. However, these items were not 
included in the calculation of the ENI.
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3.2 Materials

The tool that was used to collect data on production and comprehension of mac-
rostructure was the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN) 
(Gagarina et al., 2012), which was developed within the framework of COST Action 
IS0804 as a tool for the assessment of narrative comprehension and production 
of bilingual children aged 3 to 10 years. MAIN was developed as a cross-cultural 
assessment tool, which contrasts with the Frog Story, which according to Fiani et al. 
(2016) may be culturally inappropriate for children in Lebanon. Moreover, adopt-
ing MAIN allowed for direct comparisons with the growing number of studies on 
narratives skills in bilingual children based on this tool.

MAIN offers several modes for eliciting narratives from children, including 
story generation, and retelling and telling after listening to a model story. Story 
generation was used in the present study, which has been argued to be particularly 
revealing of the children’s spontaneous narrative skills, and more so than other elic-
itation modes (see Gagarina et al., 2015). MAIN contains four comparable stories 
(Baby Birds, Baby Goats, Cat, Dog) that are controlled for cognitive and linguistic 
complexity, as well as for cultural appropriateness (Gagarina et al., 2012). Each story 
is illustrated by six picture sequences representing three narrative episodes. Each 
episode contains a goal, an attempt and an outcome. Ten comprehension questions 
are asked following story production.

The present study is based on the Lebanese Arabic and French versions of 
MAIN.5 We used the Baby Birds story for Lebanese Arabic and the Baby Goats 
story for French. Given that the Arabic language is written from right to left and 
that books are printed that way too, including children’s picture books, the adap-
tation process included a re-orientation of the pictures of the Baby Birds story. In 
addition, the instructions and the comprehension questions of the original English 
version were translated into Lebanese Arabic. Two separate translators performed 
back-translations to English in order to ensure the accuracy of the translated terms. 
The Lebanese Arabic and French versions were piloted in 2016–2017 with 18 TD 
bilingual Lebanese children. A qualitative analysis revealed lexical difficulties in 
producing the Baby Goats story in Lebanese Arabic, even by children who were 
dominant in that language. Most of the nouns (especially the ones related to the 
characters and the setting) and some of the verbs (in particular drown and rescue) 
were produced in French, which induced a high level of code-switching and af-
fected the analysis of the results regarding story production in both languages. This 

5. The Lebanese Arabic version we used was developed by Rachel Fiani and Guillemette Henry 
(Higher Institute of Speech and Language Therapy, Saint Joseph University of Beirut, Lebanon) 
and the French version was developed by Martin Haiden (University of Nantes, Nantes, France) 
and Alfred Knapp (University of La Rochelle, La Rochelle, France).
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led us to use Baby Birds for Lebanese Arabic and Baby Goats for French without 
counterbalancing the stories across the two languages (however, the order of the 
languages was balanced – see Section 3.3; see also Section 5 for further discussion). 
In addition, comprehension questions related to the characters’ IS were adjusted in 
Lebanese Arabic following the results of the pilot study, due to misunderstanding 
of the word /ʃuˤu:r/ (شعور ‘feeling’) by the majority of the children. The word was 
replaced by its synonym /ʔəħse:s/ (إحساس ‘feeling’) which is considered to be more 
frequent and to have an earlier age of acquisition.

3.3 Procedures

This research was approved by the Ethical Committee of Saint Joseph University 
of Beirut, and an informed letter of consent was signed by the parents of the par-
ticipants. All participants were individually tested in a quiet room at their school, 
while the parental questionnaires were later administered over the phone. The chil-
dren completed all the tests mentioned above in two separate sessions each last-
ing approximately 30 minutes. One of the sessions contained the ELO-L followed 
by the MAIN story in Lebanese Arabic and the other session contained Raven’s 
Progressive Matrices followed by the MAIN story in French. In order to minimize 
cross-language influence and carry-over effects, the two languages were assessed 
with an interval of seven days, and the order of presentation was counterbalanced 
with regard to language (25 children started with the Lebanese Arabic session and 
23 started with the French session).6 Two different research assistants, native speak-
ers of Lebanese Arabic and French, met with the children, one for each language, 
in order to establish a monolingual context.

Guidelines for MAIN assessment were strictly respected (Gagarina et al., 2015). 
Throughout the procedure, the experimenter is not allowed to look at the pictures 
with the child in order to control the effect of shared knowledge during the pres-
entation of the picture sequences. Three envelopes are placed before the child, who 
is asked to choose one and to explore the pictures found inside. All envelopes con-
tain the same story, but the child believes that the experimenter is not aware of the 
content of the story (s)he has ‘chosen’. After the child finishes looking at all of the 
pictures, the experimenter folds them back in pairs without looking at them. When 
the child finishes relating the events of pictures 1 and 2, the experimenter unfolds 
pictures 3 and 4, and then pictures 5 and 6 so that all of the pictures are visible to 
the child at the end. The pictures are presented two at a time in order to facilitate the 
production of the three episodes in each story. During the storytelling, only minimal 
prompts such as “tell me more” and “continue” are allowed if the child is silent in 

6. No order effect was found in any group for neither language.
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the middle of the story. After the child confirms that (s)he has finished telling the 
story, the experimenter proceeds to ask the comprehension questions, during which 
the whole story is placed on the table (visible to the child and the experimenter).

All sessions were audio- and video-recorded, including the oral language as-
sessment and the warm-up phase. The stories told by the children and their answers 
to the comprehension questions were transcribed into CHAT format, following the 
CHILDES guidelines (MacWhinney, 2000). The transcriptions were then verified 
by two independent researchers. When opinions regarding transcription and scor-
ing differed, final decisions were reached during research team meetings.

3.4 Narrative measures

3.4.1 Comprehension
Out of the 10 comprehension questions asked after the child told a story, three tar-
geted the child’s understanding of the main characters’ goals for each of the three 
episodes and six targeted understanding of internal states, and one concerned un-
derstanding of the general plotline (see Table 2 for comprehension questions in the 
Baby Goats story). For the IS questions, three concerned the main characters’ inter-
nal states (one for each episode) and three questions were follow-ups to these items. 
They consisted of why-questions meant to elicit the reason for the character’s IS.

Table 2. Contents of the narrative comprehension task (MAIN)

Story 
component

Question 
number

Episode Examples (from the Baby Birds story)

Goal D1 1 Why does the mother bird fly away?
D4 2 Why is the cat climbing the tree?
D7 3 Why does the dog grab the cat’s tail?

IS D2 1 How do the baby birds feel?
D3 (follow-up) 1 Why do you think that the baby birds are feeling bad/ 

hungry etc.?a

D5 2 How does the cat feel?
D6 (follow-up) 2 Why do you think that the cat is feeling bad/ hungry etc.?b

D8 3 Imagine that the dog sees the birds. How does the dog 
feel?

D9 (follow-up) 3 Why do you think that the dog feels good/fine/happy/
satisfied etc.?c

Plotline D10 – Who does the mother bird like best, the cat or the dog? 
Why?

Key: IS = Internal State term
a. Use the same IS term provided by the child in response to D2
b. Use the same IS term provided by the child in response to D5.
c. Use the same IS term provided by the child in response to D8.
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For each correct answer, the child received 1 point. In the current study, develop-
mental and cross-linguistic analyses were conducted using the general compre-
hension score (maximum 10 points), the goal-related questions score (maximum 
3 points) and the IS-related questions score (maximum 6 points).

3.4.2 Production

3.4.2.1 Story structure
Story structure refers to the production of macrostructure elements. All studies that 
were conducted using the MAIN protocol relied on the same story structure score, as 
explained in the MAIN scoring guidelines. The target macrostructure of the MAIN 
stories involves a setting and three episodes each containing an initiating event, a 
goal, an attempt, an outcome and a reaction by one of the main protagonists. The 
story structure score takes into account the sum of all the macrostructure compo-
nents of the three episodes of the story told by the child (maximum 17 points).

3.4.2.2 Structure complexity
Story complexity refers to the production of different macrostructural sequences 
(containing attempt-outcome, goal-attempt, goal-outcome, or goal-attempt-out-
come sequences). In this study, each narrative generated by a child was assigned a 
total complexity score based on the production of the different types of sequences 
in the different episodes. This complexity score was calculated based on the highest 
level of complexity reached by the child on all three episodes combined (see also 
Maviş et al., 2016). For each episode, one point was awarded for an attempt-outcome 
sequence (e.g. for first episode of the Baby Goats story: The mother goat went into 
the water and got her baby out), two points for goal-attempt (e.g. the mother goat 
wanted to rescue her baby so she went into the water) or goal-outcome sequences 
(e.g. the mother goat wanted to rescue her baby and she got it out of the water), and 
three points for full episodes of goal-attempt-outcome sequence (e.g. the mother 
goat wanted to rescue her baby so she went into the water and got the baby out) 
(maximum 9 points).
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4. Results

Since the distribution of the data for the variables of interest was not normal, ei-
ther within each of the three age groups or in the whole population of our study, 
as revealed by Shapiro-Wilk tests, nonparametric tests were used for the statistical 
analysis of the results. Comparisons across the three age groups were performed 
via Kruskal-Wallis tests (Bonferroni corrections were applied for multiple com-
parisons) and the relationships between different variables were investigated via 
Spearman bivariate correlations.7

4.1 Development of narrative comprehension 
in Lebanese Arabic and French

Figure 1 and Figure 2 display accuracy rates on comprehension questions for 
Lebanese Arabic and French respectively (for raw scores, see Appendix B).

Total comprehension was found to increase with age in both languages. Significant 
differences were found across the three age groups in each language (Lebanese 
Arabic: X2(2, 48) = 22.391, p < .0001, E2

R = .475; French: X2(2, 48) = 20.592, 
p < .0001, E2

R = .420). For each language, pairwise comparisons revealed significant 
differences between G4–5 and G6–7, and between G4–5 and G8–9 (with p < .001 
throughout), but not between G6–7 and G8–9.

Similar developmental patterns were found with respect to comprehension of 
IS in each language: significant differences across age groups (Lebanese Arabic: 
X2(2, 48) = 21.098, p < .0001, E2

R = .431; French: X2(2, 48) = 21.889, p < .0001, 
E2

R = .447), with pairwise comparisons displaying significant differences between 
G4–5 and G6–7, and between G4–5 and G8–9 (with p < .01 throughout), but not 
between G6–7 and G8–9. For comprehension of goals, although significant dif-
ferences were also found across the three age groups in each language (Lebanese 
Arabic: X2(2, 48) = 12.768, p = .002, E2

R = .261; French: X2(2, 48) = 9.390, p = .009, 
E2

R = .192), significant differences only arose between G4–5 and G6–7 in Arabic 
Lebanese (p = .003), while for French significant differences were found between 
G4–5 and G6–7 (p = .015) as well as between G4–5 and G8–9 (p = .011), but not 
between G6–7 and G8–9.

7. We decided to limit statistical analyses to inter-/intra-group comparisons and correlational 
analyses because of the preliminary nature of our study and our limited sample of 15–17 children 
per age group. We acknowledge that the line of inquiry adopted here should be pursued both 
with a larger sample size (given the large number of variables) and the use of more sophisticated 
statistical tools.
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Figure 1. Percentage of correct answers on total comprehension (Total Comp.), 
comprehension of internal states (IS) and comprehension of goals for Lebanese Arabic 
in G4–5 (n = 15), G6–7 (n = 16), and G8–9 (n = 17)
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Figure 2. Percentage of correct answers on total comprehension (Total Comp.), 
comprehension of internal states (IS) and comprehension of goals for French 
in G4–5 (n = 15), G6–7 (n = 16), and G8–9 (n = 17)
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Detailed results for each comprehension question are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Percentage of correct answers for each comprehension question, 
in G4–5 (n = 15), G6–7 (n = 16), and G8–9 (n = 17), for each language

Question Lebanese Arabic   French

G4–5 G6–7 G8–9 G4–5 G6–7 G8–9

D1 (Goal)   60 100 100       6.7    56.3    64.7
D4 (Goal) 100    93.8    82.4    93.3    93.8    88.2
D7 (Goal)    53.3 100    82.4    46.7  75    76.5
D2 (IS)   0    31.3    35.3   0    18.8    76.5
D3 (IS; follow-up)   0   0    41.2   0    18.8    52.9
D5 (IS)  20    43.8    76.5    53.3    56.3    88.2
D6 (IS; follow-up)    13.3    43.8    70.6    33.3    37.5    76.5
D8 (IS; ToM)   0  25    41.2  20    43.8    35.3
D9 (IS; follow-up)   0    12.5    47.1   0    37.5    23.5
D10 (plotline)  80 100 100    33.3    81.3 100

As can be seen, comparable patterns of answers in the two languages, apart from 
the first goal question (D1) and the general plotline question (D10), with much 
lower accuracy observed for French in comparison to Lebanese Arabic in G4–5. In 
general, IS-related questions generated lower accuracy than goal-related questions, 
particularly in G4–5 and in G6–7. The last two questions targeting IS (D8 and 
D9) were particularly problematic, even for the oldest children (G8–9) for whom 
accuracy didn’t reach 50%.

Finally, significant positive correlations between age and total comprehension, 
comprehension of IS and comprehension of goals were systematically found for 
each language, on the whole population (n = 48), as shown in Table 4. As can be 
seen, age was more strongly correlated with internal states than with goals.

Table 4. Correlations (Spearman’s rho) between age and total comprehension, 
comprehension of internal state terms (IS) and comprehension of goals, in each language

  Total IS Goals

Lebanese Arabic .728*** .701*** .363*
French .670*** .693***   .438**

* p < .05
** p < .01
*** p < .001
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4.2 Comparison of narrative comprehension in Lebanese Arabic and French

Comparison of Total comprehension in Lebanese Arabic and French yielded no 
significant differences in any age group (G4–5: Z(15) = −1.222, p = .222, r = −.223; 
G6–7: Z(16) = −1.122, p = .262, r = −.198; G8–9: Z(17) = 0.00, p = 1.000, r = 0). 
No significant intra-group differences were obtained either for comprehension of IS 
(G4–5: Z(15) = −1.190, p = .234, r = −.217; G6–7: Z(16) = −.765, p = .444, r = −.135; 
G8–9: Z(17) = −.672, p = .502, r = −.115). For comprehension of goals, significant 
differences between the two languages arose in G4–5 and G6–7, revealing superior 
comprehension for Lebanese Arabic over French (G4–5: Z(15) = −2.500, p = .012, 
r = −.456; G6–7: Z(16) = −2.972, p = .003, r = −.525). There was no significant dif-
ference in G8–9 (Z(17) = −1.513, p = .130, r = −.259).

Analyzing the relationship between comprehension in the two languages 
yielded significant positive correlations for each measure, with weaker coefficient in 
the case of goals (Total comprehension: rs = .699, p < .0001; IS: rs = .667, p < .0001; 
Goals: rs = .368, p = .01). Individual analysis revealed that 9/48 children had iden-
tical total comprehension scores in both their languages. For 33/48 children, total 
comprehension scores in the two languages differed by 1 or 2 points; 6/48 children 
had scores that differed by more than 2 points (at most 5).

4.3 Development of comprehension skills in relation with the development 
of story structure and story complexity

Figure 3 plots the relationship between story structure and total comprehension 
scores for each language. Significant positive correlations were found for both 
Lebanese Arabic (rs = .544, p < .0001) and French (rs = .658, p < .0001).
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Figure 3. Correlation between production story structure (max 17) and 
total comprehension scores (max 10) in Lebanese Arabic and in French
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Similarly, correlation analyses between structural complexity and total comprehen-
sion scores yielded significant results for Lebanese Arabic (rs = .370, p = .010) and 
French (rs = .438, p = .002) (see Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Correlations between structural complexity scores (max 9) and total 
comprehension scores (max 10) in Lebanese Arabic and in French

4.4 Development of comprehension skills in relation with language 
dominance and with exposure to stories

As explained in section 3.2.3, an index of language dominance was calculated for 
every child. Because language dominance varied within each age group, correla-
tions between the LDI and comprehension measures were run for G4–5, G6–7, and 
G8–9 separately, as well as for the entire group of children. As shown in Table 5, 
correlation coefficients were generally low across the board, except for G6–7, where 
the only significant correlation was found (for total comprehension, in French).8 
No significant correlations were found when the whole group of children was taken 
into account despite the rather high variability in LDI among children. Note that 
even the child who can be considered an outlier due to his/her strong dominance 
in French (LDI = −23.75; age = 4;9) scored similarly in both languages on all com-
prehension measures (5/10 for total comprehension, 2/3 for goal comprehension 
and 3/6 for IS comprehension).

8. It is not immediately clear why the only significant correlation occurred for total compre-
hension in French in G6–7. Note that other correlation coefficients larger than −.400 were not 
associated with low p-values (close to .05), which make them difficult to be considered as ten-
dencies. Additional participants would be needed in order to confirm these results.
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Table 5. Bivariate correlations (Spearman’s rho) between the index of language 
dominance and total comprehension, comprehension of internal states (IS) 
and comprehension of goals for each language (in each age group)

Age group   G4–5
(n = 15)

G6–7
(n = 16)

G8–9
(n = 17)

Total

Lebanese Arabic Total −.109 −.434 −.278 −.018
IS −.105 −.437 −.279 −.031
Goals   .052 −.084     .013     .043

French Total   .158  −.502*     .227     .206
IS  .004 −.410     .210     .165
Goals  .062 −.464     .209     .146

* p < .05

An exposure to narratives index (ENI) was calculated for each language via infor-
mation obtained from the parents; see Section 3.2.4. Focusing on the different age 
groups first, total comprehension, and comprehension of IS and goals were not 
significantly correlated to the ENI of the corresponding language, in any group 
(Table 6). However, when the entire group of children was taken together (n = 48), 
significant positive correlations obtained on the three comprehension measures for 
French, but not for Lebanese Arabic.

Table 6. Bivariate correlations (Spearman’s rho) between ENI-Lebanese 
and total comprehension and comprehension of internal state (IS) and goals 
in Lebanese Arabic, and between ENI-French and total comprehension and 
comprehension of IS and goals in French

Age group   G4–5
(n = 15)

G6–7
(n = 16)

G8–9
(n = 17)

Total

Lebanese Arabic Total     .312     .218     .211 .211
IS     .172     .247     .131 .240
Goals −.100 −.115     .363 .033

French Total −.016     .419     .010      .389**
IS −.062     .437 −.026      .380**
Goals     .159     .380     .121      .371**

** p < .01

When the whole group of children was taken together, we also found that all com-
prehension measures in Lebanese Arabic were significantly correlated with the 
ENI in French (total comprehension: rs = .424, p = .003; comprehension of IS: 
rs = .365, p = .011; comprehension of goals: rs = .346, p = .016). In contrast, com-
prehension in French was rarely correlated with the ENI in Lebanese Arabic, except 
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for comprehension of IS (total comprehension: rs = .261, p = .073; comprehension 
of IS: rs = .352, p = .014; comprehension of goals: rs = .006, p = .966). The results 
on goals were largely due to a significant correlation between the two measures in 
the youngest group (G4–5, n = 15) (rs = .575, p = .025). No significant correlations 
were observed between comprehension of goals in French and the ENI in Lebanese 
Arabic in the two other groups of children.

Finally, as shown in Table 7, significant positive correlations were found be-
tween the raw scores from the expressive vocabulary subtest of the Lebanese Arabic 
battery ELO-L and the different scores of the comprehension task of MAIN (total 
comprehension, comprehension of IS and comprehension of goals) in Lebanese 
Arabic when the whole population was taken into account (n = 48). No significant 
correlations were found within each age group.

Table 7. Bivariate correlations (Spearman’s rho) between performance (in percentages 
of correct answers) on expressive vocabulary (ELO-L) and total comprehension, 
comprehension of internal state (IS) and goals in Lebanese Arabic (in each group)

Age group G4–5
(n = 15)

G6–7
(n = 16)

G8–9
(n = 17)

Total

Total .420 .295 .368   .730****
IS .177 .288 .253   .691****
Goals .386 .114 .421  .428**

** p < .01
**** p < .0001

5. Discussion

This chapter investigated development of oral narrative comprehension in 48 typi-
cally developing Lebanese Arabic-French bilingual children growing up in Lebanon 
aged 4 to 9. The children, who were all simultaneous bilinguals, were divided into 
three age groups. Picture-based fictional narratives were elicited in each language, 
via the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN, Gagarina et al., 
2012). Comprehension questions were then asked of the children, which focused on 
macrostructure, including the main characters’ goals and internal states. Two ques-
tionnaires were also administered to the parents (PaBiQ and Exposure to Stories 
Questionnaire) in order to obtain an index of language dominance and indexes of 
exposure to narratives in Lebanese Arabic and French.
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5.1 Development of narrative comprehension 
in Lebanese Arabic and French

A significant increase of global comprehension, comprehension of IS, and compre-
hension of goals was found with age in both Lebanese Arabic and French. These 
findings are in line with results from other studies using MAIN, which also reported 
an age effect in comprehension (Maviş et al., 2016). In our study, development of 
comprehension was found to be particularly strong before the age of 8. Although 
the comprehension scores of the older group (G8–9) were the highest, no child in 
that group scored 10/10. This confirms previous findings showing that development 
of narrative skills is a gradual process that continues throughout adolescence and 
into adulthood (Berman & Slobin, 1994).

Despite a significant increase with age, the total comprehension scores for our 
G4–5 and G6–7 groups appear to be lower than the scores of children of the same 
age reported in other studies using MAIN, such as Bohnacker (2016), Lindgren 
(2018) and Maviş et al. (2016). One difference, between our study and Bohnacker’s 
(2016) study, concerns the interval between the assessment in the two languages. 
It was seven days for all of the children in our study, whereas half of the chil-
dren in Bohnacker (2016) were assessed on the same day, which may have cre-
ated training effects. Another difference between the two studies has to do with 
SES, which has been reported to affect children’s narrative skills (Bruner, 1990). 
In Bohnacker’s study, the families of the participating children all had high SES, 
whereas in our study, SES was lower, as measured by parents’ education. Similarly, 
the Swedish-German children in Lindgren’s (2018) study all came from high SES 
backgrounds. Interestingly, the SES profiles of the Swedish-Turkish children in that 
study were closer to those of our population, and the comprehension scores on 
Baby Birds/Baby Goats in the Swedish-Turkish group were generally lower than 
the scores obtained by the Swedish-German children. The scores reported for the 
Swedish-Turkish group were in fact more comparable to the scores obtained by 
our Lebanese Arabic-French children than those of the Swedish-German group. 
Another factor that may explain the differences across studies has to do with ex-
posure to narratives. The indexes that were obtained from our questionnaire on 
narrative exposure were not very high, especially in Lebanese Arabic. Telling stories 
to children is in fact not a very common activity in homes and schools in Lebanon 
(Lassalle-Gharrios & Marcoin, 2011), which might have affected the results in our 
context. In Bohnacker (2016), regular storytelling and book reading were reported 
by the parents, and the comprehension skills of their children were rated as being 
good or very good in both of their languages.

Detailed analysis of the results on narrative comprehension showed that com-
prehension of IS lagged behind comprehension of goals, especially in G4–5 and 
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G6–7. These findings are in line with other studies reporting that children before 
the age of seven still have difficulties fully understanding IS (Bohnacker, 2016). 
Indication that narratives were generally well comprehended, despite the fact that 
some questions targeting goals and IS were not answered correctly, comes from the 
high results on the question related to the plotline (80% in the youngest group).

5.2 Comparison of comprehension skills of children in both languages

No significant differences between Lebanese Arabic and French were found regard-
ing total comprehension and comprehension of IS. Moreover, comprehension scores 
were close to each other in the two languages. Significant correlations were also 
found for each measure (total comprehension, comprehension of goals and compre-
hension of IS). These findings are in line with the few other studies reporting sim-
ilar comprehension scores in both languages of bilingual children (e.g. Bohnacker, 
2016; Kapalkova et al., 2016; Lindgren, 2018). These results support the idea that 
macrostructure is language independent and may be transferred across languages. 
Indeed, performance on narrative comprehension involves the person’s capacity to 
draw inferences from a given source, such as a collection of pictures forming a story, 
as in the case of MAIN. Inferential systems must confront the information pro-
vided by the source to the person world’s knowledge, and such processing does not 
narrowly depend on linguistic competence. Moreover, the abstract nature of story 
structure, which is closely related to discourse representation (see Tsimpli, Peristeri, 
& Andreou, 2016), would make macrostructure more readily available in the differ-
ent languages of the child (see also Paris & Paris, 2003; Trabasso & Nickels, 1992). 
The findings in our study are particularly striking, since this crosslinguistic transfer 
happens even though the children are little exposed to narratives in Lebanese Arabic.

Significant differences between Lebanese Arabic and French only arose in the 
two younger groups (G4–5 and G6–7) regarding comprehension of goals. These 
differences were largely due to the question concerning the goal of the first episode 
(D1). In G4–5 response accuracy was 60% for Lebanese Arabic and 6.7% for French 
(see Table 3 above). We contend that this is due to differences in the first episode of 
the stories. Recall that the Baby Birds story was administered in Lebanese Arabic 
and that the Baby Goats story was administered in French. The children had little 
difficulty expressing the first goal in the Baby Birds story (wants to get food) pre-
sumably because it is based on a more vital and familiar need than the one targeted 
by the Baby Goats story (wants to save the baby goat from drowning). For the latter 
story, G4–5 children said that they did not know the answer to the D1 question 
or said elle veut nager ‘she wants to swim’. In G6–7, response accuracy on this 
question increased in French (to 56.3%) but it was still lower than the results for 
Lebanese Arabic (100%). This pattern of results should be compared to the results 
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for the question on the second episodes’ goals, which were quite similar in both 
stories, with a cat and a fox trying to catch a baby bird or a baby goat respectively 
(question D4). For this question, response accuracy was the highest in both lan-
guages in G4–5 (above 93%). Differences across MAIN stories have been reported 
to affect cross-linguistic comparisons (Lindgren, 2018; see also Gutiérrez-Clellen, 
2002, where other narratives were used). In further studies, it would be useful 
to counterbalance the stories across the children’s different languages in order to 
cancel out potential differences in narratives.

5.3 Development of narrative comprehension in relation with production

Comparisons between story structure (in production) and total comprehension, 
and between structural complexity (in production) and total comprehension, re-
vealed significant correlations for both languages. Other studies have shown that 
production and comprehension of narratives are related. Cain (2003) showed that 
monolingual children who have difficulty understanding narratives also have diffi-
culty producing them. Development of comprehension and production of macro-
structure elements are logically linked because they both rely on similar cognitive 
prerequisites, such as the ability to understand protagonists’ intentions and feelings 
in a story (e.g. Berman & Slobin, 1994; Stein & Glenn, 1979). The development of 
narrative abilities require advanced theory of mind capacities as well as attention 
and executive skills (Coelho, Liles, & Duffy, 1995; Oakhill, Hartt, & Samols, 2005).

This notwithstanding, qualitative analysis of our results revealed that some 
children who answered comprehension questions targeting goals and IS correctly 
did not include them in their production, especially in G4–5. However, the reverse 
was rarely observed. This suggests that they had acquired a macrostructure schema 
that they were able to express in response to prompt questions even though they did 
not include all components in spontaneous production, which was also shown in 
other studies (Bohnacker, 2016; Trabasso & Stein, 1994). It could be that producing 
a whole story, compared to answering specific questions on it, induces more diffi-
culties related presumably to attention, memory and planning skills.

5.4 Development of comprehension skills in relation with language 
dominance, expressive vocabulary, and exposure to stories

No significant correlations were found across the groups between language dom-
inance and comprehension measures, except for G6–7 (for total comprehension, 
in French; see footnote 7). No significant correlations were found either when the 
whole group of children was taken into account. Performance on comprehension 
thus appears to be unrelated to exposure to one language over another. This result 
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goes hand in hand with the findings in Section 5.2, according to which narrative 
comprehension is not language dependent, suggesting in turn that underlying pro-
cesses involved in macrostructure comprehension can be transferred from one 
language to the other. Individual analysis also revealed no link between compre-
hension and language dominance.

Other studies reported better narrative production in one language over the 
other, either the L1 (Kapalkova et al., 2016) or the L2 (Squires, Lugo-Neris, Peña, 
Bedore, Bohman, & Gilliam, 2014; Uccelli & Páez, 2007). However, these focused 
on production, and not comprehension. Moreover, the bilingual context of our 
participants appears to be different from the one of the children in these studies. 
Our study included simultaneous bilingual children with an early age of onset, in 
contrast to the studies above, which concerned sequential bilinguals. Moreover, 
in Lebanon, Lebanese Arabic and French are used daily in society and are granted 
equal importance in daycares and schools, beginning at age three. In other words, 
although exposure to L2 French increases upon the child’s entry into the school 
system, this is not detrimental to exposure and use of Lebanese Arabic. This sit-
uation differs from the bilingual contexts in Squires et al. (2014) and Uccelli & 
Páez (2007) where the L2, English, corresponds to the majority language. In these 
studies, the better performance reported in the L2 over the L1 was attributed to the 
loss of the L1 during the acquisition of the societal language, which implies that 
formal schooling in the L2 may influence performance in narrative skills in the L1.

Expressive vocabulary was found to be significantly correlated with perfor-
mance on comprehension questions, which echoes findings by Westerveld (2014), 
and is in line with observations by Bohnacker (2016) and Pearson (2002) that 
although story structure is assumed to be universal, in the sense that it heavily 
depends on the development of underlying cognitive processes related to the under-
standing of intentions and motivations of others, its assessment requires minimal 
language proficiency.

Results from our questionnaire on exposure to narratives revealed a language 
effect. Narrative comprehension in both French and Lebanese Arabic was signifi-
cantly correlated with the ENI in French, but not in Lebanese Arabic. Storytelling 
is known to be related to the development of narrative skills (e.g. Liles, 1993), and 
some studies also have shown that the number of books at home can affect narrative 
understanding (Karlsen, Geva, & Lyster, 2016). Our findings for French are in line 
with these studies, and suggest that exposure to stories plays an important role in 
narrative comprehension. The reason why the impact of exposure to stories was 
restricted to French in our study can be explained by the tendency of Lebanese 
families to tell/read stories to their children in foreign languages, especially French, 
as showed by Fiani et al. (2016).
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Exposure to literacy at school might also have impacted the development of 
narrative skills. Exposure to written stories has been shown to positively affect com-
prehension of macrostructure (Dickinson & Smith, 1994). Children in Lebanon 
start learning written language at approximately five years of age, which can explain 
the significant increase in both comprehension and production between four and 
seven years of age, as seen above. Access to literacy at school may in fact act as an 
accelerating factor in the development of macrostructure skills in Lebanese chil-
dren given the otherwise low level of storytelling they are exposed to at home, as 
revealed by Fiani et al. (2016).

6. Conclusion and clinical implications

The findings of this study support the hypothesis of the universality of macrostruc-
ture, suggesting that macrostructure is robust to language dominance and paucity 
of exposure to narratives in both languages. This makes the assessment of narratives 
particularly appropriate in bilingual contexts, given the difficulties that children 
with language impairment have with narrative comprehension (Norbury & Bishop, 
2003) and production (Bishop & Donlan, 2005; Reilly et al., 2004), including bilin-
guals (Boerma et al., 2016). Naturally, the first results reported in this study would 
need to be confirmed in a larger population, with a wider range of language domi-
nance contexts, and it should extend to other language combinations (e.g. Lebanese 
Arabic-English). Children with language impairment should also be included in 
these future studies. Finally, the effect of elicitation mode should be investigated. In 
this study, children were simply asked to tell the story after being shown the pictures, 
but two other modes could be exploited, such as story retell and story model. In their 
study of Turkish-German children, Maviş et al. (2016) found that the answers to 
comprehension questions tended to be more correct when stories were told follow-
ing a model than when there was no model. The objective of comparing the different 
eliciting modes would be to come up with the best possible tool for diagnosis.
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Appendix A. Items included in the Exposure to Narratives Index (ENI)

The Exposure to Narratives Index (ENI) was drawn from parental responses to Fiani et al.’s 
(2016) questionnaire on children’s exposure to narratives. It was calculated by adding the scores 
obtained on the following items:

– Frequency of exposure to oral stories before the age of 4 (question 5): score of 0, 1 or 2 
depending on the frequency of exposure to the story in each language. The score of 0 was 
awarded if the parents did not tell/read stories to their children before the age of 4. The score 
of 1 was attributed when the exposure to oral narratives took place at least once a week. The 
score of 2 was awarded if the parents told stories to their children on a daily basis.

– Frequency of exposure to written stories (question 11): score of 0, 1 or 2 depending on the fre-
quency of exposure to written stories in each language. The score of 0 was awarded if the child 
did not read stories. The score of 1 was awarded when exposure to written stories happened 
at least once per week. The score of 2 was awarded if the child read stories on a daily basis.

– Number of books (question 12): score of 0, 1 or 2 depending on the number of books available 
to the child in each language. The score of 0 was awarded if the child had between 0 and 3 
books at home. The score 1 was awarded if the child had between 3 and 10 books at home. 
The score 2 was awarded if (s)he had more than 10 books at home.

Appendix B.

Mean raw score (SD) and range for total comprehension, comprehension of internal states (IS) 
and comprehension of goals, in Lebanese Arabic and in French

  Lebanese Arabic   French

Total
(max. 10)

IS
(max. 6)

Goals
(max. 3)

Total
(max. 10)

IS
(max. 6)

Goals
(max. 3)

G4–5 
(n = 15)

3.27 (1.16)
(1–5)

1.07 (0.8)
(0–3)

2.20 (0.68)
(1–3)

  2.87 (1.13)
(1–5)

1.33 (1.05)
(0–3)

1.53 (0.52)
(1–2)

G6–7 
(n = 16)

5.56 (1.46)
(3–8)

2.63 (1.36)
(1–5)

2.94 (0.25)
(2–3)

5.13 (1.86)
(2–8)

2.88 (1.54)
(0–5)

2.19 (0.66)
(1–3)

G8–9 
(n = 17)

6.59 (1.80)
(3–9)

3.94 (1.71)
(1–6)

2.65 (0.49)
(2–3)

6.65 (2.23)
(2–9)

4.35 (1.46)
(2–6)

2.29 (0.99)
(0–3)
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understand picture-based stories
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This study investigates story comprehension in 46 German-Swedish 4- to 6-year-
old bilinguals growing up in Sweden. The children’s inferential understanding 
of goals and emotions of story characters in visually presented stories was as-
sessed in both German and Swedish, using the comprehension questions from 
the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN; Gagarina et al., 
2012, 2015) for the narrative tasks Cat/Dog and Baby Birds/Baby Goats. We 
analysed effects of age, language, and narrative task on overall comprehension 
scores and investigated whether comprehension scores were influenced by ex-
pressive vocabulary knowledge, operationalized as scores on a vocabulary task 
(Cross-Linguistic Lexical Task, CLT; Haman et al., 2015). Additionally, response 
patterns for the different comprehension questions were analysed.

We found effects of age, with 6-year-olds outperforming 4- and 5-year-olds, 
but no significant difference between the two younger groups. The development 
with age was similar in both languages and was consistent across tasks. The main 
effect of language was not significant, but when German was tested first, the 
children performed lower in German than in Swedish. When Swedish was tested 
first, no difference was found between the languages. The effect of expressive vo-
cabulary was not the same in the two languages. In German, but not in Swedish, 
CLT expressive vocabulary scores significantly predicted narrative comprehen-
sion scores. The children’s inferential comprehension performance depended 
on the narrative task used, with higher scores for MAIN Cat/Dog than Baby 
Birds/Baby Goats, and response accuracy was also found to vary substantially 
between different comprehension questions. Response patterns to individual 
questions were strikingly similar in Swedish and German, suggesting that they 
may generalize across languages. The results indicate that an analysis of individ-
ual comprehension questions allows us to explore and detect patterns not visible 
in overall scores.

Keywords: German, inferencing, narrative comprehension, Swedish, vocabulary
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1. Introduction

When we comprehend stories, we seek to find relationships between events and cre-
ate mental representations of the overarching narrative structure, the narrative mac-
rostructure (e.g. Graesser, Singer, & Trabasso, 1994; Kintsch, 1988; Stein & Glenn, 
1979; Trabasso, Secco, & van den Broek, 1984). These mental representations are 
based both on information provided in the stories and on our background knowl-
edge. Story content can be presented in various ways, verbally (a story told), visually 
(shown in pictures or in silent video-clips) or both verbally and visually (films or sto-
ries told accompanied by picture sequences) (e.g. van den Broek, Kendeou, Kremer, 
Lynch, White, & Lorch, 2005; Paris & Paris, 2003). Neither visually presented nor 
verbally presented stories make all aspects of a story explicit. Story comprehen-
sion thus always necessitates inferencing, for example about the goals and emotions 
of story characters (Bishop, 1997; Letts & Leinonen, 2001; Hayward, Schneider, & 
Gillam, 2009; Stein & Glenn, 1979). To draw inferences means to integrate various 
types of information that may be taken from different sources into a conclusion 
(Graesser et al., 1994, pp. 373–376; Levinson, 1983, pp. 21–22). Our background 
knowledge includes knowledge of facts of the world, how social interaction works, 
cause-effect relationships, and knowledge of narrative schemata.

Comprehending a story means understanding the relations between events, 
including the reasons for a character’s actions, i.e. understanding the plot of a story 
(van den Broek et al., 2005, p. 118, 126). Picture-based narrative comprehension 
tasks can thus tell us about the child’s ability to draw inferences from the pictures 
and verbalize them in a comprehensible manner when probed, for example con-
cerning story characters’ goals and emotions (Burris & Brown, 2014), which in 
turn requires Theory of Mind, i.e. the ability to understand what the story charac-
ters think and feel (e.g. Astington & Pelletier, 2005; Pelletier & Astington, 2004). 
Comprehension of an underlying story schema may be a prerequisite for being able 
to tell a well-formed story (Burris & Brown, 2014; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso 
& Rodkin, 1994). Results from previous studies of narrative comprehension in-
dicate that “analyzing only what the speaker says may underestimate what the 
speaker knows” (Trabasso & Rodkin, 1994, p. 103), i.e. that speakers, and children 
in particular, are able to understand more of the narrative structure than they are 
able to spontaneously include in their narratives (e.g. Bohnacker, 2016; Lindgren, 
2019; Trabasso & Rodkin, 1994). To fully assess children’s narrative abilities, it is 
thus necessary to assess their story comprehension. However, the majority of ex-
isting studies have focused on children’s narrative production; this is especially the 
case for studies of bilingual children. This chapter reports a study of 4–6-year-old 
German-Swedish bilinguals, an understudied group acquiring two closely-related 
languages, and their narrative comprehension in both languages.
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In the present study, comprehension questions (see Section 4.2 for details) 
from the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN; Gagarina, 
Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Balčiūnienė, Bohnacker & Walters, 2012, 2015) 
were used to probe the children’s inferential comprehension. MAIN is a battery of 
picture-based narrative tasks that are suitable for children aged 4–10 speaking a 
variety of languages. Several studies that have used MAIN to investigate bilingual 
children’s narrative abilities have been published in recent years, including a special 
issue of Applied Psycholinguistics in 2016 (e.g. Bohnacker, 2016; Gagarina, 2016; 
Kunnari, Välimaa, & Laukkanen-Nevala, 2016; Roch, Florit, & Levorato, 2016). 
With some exceptions these studies primarily explore children’s narrative produc-
tion, not narrative comprehension. Much is still unknown about bilingual children’s 
narrative skills, especially regarding (inferential) story comprehension, both in the 
context of MAIN and more generally.

The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 summarizes findings from earlier 
studies of children’s narrative comprehension. Section 3 states our aim and re-
search questions, and Section 4 describes the methodology. Results are presented 
in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 contains a discussion and conclusion.

2. Background

In this section, we first summarize general findings of children’s comprehension of 
narratives (Section 2.1), before zooming in on results from studies using MAIN, 
the same instrument as in the present study (Section 2.2).

2.1 General findings

The development of children’s narrative comprehension is less well studied than 
their narrative production skills (storytelling and retelling). Narrative compre-
hension has also not always been clearly separated from narrative production; 
sometimes narrative production tasks such as narrative recall or retell are listed as 
(indirect) methods for investigating narrative comprehension (e.g. Burris & Brown, 
2014). However, when such methods are used, the ‘comprehension’ measured is in 
fact the child’s ability to remember as many aspects of the story as s/he has been 
told (Boudreau, 2007; Dodwell & Bavin, 2008), and not necessarily his/her ability 
to understand an underlying story schema. Such methods thus tax the child’s (ver-
bal) short term memory to a large extent, and make it difficult to separate effects of 
memory from the child’s actual comprehension.
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When narrative comprehension has been studied directly, it has mostly been in 
the form of probe questions (e.g. Bishop & Adams, 1992; Bohnacker, 2016; Gibson, 
Peña, & Bedore, 2018; Letts & Leinonen, 2001; Lindgren, 2018; Stein & Glenn, 1979; 
Trabasso, Stein, Rodkin, Munger, & Baughn, 1992). Depending on the format in 
which the story content is presented, the child is asked the probe questions either 
after s/he has listened to (and in some cases also has retold) a story, or after s/he 
has looked at pictures and then told a story (as in the method employed in the 
present study). Compared to retelling a story, answering comprehension questions 
is less taxing for the child’s memory, especially if the picture stimuli are visible 
throughout, as in the current study, and are not removed, as is often done else-
where.1 Answering such questions usually requires inferencing on the part of the 
child, irrespective of how the story content is presented (orally, visually, or both), 
and also requires that children formulate their answers verbally.2 Results indicate 
that children’s comprehension of narrative structure is relatively well-developed 
at a time when their narrative production is still rudimentary (e.g. Stein & Glenn, 
1979, Trabasso et al., 1992). In a well-known study, Stein & Glenn (1979) analyzed 
answers to (mainly inference-requiring) comprehension questions by monolingual 
English 6- and 10-year-olds (N = 24). Their results showed that the 6-year-olds 
performed well on inferential comprehension of narratives, with good compre-
hension of goals and internal states, components which were only rarely expressed 
when the same children retold stories. Similarly, Trabasso et al. (1992) found that 
English monolingual 4-year-olds who did not produce story characters’ goals in 
their narratives were able to explain why characters performed certain actions when 
explicitly probed.

Some previous studies have investigated children’s inferential comprehension 
of narratives with different types of comprehension questions (e.g. Bishop & Adams, 
1992; Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2002; Letts & Leinonen, 2001; Paris & Paris, 2003), for ex-
ample on ‘factual’ vs ‘inferential’ questions. Here, factual narrative comprehension 
questions target recall of factual details that were either presented verbally (listening 
comprehension) or visually (stimulus pictures/film). Inferential questions target 

1. When the child is asked to answer comprehension questions without the pictures present (e.g. 
Bishop & Adams, 1992; Lepola, Lynch, Laakkonen, Silvén, & Niemi, 2012; Letts & Leinonen, 2001; 
Lynch, van den Broek, Kremer, Kendeou, White, & Lorch, 2008; Omanson, Warren, & Trabasso, 
1978; Paris & Paris, 2003; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso et al., 1984; van den Broek et al., 2005; 
and the studies in a meta-analysis by Filiatrault-Veilleux, Bouchardt, Trudeau, & Desmarais, 2015), 
demands on the child’s memory are also high, just as is the case in retelling tasks.

2. Such an assessment of narrative comprehension is therefore not independent of language 
skill. However, responding to comprehension questions does not require as complex expressive 
language as actual story production does. When story telling or retelling is employed to (more 
indirectly) investigate narrative comprehension, linguistic demands on the child are higher.
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comprehension of story aspects that were not explicitly mentioned or depicted 
and must be induced/inferred. However, few studies of visually presented stories 
have explored answers to specific inferential questions of different types in detail, 
and even fewer studies analyse children’s incorrect answers to such questions (pace 
Bishop & Adams, 1992). The current study investigates different types of answers 
given by children to specific comprehension questions, with a view to exploring 
general patterns and potential developments that may otherwise stay ‘hidden’ in 
the overall comprehension scores.

As mentioned above, comprehension questions constitute a relatively direct 
way of measuring narrative comprehension (cf. Liles, 1993), even though answers 
still need to be expressed verbally and are thus not independent of language skills. 
It may well be the case that a child fully understands a story but cannot fully convey 
this understanding due to limited language proficiency. To explore this possibil-
ity further, the present study includes an analysis of how expressive vocabulary 
knowledge relates to narrative comprehension (scores). We already have clear in-
dications from narrative production that narrative ability is not independent of 
general language proficiency, for example vocabulary knowledge (e.g. Iluz-Cohen 
& Walters, 2012; Lindgren, 2018; Mäkinen, 2014; Tompkins, Guo, & Justice, 2013).3 
For example, in a study of monolingual Swedish and bilingual German-Swedish and 
Turkish-Swedish children aged 4–6 (N = 166) telling MAIN, Lindgren (2018) found 
a clear effect of expressive vocabulary on children’s production of narrative mac-
rostructure, both in the majority language Swedish and in the minority languages 
German and Turkish.4 However, the potential link between expressive vocabulary 
and narrative comprehension was not explored in Lindgren (2018). A number of 
studies of monolingual children have found correlations between receptive or ex-
pressive vocabulary knowledge and narrative listening comprehension (e.g. Lepola 
et al., 2012; Lynch et al., 2008; Westerveld, Gillon & Boyd, 2012). However, to our 
knowledge, the role of general language proficiency, e.g. vocabulary knowledge, 
has not been systematically investigated for bilinguals’ narrative comprehension.

In sum, previous studies have found children’s narrative comprehension to 
develop earlier than their production. The effects of general language proficiency 
on bilingual children’s narrative comprehension as well as children’s performance 
on different types of inferential questions are as yet unknown. Next, we take a closer 
look at results from studies using MAIN to assess narrative comprehension.

3. Note that vocabulary knowledge is only one aspect of general language proficiency: in order 
to fully assess children’s language, other aspects, including for example syntactic complexity and 
morphological accuracy, would need to be taken into account as well.

4. Note that the German-Swedish bilinguals of Lindgren (2018) were the same as the children 
in the present study.
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2.2 Comprehension in MAIN

A number of recent studies report overall scores on the comprehension questions 
from MAIN (see Section 4.2) (Boerma, Leseman, Timmermeister, Wijnen, & Blom, 
2016; Bohnacker, 2016; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press; Kapalková, Polišenská, 
Marková, & Fenton, 2016; Lindgren, 2018, 2019; Maviş, Tunçer, & Gagarina, 2016; 
Otwinowska, Mieszkowska, Białecka-Pikul, Opacki, & Haman, 2018; Roch et al., 
2016). None of these studies investigate the effects of general vocabulary knowl-
edge on narrative comprehension, but primarily focus on age effects, differences 
between mono- and bilinguals and/or differences between bilinguals’ languages. 
Performance on specific (types of) comprehension questions is only rarely explored, 
and only one study (Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press) analyzes children’s incorrect 
answers qualitatively.

In a study of 52 English-Swedish bilinguals aged 5–7 growing up in Sweden 
who told two parallel stories from MAIN, Baby Birds/Baby Goats (for details, see 
Section 4.2), Bohnacker (2016) found no significant differences between the bilin-
guals’ two languages in narrative comprehension. In both Swedish and English, the 
6–7-year-olds performed better than the 5-year-olds, although comprehension was 
at a high level already at age 5.

In a large-scale study, Boerma et al. (2016) investigated Dutch narrative pro-
duction and comprehension in mono- and bilingual Dutch-speaking children with 
typical development and with language impairment aged 4;10–7;0 (N = 132). They 
found a clear effect of language impairment, but no difference between mono- and 
bilinguals on Baby Birds/Baby Goats narrative comprehension in Dutch. Age effects 
were not investigated.

Roch et al. (2016) analyzed both languages of Italian-English bilinguals aged 
5–7 (N = 62). The bilinguals were growing up in Italy and had attended an English- 
medium school from around age 3. Children aged 5–6 (who had not yet had that 
much exposure to English) scored higher in L1 Italian than in L2 English, whereas 
children aged 6–7 had similar comprehension scores for Baby Birds/Baby Goats in 
the two languages. For L2 English, there was a large difference between the younger 
and the older group, but in L1 Italian, there was no significant difference between 
the age groups. These results indicate that not only age, but also length of exposure 
and most likely also language proficiency (the younger children in the study had 
significantly lower scores on the PPVT in English than in Italian) play a role for 
the children’s narrative comprehension.

Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press) investigated story comprehension in 72 
Swedish monolinguals aged 4–6 and the 52 English-Swedish bilinguals aged 5–7 
from Bohnacker (2016). The monolinguals were tested with MAIN Baby Birds/
Baby Goats and Cat/Dog, another set of two parallel stories from MAIN (see 
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Section 4.2), and were found to perform significantly better on Cat/Dog, irrespec-
tive of age group. Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press) found no significant differ-
ences between the mono- and the bilinguals, neither for the 5-year-olds, nor for 
the 6–7-year-olds. In addition to the quantitative analysis of overall comprehension 
scores, they carried out a detailed investigation of response accuracy and types of 
answers to specific comprehension questions. To our knowledge, their study is the 
only existing study that has carried out such an analysis for MAIN comprehension. 
On the basis of their results, Bohnacker and Lindgren made explicit suggestions 
for what we can expect of a typically-developing child aged 4–7 in (MAIN) nar-
rative comprehension.5 First, overall inferential comprehension on Cat/Dog can 
be expected to be high already at age 4, and by age 6, it should be close to ceiling, 
whereas accuracy on Baby Birds/Baby Goats cannot be expected to be equally high. 
Second, for both tasks, by age 6, comprehension of goals should have reached a very 
high level, close to ceiling. Finally, Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press) found that 
response accuracy on questions probing the child’s inferential comprehension of a 
hypothetical scenario was especially low for Baby Birds/Baby Goats, but substan-
tially higher on Cat/Dog, and predicted that such differential performance (i.e. a 
task effect) should be found more generally, and also for children of other language 
combinations. The present study investigates whether these expectations are also 
borne out for German-Swedish 4- to 6-year-olds.

To summarize, the results of previous studies using MAIN point to an age de-
velopment in narrative comprehension (Bohnacker, 2016; Bohnacker & Lindgren, 
in press; Lindgren, 2018, 2019; Maviş et al., 2016; Roch et al., 2016) and indicate 
that bilinguals tend to score similarly in their two languages in comprehension, 
at least at age 6–7 (Bohnacker, 2016; Kapalková et al., 2016; Lindgren, 2018; Roch 
et al., 2016). There are also indications that (some) bilinguals may score similarly to 
monolinguals on narrative comprehension (Boerma et al., 2016; Lindgren, 2018). 
Additionally, children’s performance on narrative comprehension may vary be-
tween tasks and/or individual comprehension questions (Bohnacker & Lindgren, 
in press; Bohnacker, Öztekin, & Lindgren, this volume). The relationship between 
comprehension in MAIN and aspects of general language proficiency such as vo-
cabulary knowledge remains unknown.

5. It should be said that Bohnacker & Lindgren’s (in press) suggestions for benchmarks for 
MAIN comprehension were made on the basis of monolingual and bilingual children from 
mid- to high-SES backgrounds in Sweden, who were regularly exposed to storytelling and 
book-reading activities.
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3. Aim and research questions

The aim of the present study is to investigate German-Swedish bilingual 4- to 
6-year-olds’ narrative comprehension in both languages using two different nar-
rative tasks (MAIN Cat/Dog and Baby Birds/Baby Goats), analyzing both overall 
comprehension scores and response patterns to specific questions. The following 
research questions are asked (the first four questions concern the children’s overall 
comprehension scores, and the final question is addressed in our analysis of answers 
to specific comprehension questions):

1. Does narrative comprehension develop with age from 4 to 6 years? Is the effect 
of age the same in both languages?

2. Is there a difference between the languages (German, Swedish) in narrative 
comprehension?

3. Do the children perform differently on the narrative tasks of MAIN (Cat/Dog 
vs Baby Birds/Baby Goats)?

4. Is performance on narrative comprehension in the two languages influenced 
by general expressive vocabulary knowledge in each language (when age is 
controlled for)?

5. What are the children’s response patterns for specific comprehension questions?

4. Methods

4.1 Participants

The participants were 46 German-Swedish bilinguals aged 4;0–6,11 growing up in 
Sweden. Informed parental consent was obtained in writing, and the children could 
terminate their participation in the study at any time. The children were divided 
into three age groups: 4-year-olds, 5-year-olds, and 6-year-olds. Table 1 gives an 
overview of the children in the different groups.

Table 1. Overview of the participants

  4-year-olds 5-year-olds 6-year-olds Total

N (girls/boys) 14 (9/5) 16 (12/4) 16 (10/6) 46 (31/15)
Mean age 4;6 5;5 6;7 5;7
Age range 4;0–4;11 5;0–5;11 6;1–6;11 4;0–6;11

The parents filled in a detailed questionnaire about the child’s language devel-
opment, patterns of language use in the family, and the parents’ language and 
educational backgrounds. All children were living in Sweden at the time of data 
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collection and most (74%, 34 children) had done so from birth. They came from 
mid- to high-SES backgrounds; all parents had at least some tertiary education, 
which can be considered typical of German-speaking families in Sweden. The 
children did not have any diagnosed language impairment according to parental 
report. They were able to speak both Swedish and German well enough to com-
plete the narrative tasks in each language. All children were continuously exposed 
to the minority language German from birth in the home. Most children (69.6%, 
32 children) were reported to have received regular Swedish input from birth or 
before age 1;0. For 10 children (21.7%) regular exposure to Swedish started be-
tween age 1;0 and 2;0. Only for four children (8.7%) did regular exposure to the 
majority language Swedish start after age 2.

The children attended institutional childcare for a major part of the day, as 
is typical in the Swedish context: 30 children (65.2%) attended Swedish-medium 
(pre)schools, and 14 children (30.4%) attended a Swedish-German bilingual (pre)
school. The children were mainly preliterate. Most 4- and 5-year-olds attended pre-
schools, and a few 5-year-olds and most 6-year-olds attended förskoleklass ‘preschool 
class’, a non-mandatory preparatory year before Grade 1. A few of the older 6-year-
olds had started Grade 1 at the time of testing: these were the only children who had 
any literacy (beyond being able to write their own names and a few words), as read-
ing and writing is not taught in Sweden before age 7, in Grade 1 of primary school.

According to parental report, no child received more than 60% daily input in 
German. Since the children grow up with Swedish as majority language and attend 
(pre)schools exclusively or partly in Swedish for a major part of the day, higher 
levels of exposure to Swedish are expected. The parents of 26 children (56.5%) re-
ported that their child received at least 40% daily input in both languages, whereas 
17 children (37%) were reported to receive 80% or more daily input in Swedish. 
The remaining three children, and one child with 80% Swedish input, were also 
exposed to a third language.

Slightly over half the children (54.3%, 25 children) had one parent who was a 
Swedish native speaker and one parent who was a German native speaker. Eighteen 
children (39.1%) had two parents who were native speakers of German, and two chil-
dren had one native German parent and one parent with another native language. 
One child had parents who were both German-Swedish bilinguals themselves.

The parents of almost half of the children (48%) rated their children’s expressive 
language skills to be somewhat higher in Swedish. Only a smaller group (17%) rated 
their children to be more proficient in German. The remaining children (35%) were 
rated to have equal expressive skills in both languages.6

6. For more details about the participants, see Lindgren (2018: Chapter 3).
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4.2 Materials

The present study focuses on the children’s comprehension results on MAIN 
(Gagarina et al., 2012, 2015). MAIN contains four different stories (Cat, Dog, Baby 
Birds, Baby Goats), of which two each are strictly parallel in plotline (Cat/Dog; Baby 
Birds/Baby Goats). Each story is a picture sequence with six pictures showing a 
story consisting of three episodes. Each story episode contains a goal-attempt-out-
come sequence (cf. Gagarina et al., 2012). MAIN has a specific procedure for ad-
ministering the task in the ‘telling mode’, where the child first looks at all six pictures 
at his/her own pace before telling the story and is then asked ten standardized 
comprehension questions (see below). It is this procedure that was used in the 
present study for every story. The four stories are parallel in terms of length and 
story grammar components. They differ in the number of story characters: Cat/Dog 
has three characters and Baby Birds/Baby Goats five characters. In what follows, 
Cat/Dog will be referred to as one narrative task, and Baby Birds/Baby Goats as 
the other narrative task.

Relevant for the present study are the ten comprehension questions which 
probe the child’s ability to verbalize different types of inferences drawn from the 
story as shown in the pictures. Note that the MAIN comprehension questions are 
strictly parallel across stories (in contrast to many other narrative materials in the 
literature). For each story, three questions (D1, D4, D7) probe understanding of the 
goals of a main story character in each of the three episodes. Three questions (D2, 
D5, D8) target a character’s internal states, each with a follow-up why-question 
(D3, D6, D9) that aims to elicit the rationale behind the character’s internal states. 
All questions are open how and why questions.7 The final question (D10) requires 
understanding of the whole plotline. For illustration, the ten comprehension ques-
tions for Cat are shown in Table 2. The Cat picture sequence is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Small-scale copy of the Cat picture sequence (Gagarina et al., 2012) 
(reproduced with permission from the publisher)

7. Following the standard MAIN procedure, the follow-up question is only asked when the preced-
ing question is answered correctly, e.g. D3 is only asked when the answer to D2 is correct. Also, 
in line with standard MAIN procedure, no forced-choice options were given to the child (e.g. a 
follow-up question with explicit alternatives) when the child did not answer or answered incorrectly.
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To get an estimate of the children’s vocabulary knowledge, in addition to MAIN, 
we administered vocabulary production and comprehension tasks in both lan-
guages. The Swedish and German versions of the Cross-linguistic Lexical Tasks 
(LITMUS-CLT, hereafter CLT; Haman, Łuniewska, & Pomiechowska, 2015), 
CLT-SWE (Ringblom, Håkansson, & Lindgren, 2014) and CLT-DE (Rinker & 
Gagarina, 2014), were used since they are suitable for children aged 3–6 and were 
constructed to be of comparable difficulty across languages. (No other comparable 
vocabulary tasks exist for Swedish and German.) The CLT-SWE and CLT-DE are 
not translations of each other (nor are they translations of a vocabulary test in 
another language), but they were constructed in parallel fashion, and the test items 
for each language version were chosen from a common pool of (word) concepts 
(cf. Haman et al., 2015). Each CLT language version contains four parts: noun 
comprehension, verb comprehension, noun production, and verb production. In 
this study, only CLT noun and verb production is reported, as we wanted to assess 
the effect of expressive vocabulary on narrative comprehension.8 The CLT pro-
duction parts are picture naming tasks in which the experimenter asks the child 
to name an object (‘What is this?’ for noun production) or action (‘What is she 

8. Vocabulary comprehension scores were close to ceiling in both languages and did thus not 
vary to the same extent between individual children. The results for the scores on all four parts 
of the CLTs in both languages are reported elsewhere (Lindgren & Bohnacker, 2020).

Table 2. Overview of the ten comprehension questions, MAIN Cat

Question Example (Cat)

D1. Episode 1 Goal Why does the cat jump/leap forward? (picture 1–2)
D2. Episode 1 IST How does the cat feel? (picture 3)
D3. Episode 1 IST rationale Why do you think that the cat is feeling [answer D2]?
D4. Episode 2 Goal Why does the boy hold the fishing rod in the water? 

(picture 5)
D5. Episode 2 IST How does the boy feel? (picture 6)
D6. Episode 2 IST rationale Why do you think that the boy is feeling [answer D5]?
D7. Episode 3 Goal Why does the cat grab the fish? (picture 5)
D8. Theory of Mind IST Imagine that the boy sees the cat. How does the boy feel? 

(picture 6)
D9. Theory of Mind IST rationale Why do you think that the boy feels [answer D8]?
D10. Overall plotline question Will the boy be friends with the cat? Why?

Note. IST = Internal state term.
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doing?’ for verb production). Each child received a vocabulary (production) score 
(out of maximum 60 points) in each language.9

4.3 Procedure

Each child told two MAIN stories per language and answered the comprehension 
questions for these stories.10 Each child also did a vocabulary task (CLT) in each 
language. The two languages were always tested in different sessions with at least 
three days between the sessions. On average, the time between the sessions was 
eight days. The order of the languages was counterbalanced for the age groups: half 
of the children in each age group were tested in Swedish first and the other half 
in German first. All children were tested in Swedish by the first author, a native 
speaker of Swedish, and in German by either the second author or a female research 
assistant, both native speakers of German. The experimenter only spoke to the child 
in the language of testing and acted as if she did not understand the other language.

The two narrative tasks in each language were carried out within one session as 
part of a larger test battery. Cat/Dog was always done first, followed by the vocab-
ulary task (CLT), which in turn was followed by Baby Birds/Baby Goats. The child 
never received the same story in the two languages. The stories told by the child in 
the respective language were counterbalanced within each age group.11

The procedure for all narrative tasks was identical, following the standard pro-
cedure for MAIN in the ‘telling mode’: First the child looked at all six pictures at 
his/her own pace without them being visible to the experimenter. Next, the child 
proceeded to tell the story based on his/her interpretation of events in the pic-
tures, while first looking at two, then four, then finally all six pictures (the pictures 
were still only visible to the child at this point). Finally, the child answered the ten 
comprehension questions.12 When the comprehension questions were asked, the 

9. For more information about the scoring of the children’s answers, see Lindgren (2018, pp. 82–
84) and Lindgren & Bohnacker (2020). Only correct answers in the target language score a point. 
Lindgren and Bohnacker (2020) provide an overview of the number of German and Swedish 
CLT test items that were cognates and found better performance on cognate items. This effect 
was especially pronounced for German test items that were cognate with Swedish.

10. Results for the children’s narrative production are reported elsewhere (Lindgren, 2018: 
Chapter 7).

11. For an overview of the counterbalancing system used, see Lindgren (2018, p. 59).

12. It is important to point out that, with the exception of the studies by Lindgren (2018) and 
Bohnacker & Lindgren (in press), previous studies have not used Cat/Dog in the ‘telling mode’, 
as these stories were originally created to be used for retelling and model story (Gagarina et al., 
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pictures were visible to both child and experimenter. The entire procedure was 
audio and video recorded. Standardized questions from the Swedish and German 
versions of MAIN were used with all children. The child received a sticker after 
each task, and a diploma after having completed both sessions.

4.4 Scoring and categorization of the comprehension questions

The answers to the comprehension questions were transcribed verbatim. A total 
of 1,840 comprehension questions were to be asked (46 children x 2 languages x 
2  stories x 10 questions). In German, the experimenter forgot to ask four questions 
(one in Cat/Dog, three in Baby Birds/Baby Goats), corresponding to 0.4% missing 
data. In Swedish, all questions were asked. However, Swedish data for Cat/Dog was 
missing for one 5-year-old. This child switched to German during her Swedish nar-
rative and, despite efforts of the experimenter, did not switch back to Swedish, and 
she also answered the comprehension questions in German. These answers were 
excluded. The data thus consisted of answers to 1,826 comprehension questions 
(910 in Swedish and 916 in German). For the four missing German questions, 
sample mean substitution was used,13 such that for each missing question, a score 
identical to the mean for that question for the child’s age group was substituted.

Responses to the comprehension questions were scored as 1 (correct) or 0 (in-
correct). Thus, for each narrative task, the maximum score on the comprehension 
questions is 10 points. Each child (with the exception of the above-mentioned 
5-year-old) received four different comprehension scores, one for each task.

The first author scored all Swedish answers. The German answers were scored 
by a native German research assistant and then checked by the first author. Unclear 
cases were discussed with the second author. The children’s answers to the compre-
hension question were varied and did not always correspond to the typical answers 
found in the MAIN manual (Gagarina et al., 2012). For this reason, detailed scoring 
guidelines that included general scoring principles and a large number of authentic 
answers were developed by the second author and her research group. The prin-
ciples and decisions of these scoring guidelines were based on multiple rounds of 
systematic discussion of unclear cases found in more than 9,000 answers of 286 

2012), modes in which the child first listens to the story told by the experimenter. In the current 
study, both Cat/Dog and Baby Birds/Baby Goats were used in the telling mode, and narrative 
comprehension is analyzed for comprehension questions asked after the child has looked at the 
pictures and told the story.

13. This follows common practice when there is no more than 2% missing data (Widaman, 2006).
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mono- and bilingual children in Sweden. The guidelines were followed closely in 
the current study and the scoring was thoroughly checked against them.14

In addition to scoring the children’s answers as correct or incorrect, we ana-
lyzed the incorrect answers for specific questions, where accuracy was relatively low. 
This analysis consisted of grouping the incorrect answers into types with a view to 
explore general patterns and discover systematicity with respect to age development 
in the incorrect answers.

5. Results

5.1 Comprehension scores: Differences between age groups, 
tasks and languages

The mean scores and standard deviations for the comprehension scores of the two 
narrative tasks (Cat/Dog; Baby Birds/Baby Goats) in each language are shown in 
Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Mean comprehension scores for the narrative tasks in Swedish and German, 
by age group (Max = 10 points). Error bars show ±1 SD.

There were significant correlations between the two tasks in each language (Swedish: 
r = .381, p < .001, German: r = .522, p < .001) and between the same task in the two 
languages (Cat/Dog: r = .349, p = .02, Baby Birds/Baby Goats: r = .393, p = .006).

14. We scored our data in the manner described above because MAIN is not norm-referenced 
and no exhaustive manual for scoring macrostructure and narrative comprehension is available 
for it as of yet. We believe that our scoring procedure with multiple rounds of discussions, de-
velopment of guidelines, consensus decisions and subsequent systematic checking of the data is 
a more valid and solid procedure than commonly reported measures of interrater reliability.
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In order to answer the research questions about effects of language, age, and 
task, a repeated-measures (factorial) ANOVA was carried out with Task (Cat/Dog vs 
Baby Birds/Baby Goats) and Language as within-child factors, and language of the 
first testing (Test1) and Age group as between-child factors. In cases of significant 
interaction effects, we carried out post-hoc analyses (simple effects analyses with 
Pillai’s trace or univariate analyses, depending on the type of interaction effect).

There was a highly significant main effect of Task (F(1, 39) = 18.288, p < .001, 
η2

p = .319), with higher scores on Cat/Dog than on Baby Birds/Baby Goats. The 
main effect of Age group was also highly significant (F(2, 39) = 10.703, p < .001, 
η2

p = .354). Post-hoc tests (Bonferroni-corrected) revealed that the 6-year-olds per-
formed significantly higher than both 4-year-olds and 5-year-olds (ps = .001), but 
that there was no difference between the two younger groups (p = 1.00). The main 
effects of Language (F(1, 39) = 2.858, p = .099, η2

p = .068) and language of first test-
ing (Test1; F(1, 39) = 3.073, p = .087, η2

p = .073) were not significant. However, the 
two-way interaction between Language and Test1 was significant (F(1, 39) = 20.225, 
p < .001, η2

p = .341). This means that the effects of the language of the first testing 
may be different for the two languages and/or that the effect of language may differ 
depending on the language of the first testing. Simple effects analyses showed that 
there was no significant effect of test order on scores in Swedish (F(1, 39) = 1.212, 
p = .278, η2

p = .030), but that the children’s scores were significantly higher in 
German when Swedish was the language of the first testing compared to when 
German was tested first (F(1, 39) = 13.294, p < .001, η2

p = .254), i.e. for German, 
there was a training effect. Analyzing the other side of the interaction, we found 
that when German was the language of the first testing, scores in Swedish were sig-
nificantly higher than the German scores (p < .001, η2

p = .334), but when Swedish 
was the language of the first testing, there was no significant differences between 
scores in the two languages (F(1, 39) = 3.853, p = .057, η2

p = .090). The interaction 
is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Mean comprehension scores for narrative tasks in Swedish and German, 
by language of the first testing (Max = 10 points). Error bars show ±1 SD.
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The two-way interaction between Task and Group was at the significance level 
(F(2, 39) = 3.218, p = .05, η2

p = .142). As visual inspection of the data suggests 
that there might be a different relationship between scores on the two tasks in 
the different age groups (cf. Figure 2), post-hoc tests were carried out for this in-
teraction effect. Post-hoc tests showed that there were differences between the 
age groups, with higher scores for the 6-year-olds than the 4- and 5-year-olds for 
both Cat/Dog (F(2, 39) = 3.650, p = .035, η2

p = .158) and Baby Birds/Baby Goats 
(F(2, 39) = 3.218, p < .001, η2

p = .359). In line with the results shown in Figure 2, 
there were significant differences between the narrative tasks, with higher scores on 
Cat/Dog, for both 4-year-olds (F(1, 39) = 10.743, p = .002, η2

p = .216) and 5-year-
olds (F(1, 39) = 12.845, p = .001, η2

p = .248), but not for the 6-year-olds, who per-
formed equally well on both tasks (F(1, 39) = .205, p = .653, η2

p = .005). None of 
the remaining interaction effects were significant (ps > .10).

To summarize, there was a clear effect of age for comprehension of MAIN, with 
the 6-year-olds outperforming the 4- and 5-year-olds, but with no significant dif-
ference between the two younger groups. Test order did not influence the Swedish 
scores, whereas there was a training effect for German: There was no general signif-
icant difference in performance between the languages, but the children performed 
lower in German than in Swedish when German was tested first. When Swedish was 
tested first, there was no difference between the languages. Generally, the children 
reached higher comprehension scores on Cat/Dog than on Baby Birds/Baby Goats; 
however, there was no difference between these tasks for the 6-year-olds.

5.2 Comprehension scores: Effect of expressive vocabulary knowledge

Next, we investigated the effect of expressive vocabulary knowledge (CLT scores) 
on the children’s narrative comprehension, controlling for the child’s age and the 
language of the first testing.15 Table 3 gives the summary of the linear regression 
models for the four different tasks.16

15. Note that adding the child’s vocabulary comprehension (CLT comprehension score) did not 
improve model fit, and the effect of vocabulary comprehension was not significant for any of the 
tasks.

16. Mean scores for the CLT total production scores are reported per age group in Lindgren 
(2018: Chapter 5) and for verb and noun production separately for all Swedish-German children 
in Lindgren & Bohnacker (2020).
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Table 3. Summary of linear regression models for comprehension scores 
on the narrative tasks in Swedish and German

  Swe Cat/Doga   Swe BB/BGb   Ger Cat/Dogc   Ger BB/BGd

β SE β SE β SE β SE

Intercept       4.90** 1.44   −3.51 2.20   0.83 1.38   −1.11 1.84
Age (months)    0.05* 0.02     0.12*** 0.03 0.03 0.02   0.07* 0.03
Vocabulary   0.01 0.03   0.07 0.05    0.10*** 0.02   0.07* 0.03
Test1 −0.65 0.37 −0.26 0.56    1.94*** 0.42     1.82** 0.55
R2 (adjusted)     .178       .376     .513      .348  

Note. *** = p < .001; ** = p < .01; * = p < .05. 
BB = Baby Birds, BG = Baby Goats, Vocabulary = expressive CLT score in the same language as the narrative 
task, Test1 = language of the first testing; the models show the effect when the language of the first testing 
is Swedish.
a. F(3, 41) = 4.165, p = .01, b. F(3, 42) = 10.06, p < .001, c. F(3, 42) = 16.79, p < .001, d. F(3, 42) = 9.013, 
p < .001.

For the two tasks in Swedish, age, but not the expressive vocabulary score, signifi-
cantly predicted the narrative comprehension score. The age effect was somewhat 
stronger for Baby Birds/Baby Goats as seen by the larger β-value, which may be 
linked to the level of difficulty of the two tasks, with Cat/Dog being somewhat easier 
(recall Figure 2). Since the Cat/Dog comprehension scores are higher irrespective 
of age, there is thus less room for a developmental increase with age. This argu-
ment is supported by the results for the same narrative tasks in German; whereas 
age was not a significant predictor of the German Cat/Dog comprehension scores, 
it was significant for the comprehension of German Baby Birds/Baby Goats. For 
both German tasks, the child’s German expressive vocabulary score significantly 
predicted the comprehension scores. The effect of expressive vocabulary is thus not 
the same in the two languages. Additionally, as already shown above (Section 5.1), 
the language testing order significantly influenced the German narrative compre-
hension scores, but not the Swedish ones, with higher scores in German when 
Swedish was the language of the first testing.

5.3 The performance of individual children

In this section, we take a closer look at individual children, comparing high and 
low performers in Swedish and German, and report on an older child with a large 
difference between scores in the two languages. In Table 4, we see a high- and a 
low-scoring 4-year-old answering the questions about the Dog story in German.
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Table 4. High- and low-scoring 4-year-olds, MAIN Cat/Dog, German

Question BiGer4-17 (4;7), Dog Score BiGer4-18 (4;5), Dog Score

D1 weil der will die Maus fangen will 
‘because he wants to catch the mouse’

 1 der hat eine Mause gesehen 
‘he has seen a mouse’

0

D2 traurig ‘sad’  1 platsch autsch ‘splash ouch’ 0
D3 weil der will die Maus, weil der kann 

nicht durch den Loch kommen ‘because 
he wants the mouse, because he cannot 
come through the hole’

 1 – 0

D4 weil zu den Ballon zu finden, zu nehmen 
‘because to find the ball, to take’

 1 no answer 0

D5 fröhlich ‘happy’  1 der hat einen Ballon ‘he 
has a balloon’

0

D6 weil der hat jetzt wieder den Ballon 
‘because he now has the balloon back’

 1 – 0

D7 weil der ist hungrig ‘because he is 
hungry’

 1 der Hund ist hungrig ‘the 
dog is hungry’

1

D8 traurig ‘sad’  1 böse ‘angry’ 1
D9 weil der Hund die Würstchen aufessen 

‘because the dog eat the sausages’
 1 die seine Würstchen ‘they 

his sausages’
0

D10 nein, weil der hat nämlich die Würstchen 
aufgegessen ‘no, because he has in fact 
eaten the sausages’

 1 ich glaube das, ich weiß 
nicht ‘I think so, I don’t 
know’

0

Total   10   2

Note. ‘–’ means that the question was not asked, as per the MAIN manual (Gagarina et al., 2012), because 
the answer to the preceding question was wrong.

These two 4-year-olds are almost the same age, and both attend a Swedish-German 
bilingual preschool. However, their German answers and the resulting scores are 
strikingly different. BiGer4-17 provides informative answers and scores high for her 
age (10 points). Whilst her answers are not always targetlike with regard to form 
(morphology and syntax), this does not affect the macrostructural score, as the 
answers are easily comprehensible and match the expected response. By contrast, 
BiGer4-18 is the child who scores lowest out of all children on MAIN comprehen-
sion (2 points, cf. age group mean M4yrs = 7.6). He often gives very short answers, 
and whilst mostly grammatical, they contain far less information (e.g. ‘splash ouch’, 
‘I don’t know’), and consequently, he receives a very low comprehension score in 
German. In Swedish, both of these children scored 6 points on the Cat story, which 
is parallel to the Dog story. BiGer4-17 was tested in Swedish first and BiGer4-18 
in German first. This difference in language testing order could have affected the 
children’s scores. However, there are other differences between the children as well. 
First, concerning expressive vocabulary, while their scores for Swedish vocabulary 
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are comparable and average for their age (BiGer4-17: 46/60, BiGer4-18: 42/60, 
MCLT-Swe 4yrs = 42.1), in German, BiGer4-17 performed substantially higher (48/60) 
than BiGer4-18 (28/60) (cf. MCLT-Ger 4yrs = 39.1). There thus seems to be a link be-
tween their vocabulary scores in German and their performance concerning story 
comprehension in German, in line with the results shown in Section 5.2. Although 
these children both have one parent who is a native speaker of German, and their 
parents report that they follow the one parent-one language (OPOL) principle when 
speaking to the child, the children’s German language skills are rated quite dif-
ferently by the parents, BiGer4-17’s as ‘very good’ and BiGer4-18’s as ‘poor’. The 
children also differ in terms of the language they speak to their parents: BiGer4-17 
follows the OPOL-principle, whereas BiGer4-18 speaks mostly Swedish with both 
parents. Whether this may be the cause of the difference in language skills between 
the children or the result thereof cannot be determined here. However, the two 
children clearly differ in how well they speak German, and this is reflected in their 
narrative comprehension scores on MAIN.

In Table 5, we see examples of high- and low-scoring 4-year-olds for compre-
hension of the Swedish Cat/Dog.

Table 5. High- and low-scoring 4-year-olds, MAIN Cat/Dog, Swedish

Question BiGer4-10 (4;1), Dog Score BiGer4-01 (4;0), Cat Score

D1 han vill fånga musen ‘he wants to 
catch the mouse’

 1 för att han ska jaga fjärilen 
‘because he is going to chase 
the butterfly’

1

D2 arg ‘angry’  1 att det kliar ‘that it itches’ 0
D3 han krockar ‘he crashes’  1 – 0
D4 för att ta ballongen ‘in order to 

take the balloon’
 1 för att han ska fiska ‘because he 

is going to fish’
0

D5 glad ‘happy’  1 att han har bollen i handen 
‘that he has the ball in his hand’

0

D6 för han har sin ballong ‘because he 
has his balloon’

 1 – 0

D7 för han är hungrig ‘because he is 
hungry’

 1 för han gillar fisk ‘because he 
likes fish’

1

D8 arg ‘angry’  1 ledsen ‘sad’ 1
D9 för han vill ta korvarna ‘because 

he wants to take the sausages’
 1 för katten åt upp alla ‘because 

the cat ate all’
1

D10 nej, för han tar alla korvar ‘no, 
because he takes all the sausages’

 1 nej, för att katten är inte snäll 
‘no, because the cat is not nice’

1

Total   10   5

Note. ‘–’ means that the question was not asked, as per the MAIN manual (Gagarina et al., 2012), because 
the answer to the preceding question was wrong.
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Both these children are among the youngest in the study (4;1 and 4;0, respec-
tively), but whereas BiGer4-10 scores at maximum, with the highest score out of 
all the 4-year-olds on this task in Swedish (10 points, MCat/Dog 4yrs = 7.7), BiGer4-01 
only reaches half this score (5 points). Recall that the difference in German MAIN 
comprehension between the two other children discussed earlier (BiGer4-17 and 
BiGer4-18) could be linked to their German language proficiency and use. However, 
the same explanations do not hold for the difference in comprehension scores be-
tween BiGer4-01 and BiGer4-10 in Swedish. Both these children were tested in 
Swedish first and they had similar (relatively high) expressive vocabulary scores 
(BiGer4-01: 49/60; BiGer4-10: 44/60, MCLT-Swe 4yrs = 42.1). Both children scored 9 
points on the MAIN Cat/Dog comprehension task in German. Interestingly, it is 
BiGer4-01 who receives more daily input in Swedish, as she has one native Swedish 
parent, whereas only German is spoken in the household of BiGer4-10. BiGer4-01 
is rated to have ‘very good’ expressive Swedish skills, whereas BiGer4-10 is only 
rated as ‘good’ in Swedish and according to the parents prefers speaking German. 
It is thus not the case that BiGer4-01’s low MAIN score can be linked to a parental 
estimate of low Swedish proficiency or to low Swedish vocabulary scores. In fact, 
BiGer4-01’s incorrect answers on the Swedish task are typical of a young child, for 
example in mentioning actions instead of emotions (D5 ‘How does the boy feel 
here? [in picture 6]’, expected answer ‘happy/good’, BiGer4-01’s answer ‘that he has 
the ball in his hand’), and they do not contain any grammatical errors. It is possible 
that the difference between the two children is simply due to individual variation 
in story comprehension, which is relatively large at this age, or that it is related to 
variation in some other ability, which has not been measured independently in the 
present study, such as Theory of Mind.

An example of an older child with (very) different comprehension scores in the 
two languages is BiGer6-18, aged 6;6. In German, this child scores 6 points on the 
narrative comprehension of Cat and 5 points on Baby Birds (cf. MCat/Dog 6yrs = 8.7; 
MBB/BG 6yrs = 8.1), but in Swedish reaches the maximum score of 10 points on both 
Dog and Baby Goats (cf. MCat/Dog 6yrs = 8.9; MBB/BG 6yrs = 9.2). Her answers to Baby 
Goats in Swedish and Baby Birds in German are shown in Table 6.

A number of things are notable in the answers of BiGer6-18. First, her Swedish 
answers are in line with the expected ones and contain no grammatical mistakes. 
Second, her German answers contain grammatical mistakes, e.g. in verb inflections 
(incorrect jagen ‘chase’ instead of jagt ‘chases’), and in word order (e.g. the child 
uses VO instead of OV word order, incorrect fangen die Vögel ‘catch the birds’ 
instead of die Vögel fangen). Additionally, she responds to four questions with ich 
weiß nicht ‘I don’t know’. Since the child is well able to answer the same type of 
questions in Swedish, as shown by her perfect score in Swedish, it is possible that 
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she cannot formulate an answer in German. Her expressive vocabulary scores in 
the two languages are equally dissimilar as her MAIN comprehension scores: she 
scored 50 points (out of 60) on expressive vocabulary in Swedish, but only half 
this score (25/60) in German (cf. MCLT-Swe 6yrs = 49.0; MCLT-Ger 6yrs = 44.8). When 
we compared notes (i.e. our impressions from the sessions in the two languages) 
on this child, it became clear to us that this child had difficulties speaking German, 
whereas her Swedish proficiency was at a high level. Whilst her expressive German 
skills were rated as ‘good’ by the parents, they also stated that she mainly speaks 
Swedish with both parents, and that she mainly receives her daily input in Swedish. 
The parents, one native Swedish and one German native speaker, both speak a mix 
of Swedish and German with the child. It could thus be the case that this child is 
not used to speaking German. She was also tested in German first, which probably 
did not help her perform at her best, as she was then also unfamiliar with the tasks.

Table 6. Answers to the MAIN Baby Birds/Baby Goats Swedish and German 
comprehension questions, BiGer6-18

Question Swedish (Baby Goats) Score German (Baby Birds) Score

D1 för att hjälpa den upp ‘to help it up/
out’

 1 die brauch Essen ‘they 
need food’

1

D2 rädd ‘afraid’  1 Hunger ‘hunger‘ 1
D3 för det är för djupt för den ‘because it 

is too deep for it’
 1 ich weiß nicht ‘I don’t 

know’
0

D4 för den är hungrig och vill äta den 
‘because it is hungry and wants to 
eat it’

 1 die Katze will fangen die 
Vögel ‘the cat wants to 
catch the birds’

1

D5 rädd och ledsen ‘afraid and sad’  1 Angst ‘fear’ 1
D6 för fågeln biter på rävens svans, och ser 

arg ut och vill bita den mer ‘because 
the bird is biting in the fox’s tail, and 
looks angry, and wants to bite it more’

 1 ein Hund jagen die Katze  
‘a dog chase the cat’

1

D7 för den vill hjälpa den ‘because it 
wants to help it’

 1 ich weiß nicht ‘I don’t 
know’

0

D8 glad ‘happy’  1 ich weiß nicht ‘I don’t 
know’

0

D9 för dom är i säkerhet ‘because they 
are safe’

 1 – 0

D10 fågeln, för den jagade iväg räven ‘the 
bird, because it chased the fox away’

 1 keiner, ich weiß nicht. 
‘no-one, I don’t know’

0

Total   10   5

Note. ‘–’ means that the question was not asked, as per the MAIN manual (Gagarina et al., 2012), 
because the answer to the preceding question was wrong.
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5.4 Different comprehension questions

Finally, in order to get a more detailed picture of the children’s narrative compre-
hension, we took a closer look at the accuracy rates for the different comprehension 
questions and report results from qualitative analyses of the incorrect answers to 
some specific questions, for Cat/Dog (Section 5.4.1) and Baby Birds/Baby Goats 
(Section 5.4.2), respectively.

5.4.1 Cat/Dog
Figure 4 shows the response accuracies in percentage (i.e. the percentage of the 
children scoring a point per question) for each of the ten comprehension questions 
for Cat/Dog in Swedish and German. The pattern in the two languages is strikingly 
similar.
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Figure 4. Accuracy (= the percentage of the children answering the question correctly), 
Cat/Dog comprehension questions, by language, all children (N = 46)

Accuracy for nine of the Cat/Dog questions (Table 2, Section 4.2) was high (at 
least around 75%) and in the case of three questions (D5, D6, D7) even close to 
100%. Inferential comprehension of goals and of other internal states of protago-
nists, including their emotions, was thus generally high. In contrast, accuracy on 
the final question, D10, was substantially lower (German: 37%, Swedish: 42%). 
The children’s overall performance on Cat/Dog comprehension was thus good, 
except for the final question. The pattern was identical in the two languages. The 
Cat/Dog final question (D10), which taps into the understanding of the overall 
plotline, asks whether the boy would become friends with the cat/dog and includes 
a follow-up question probing the reasons why/why not. The expected answer is 
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‘no, because the cat/dog ate the boy’s fish/sausages’ (cf. picture 6 in Figure 1).17 
Why do the children perform so low on this specific question? Is it because they 
have not understood the plotline, where the cat/dog steals the boy’s fish/sausages? 
The very high response accuracy for the other questions suggests that the children 
have understood the story. Most children also provided a correct answer to the 
question (D8/D9) about the hypothetical reaction of the boy if he were to turn 
around and see the cat/dog (eating the fish/sausage). They thus understood that 
the boy would be angry at the cat/dog. Still, they were not able to make the link 
between the animal’s behaviour and the potential for friendship with the boy. So, 
what did they answer instead of the expected answer on D10, and is there any 
development with age?

We carried out a qualitative analysis of the incorrect responses and experi-
mented with different ways of grouping them. Finally, we assigned the incorrect 
responses to one of the following three answer types: (i) I don’t know or no ex-
planation given, (ii) reasonable (logical) explanations, (iii) cryptic or nonsensical 
explanations (see below). The types of answers in Cat/Dog D10 are shown in Table 7 
for Swedish and German combined.18 As D10 is asked in connection with the last 
picture in Cat and Dog, this picture (Picture 6) is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Small-scale copies of picture 6 in MAIN Cat (left) and Dog (right)

17. Answers of the type ‘yes, because the boy will forgive the cat/dog’ are accepted as well.

18. Patterns were very similar in the two languages and therefore the answers were combined. 
The total thus consists of 2 answers per child, one in each language (e.g. for the 4-year-olds, 2 
answers x 14 children gives a total of 28). Note that one 5-year-old did not answer the questions 
for the Swedish task, and hence, the total here is 31 instead of 32.
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Table 7. Types of answers Cat/Dog D10, by age group

Answer type 4-year-olds   5-year-olds   6-year-olds

% N % N % N

Correct answer   32.1  9     38.7 12     46.9 15
Incorrect answer   67.9 19   61.3 19   53.1 17
– ‘I don’t know’/no explanation   35.7 10   29.0  9   18.8  6
– Reasonable explanation   14.3  4   12.9  4   31.3 10
– Cryptic/nonsensical explanation   17.9  5   19.4  6    3.1  1
Total 100.0 28 100.0 31 100.0 32

Note. N = number of answers (German and Swedish combined).
Question D10, Cat/Dog: Will the boy be friends with the cat/dog? Why?
Expected answer: No, because the cat/dog ate the boy’s fish/sausages.

As seen in Table 7, there is some age development in the percentage correct answers 
to Cat/Dog D10, but not a very large one: the 6-year-olds answer the question cor-
rectly to a somewhat higher degree than the 4-year-olds, with the 5-year-olds in 
the middle. More notable are the differences between the age groups in the types 
of incorrect answers given.

While the 4- and 5-year-olds relatively often gave no explanation for their 
answer or gave cryptic/nonsensical explanations, this was much less common in 
the 6-year-olds. Such cryptic or nonsensical explanations include e.g. nej, därför 
det här såg ut som en hundvalp ‘no [they won’t be friends] because it looked like a 
puppy’ [Swe.], or ja, weil das ist eine böse Katze ‘yes [they will be friends], because 
it is an angry cat’ [Ger.], or doch, ich glaube, die möchte diese Fisch ‘yes [they will be 
friends, because] I think she (the cat) wants the fish’ [Ger.]. By contrast, the 6-year-
olds’ incorrect answers were mostly reasonable, logical explanations. Incorrect, but 
logical explanations are for example answering that the boy will be friends with 
the cat/dog because it is in fact the boy’s cat or dog (e.g. det kanske var hans katt 
‘it was maybe his cat’ [Swe.], vielleicht gehört dem Mann der Hund ‘perhaps the 
dog belongs to the man’ [Ger.]). Whilst such answers are not based on the events 
depicted in the Cat/Dog story, they are based on (accurate) world-knowledge, 
where dogs do tend to belong to people, and if a dog is out walking close to a 
person, it is likely that it is that person’s dog, and if you have a cat/dog as a pet, 
you tend to be friends with your pet, etc. Such explanations are thus to a larger 
extent ‘correct’, even though they are not the expected answers in the context of 
this narrative task. On this particular question, the answers of the 6-year-olds thus 
give evidence of increased inferential understanding and reasoning, even though 
this does not show in the purely quantitative results. Next, we move on to the 
answers for Baby Birds/Baby Goats.
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5.4.2 Baby Birds/Baby Goats
Figure 6 shows the response accuracies for the Baby Birds/Baby Goats compre-
hension questions in the two languages. Questions targeting the inferential com-
prehension of protagonists’ goals (D1, D4, D7) were generally understood well 
(>75%), just as was the case for Cat/Dog. Other internal states of protagonists, 
including their emotional reactions, presented a more mixed picture and they were 
generally less well understood in Baby Birds/Baby Goats than in Cat/Dog. Overall 
performance, too, is lower for Baby Birds/Baby Goats compared to Cat/Dog, with 
the clear exception of D10, where accuracy in Baby Birds/Baby Goats is nearly three 
times higher than in Cat/Dog (D4 has higher accuracy in Baby Birds/Baby Goats 
too). For three questions (D3, D8, D9), performance on Baby Birds/Baby Goats is 
substantially lower, with only around 50% or even fewer children answering these 
questions correctly. The pattern is very similar in German and Swedish.
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Figure 6. Accuracy (= the percentage of the children answering the question correctly), 
Baby Birds/Baby Goats comprehension questions, by language, all children (N = 46)

Let us now consider the answers to these low accuracy questions (D3, D8, D9) in 
turn. As D3 is the follow-up question to D2 (both are asked in connection with 
picture 1), and is only asked if D2 is answered correctly, we first need to look at 
answers to D2. Figure 7 shows picture 1 from the two stories.

Figure 7. Small-scale copies of picture 1 in MAIN Baby Birds (left) and Baby Goats (right)
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Correct answers to D2 (How do the baby birds feel here/How does the baby goat 
feel here [in picture 1]?) are ‘bad’, ‘not good’, ‘hungry’ (for Baby Birds), and ‘bad’, 
‘not good’, ‘scared’ (for Baby Goats). The answers of our participants are broken 
down in Table 8 and show a clear development with age, with almost all 6-year-
olds answering D2 correctly, whereas only 59%–71% of the younger children do 
so (note however that the 4-year-olds have a somewhat higher accuracy than the 
5-year-olds). A qualitative analysis shows that the wrong answers are a mix of ‘I 
don’t know’, clearly positive emotions (glada ‘happy’ [Swe.], gut ‘good’ [Ger.]), other 
emotions (i.e. emotions that are not positive, but not correct either, e.g. ein biss-
chen müde ‘a bit tired’ [Ger.], dom känner sig lite löjliga ‘they feel a bit silly’ [Swe.]), 
and descriptions of events (e.g. dom säger hej ‘they say hi’ [Swe.], die kann nicht 
schwimmen ‘she can’t swim’ [Ger.]). In addition to showing a higher accuracy than 
the 4- and 5-year-olds, the 6-year-olds never give positive emotions as answers to 
D2, whereas the younger children do.

Table 8. Types of answers, Baby Birds/Baby Goats D2

Answer type 4-year-olds   5-year-olds   6-year-olds

% N % N % N

Correct answer   71.4 20     59.4   19     93.8   30
Incorrect answer   28.6  8   40.6  13    6.3  2
– ‘I don’t know’    3.6  1    6.3  2    6.3  2
– Clearly positive emotion (good, happy)    7.1  2   15.6  5    0.0  0
–  Other (negative) emotion  

(wet, silly, tired)
   7.1  2    6.3  2    0.0  0

–  Action/description of events  
(they say hi, she can’t swim)

  10.7  3   12.5  4    0.0  0

Total 100.0 28 100.0 32 100.0 32

Note. N = number of answers (German and Swedish combined).
Question D2, Baby Birds/Baby Goats: How do the baby birds/does the baby goat feel here [in picture 1]? 
Expected answer: bad, not good, hungry (for Baby Birds); bad, not good, scared (for Baby Goats).

Having seen an age development in the answers to D2, let us now move on to the 
follow-up question D3 (Why do you think that the baby birds are feeling/that the 
baby goat is feeling [Answer D2]?). Table 9 shows the types of answers given by 
the children on D3. The expected answers include ‘(bad) because they are hungry’ 
(Baby Birds), ‘(scared/afraid) because s/he cannot swim’ (Baby Goats), ‘(bad/scared) 
because s/he has fallen into the water’ (Baby Goats). Here, there is also a clear age 
development; the 6-year-olds more often answer the question correctly (75%) than 
the 4- and 5-year-olds (43%–50%). We tried to classify the incorrect responses to D3 
into subtypes but they were of rather mixed types. Most commonly, children gave 
no answer or said ‘I don’t know’. We could not discern any clear pattern with age.
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Table 9. Types of answers, Baby Birds/Baby Goats D319

Answer type 4-year-olds   5-year-olds   6-year-olds

% N % N % N

D2 incorrect (D3 not asked) 19   28.6  8     40.6 13      6.3  2
Correct answer   42.9 12   50.0 16   75.0 24
Incorrect answer   28.6  8    9.4  3   18.8  6
– No answer/‘I don’t know’   14.3  4    3.1  1    9.4  3
– Because of cat/fox    3.6  1    6.3  2    0.0  0
– Other answer   10.7  3    0.0  0    9.4  3
Total 100.0 28 100.0 32 100.0 32

Note. N = number of answers (German and Swedish combined).
Question D3, Baby Birds/Baby Goats: Why do you think that the baby birds are feeling/that the baby goat is 
feeling [Answer D2]?
Expected answer: because they are hungry/haven’t got food (for Baby Birds); because s/he has fallen into the 
water and can’t swim (for Baby Goats).

Finally, we investigated the answers to the Baby Birds/Baby Goats comprehension 
question D8 (Imagine that the dog/bird sees the birds/goats. How would the dog/bird 
feel?), asked in connection with the final picture. This picture (Picture 6) is shown 
in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Small-scale copies of picture 6 in MAIN Baby Birds (left) and Baby Goats (right)

Correct answers to question D8 are those expressing a positive emotion, such as gut 
‘good’ [Ger.], glücklich ‘happy’ [Ger.], snäll ‘nice’ [Swe.], or stolt ‘proud’ [Swe.]. The 
answer types are broken down in Table 10.20 Here, we see a clear age development, 

19. Following standard MAIN procedure, D3 was only asked when then answer on D2 was correct.

20. According to standard MAIN procedure, D9 is only asked when D8 is answered correctly. 
Of those children who did answer D8 correctly (which the majority of the children did not do,  
Figure 5), very few children (3 in Swedish, 4 in German) answered D9 incorrectly. The incorrect 
answers were ‘because he wants to eat them’ (3), ‘because he chases the fox’ (2), ‘I don’t know’ (1), 
and ‘because maybe he is friends with the goats’ (1).
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where the 6-year-olds answer this question correctly more often than the 4- and 
5-year-olds. We qualitatively analyzed the incorrect answers on D8 and grouped 
them into five categories, inspired by Bohnacker (2016) and Bohnacker and 
Lindgren (in press).

Table 10. Types of answers, Baby Birds/Baby Goats D8

Answer type 4-year-olds   5-year-olds   6-year-olds

% N % N % N

Correct answer   32.1  9     37.5 12     68.8 22
Incorrect answer   67.9 19   62.5 20   31.3 10
–  Clearly negative emotion  

(angry, sad, not good)
  46.4 13   37.5 12   12.5  4

– Other emotion (a bit crazy, slow)    0.0  0    6.3  2    0.0  0
–  Physical state  

(hungry/wanting to eat)
  10.7  3   12.5  4    6.3  2

–  Action (going to eat them,  
is saving the birds)

   3.6  1    3.1  1    0.0  0

– ‘I don’t know’    7.1  2    3.1  1   12.5  4
Total 100.0 28 100.0 32 100.0 32

Note. N = number of answers (German and Swedish combined).
Question D8, Baby Birds/Baby Goats: Imagine that the dog/bird sees the birds/goats. How would the dog/bird feel? 
Expected answer: good, proud, like a hero.

Most of the incorrect answers on Baby Birds/Baby Goats D8 were clearly negative 
emotions, e.g. böse/arg ‘angry’ [Ger./Swe.], inte glad ‘not happy’ [Swe.] or nicht gut 
‘not good’ [Ger.]. Such answers show that the child has not completely understood 
the role of the dog/crow as the helper or ‘saviour’ in the story, but instead answers 
according to the facial expression of the dog/crow in the last picture (an angry face, 
as s/he is chasing the cat/fox away, see Figure 8). Similarly, answers in the form of a 
physical state, e.g. the dog/crow being hungrig ‘hungry’ [Swe./Ger.] or wanting to 
eat the birds/goats (hunden vill äta upp dom ‘the dog wants to eat them (the birds)’ 
[Swe.]), show a misunderstanding of the role of the dog/crow.

6. Discussion and conclusion

This paper has investigated aspects of story comprehension in German-Swedish 
bilingual 4- to 6-year-olds in both their languages. The children answered com-
prehension questions for two picture-based stories (MAIN Cat/Dog and Baby 
Birds/Baby Goats) in each language. The research questions concerned develop-
ment with age (RQ1), differences between the languages both with respect to age 
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development (RQ1) and in scores (RQ2), task effects (differences in performance 
between Cat/Dog and Baby Birds/Baby Goats) (RQ3), and effects of general ex-
pressive vocabulary on story comprehension when controlling for age and order 
of testing (RQ4). These first four questions all concerned overall narrative com-
prehension scores. Finally, we analyzed responses to individual comprehension 
questions in depth, focusing on age development in the types of answers given by 
the children (RQ5). Our results for the five research questions will now be sum-
marized and discussed in turn.

First, we could document a clear effect of age in narrative comprehension 
(overall scores). The 6-year-olds performed significantly better than the 4- and 
5-year-olds, with no significant difference between the two younger groups. The 
development with age was similar in both languages and was consistent across 
tasks. The effect of age is in line with earlier studies, showing a clear development 
between age 4–5 and 6–7 (e.g. Bohnacker, 2016; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press). 
There are thus indications that an important step in narrative development is taken 
in the late preschool and early school years. At age 6, comprehension of the Cat/
Dog and Baby Birds/Baby Goats narratives is at a relatively high level, with goals 
being nearly always accurately inferred on both narrative tasks. The results of the 
present study thus support the conclusion by Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press) 
that children’s goal comprehension in MAIN should be well-developed by age 6.

Second, the main effect of language was not significant, but the children per-
formed lower in German than in Swedish when German was tested first. Such an 
effect of test order was only found for German. When Swedish was tested first, no 
difference was found between the languages. The lack of a general difference in 
scores between the languages is in line with previous studies investigating narrative 
comprehension using MAIN (Bohnacker, 2016; Kapalková et al., 2016; Roch et al., 
2016). Effects of order of testing on narrative comprehension have rarely been in-
vestigated. Bohnacker (2016), who studied Swedish-English bilinguals, did not find 
any significant effect of the order of testing. However, she did not investigate the 
interaction between language and testing order statistically, which may be the rea-
son for the difference in results. A possible explanation for why a training effect was 
only found for German in the present study lies in the fact that, for most children, 
according to parental report, German is the language to which they are exposed less 
and which is rated by the parents to be the weaker one (see Section 4.1). Carrying 
out these narrative tasks in German, which entailed having to speak only German 
to a stranger, may thus have been more demanding for the children than doing 
the same in Swedish, due to (somewhat) lower language proficiency in German. 
Having already told narratives and answered questions in Swedish may have made 
the German session easier, since the children then knew what to expect from the 
tasks. In short, having been tested in Swedish first may have helped the children 
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to show their full capability in the German session, leading to equal performance 
in both languages.

Third, the children generally performed better on Cat/Dog than on Baby Birds/
Baby Goats, although there was no significant difference between the tasks for the 
6-year-olds. The reason why the 6-year-olds performed similarly on both tasks most 
likely lies in their overall high performance, with mean scores that are approach-
ing ceiling. The better performance on Cat/Dog comprehension compared with 
Baby Birds/Baby Goats is in line with results for Swedish monolinguals reported 
in Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press). It should be noted that the present study 
reported results for 10 comprehension questions, whereas Bohnacker and Lindgren 
only investigated the first nine MAIN comprehension questions. In the present 
study, the performance on the tenth and final question (D10), was lower for Cat/
Dog than for Baby Birds/Baby Goats (Figures 4 and 6), and notably lower than on 
all the other Cat/Dog questions (Figure 4). Including D10 in Cat/Dog thus lowered 
the children’s overall performance. In contrast, accuracy on D10 in Baby Birds/
Baby Goats was higher; generally, the children performed well on this question 
(Figure 6). Including this question in Baby Birds/Baby Goats thus had less of an 
impact on the overall comprehension scores. Despite this, the German-Swedish 
children scored significantly higher on Cat/Dog. The results of the present study 
thus support the conclusion drawn by Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press) and 
Bohnacker et al. (this volume), namely that comprehension of Cat/Dog is in fact 
easier than Baby Birds/Baby Goats, when both sets of questions are asked after the 
child has told the story. This suggests that differences found between the tasks when 
Cat/Dog was used in the retelling mode (i.e. when the child first listened to the story 
and then retold it) and when Baby Birds/Baby Goats was used in the story telling 
mode (e.g. Maviş et al., 2016; Roch et al., 2016) may not only have been due to a 
story modality task effect (retelling vs telling), but also the result of the comprehen-
sion questions of Cat/Dog being easier. The finding that comprehension of Cat/Dog 
is easier than Baby Birds/Baby Goats is noteworthy, especially in view of the fact 
that the MAIN tasks, including the questions, were designed to be comparable (see 
Gagarina et al., 2015, p. 256). Future studies that plan to investigate differences in 
comprehension between MAIN retelling and MAIN story telling should therefore 
not compare Cat/Dog with Baby Birds/Baby Goats, but use the same narrative task 
(e.g. Cat/Dog or Baby Birds/Baby Goats) in both modes.

Fourth, in German, but not in Swedish, CLT expressive vocabulary scores 
significantly predicted narrative comprehension scores. The effect of expressive 
vocabulary was thus not the same in the two languages. For Swedish, there were 
instead clear and significant effects of age for both narrative comprehension tasks. 
The age effect was somewhat stronger for Baby Birds/Baby Goats. Whereas age was 
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not a significant predictor of the German Cat/Dog comprehension scores, it was 
significant for the comprehension of German Baby Birds/Baby Goats. The reason 
why age is a predictor for the scores on German Baby Birds/Baby Goats may be 
related to the level of difficulty of the two tasks. Since the Cat/Dog comprehension 
scores are higher irrespective of age, there is less room for an increase with age. One 
possible reason why expressive vocabulary was a significant predictor in German 
but not in Swedish is that, in Swedish, these children’s expressive vocabulary scores 
are significantly predicted by the child’s age, but this is not the case for German.21 
In the majority language Swedish, the child’s age is thus the central factor explain-
ing the child’s language proficiency, whereas in the minority language German, 
there is not the same clear link between age and language skills. As a group, the 
children in the present study perform better on expressive vocabulary in Swedish 
than in German (Lindgren & Bohnacker, 2019). Generally, both in terms of our 
impressionistic judgment of the children’s level of linguistic complexity and the 
grammatical errors in their narratives, and according to parental estimates (see 
Section 4.1), most children are (at least somewhat) more proficient in Swedish 
than in German. This may mean that most children’s language skills in Swedish 
were above the threshold needed for being able to answer the story comprehension 
questions in a comprehensible manner, but that this was not equally the case in 
German. Above this threshold, whether a child has a slightly lower or slightly higher 
expressive vocabulary score does not matter for the child’s ability to answer and 
score on the MAIN comprehension questions. What matters when the child has 
reached this threshold in his/her language skills is the child’s ability to understand 
the story, which is related to cognitive maturity and age. However, if the child’s 
language skills are too rudimentary, s/he may not be able to convey the under-
standing of the picture-based story to the listener in the form of (correct) answers 
to probe questions, as such answers must be expressed verbally. The documented 
effect of expressive vocabulary on narrative comprehension scores indicates that the 
vocabulary tests pick up on this general language proficiency, which is necessary to 
verbally demonstrate narrative comprehension. If there were no links between the 
comprehension scores and the vocabulary knowledge, one would expect a bilingual 
child’s narrative comprehension scores to be (close to) identical in both languages, 
irrespective of proficiency in the respective languages. Both our quantitative anal-
ysis and the discussion of individual children (Sections 5.1–5.3) show that this is 
not the case.

21. The relationship between CLT expressive vocabulary and age in the same German-Swedish 
bilinguals has been investigated in Lindgren & Bohnacker (2020); here, the child’s age was a 
significant predictor for Swedish expressive vocabulary scores but not for German scores.
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Finally, we took a closer look at the children’s performance on different compre-
hension questions. Patterns in the two languages were strikingly similar. For Cat/
Dog, performance was high on all questions except the final one, D10. There was 
some age development in accuracy on this question, but the main difference be-
tween the 6-year-olds and the younger children was found in the types of incorrect 
answers. The 6-year-olds’ incorrect answers had a reasonable, logical explanation, 
whereas the younger children more often answered with a cryptic, seemingly non-
sensical explanation or gave no explanation at all. For Baby Birds/Baby Goats, over-
all performance was lower than for Cat/Dog (with the notable exception of D10). 
Accuracies on the question pairs D2/D3 and D8/D9 were especially low. With the 
exception of D2, where positive emotions were never given as answers by 6-year-
olds, no clear development with age concerning the types of incorrect answers was 
found, but there was a clear age development in accuracy; the 6-year-olds mostly 
answered these questions correctly, which was not the case for the younger children. 
Response patterns for the Baby Birds/Baby Goats question D8 which queried the 
emotional reaction of a protagonist at the end of the story plot are comparable to 
those reported in Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press) for Swedish monolinguals 
and English-Swedish bilinguals. Here, just as in the present study, 4- and 5-year-
olds mostly answered D8 with a negative emotion, when the expected answer is a 
positive one. Such answers show that the children did not take the whole plotline 
into account, but instead focused on the character’s facial expression in the last 
picture (e.g. the dog looking angry) and inferred the character’s emotional state 
from this expression (e.g. being angry). The 6-year-olds drew upon the whole of the 
plotline to a larger extent and could thus more often answer the question correctly. 
Even though our German-Swedish bilinguals performed somewhat better than 
the English-Swedish bilinguals and monolinguals in Bohnacker and Lindgren (in 
press), a substantial number of children at age 6 still struggled to infer the emotional 
reaction of the protagonist on D8.

We therefore fully agree with Bohnacker and Lindgren’s (in press) conclu-
sion that not every aspect of inferential understanding probed on MAIN can be 
expected to be mastered by age 6. The age/performance benchmarks suggested 
by Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press) for MAIN comprehension seem to hold 
for our German-Swedish bilinguals as well. When findings are the same across 
age-matched children of different language combinations, this suggests that they 
generalize. Note however that both the German-Swedish participants of the cur-
rent study and the English-Swedish and monolingual Swedish children reported 
in Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press) have very similar backgrounds: they come 
from high-SES backgrounds (measured via parental education levels), they have 
all attended Swedish preschool from an early age, and they are regularly exposed to 
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storytelling and book-reading activities in the home and/or at preschool. It remains 
to be seen whether age-matched children from very different backgrounds would 
perform comparably on MAIN narrative comprehension.22

What do these results then tell us about children’s inferential comprehension 
of picture-based stories? They tell us that 4- to 6-year-olds are well able to in-
fer (and express) the goals and emotions of story characters from purely visually 
presented stories when prompted, and they are able to do so even though they 
have not listened to the story before. The method employed here, where carefully 
designed picture sequences are visible to the child throughout the procedure, no 
doubt unburdens the child from some of the memory demands imposed by meth-
ods used in many other studies, where the child first listens to the story with or 
without pictorial support and is then asked to recall/retell the story and/or answer 
comprehension questions without the pictures present (e.g. Bishop & Adams, 1992; 
Lepola et al., 2012; Letts & Leinonen, 2001; Lynch et al., 2008; Omanson et al., 
1978; Paris & Paris, 2003; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso et al., 1984; van den Broek 
et al., 2005; and the studies in the meta-analysis by Filiatrault-Veilleux et al., 2015). 
As pointed out in Section 1, understanding a story is not so much about recall of 
factual details (presented orally or visually), but about inferential comprehension of 
the relations between story events, including the reasons for a character’s actions, 
understanding the plot of the story, and interpreting it against a backdrop of prior 
knowledge – knowledge of facts of the world, familiarity with social interaction 
and cause-and-effect relationships, and knowledge of narrative schemata (Burris & 
Brown, 2014; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso & Rodkin, 1994; van den Broek et al., 
2005). Whilst the children in this sense generally showed relatively good overall 
understanding of the picture-based stories in the present study, we also found a 
clear development with age, and it was not the case that the children had mastered 
every aspect of inferential narrative comprehension at age 6. Note that very similar 
types of (adultlike and non-adultlike) inferences were made across languages and 
at very similar frequencies; thus, children’s inferential comprehension was more 
dependent on age (i.e. general cognitive development) than on language. This is 
only to be expected, since inferencing skills – even when assessed via verbalized 
responses – are part of general cognition, and inferencing skills should therefore 
manifest similarly and/or transfer between languages. However, it must also be said 
that children need to have a certain minimum proficiency level in a language to be 
able to verbalise and thus communicate their inferential comprehension of a story 

22. Interestingly, Bohnacker et al. (this volume) found similar results for both languages of 100 
Turkish-Swedish bilinguals, who came from lower SES-backgrounds and had received less ex-
posure to Swedish compared to the German-Swedish bilinguals of the present study.
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to the listener/experimenter, as it is not possible to explain how characters feel and 
think, and why they feel or think that way, by purely nonverbal means (such as 
pointing to a picture or drawing a happy/sad face).

To conclude, in this study we have shown that there is a clear development 
from age 4 to age 6 in German-Swedish bilinguals’ narrative comprehension in 
both languages. Importantly though, the children’s performance depends on both 
the narrative task used, with higher scores for MAIN Cat/Dog than Baby Birds/
Baby Goats, and on the specific aspect of story structure probed, as response accu-
racy was found to vary substantially between different comprehension questions. 
Response patterns to individual questions were strikingly similar in both languages, 
suggesting that they may generalize across languages. Expressive vocabulary may 
also influence children’s narrative comprehension: Here, the effect of vocabulary 
knowledge on narrative comprehension as probed on MAIN may depend on the 
children’s overall level of language skill as well as the relationship between the 
children’s vocabulary and their age.
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Bilingual Turkish-Swedish children’s 
understanding of MAIN picture sequences
Individual variation, age, language and task effects

Ute Bohnacker1, Buket Öztekin1 and Josefin Lindgren1,2
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This study investigates story comprehension in 100 bilingual Turkish-Swedish 
children aged 4 to 7 years, growing up in Sweden with Turkish as their home 
language and Swedish as the societal language. Information about language 
development, exposure and other background factors was obtained via parental 
questionnaires. In both languages, children told two picture-based stories from 
the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN, Gagarina et al., 
2012, 2019) and answered standardised comprehension questions that probe in-
ferencing of goals and emotions of story characters.

Overall comprehension scores and response accuracies to individual ques-
tions were calculated. Story comprehension was compared across ages, languages 
and tasks, and related to performance on Turkish and Swedish vocabulary 
tasks (Cross-Linguistic Lexical Tasks, CLT, Haman et al., 2015). A qualitative 
analysis explored characteristics of the MAIN picture sequences and the type 
of inference required to score correct on comprehension questions. Overall 
comprehension scores did not differ between Turkish and Swedish at group 
level. Comprehension scores increased significantly with age in both languages. 
This increase was steeper in the majority language Swedish. Younger children 
(age 4–5) often performed well in Turkish, whilst more older children (age 6–7) 
performed well in Swedish. In both languages, older children reached relatively 
high scores, but did not yet master all aspects of inferential story understanding 
as probed by MAIN. Regression models indicate that a large part of the vari-
ance in story comprehension can be explained by age and expressive vocabulary 
knowledge (CLT) in the respective language. Individual case studies of excep-
tionally poor story comprehenders vs. high performers also suggest that story 
comprehension and vocabulary skills are linked, but moreover that MAIN com-
prehension is influenced by language input and use in and outside the home.

An interesting task effect was found, indicating that the comprehension 
measure for the MAIN Cat and Dog picture sequences is easier than for Baby 
Birds/Baby Goats – even when they are administered in the very same mode. 

https://doi.org/10.1075/sibil.61.04boh
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The task influenced children’s comprehension performance more than the 
language of testing did. Turkish and Swedish showed the same overall response 
patterns, with very high vs. low performance on certain individual questions. 
We argue that due to subtle differences in the pictorial stimuli, parallel and 
seemingly identical comprehension questions require inferences with rather 
different levels of difficulty. Comprehension scores should therefore not be 
straightforwardly compared across MAIN tasks.

Keywords: inferencing, story comprehension, Swedish, Turkish, vocabulary

1. Introduction and background

This chapter investigates the development of story comprehension in Turkish- 
Swedish bilingual children aged 4 to 7, in their heritage (or home) language Turkish 
and in the societal language Swedish.

There is a growing literature internationally on the narrative abilities of bi-
lingual children, but this research largely focuses on story production, not story 
comprehension. Here, the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives 
(MAIN, Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Balčiūnienė, Bohnacker, & 
Walters, 2012, 2015) offers new possibilities. MAIN contains 4 carefully designed, 
structurally parallel fictional picture sequences (the Cat, Dog, Baby Birds and Baby 
Goats stories) and a standardised protocol to assess both narrative production and 
comprehension in children aged 4–10. Bilingual children can thus be tested in 
both their languages with comparable stimulus materials, without reusing the same 
story. This minimises practice/training effects and/or boredom, which easily occur 
when the child is tested repeatedly on the same material (Pavlenko, 2009; Klop, 
Visser, & Oosthuizen, 2012). The present study investigates story comprehension 
with MAIN.

But what is story comprehension? Comprehension of any type of discourse 
means that the comprehender constructs a coherent representation of what the 
discourse is about in her/his mind (e.g. Kintsch & van Dijk, 1978; Stein & Glenn, 
1979; Trabasso, Secco, & van den Broek, 1984). Stories are a particular type of dis-
course, and one of their fundamental characteristics is that they have a causal event 
structure. Thus, in story comprehension, the comprehender constructs a coherent 
(and meaningful) mental representation of what the story is about; and in order to 
do so needs to identify and infer meaningful relations, including the motivational 
and causal relations between events. According to a number of researchers, this 
representation takes the form of a mental network that mirrors the causal relations 
between events that the comprehender has recognised or inferred (e.g. Trabasso 
et al., 1984; Trabasso & Nickels, 1992).
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Comprehenders of stories construct their mental representations on the basis of 
two things: firstly, the information provided in the story (which may be presented 
via different media, a written text, an oral narrative, an audio-visual narrative (e.g. 
film), or purely visually in a silent film, a nonverbal video clip, a picture sequence or 
a wordless picture book (Ellis Weismer, 1985; Bishop & Adams, 1992; Bishop, 1997, 
Chapter 7; Paris & Paris, 2003; Lynch, van den Broek, Kremer, Kendeou, White, 
& Lorch, 2008; Hayward, Schneider, & Gillam, 2009)), and secondly, the compre-
hender’s background knowledge and expectations arising from this knowledge.

Whilst even very young children are able to identify and infer meaningful re-
lations between events to some degree and create network representations of these 
events (Thompson & Myers, 1985; Lynch et al., 2008), their story comprehension 
is generally not as developed as that of older children and adults. This is hardly 
surprising, as children with every year of their lives accumulate new experiences 
and knowledge of facts about the world, as well as social knowledge of how hu-
mans interact. With increasing experience and background knowledge, they can 
then make more efficient use of their attentional and working memory capacities 
in story comprehension (cf. van den Broek, Kendeou, Kremer, Lynch, Butler, & 
Lorch, 2005).

Story comprehension is a prerequisite for story production: If children do not 
understand cause-effect relationships, plotlines, intentions, thoughts and feelings 
of story characters, they will not be able to convey this information to the listener 
during storytelling either (Stein & Glenn, 1979; Shapiro & Hudson, 1991, p. 115; 
Trabasso & Nickels, 1992; Astington & Pelletier, 2005, p. 327). In the world of sto-
ries, autonomous agents (i.e. story characters) have intentions and goals and act 
and react in relation to these goals. To understand the events depicted or described, 
comprehenders often assume the story character’s perspective, mentally simulating 
their internal states (Mar, 2004. p. 1416).

In story comprehension and storytelling, children must thus make inferences 
about the internal (or mental) states of others (e.g. Bishop, 1997; Letts & Leinonen, 
2001; van den Broek et al., 2005). This requires theory of mind, i.e. the awareness 
of mental states and “the ability to use this awareness in interpreting, explaining 
and predicting the behavior of one self and others” (Astington & Pelletier, 2005, 
p. 313). Here, a number of studies have found that children below the age of 8–9 
rarely make explicit mention of the internal states of characters when telling fic-
tional stories, whilst older children and adults do express them (e.g. Shapiro & 
Hudson, 1991; Trabasso, Stein, Rodkin, Munger, & Baughn, 1992; Berman & Slobin, 
1994; Ukrainetz, Justice, Kaderavek, Eisenberg, Gillam, & Harm, 2005). But even 
if young children rarely mention internal states in their storytelling, the very same 
children are able to answer inferential questions that directly probe these internal 
states, e.g. the goals and emotions of story characters. This has mostly been shown 
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for monolingual English middle-class children aged 4–6 (Stein & Glenn, 1979; 
Trabasso et al., 1992; Lynch & van den Broek, 2007; Hayward et al., 2009; Tompkins, 
Guo, & Justice, 2013).

MAIN (Gagarina et al. 2012, 2019) includes both storytelling and story com-
prehension tasks with picture sequences as a base. Story comprehension is assessed 
via probe questions that require the child to make inferences from the pictures and 
to verbalise this understanding.

As MAIN is still a relatively new tool, only around 10 publications have reported 
results for story comprehension in MAIN (Boerma, Leseman, Timmermeister, 
Wijnen, & Blom, 2016 for Dutch; Bohnacker, 2016, for English-Swedish; Kapalková, 
Polišenská, Marková, & Fenton, 2016, for Slovak-English; Maviş, Tunçer, & Gagarina, 
2016, for Turkish-German; Roch, Florit, & Levorato, 2016, for Italian-English; 
Rodina, 2017 for Russian-Norwegian; Lindgren, 2018 for Swedish, German-Swedish 
and Turkish-Swedish; Lindgren, 2019, for Swedish; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press, 
for Swedish and English-Swedish; Otwinowska, Mieszkowska, Miałecka-Pikul, 
Opacki, & Haman, 2018, for Polish and Polish-English); this number will be greatly 
boosted by the contributions in the present book volume. The above studies have 
found story comprehension on MAIN to be developmentally ahead of story pro-
duction, which confirms earlier work that used different materials (Hayward et al., 
2009; Lepola, Lynch, Laakkonen, Silvén, & Niemi, 2012). However, to date, only 
very few studies (Bohnacker, 2016; Lindgren, 2018, 2019; Bohnacker & Lindgren, 
in press) have investigated story comprehension in MAIN in any depth, compared 
comprehension across the different stories or explored answer patterns to individual 
comprehension questions.

So far, a handful of studies have explored how MAIN story comprehension 
develops with age in bilinguals (Bohnacker, 2016; Maviş et al., 2016; Roch et al., 
2016; Lindgren, 2018). Based on their cross-sectional data, significant increases in 
comprehension scores from age 4 (or 5) to age 6 and 7 emerge. It is of course only 
to be expected that story comprehension improves with age – alongside increasing 
cognitive maturity and inferencing abilities, advances in processing and children’s 
expanding world knowledge. As yet, no norm-referenced data exist for compre-
hension in MAIN. In a study of 124 children aged 4–6 (72 Swedish monolinguals 
and 52 English-Swedish bilinguals from high-SES backgrounds), Bohnacker and 
Lindgren (in press) have made a first attempt to establish benchmarks. They put 
forward suggestions for what we can expect of a typically developing child at age 4 
and age 6, concerning overall comprehension scores for the different MAIN stories, 
and for performance on individual comprehension questions. It remains to be seen 
whether the benchmarks suggested by Bohnacker and Lindgren (in press) can be 
shown to hold for children of other language combinations and backgrounds as well.
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Another finding concerning story comprehension on MAIN has been that the 
bilingual children studied so far score similarly in their two languages, at least 
at age 6–7 (Bohnacker, 2016; Kapalková et al., 2016; Roch et al., 2016; Lindgren, 
2018; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press). For younger bilingual children, it has been 
suggested that there may be more variation in the comprehension scores in the two 
languages due to effects of limited, uneven language exposure, though this issue has 
not been systematically studied yet. Inasmuch as the above studies report details 
on the background of their participants, the majority come from mid- to high-SES 
homes, with high parental education levels and regular shared book reading and 
storytelling activities. Such background characteristics may well affect the chil-
dren’s performance and pace of development in story comprehension, but this is 
uncharted territory. Similarly, no studies have yet been carried out that investigate 
the potential relationship between children’s general linguistic skills (such as vo-
cabulary knowledge) and their story comprehension in MAIN. The present study 
and other contributions in this volume address some of these knowledge gaps.

Assessment of children’s story comprehension should not be conflated with 
assessment of memory skills. Story comprehension is not the ability to recall as 
many story events or facts as possible, but the identification of causal, hierarchi-
cal and thematic relations between events and groups of events, resulting in an 
understanding of the overall plot or point of the story (van den Broek et al., 2005, 
pp. 118, 126). However, in a number of studies and materials (e.g. the Bus Story 
Test, Renfrew, 1969), the child first listens to a story, with or without pictorial 
support, and then has to retell or recall the story. Recall is taken as an indirect 
measure of story comprehension; however, as the child has to hold large chunks 
of aurally presented information in working memory, this type of ‘story compre-
hension’ assessment in effect becomes a memory task (Boudreau, 2007; Dodwell 
& Bavin, 2008; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press). A similar conflation occurs when 
the child first listens to the story and is then asked comprehension questions. To 
score correct on such questions, the child must recall details that were previously 
mentioned or shown, or, if the question is an inferential one, make inferences. Yet 
if the to-be-recalled facts are only presented aurally, story comprehension is again 
heavily intertwined with memory. In contrast, if the stimulus pictures are kept 
in full view of the child and can be referred to during comprehension questions, 
working memory is taxed far less. Sometimes, story presentation is in the visual 
modality only (e.g. Ellis Weismer, 1985; Bishop & Adams, 1992; Paris & Paris, 2003; 
Hayward et al., 2009; Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019). The child does not hear the story 
first but studies a picture sequence, and is then asked comprehension questions that 
assess inferencing abilities, whilst being able to look at and refer to the pictures. In 
the present study, this latter method is used.
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Yet even when comprehension questions are asked with the above method, they 
still do not directly assess the child’s understanding of a story, but rather the ability 
to verbally express this understanding. Answering comprehension questions requires 
expressive language skills, i.e. a certain level of proficiency in the language that story 
comprehension is tested in. A child might understand the story but, due to limited 
language proficiency, still not be able to convey this understanding to the listener/
experimenter. As MAIN assesses the understanding of goals and internal states 
(which are not depicted in the stimulus pictures but must be inferred), the MAIN 
author group, when developing the MAIN materials and protocol, did not think it 
feasible to probe such aspects of story comprehension in a nonverbal manner. It is 
not possible to explain how story characters feel and think and why they feel and 
think that way by purely nonverbal means such as pointing to a picture or drawing 
a happy or sad face.

As far as we know, there are virtually no published studies that systemat-
ically investigate the role which general language proficiency, such as vocabu-
lary knowledge, plays in bilingual children’s story comprehension.1 The present 
study therefore includes an analysis of how lexical knowledge, as measured on a 
vocabulary task, predicts (or influences) children’s story comprehension scores 
on MAIN. This is done for both languages of our bilingual participants. We are 
not aware of any publications that systematically investigate how background 
characteristics, such as language exposure, preschool attendance, home-language 
use, parental education and cultural family habits concerning book reading and 
storytelling in the home, are related to bilingual children’s narrative comprehen-
sion.2 The present study therefore explores such potential links by including case 
studies of individual children.

1. Westerveld (2014), in a study of emergent literacy in 18 bilingual Samoan-English 4-year-
olds in New Zealand, briefly considers the relation between vocabulary and narrative listening 
comprehension.

2. For monolingual children, a few studies have explored the relation between narrative com-
prehension and home literacy activities and/or vocabulary knowledge. For instance, Sénéchal and 
LeFevre (2002) investigated monolingual Canadian English (upper) middle-class children aged 
4 to 8 and found correlations between measures of storybook exposure in the home, receptive 
vocabulary (PPVT, Dunn & Dunn, 1997) and narrative listening comprehension. The authors 
did not provide details on how narrative comprehension was assessed. Lynch et al. (2008) studied 
monolingual U.S. English middle-class children at age 4 and 6 and found correlations between 
their receptive vocabulary scores (PPVT) and narrative listening comprehension (probed recall 
of events). Westerveld, Gillon, and Boyd (2012, p. 136) assessed monolingual English preschool-
ers age 4 to 5 (mid-to-high SES) and found that receptive vocabulary (PPVT) correlated with 
response accuracies to factual and inferential comprehension questions asked after listening to 
a story. Lepola et al. (2012, p. 269), in a study that mainly dealt with listening comprehension 
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The paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 states our aim and research questions. 
Section 3 describes the methodology, including a detailed description of common 
background characteristics of our participants. Results are reported in Section 4. 
As we explore story comprehension in bilingual children from several different 
angles, Section 4 contains the following subsections: 4.1 reports on overall story 
comprehension scores and differences between languages (Turkish, Swedish), tasks, 
and age groups (4-, 5-, 6-, and 7-year-olds). Section 4.2 explores individual differ-
ences, including exceptionally low-scoring and high-scoring children and their 
backgrounds. In Section 4.3, the relation between story comprehension scores and 
vocabulary knowledge is investigated. Section 4.4 explores task differences further, 
by looking at response accuracies and answer patterns for individual comprehen-
sion questions in MAIN and possible explanations for these. Finally, Section 5 con-
tains a discussion and conclusion.

2. Aim and research questions

The aim of this study is to investigate the story comprehension skills of Turkish-
Swedish bilingual children aged 4 to 7 in both languages with MAIN (Gagarina 
et al., 2012, 2019). Overall comprehension scores and response patterns to specific 
comprehension questions are analysed for 4 different narrative comprehension 
tasks (2 in each language). The following research questions are asked:

1. How does story comprehension, as measured with MAIN, develop with age in 
Turkish and Swedish?

2. Is there a difference in story comprehension between the languages (Turkish, 
Swedish)?

3. Do children perform differently on the different MAIN stories (Cat, Dog, Baby 
Birds and Baby Goats)?

4. Are there differences in response accuracy between individual comprehension 
questions, and if so, why?

5. Is story comprehension influenced by lexical knowledge, as measured on a 
vocabulary task?

6. Exploring individual variation, what are the characteristics of high-scoring and 
low-scoring children (e.g. general language proficiency, language exposure and 
socio-economic background)?

in 4-to-6-year-old Finnish-speaking children of highly-educated mothers, found a side effect, 
namely that child performance on a vocabulary definition task correlated with response accuracy 
to inferential questions about a picture story from Paris and Paris (2003).
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3. Method

3.1 Participants

The participants were 100 4-to-7-year-old Turkish-Swedish bilingual children 
growing up in Sweden. The children had Turkish as their home language, whilst 
Swedish was the language of schooling and society at large. Basic inclusion criteria 
were: (i) ability to speak both Turkish and Swedish, (ii) 4–7 years, and (iii) no diag-
nosis of language impairment. The majority of children were reached by contacting 
around 200 preschools and schools in urban areas of eastern Central Sweden. Other 
participants were recruited through personal contacts, municipal heritage-language 
teachers of Turkish, places of worship and community centres. In the end, par-
ticipating children came from 50 different preschools and schools in the Greater 
Stockholm area and two larger nearby cities.3

The participants were part of a larger multilingualism research project 
(Bohnacker, 2013–2019). In the present chapter, only those children are included 
for whom we have both narrative comprehension and vocabulary data. These 100 
children (aged 4;0–8;1) were divided into four age groups: 4-year-olds, 5-year-olds, 
6-year-olds and 7-year-olds. Table 1 provides a breakdown by age and sex.

Table 1. Participants

  4 years 5 years 6 years 7 years Total

N 24 22 26 28 100
Girls/boys 12/12 13/9 15/11 14/14 54/46
Mean age 4;5  5;5 6;5 7;5 6;0
Age range 4;0–4;11 5;0–5;11 6;1–6;11 7;0–8;1* 4;0–8;1

Note. * Three children in the 7-year-old group had just turned 8 years at the time of testing.

Informed parental consent was obtained in writing. Families and children could 
terminate their participation in the study at any time. Detailed information about 
the child’s language development, patterns of language use in the family, the 
parents’ language and educational backgrounds etc. was gathered via a 5-page 
paper-and-pencil questionnaire. Parents filled in the questionnaire in the language 
of their choice; and from some parents who disliked writing, information was gath-
ered via telephone interview in Turkish. Parental questionnaire data are available 
for all 100 children. The data were anonymised.

3. Random sampling from the national population register was not possible, as no statistics are 
kept on whether or not a resident of Sweden speaks Turkish (or any other language).
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According to the parents, all children had typical language development and 
none had been diagnosed with language impairment or a neurological disorder. 
Children who were exposed to an additional third language in the home, such as 
Kurdish, were not excluded, since they did not generally perform differently from 
the strictly bilingual children on our Turkish and Swedish language measures, and 
since they form an integral part of the Turkish-Swedish population.

All children were living in Sweden at the time of data collection and nearly all, 
92% (92/100), had done so from birth. By contrast, only 22% of the parents had 
been born and grown up in Sweden. Most parents (72%) had been born and grown 
up in Turkey and migrated to Sweden as adults, and many of the remaining parents 
had been born in Turkey but moved to Sweden as children. For most children then, 
both parents were first-generation immigrants from Turkey or one first-generation 
and one second-generation parent. First-generation immigrant parents had lived in 
Sweden from anywhere between 0.6 to 41 years. A large majority of parents (74%) 
stated that Turkish was their native language (L1). 4% reported Swedish as their 
L1, and 2% considered both Turkish and Swedish as their L1s. 20% of the parents 
reported a L1 different from Turkish or Swedish; in nearly all cases, this language 
was Kurdish. This means that very few children (8/100) had a parent who was a 
native speaker of Swedish.

With Turkish so strongly represented as the parental L1, virtually all children 
in the study (96%, 96/100) had received Turkish input from their parents since 
birth. Only for 4 children did exposure to Turkish start after 1;0 (and before 3;0). 
The reason for this was that these children were first exposed to Kurdish, as their 
parents had Kurdish as an L1.

Onset of exposure to Swedish varied more than for Turkish. Most children 
(83%, 83/100) had started to hear Swedish regularly before age 3;0 (with an even 
distribution for onset of Swedish between birth and 1;0 (27%), 1;0 to 2;0 (26%), 
and 2;0 to 3;0 (28%)). For 17% of our participants, exposure to Swedish began after 
age 3; mostly between 3;0 and 4;0. Only very few participants were first exposed to 
Swedish after age 4; these were exclusively children born in Turkey who had later 
moved to Sweden.4

We explored language use in the home through a number of questionnaire 
questions, including the parents’ language(s) spoken with each other and to the 
child, the child’s language spoken to the parents and to the siblings, and language 
use between siblings. Details can be found in Öztekin (2019). A majority of par-
ents reported that they spoke almost only or mostly Turkish to their child (65%) 

4. We did not exclude children born in Turkey (with at least two years exposure to Swedish), 
since they did not generally perform differently on our measures of Swedish and Turkish than 
the children born in Sweden.
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and to each other (61%). There were no couples in the sample who spoke only/
mostly Swedish to their child (0%) and only two couples who spoke only/mostly 
Swedish to each other (2%). The remainder spoke a mix of Turkish and Swedish or 
another language. The majority of children (64%) were reported to speak almost 
only/mostly Turkish to both parents; but notably, 12% children spoke only/mostly 
Swedish to their parents, suggesting that a generational shift of language preference 
is beginning to take place. Between siblings, only/mostly Swedish was reported for 
15% of the children, 46% communicated with their siblings in both Swedish and 
Turkish, while only 30% did so only/mostly in Turkish, which is very different from 
parental language use.

The questionnaire also asked parents to estimate the proportion of daily lan-
guage input to the child in Turkish and Swedish. Parents estimated this on a scale 
ranging from 5 percent to 95 percent for each language. The majority of children 
(65%) were reported to receive approximately equal amounts of Turkish and Swedish 
during the day (40:60, 50:50, 60:40). For 20 children (20%), parents reported daily 
input to be at least 80% Swedish; for 9 children (9%), at least 80% Turkish input 
was reported. The few remaining children had other input distributions, including 
a third language.

All children were active bilinguals. 6% of the children (6/100) also spoke a third 
language: Kurdish (Kurmanji), Zaza (Dimili), German or English, but for none of 
them was this third language rated strongest or as strong as Turkish or Swedish. 
A few other children did not speak a third language but were exposed to it; this 
mainly occurred in families where the parents had Kurdish as their L1 and spoke 
a mix of Turkish and Kurdish to each other.

The majority of parents rated their children’s receptive and expressive language 
skills in both Turkish and Swedish as ‘very good’ or ‘good’, though some rated 
one language as ‘so-so’ or even ‘bad’. For 39% of the children, the parents stated 
that the child’s language skills were higher in Turkish than in Swedish. A nearly 
identical number (38%) was said to have equal language skills in both languages. 
For a smaller but substantial group (24%), parents rated their children to be more 
proficient in Swedish. It is our impression that parents with low proficiency in 
Swedish may have overestimated their child’s level of Swedish (cf. Koivistoinen, 
2012, p. 33; Tuller, 2015). Most parents (81%) considered Turkish and Swedish to be 
equally important for their child (this also included 7 cases where a third language 
was rated equally important alongside Turkish and Swedish). 15% of the parents 
considered Turkish most important, 3% Swedish, and 1% Kurdish most important.

Virtually every child attended institutional childcare for a major part of the day, 
as is typical in the Swedish context. Most children had started attending preschool 
between age 1 and 2, as is usually the case in Sweden; the exception being mainly 
Turkey-born children who had moved to Sweden. Early (and extensive) attend-
ance of Swedish daycare presumably has a positive impact on the development of 
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Swedish language skills.5 Most children (83%) were reported to regularly attend 
(pre)school for 30–48 hours per week, 10% attended 24–26 hours, and 7% only 
6–20 hours/week. All schools and preschools were run in Swedish, though on closer 
inspection (during our data collection visits) a number of them did afford the child 
opportunities to communicate in Turkish, as other children and/or a staff member 
were also Turkish-speaking.

The questionnaire also queried language-related activities for both languages in 
and outside the home, such as storytelling, joint book reading, singing, media con-
sumption and heritage language instruction. 55% of the children attended Turkish 
heritage language classes (ca. 40–60 min/week). 75% regularly consumed Turkish 
media, which was more than Swedish media. 50% were exposed to Turkish books in 
the home, which was more than to Swedish books. For 65% of the children, parents 
stated that they read books in Turkish for the child at least once a week. Regular 
parental storytelling in Turkish was reported for 59% of the children, singing or 
listening to songs in Turkish for 64%. These activities were on average more fre-
quent in Turkish than in Swedish. However, the frequencies of such activities varied 
greatly throughout the sample. Interestingly but perhaps not surprisingly, parents 
with very low educational levels reported very little literacy-related language activ-
ities with the child in the home. Parents with L1 Kurdish (or Kurdish and Turkish) 
rarely reported any of the above language-related activities for Turkish.

Many participants lived in linguistically and culturally diverse, socio-econom-
ically disadvantaged urban areas. The individual children came from a wide vari-
ety of socio-economic backgrounds, both concerning parental occupations and 
education, where all levels from non-completed primary school to doctorate were 
represented. This variation can be considered typical of Turkish-speaking families 
in Sweden. We used parental education as a proxy for family SES (socio-economic 
status). Questions about parents’ education were asked and answered separately 
for each parent. Answers were coded following the United Nations ISCED 2011 
classification (UNESCO Institute for Statistics, 2012) and assigned to one of 9 levels 
ranging from 0 (= only early childhood education) to 8 (= doctoral studies). The 
mean educational level was 3.4 (out of 8), and 3 (= completed secondary education) 
was particularly common. The educational levels of both parents were averaged 
and categorised as ‘low SES’ in the Swedish context for ISCED levels 0 to 3 (i.e. 
early childhood education up to secondary school) vs ‘high SES’ for ISCED levels 
4 to 8 (i.e. completed upper secondary education plus at least some tertiary educa-
tion, or more). In a few cases, information about education was missing; since this 
mainly occurred with parents with very low status occupations, it is likely that their 

5. Preschool in Sweden is normally attended until age 5 or 6, after which children attend one 
year of ‘preschool class’ (förskoleklass) to prepare them for school proper. At age 7, children start 
grade 1 of primary school.
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educational level was low. For those children that we did have parental education 
information for (N = 95), more fell into the low SES category (64%, 61/95) than 
into the high SES category (36%, 34/95). The majority of parents did thus not have 
any tertiary education. The age groups (4-, 5-, 6-, and 7-year-olds) did not differ 
from each other with respect to SES, nor for any of the other above-mentioned 
background factors, except Turkish heritage-language class attendance (which was 
more frequent in the 6- and 7-year-olds than the younger children).6

Despite considerable diversity, the background of the majority of our partic-
ipants appears to match what has been observed for families with Turkish as a 
heritage language elsewhere, namely that endogamy and a continued influx from 
Turkey revitalise and keep up the use and transmission of the home language to 
the next generation. Turkish is regarded as important alongside the majority lan-
guage Swedish, which the children are exposed to from an early age via preschool. 
However, in contrast to several other Western European countries, the migration 
history from Turkey to Sweden is not dominated by labourers, but by political refu-
gees and/or family members (via marriage and family reunification), with a variety 
of educational backgrounds. This includes many Kurdish/Turkish speakers, some 
of whom may choose bring up their children in a trilingual environment.

3.2 Materials

3.2.1 MAIN
This study focuses on children’s story comprehension skills, as measured with 
MAIN (Gagarina et al., 2012, 2015, 2019). MAIN consists of 4 picture sequences 
with 6 pictures each. Each of these stories is made up of three episodes. Episodes 
are a chronologically ordered group of events within a larger narrative that are 
conceptually connected to a specific goal of a story character (Stein & Glenn, 1979). 
Each episode consists of an internal state as initiating event, goal, attempt, outcome 
and internal response of the characters. Two of the four picture sequences, the Cat 
and Dog stories, are parallel in plotline, story grammar and length. Both Cat and 
Dog have three main characters; the only difference is the characters and objects in 
the stories. (Our participants received one of these two stories in Turkish and the 
other one in Swedish.) The other two picture sequences, the Baby Birds and Baby 
Goats stories, are also parallel in plotline, story grammar and length. Both consist 
of three episodes and have five animal characters each, making them more complex 

6. The older children’s higher attendance of Turkish classes is probably due to the fact that 
municipalities in Sweden are obliged to offer heritage language instruction for primary-school 
pupils, whilst there is nowadays no such legal requirement for preschoolers any more.
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than Cat and Dog. Baby Birds and Baby Goats are both about a family (of birds/
goats), an attacker, and a rescuer. (Again, our participants were administered one 
of these two stories per language.) In what follows, Cat/Dog will be referred to as 
one narrative task, and Baby Birds/Baby Goats as the other narrative task.

There is a standardised procedure for administering MAIN (see Gagarina et al., 
2012, 2019, and the introductory chapter of this book volume for details). The child 
tells the story and is then asked ten comprehension questions about the internal 
states and goals of the protagonists. During storytelling, only the child can see the 
pictures, but when the comprehension questions are asked, the pictures are in full 
view of both child and experimenter, for joint visual attention. The questions re-
quire the child to make inferences from the pictures and state why s/he has come to 
a certain conclusion. The questions thus assess inferencing, i.e. how well the child is 
able to interpret physical and psychological (emotional, motivational) cause-effect 
relationships and recognise characters’ goals, the reasons for these goals and reac-
tions following attempts to reach the goals. Importantly, the questions used for the 
four stories are all structured the same way, asking for the same types of essential 
story information. This enables comparisons across stories (in contrast to many 
earlier studies of comprehension that asked an ad hoc set of questions that were 
tied to particular stories but did not attempt to collect the same kind of information 
across stories).

Table 2 exemplifies the comprehension questions for the Dog story, and Figure 1 
shows the Dog picture sequence in small scale.7

Table 2. The ten comprehension questions in MAIN Dog

Questions Example

D1. Episode 1 Goal Why does the dog jump/leap forward? (point to picture 1–2)
D2. Episode 1 IS How does the dog feel? (picture 3)
D3. Episode 1 IS rationale Why do you think that the dog is feeling …? [insert answer D2]
D4. Episode 2 Goal Why does the boy jump up? (picture 5)
D5. Episode 2 IS How does the boy feel? (picture 6)
D6. Episode 2 IS rationale Why do you think that the boy is feeling …? [insert answer D5]
D7. Episode 3 Goal Why does the dog grab the sausages? (picture 5)
D8. Episode 3 IS Theory of Mind Imagine that the boy sees the dog. How does the boy feel? 

(picture 6)
D9. Episode 3 IS rationale (ToM) Why do you think that the boy feels …? [insert answer D8]
D10.  Overall plotline (ToM) Will the boy be friends with the dog? Why?

Note. IS = internal state. ToM = Theory of Mind.

7. All four picture sequences are shown in Figures 8–9.
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Figure 1. Small-scale copy of the MAIN Dog picture sequence (Gagarina et al. 2012) 
(reproduced with permission from the publisher)

For all MAIN stories, three questions (D1, D4 and D7) probe understanding of the 
goals of the main characters in the three episodes. Questions D2 and D5 query the 
internal states of the characters in Episode 1 and 2. D8 queries a character’s internal 
state in Episode 3, but does so with a theory of mind question, testing the child’s 
understanding by a ‘what if ’ scenario that does not actually happen in the story. 
Questions D3, D6 and D9 are follow-up questions to the preceding questions about 
a character’s feelings. These follow-up questions ask why a character feels a certain 
way. If the child does not answer the preceding question correctly, the follow-up 
question is not asked according to MAIN protocol. The final question, D10, tests 
whether the child can infer meaning about the story as a whole (overall plotline). 
It is made up of both a yes/no question and a ‘why’ question, and only scored as 
correct if the child answers both questions correctly.

3.2.2 Vocabulary: CLT
While the focus of the present study is on narrative comprehension, we also wanted 
to see whether children’s lexical knowledge had an impact on MAIN comprehen-
sion. To get an estimate of vocabulary comprehension and production, comparable 
picture-based vocabulary tasks were used in both languages, namely the Turkish and 
Swedish versions of the Cross-linguistic Lexical Tasks (CLT, Haman, Łuniewska, & 
Pomiechowska, 2015; see <http://psychologia.pl/clts/>). Each CLT version consists of 
4 parts (noun comprehension, verb comprehension, noun production and verb pro-
duction), and contains 120 vocabulary items, 30 in each part (plus 2 practice items). 
Comprehension is tested via picture selection, where the child has to point to the one 
correct picture out of four in response to prompts such as “Where is the spoon?” (for 
nouns) or “Who is painting?” (for verbs). Vocabulary production is tested via picture 
naming, where the experimenter asks the child to name a depicted object (“What is 
this?” for noun production) or action (“What is she doing?” for verb production).

3.3 Procedure

Each child told two MAIN stories per language and answered the comprehen-
sion questions for these stories. Each child also did a vocabulary task (CLT) in 
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each language. Turkish and Swedish were tested on different occasions with at 
least four days in between. On average, the time between sessions was 13.6 days 
(SD = 7.9, range 4–36 days).8 The order of the languages was counterbalanced: 
Half of the children in each age group were tested in Turkish first and the other 
half in Swedish first. Children were tested in Turkish by the second author or by 
one of two research assistants, all native speakers of Turkish. The children were 
tested in Swedish by the first or the third author or one of five other members of 
the Swedish-speaking project team, all native or near-native speakers of Swedish. 
Before testing, the experimenter met either the teacher of the child at (pre)school 
or the child’s parent(s) in the home. As a rule, testing took place in a quiet room in 
the home or (pre)school, with the child alone. The experimenter only spoke to the 
child in the language of testing and acted as if s/he did not understand the other 
language. The two narrative tasks in each language were carried out within one 
session as part of a larger test battery. Cat/Dog was always done first, followed by 
the CLT, which in turn was followed by Baby Birds/Baby Goats. The child never 
received the same story twice. The stories were counterbalanced within each age 
group and language. The procedure for all narrative tasks was as follows: First the 
child told the story and then answered comprehension questions.9 All children 
were asked the 10 standardised questions from the Turkish and Swedish MAIN. 
The CLTs were administered according to standard procedure (Haman et al., 2015). 
The order of the four parts of the CLT was counterbalanced within each age group. 
CLT child responses were documented on paper. The entire session was audio and 
video recorded. Children were rewarded with stickers and a diploma.

3.4 Scoring

3.4.1 Scoring of the MAIN narrative comprehension questions
Responses to the MAIN comprehension questions were transcribed verbatim.10 
Responses were scored as 1 (correct) or 0 (incorrect), so with 10 questions per 

8. Gagarina et al. (2012) recommend a time lapse of 5–7 days between the two language sessions 
for MAIN, but this was not always practicable due to illness, holidays or unexpected events.

9. Note that all MAIN tasks were done as storytelling, even though Cat/Dog had originally 
been created to be used for retelling or model story (Gagarina et al., 2012). In the present study, 
testing mode (storytelling followed by comprehension questions) was kept constant, so that all 
tasks were equivalent and comprehension results could be straightforwardly compared without 
testing mode being a confound.

10. The MAIN stories told by the children were also transcribed and analysed, but are not dealt 
with in the present study. For story production results, see Lindgren (2018) and Öztekin (2019).
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story, the maximum score is 10 points. A total of 4,000 comprehension questions 
were to be asked (100 children x 2 languages x 2 stories x 10 questions). All children 
(except three) received four different MAIN comprehension scores (two in Turkish, 
two in Swedish), one for each story. These are their overall comprehension scores.

Comprehension scores were missing in three cases: In Turkish, one 5-year-
old refused to answer the questions on Baby Goats. In Swedish, the experimenter 
skipped more than three questions in one of the stories of two 4-year-olds, so no 
reliable comprehension score could be calculated. Thus, 3,970 questions remained. 
Due to experimenter error, 19 out of 1,990 Turkish questions were not asked, re-
sulting in 0.9% missing data for Turkish. In Swedish, the experimenter skipped or 
forgot to ask 23 out of 1,980 questions, which makes 1.2% missing data in Swedish. 
As the child did not get the chance to hear and answer these questions, it would have 
been unfair not to award any points. Following common practice when there is no 
more than 2% missing data (Widaman, 2006), sample mean substitution was used, 
so that for each missing question, a score identical to the mean for that question 
for the child’s age group was substituted.

All the Turkish answers were scored by the second author. The Swedish answers 
were scored by the third author and a trained native Swedish research assistant. 
Unclear cases were discussed with the first author. As child responses often did not 
correspond to the examples given in the original MAIN scoring protocol (Gagarina 
et al., 2012), the first author and her research group developed detailed scoring 
guidelines (Bohnacker, 2018b) that included general scoring principles and a large 
number of real-life answers (with the score and a rationale for the score). Scoring 
principles and decisions were based on multiple rounds of discussion of the answers 
of 286 mono- and bilingual children. In the current study, these guidelines were 
closely followed, and a trained research assistant checked all answers for consistency 
in scoring. Answers that were incomprehensible, semantically vague, or grammati-
cally so rudimentary that they left lots of room for interpretation were not awarded 
points. In line with the MAIN protocol, purely gestural, nonverbal responses were 
not awarded points, even though the child might have understood the question.

3.4.2 Scoring of the vocabulary tasks (CLT)
Child responses were documented on paper during testing and later checked against 
the audio and video recordings. Responses were scored as 1 (correct) or 0 (incor-
rect) by the three authors (native or near-native speakers of Turkish and Swedish) 
and a trained research assistant. Responses were carefully checked for consistency 
and accuracy, following CLT scoring guidelines developed by the first author and 
her research team on the basis of data from 220 monolingual and bilingual children 
(Bohnacker, 2018a), to complement the short information contained in the CLT 
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test materials.11 Each child received 4 CLT vocabulary scores (with maximally 60 
points each), two in Turkish and two in Swedish, one each for comprehension and 
production.12

4. Results

4.1 MAIN comprehension scores: Differences between languages, 
tasks and age groups

As described above, in each language, participants were always tested on Cat/Dog 
first, and second on Baby Birds/Baby Goats. We will therefore refer to Cat/Dog as 
MAIN1, and Baby Birds/Baby Goats as MAIN2. Table 3 shows the mean scores for 
each story for all the children combined.

Table 3. Mean MAIN comprehension scores, all children combined. Max score = 10 points

  MAIN1   MAIN2

Cat Dog Baby Birds Baby Goats

Turkish
N 50 50   52 47
Mean 7.3 7.1 5.5 6.8
SD 2.1 2.7 2.8 2.3
Swedish
N 51 48   47 52
Mean 7.4 8.1 6.2 6.3
SD 2.2 2.2 2.5 2.8

Note. N = number of children.

Independent samples t-tests showed that there was no difference in the Swedish 
comprehension of Cat and Dog (p = .142), nor between Baby Birds and Baby Goats 
(p = .949). In Turkish, comprehension of Cat and Dog did not differ either (p = .614). 
However, children who were asked about Baby Goats in Turkish performed sig-
nificantly better than those who were asked about Baby Birds (t(95.761) = −2.531, 
p = .013). Since the difference between these stories was significant, we carried out 
an additional analysis with Story and Age group for MAIN2 (see below).

11. For details on the CLT scoring, see Bohnacker, Lindgren & Öztekin (2016) and Öztekin (2019).

12. Detailed CLT results in both languages are reported elsewhere (Bohnacker, 2020, Öztekin, 
2019).
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There were significant and positive correlations between the scores for the same 
task in the two languages (Cat/Dog: r = .321, p = .001; Baby Birds/Baby Goats: 
r = .370, p < .001). Pearson correlations also showed that the Turkish comprehen-
sion scores correlated strongly and positively with age (in months) both for MAIN1 
(r = .350, p < .001) and MAIN2 (r = .379, p < .001). Likewise, the Swedish scores 
correlated strongly with age in months, both for MAIN1 (r = .490, p < .001) and 
MAIN2 (r = .719, p < .001).

Apart from age (in months), we also analysed differences between the four age 
groups. Figure 2 shows the mean comprehension scores for the two narrative tasks 
in each language for each age group, indicating an increase in all the mean scores, 
though somewhat differently for the tasks and languages. Moreover, on visual in-
spection, scores for MAIN1 seem to be higher than for MAIN2 for all groups. 
Scores in the two languages were relatively similar. To test for differences between 
age groups, tasks and languages, we carried out a repeated-measures (factorial) 
ANOVA with Task (MAIN1 vs MAIN2) and Language as within-child variables 
and Age group as between-child variable as well as the interaction between all 
variables. When an interaction was significant, post-hoc analyses (simple effects 
analyses with Pillai’s trace or univariate analyses depending on the type of inter-
action effect) were carried out.
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Figure 2. Mean comprehension scores MAIN1 (Cat/Dog) and MAIN2 (Baby Birds/Baby 
Goats) in Turkish and Swedish, by age group. Max = 10 points. Error bars show ±1 SD.
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The analysis showed a highly significant main effect of Task (F(1, 92) = 75.847, 
p < .001, η2

p = .452), with higher scores on MAIN1 (Cat/Dog) than on MAIN2 
(Baby Birds/Baby Goats). The main effect of Language (F(1, 92) = 1.673, p = .199, 
η2

p = .018) was not significant. The main effect of Age group was highly significant 
(F(3, 92) = 20.866, p < .001, η2

p = .405). However, the two-way interaction between 
Age group and Task was also significant (F(3, 92) = 3.797, p = .013, η2

p = .110). This 
means that the effect of Task may be different for the Age groups and/or that the 
effect of Age group may differ depending on the task. No other interaction effects 
were significant (ps > .10).

Post-hoc tests of the interaction between Task and Age group showed a sig-
nificant effect of Age group for both tasks (MAIN1: F(3, 92) = 12.719, p < .001, 
η2

p = .293; MAIN2: F(3, 92) = 21.880, p < .001, η2
p = .416). The larger effect size in-

dicates that the effect was stronger for MAIN2. For MAIN1, pairwise comparisons 
showed that there were significant differences between the 4-year-olds and both 
6- and 7-year-olds (ps < .001), and also between the 5-year-olds and the two older 
groups (ps < .01), whereas the difference between the 4- and 5-year-olds just failed 
to reach significance (p = .059), and the 6- and 7-year-olds did not perform signif-
icantly different from each other (p = .722). For MAIN2, the same type of pairwise 
comparisons showed significant differences between all age groups (ps ≤ .001), with 
the exception of the 5- and the 6-year-olds, which was just above the significance 
level (p = .057). The analysis of the effect of Task in the different age groups showed 
consistently higher scores for MAIN1 in all age groups (ps < .05), but with the 
smallest effect size for the 7-year-olds,13 indicating that scores on the two tasks 
become more uniform as children grow older.

For Turkish MAIN2, recall that the children performed better on the compre-
hension of Baby Goats than Baby Birds. For this reason, we carried out an addi-
tional analysis of the Turkish MAIN2 scores, namely an Age group x Story factorial 
ANOVA. The results showed that there was a significant main effect of Age group 
(F(3, 91) = 5.638, p = .001, η2

p = .157) and of Story (F(1, 91) = 7.526, p = .007, 
η2

p = .076). Post hoc tests (Bonferroni-corrected) showed that there was a signif-
icant difference in scores only between the youngest and oldest age group, i.e. the 
4- and 7-year-olds (p = .001).14 As can be seen in Figure 3, there was no significant 
interaction between Age group and Story (F(3, 91) = 0.137, p = .937, η2

p = .005). 

13. 4-year-olds: F(1, 92) = 39.218, p < .001, η2
p = .299; 5-year-olds: F(1, 92) = 12.245, p = .001, 

η2
p = .117; 6-year-olds: F(1, 92) = 28.584, p < .001, η2

p = .237; F(1, 92) = 4.957, p = .028, η2
p = .051.

14. The difference between the 4- and 6-year-olds for Turkish MAIN2 scores just failed to reach 
significance (p = .064).
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All age groups had higher mean scores on Baby Goats than on Baby Birds. Possible 
reasons for the higher performance on Baby Goats will be discussed later.

To summarise, MAIN comprehension scores measurably increased with age 
in both languages, and comprehension was consistently better for Cat/Dog than 
for Baby Birds/Baby Goats in both Turkish and Swedish. There was no difference 
between the two languages in the children’s performance.

4.2 MAIN comprehension scores: Individual variation

We found substantial individual variation between participants in MAIN com-
prehension scores, despite an overall increase with age in months and differences 
between many of the age groups. Some children scored very low (as low as the 
minimal score, 0 points) and some very high (at maximum, 10 points). The scatter-
plots in Figures 4–7 suggest that these very low and very high performers distribute 
differently for task and language.

In Turkish, very low performers were found amongst both younger and older 
children, whilst in Swedish, very low performers were restricted to the younger chil-
dren (4- and 5-year-olds). For Turkish MAIN1 (Cat/Dog, Figure 4), most children 
scored above 50%, while for Turkish MAIN2 (Baby Birds/Baby Goats, Figure 5), 
scores were more scattered. In Swedish, the scores clustered more: Very low scores 
(0–1 points) in Swedish only occurred amongst the younger children, but not in the 
older age groups. In Swedish, none of the youngest children reached the maximum 
score, in contrast to Turkish. For Swedish MAIN1, all 6- and 7-year-olds scored 
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Figure 3. Turkish MAIN2 (Baby Birds and Baby Goats) mean comprehension scores, 
two-way interaction Age x Story. Max score = 10 points
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well above 50% (Figure 6), and for Swedish MAIN2, virtually all 6- and 7-year-olds 
did (Figure 7). This suggests that older children scored higher in Swedish than in 
Turkish in general.

45 55 65 75 85 95

Age (months)

4-year-olds
5-year-olds
6-year-olds
7-year-olds
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Figure 4. Turkish MAIN1 (Cat/Dog) comprehension scores of each child.  
Max score = 10 points. The horizontal line indicates 50% (5 points).  
A dot may represent more than one individual.
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Figure 5. Turkish MAIN2 (Baby Birds/Baby Goats) comprehension scores of each child. 
Max score = 10. Horizontal line at 50%. A dot may represent more than one individual.
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Figure 6. Swedish MAIN1 (Cat/Dog) comprehension scores of each child. Max score = 10. 
Horizontal line at 50%. A dot may represent more than one individual.
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Figure 7. Swedish MAIN2 (Baby Birds/Baby Goats) comprehension scores of each child. 
Max score = 10. Horizontal line at 50%. A dot may represent more than one individual.

As illustrated by the above scatterplots, certain children stood out with very low or 
very high scores compared to their age peers. To explore the characteristics of these 
individual children, we now discuss their MAIN comprehension scores in relation 
to their vocabulary test results and socioeconomic and language backgrounds. This 
takes the form of case studies in Sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2. The relation between MAIN 
comprehension and vocabulary is explored statistically for all children in Section 4.3.
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4.2.1 Exceptionally low-scoring children
Two 5-year-olds, two 6-year-olds and one 7-year-old scored extremely low on 
narrative comprehension in Turkish, with scores of 0–1 points (out of 10). The 
child BiTur5-21 scored 0 on both MAIN1 and MAIN2 (cf. age group means 
MMAIN1 = 7.0, MMAIN2 = 6.2). This particular child also performed very poorly on 
the Turkish vocabulary tasks (CLT comprehension score: 26 out of 60; CLT pro-
duction score: 3 out of 60; cf. age group means Mcompr = 53.8, Mprod = 37.6). The 
child’s Swedish narrative comprehension scores (MAIN1 = 5 points, MAIN2 = 3 
points) also belonged to the lowest in her age group. What else do we know about 
this child? She was born in Sweden and exposed to Turkish, Kurdish and Swedish in 
the home. (Note that children exposed to three languages did not generally perform 
lower than those exposed to two languages.) According to BiTur5-21’s parents, the 
daily input was 80% Swedish. The parents were Turkey-born L1 Kurdish speakers, 
one of them with very low education and presumably low literacy (ISCED level 1; 
the other parent: level 3). No Turkish book reading or storytelling activities were 
reported, but occasional activities in Swedish. The parents considered Swedish to 
be the child’s stronger language. They expressed concern about her development in 
Turkish, adding that the child had some family members who had difficulties with 
speech and language. BiTur5-21 is a child that would need to be studied further 
regarding (a)typical language development, considering her very low performance 
in both languages (see Öztekin, 2019).

The other 5-year-old who scored extremely low in Turkish comprehension 
was BiTur5-24 (MAIN1 = 1 point; MAIN2 = 0 points). Similarly to the previous 
child, BiTur5-24 had low Turkish vocabulary scores (CLT comprehension: 38/60, 
CLT production 14/60). She was born in Sweden and both parents also spoke 
Kurdish in addition to Turkish and Swedish. The parents (one Sweden-born and 
one Turkey-born) had both grown up in Sweden, and both had ISCED education 
level 4, but presumably a low level of literacy in Turkish. No storytelling activities 
in the home were reported for either language. Parental information about liter-
acy activities with the child was contradictory (‘no exposure to Turkish books’ vs. 
‘occasional book reading in Turkish’). The parents reported that the child had 60% 
Swedish input during the day and that they did not focus on the improvement of 
the child’s Turkish. BiTur5-24’s Swedish comprehension scores were close to the 
means for her age group (MAIN1 = 8 points, MAIN2 = 6 points).

Another very low-scoring child in Turkish was 6-year-old BiTur6-03 (MAIN1 = 1 
point; MAIN2 = 0 points, cf. age group means MMAIN1 = 7.8, MMAIN2 = 6.3). In 
Swedish though, the child received the maximum score for MAIN1 (10 points) 
and had a close to average score on MAIN2 (5 points). What else do we know of 
this child? BiTur6-03 had a very low Turkish vocabulary production score (CLT 
score: 12/60, cf. age group mean Mprod = 39.5). Her parents were Sweden-born and 
spoke both Turkish and Swedish with each other and the child. The child spoke 
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mostly Swedish in the home. She was evaluated by her parents as more proficient 
in Swedish compared to Turkish, and to ‘know very many words in Swedish’. Her 
daily input was 80% Swedish. The parents, both highly educated (ISCED level 7), 
reported regular book reading and storytelling in Swedish, but no such activities in 
Turkish. BiTur6-03 is thus a child with very low exposure to the heritage language. 
Table 4 illustrates her answers for the Turkish Dog story (see Table 2 for the ques-
tions). The child often answered bilmiyorum ‘I don’t know’. In the video recordings, 
she did not look as if she did not understand the questions but she looked rather 
timid. The reason why she did not answer the questions might thus have been that 
she did not feel confident in speaking Turkish.

Table 4. Answers to the Turkish MAIN1 (Dog) comprehension questions 
by BiTur6-03, a low-scoring child

Question Child answer (BiTur6-03, 6;0) Score

D1 oraya atlıyor ‘jumping there’ 0
D2 bilmiyorum ‘I don’t know’ 0
D3 –  
D4 o zaman balonu alacaktı

‘then (he) was going to take the balloon’
1

D5 bilmiyorum ‘I don’t know’ 0
D6 –  
D7 o zaman balonu alacaktı sonra onu gördü ve yedi

‘then (he) was going to take the balloon and then (he) saw it and ate (it)’
0

D8 bilmiyorum ‘I don’t know’ 0
D9 –  
D10 evet, bilmiyorum ‘yes, I don’t know’ 0
Total   1

The one 7-year-old who scored extremely low on comprehension of Turkish was 
BiTur7-01 (MAIN1 = 1 points, MAIN2 = 0 points). He had also some of the lowest 
scores on the Turkish vocabulary test in his age group (CLT comprehension: 40/60, 
production: 13/60). BiTur7-01 had close to average Swedish MAIN comprehension 
scores and above average Swedish vocabulary scores. This child lived with a single 
mother who was a native Swedish speaker, and received 80% Swedish input during 
the day. No Turkish book reading or storytelling activities occurred in the home. 
Again, this is a child with very little exposure to Turkish.

Summing up, children with exceptionally low Turkish MAIN comprehension 
scores for their age also performed very poorly on the Turkish vocabulary tasks. 
The questionnaire data indicate that these children had limited exposure to Turkish 
and few, if any, literacy-related or storytelling activities in Turkish. Sometimes, a 
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third language was spoken in the home (Kurdish).15 Alternatively, the parents spoke 
mainly Swedish with each other and with the child. Several of these children had 
one native Swedish or Sweden-born parent. These children might be on their way 
towards receptive bilingualism only, and not speak Turkish in the future.

Let us now move on to children who scored exceptionally low on the Swedish 
MAIN comprehension. These were mainly 4-year-olds, all with scores of 0–3 for 
both Swedish MAIN1 and MAIN2. These children also scored very low on the 
Swedish receptive and expressive vocabulary tasks. So what are these children’s 
background characteristics?

BiTur4-23 was born in Turkey and moved to Sweden only 2.5 years before par-
ticipating in the study. He attended a preschool with many other Turkish-speaking 
children and staff. His Turkish scores corresponded to the age group mean. At 
home, only Turkish was spoken by the parents, the child and his siblings. Turkish 
books were read and Turkish stories were told to the child on a daily basis by 
his highly educated parents (ISCED levels 7 and 6). No storytelling occurred in 
Swedish. Considering the child’s late onset of Swedish and limited exposure, his 
low Swedish scores are not surprising.

Another very low-scoring child on Swedish MAIN was BiTur4-21. (Her Turkish 
scores were also low.) This child was born in Sweden and had started day-care at 
age two. However, the child had taken a lot of time off from preschool, for unclear 
reasons. Some of her preschool staff also spoke Turkish. Parents reported that they 
always spoke Turkish at home and because of this, they were worried about the 
child’s Swedish. Both parents were Turkey-born, but one had grown up in Sweden. 
One parent could speak Kurdish but did not do so with the other parent or the chil-
dren. Education levels were average (ISCED levels 4 and 3). Parents reported that 
no Turkish books were read to the child, and Swedish books only rarely. Storytelling 
sometimes occurred in Turkish, but never in Swedish. Based on this information, 
exposure to Swedish seems to have been limited, though somewhat confusingly, 
the child was reported to currently receive ‘80% daily input’ in Swedish.

Another four-year-old, BiTur4-16, also had very low Swedish MAIN compre-
hension scores (but high Turkish scores). He was born in Sweden and had started 
preschool at age two, where he was exposed to Swedish and some Turkish. At home, 
the parents only spoke Turkish. Parental education was high. Book reading and 
storytelling activities were carried out with the child nearly every day in Turkish, 

15. Note that low comprehension scores cannot be attributed to exposure to a third language per 
se, since many children in our sample who are exposed to three languages perform well. Rather, 
low narrative comprehension may be linked to limited language exposure, including limited 
narrative and literacy activities (see also Section 5).
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but none in Swedish. BiTur4-16 had a late onset of speech and reportedly felt uneasy 
when choosing between Turkish and Swedish.

The last child worth mentioning, BiTur4-29, was born in Sweden and also 
started preschool at age two. Only Turkish was spoken in the home by the 
Turkey-born parents and they reported that the child had ‘95% input’ in Turkish 
during the day since the child attended preschool only 25 hours per week. Parental 
education levels were average. Occasional literacy-related activities with the child 
were reported for both languages. The parents evaluated the child’s Swedish ability 
as ‘poor’. BiTur4-29’s Swedish answers are exemplified in Table 5.

Table 5. Answers to the Swedish MAIN1 (Dog) comprehension questions, 
by BiTur4-29, a low-scoring child

Question Child answers (BiTur4-29, 4;2) Score

D1 sen husmusen där gå in, sen hunden komma sen kryper in husmusen  
‘then the house-mouse there goes in and then the dog come then crawls 
in the house-mouse’

0

D2 nej [!] sa [?] ‘no [!] said’ 0
D3 jag in dä(r) [?], jag in dä(r) [Dog’s direct speech]

‘I in there, I in there’
0

D4 sen ta ballongen ‘then take the balloon’ 1
D5 yeah! 0
D6 – 0
D7 sen äta upp de korven ‘then eat the sausage’ 1
D8 nej [Boy’s direct speech] ‘no’ 0
D9 komma, äta upp hunden ‘come, eat up the dog’ 0
D10 ja ‘yes’ 0
Total   2

BiTur4-29 answers were very lively, showing that he put himself into the story char-
acter’s shoes, using direct speech. However, his Swedish vocabulary and grammar 
were undeveloped for his age, with many omissions of function words (copula 
verbs, pronominal subjects), omission of inflections (e.g. tense) and word order 
difficulties. The low Swedish MAIN comprehension score may have been due to 
poor comprehension and/or insufficient language skills in answering the questions. 
(The child’s Turkish MAIN1 score was above average.)

Only one older child performed exceptionally low on Swedish MAIN compre-
hension, namely 7-year-old BiTur7-26, who scored below 50% on MAIN2 (4.82 
points, cf. age group mean MMAIN2 = 8.3). His Swedish vocabulary scores were 
also low (CLT comprehension: 42/60, production: 19/60; cf. age group means 
Mcompr = 56.8, Mprod = 42.4). (His Turkish scores were close to average.) This child 
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had not started to hear Swedish until age 5 when his family moved to Sweden, 
which means that he had only been exposed to Swedish for two years. Kurdish was 
the L1 of both parents, alongside Turkish. Parental education was very low (ISCED 
level 1), which may indicate low literacy. Very little book reading or storytelling 
activities were reported.

These snapshots of children with exceptionally low Swedish MAIN comprehen-
sion scores show that they also had low Swedish vocabulary scores and relatively 
little exposure to Swedish, due to late onset of Swedish and/or limited preschool 
attendance.

4.2.2 Exceptionally high-scoring children
Let us now consider the backgrounds of some exceptionally high-performing young 
children. Two four-year-olds stood out with their high Turkish comprehension 
scores. One of them was BiTur4-03 (MAIN1 = 10 points, MAIN2 = 6 points; cf. 
the means for his age group MMAIN1 = 5.8, MMAIN2 = 4.2). The parents spoke only 
Turkish with each other and Turkish and Swedish with the child. The child spoke 
mostly Swedish with the sibling. It was reported that the child heard 60% Turkish 
during the day and the parents evaluated the child’s Turkish as ‘very good’. One 
parent had grown up in Turkey, the other had been born and grown up in Sweden. 
Parental education was average (ISCED level 3). The child did many literacy- and 
language-related activities in Turkish and Swedish, including daily storytelling and 
shared book reading. The child’s comprehension of Swedish MAIN was also above 
average for his age group (MAIN1 = 8, MAIN2 = 5). Table 6 shows the answers of 
this high-scoring 4-year-old for the Turkish Dog story.

Table 6. Answers to the Turkish MAIN1 (Dog) comprehension questions 
by BiTur4-03, a high-scoring 4-year-old child

Question Child answers (BiTur4-03, 4;7) Score

D1 çünkü fareyi yakalamak için ‘because to catch the mouse’  1
D2 köpek kötü hissederdi ‘the dog would feel bad’  1
D3 ağaca çarptı ‘(dog) hit the tree’  1
D4 balonu almak için ‘to get the balloon’  1
D5 iyi ‘good’  1
D6 çünkü topunu yakaladığı için ‘because (he) could get his ball’  1
D7 çünkü acıktı ‘because (he) was hungry’  1
D8 kötü hissederdi ‘(he) would feel bad’  1
D9 çünkü köpeğe kızdı ‘because (he) is angry with the dog’  1
D10 evet ama sosislerini yemezse arkadaş olur ‘yes but only if (the dog) does 

not eat (his) sausages’
 1

Total   10
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The other 4-year-old (BiTur4-15) with very high Turkish scores had two Turkey-born 
parents who spoke only Turkish in the home. She scored maximum points in com-
prehension of Turkish MAIN1 (10 points) and above average on MAIN2 (7 points). 
The child spoke mostly Turkish with her parents but also Swedish with her sibling. 
Parental education was average (ISCED level 3). The child was exposed to Turkish 
books and the parents reported frequent storytelling and book reading for both 
languages. The parents evaluated the child’s Turkish as ‘very good’ and Swedish as 
‘poor’. However, her Swedish comprehension scores were above or around average 
(MAIN1 = 8 points, MAIN2 = 4 points).

Let us now move on to children with exceptionally high Swedish MAIN scores. 
Since Swedish comprehension was generally quite high among the older children, 
exceptionally high-scoring children only stand out in the youngest group, the 
4-year-olds. BiTur4-05 not only had very high Swedish comprehension scores for 
her age (MAIN1 = 8 points, MAIN2 = 8 points) but also exceptionally high Swedish 
CLT vocabulary scores (60/60 for comprehension, 47/60 for production). This child 
had one native-Swedish parent, and both Turkish and Swedish were spoken in the 
home. The child had started attending Swedish preschool at 1;4 in an affluent dis-
trict and did so 48 hours a week, the highest attendance of all children in our sam-
ple. BiTur4-05 was described as a ‘very fast developer’ and reported to receive 80% 
Swedish input during the day. Her parents had the highest education in the study 
(ISCED levels 7 and 8). The child did a lot of activities (book reading, watching TV, 
singing, telling stories) in both Turkish and Swedish almost every day. Her Turkish 
MAIN comprehension scores (MAIN1 = 8 points, MAIN2 = 8 points) were also 
far above the mean for her age group. In Table 7, the Swedish answers of this child 
to the comprehension questions for the Dog story are shown.

Another four-year-old who scored very high on the comprehension of Swedish 
MAIN was BiTur4-30 (MAIN1 = 9 points, MAIN2 = 6 points). Surprisingly, only 
Turkish was spoken in the home and the parents had moved to Sweden less than 
ten years ago. The child started hearing Swedish at age one when he began daycare. 
Parents reported that the child developed very fast in both languages and spoke 
better than his peers. Information on storytelling and literacy-related activities 
was missing. The child performed below average on the comprehension of Turkish 
(MAIN1 = 4 points, MAIN2 = 4 points).

What these case studies of individual children tell us is that very good or very 
poor comprehension results on MAIN often go together with very high or very 
low vocabulary results in that language, and with characteristics in the children’s 
language backgrounds (in terms of amount of exposure to the languages), and 
potentially also with the cultural habits of families concerning joint book reading 
and storytelling in the home (though these would need to be explored in greater 
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depth than is possible here). In the following section, the relation between MAIN 
comprehension scores and vocabulary knowledge is investigated statistically for 
all children.

4.3 Influence of vocabulary knowledge on MAIN comprehension scores

We explored the effects of vocabulary comprehension and production on the MAIN 
comprehension scores, while controlling for age (in months) and the language of 
the first testing. Table 8 summarises the 4 linear regression models, one for each of 
the two tasks (Cat/Dog, Baby Birds/Baby Goats) in each language.

For both Turkish narrative tasks, Cat/Dog and Baby Birds/Baby Goats, there 
were significant effects of age in months and vocabulary production scores (CLT) 
on the narrative comprehension scores. The effects of vocabulary comprehension 
and the language of the first testing were not significant, what mattered was ex-
pressive vocabulary. The linear regression models explained a relatively large part 
of the variance in the children’s scores (Cat/Dog: 45.6%, Baby Birds/Baby Goats: 
45.5%). The models thus confirm the picture painted by the snapshots of individual 
children in Section 4.2.

Table 7. Answers to the Swedish MAIN1 (Dog) comprehension questions  
by BiTur4-05, a high-scoring 4-year-old child

Question Child answers (BiTur4-05, 4;6) Score

D1 för att den vill ehm tag i musen
‘because he wants to get hold of the mouse’

  1

D2 inge(t) bra ‘not good’   1
D3 för att det där lilla hålet var för litet

‘because that little hole was too small’
  1

D4 för att ta sin ballong ‘to take his balloon’   1
D5 jättebra ‘very good’   1
D6 för att han fick tag i sin ballong

‘because he got hold of his balloon’
  1

D7 Experimenter forgot to ask this question 0.81*
D8 inge(t) bra ‘not good’   1
D9 för att hunden åt upp korven ‘because the dog ate the sausage’   1
D10 för att (.) han blev kompis när han slog sig i huvet

‘because he became friends when he hit his head’
  0

Total   8.81

Note. * As this was a case of experimenter error, the mean score for this question for Swedish MAIN1 (Dog) 
for 4-year-olds (M = 0.81) was substituted.
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In Swedish, similar effects were found: For Swedish Baby Birds/Baby Goats, there 
were significant effects of age (in months) and vocabulary production scores on 
the narrative comprehension scores. In fact, the model explained an even larger 
part of the variance (67.5%) in MAIN comprehension scores than for Turkish. This 
confirms what we found in the case studies of individual children.

However, the results for Swedish Cat/Dog were different. Vocabulary produc-
tion scores had no significant effect, but in addition to age, children scored sig-
nificantly better on comprehension of Swedish Cat/Dog if they had higher scores 
on the comprehension parts of the CLT and when Turkish was the language of 
the first testing (M = 8.2) than when Swedish was tested first (M = 7.3).16 We are 

16. Why is the language of the first testing an additional (significant) predictor of the MAIN 
comprehension score only for Cat/Dog in Swedish? Here is a (speculative) explanation: Recall 
that Cat/Dog is the very first task in the Swedish test session. After some brief warming up chat, a 
stranger, the experimenter, asks the child to tell a story from pictures in an unfamiliar format and to 
answer comprehension questions. It is a new type of task for the child and it is also done in Swedish, 
which for at least 39% of the children is weaker than their Turkish, according to the parents. For 
those children that were tested in Swedish first (due to our counterbalancing), Swedish Cat/Dog 
is in fact the very first task they have to do. For the three subsequent MAIN tasks in Swedish and 
Turkish, they will already be familiar with the format. In Turkish, even when Turkish was tested 
first, Cat/Dog was not the very first task for the child but only the first narrative task. In Turkish, 
after the initial warming up chat, the child first did a non-word repetition parrot game with the 
experimenter before Cat/Dog was administered. This might be why the language of the first testing 
is an additional predictor of the comprehension score for Cat/Dog only in Swedish.

Table 8. Summary of linear regression models for the comprehension scores  
of the narrative tasks in Turkish and Swedish

  Tur Cat/Doga

(N = 100)
  Tur BB/BGb

(N = 99)
  Swe Cat/Dogc

(N = 99)
  Swe BB/BGd

(N = 99)

β SE β SE β SE β SE

Intercept −2.87 1.99    −4.84* 2.19     −0.88 1.42         −5.73*** 1.26
Age (months)    0.04** 0.01    0.05** 0.02     0.03* 0.02       0.08*** 0.01
Vocab – comp   0.08 0.05   0.07 0.05     0.09* 0.05      0.06 0.04
Vocab – prod    0.08** 0.03    0.10** 0.03    0.03 0.03    0.08** 0.03
Test1 −0.67 0.36 −0.55 0.40     0.92** 0.34    0.43 0.30
R2 (adjusted)     .456       .455        .413        .675  

Note. *** = p < .001; ** = p < .01; * = p < .05. 
BB = Baby Birds, BG = Baby Goats, Vocab – comp = receptive CLT score in the same language as the narrative 
task, Vocab – prod = expressive CLT score in the same language as the narrative task, Test1 = language of the 
first testing; the model shows the effect when the language of the first testing is Turkish.
a. F(4, 95) = 21.75, p < .001, b. F(4, 94) = 21.41, p < .001, c. F(4, 94) = 18.23, p < .001, d. F(4, 94) = 51.98, 
p < .001.
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currently unsure why the Swedish Cat/Dog scores at group level are not influenced 
by expressive vocabulary knowledge as the other narrative tasks. We return to the 
vocabulary findings in the discussion.

4.4 Performance on individual comprehension questions

Recall that we not only found effects of age, but also effects of task, with significantly 
higher overall comprehension scores for Cat/Dog (MAIN1) than for Baby Birds/
Baby Goats (MAIN2) in both languages (Section 4.1). We therefore decided to ex-
plore this task effect further, by taking a closer look at the individual questions in 
Cat/Dog vs Baby Birds/Baby Goats. All four stories are depicted in Figures 8 and 9.

Figure 8. Small-scale copies of MAIN Cat (left) and Dog (right) (Gagarina et al., 2012) 
(reproduced with permission from the publisher)

Figure 9. Small-scale copies of MAIN Baby Birds (left) and Baby Goats (right)  
(Gagarina et al., 2012) (reproduced with permission from the publisher)

4.4.1 Response accuracies for individual comprehension questions
Let us now investigate performance on individual comprehension questions, start-
ing with the Cat/Dog task. Table 9 shows the numbers and percentages of correct 
answers for each question. (For the questions, the reader is referred back to Table 2.) 
The answer patterns in the two languages are strikingly similar. In both Turkish and 
Swedish, most questions were answered correctly by the majority of children (with 
accuracies above or around 60%, often above 70%). The most accurately answered 
question was D5 in both languages (90% accuracy), which queried an internal state 
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as reaction (How does the boy feel?), closely followed by D7 (87%), which queried 
the goal in Episode 3 (Why does the cat/dog grab the fish/sausages?). By far the lowest 
response accuracy in both languages (34%, 35%) was found for the final question 
in Cat/Dog, D10 (Will the boy be friends with the cat/dog? Why?).

Table 9. Cat/Dog (MAIN1), number and percentage (%) of correct answers for 
the ten comprehension questions in Turkish and Swedish. All children combined

Question Turkish
(N = 100)

Swedish
(N = 99)

D1. Episode 1 Goal 80 (80%) 84 (85%)
D2. Episode 1 Internal state 83 (83%) 77 (78%)
D3. Episode 1 Internal state rationale 61 (61%) 71 (72%)
D4. Episode 2 Goal 73 (73%) 81 (82%)
D5. Episode 2 Internal state 90 (90%) 89 (90%)
D6. Episode 2 Internal state rationale 86 (86%) 84 (85%)
D7. Episode 3 Goal 87 (87%) 86 (87%)
D8. Episode 3 Internal state Theory of Mind 64 (64%) 77 (78%)
D9. Episode 3 Internal state rationale (Theory of Mind) 56 (56%) 69 (70%)
D10. Overall plotline (Theory of Mind) 35 (34%) 36 (35%)

Accuracy on questions targeting the comprehension of goals (D1, D4, D7) and 
internal states (D2, D5) including theory of mind questions (D8, D9) was high for 
both Turkish and Swedish. The children’s overall comprehension of Cat/Dog was 
thus good, except for the final question (D10).

Let us now compare this to Baby Birds/Baby Goats. Table 10 shows the number 
and percentage of correct answers for each comprehension question.

Just as for Cat/Dog, the answer patterns in Turkish and Swedish are strikingly 
similar. However, accuracy was generally somewhat lower in Baby Birds/Baby Goats 
than in Cat/Dog. By contrast, comprehension of the final question (D10) was better.

D5 (How does the cat/fox feel?) had the highest accuracy rate (81%, 86%) in 
both languages, just as it did in Cat/Dog. Equally high percentages correct (85%) 
were found in both languages for D4, which queried the goal in Episode 2 (Why 
does the cat climb the tree/why does the fox jump forward?).17

In both languages, the lowest accuracy was found for Baby Birds/Baby Goats 
D9 (27%, 35%), which queried the rationale for a character’s internal state at the 
end of Episode 3. D8, a ‘what if ’ preamble to D9, was not often answered correctly 

17. For both Baby Birds/Baby Goats and Cat/Dog, questions targeting goals (from two different 
episodes) thus yielded some of the highest response accuracies.
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either; and again this held for both languages (51%, 53% accuracy). D8: Imagine 
that the dog/crow sees the birds/goats now. How would the dog/crow feel? >> D9: Why 
would the dog/crow feel [answer D8]?

D3, which queried the rationale for a character’s internal state in Episode 1 
(Why do the baby birds feel/Why does the baby goat feel …?), also had low accuracies 
in both languages (47%, 40%). Possible reasons for the low performance on these 
particular comprehension questions are discussed below.

Summing up, just as for Cat/Dog, the answer patterns for individual questions 
in Baby Birds/Baby Goats were extremely similar in the two languages.18 However, 
the answer patterns differed for the two tasks (Cat/Dog vs Baby Birds/Baby Goats), 
with lower response accuracies on most questions in Baby Birds/Baby Goats com-
pared to Cat/Dog, in line with the task effect found for the overall comprehension 
scores (Section 4.1).

18. However, one difference deserves attention. The accuracy for Baby Birds/Baby Goats D7 
(Why does the dog/crow grab the cat’s/fox’s tail?) was considerably lower in Turkish (43%) than 
in Swedish (66%). When exploring the scores of individual children, we noticed that zero scores 
in Turkish on D7 mainly came from the 4- and 5-year-olds, but the 6- and 7-year-olds also 
performed worse in Turkish than in Swedish. D7 accuracy rates in Turkish were for the 4-years: 
12%, 5-years: 36%, 6-years: 50%, 7-years: 67%, vs. in Swedish, 4-years: 39%, 5-years: 77%, 6-years: 
71%, 7-years: 81% correct. The answers by the 4- and 5-year-olds in Turkish were incorrect for 
a number of different reasons. Some responses were not an answer to the question, while others 
were too vague or too general to merit a point according to the scoring protocol, such as çünkü 
tilki çok kötu bir şey yaptı ‘because the fox did something very bad’ or çünkü o onu alacaktı ‘be-
cause it is going to take it’.

Table 10. Baby Birds/Baby Goats (MAIN2), number and percentage (%) of correct answers 
on the ten comprehension questions in Turkish and Swedish. All children combined

Question Turkish
(N = 99)

Swedish
(N = 99)

D1. Episode 1 Goal 75 (76%) 66 (67%)
D2. Episode 1 Internal state 71 (72%) 70 (71%)
D3. Episode 1 Internal state rationale 46 (47%) 39 (40%)
D4. Episode 2 Goal 84 (85%) 84 (85%)
D5. Episode 2 Internal state 80 (81%) 85 (86%)
D6. Episode 2 Internal state rationale 66 (67%) 66 (67%)
D7. Episode 3 Goal 42 (43%) 65 (66%)
D8. Episode 3 Internal state Theory of Mind 50 (51%) 51 (53%)
D9. Episode 3 Internal state rationale (Theory of Mind) 26 (27%) 34 (35%)
D10. Overall plotline (Theory of Mind) 55 (56%) 52 (53%)
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Why did the children answer the majority of questions less accurately in Baby 
Birds/Baby Goats than in Cat/Dog, even though they were all administered in 
exactly the same mode? And why did the children perform so poorly on the last 
question (D10) in Cat/Dog? Here we need to take a closer look at the individual 
comprehension questions, what they imply, what inferences the child has to make 
to score a point, and what a child can read off the pictures. This is done in the 
following section.

4.4.2 Exploring individual comprehension questions further
Let us now investigate the questions with particularly low response accuracies in 
relation to what is depicted in the stimulus pictures and what kind of inference is 
necessary to answer the question correctly. We also take a cursory look at how the 
different age groups perform on these particular comprehension questions con-
cerning accuracy and types of incorrect answers, in order to discover patterns and 
development with age, if any.

Let us begin with Cat/Dog D10, the only Cat/Dog question with very low 
accuracy (lower than for all the other questions in Cat/Dog, and also much lower 
than D10 in Baby Birds/Baby Goats). D10 asks whether the boy would become 
friends with the cat/dog and why/why not. The expected answer is ‘No, they won’t 
be friends because the cat/dog ate/stole the boy’s fish/sausages’.19

Here an interesting difference between younger and older children emerges: 
Whereas very few 4- and 5-year-olds in our sample answered this question cor-
rectly (4 years: Turkish 8%, Swedish 17%; 5 years: Turkish 18%, Swedish 23%), the 
6- and 7-year-olds answered D10 correctly half of the time (6 years: Turkish 50%, 
Swedish 50%; 7 years: Turkish 57%, Swedish 50%). Of the 4- and 5-year-olds, only 
few could answer the why-question in any comprehensible way at all; quite a few 
said that they didn’t know. Some children approached the situation differently and 
answered that the boy and the dog/cat would be friends because the dog/cat was 
very cute or fun to be with (e.g. Tur. evet, çünkü çok iyi bir köpek ‘Yes, because it is 
a very good dog’; olur, çünkü mutlu bi kedi bu ‘Would be [friends], because this is a 
very happy cat’; olur, çünkü tatlı olduğunu düşündü ‘Would be [friends], because he 
thought that it was so cute’; Swe. ja, den är snäll och rolig ‘Yes, [because] it is kind 
and fun’). These children may be familiar with cats and dogs as pets and approach 
them with positive emotions. (Such answers are scored as incorrect on MAIN.) 
In the incorrect answers of the older children, particularly the 7-year-olds, logical 
reasoning explanations predominated: For instance, children said that the boy and 

19. Answers of the type ‘Yes, they will be friends because the boy will forgive the cat/dog’ are 
accepted as well.
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the cat weren’t friends because they came from different directions in the pictures 
(e.g. Swe. därför han kom från nånstans och katten kom från annanstans ‘because 
he came from somewhere and the cat came from somewhere else’). Older children 
also frequently answered that the boy would be friends with the dog/cat because it 
is in fact the boy’s pet (e.g. Swe. jag tror det är hans katt ‘I think it is his cat’; Tur. 
evet, çünkü o onun köpeği ‘Yes, because it is his dog’; olur, belki kendi köpeğidir, 
çünkü tasması var ‘Would be [friends], because maybe it is his dog, because it has 
a leash’). While such pet answers are not directly based on the events shown in 
the picture sequence and are not the expected answers, they are based on accurate 
world knowledge: In the real world, dogs and cats often do belong to people, and if 
you have them as a pet, you tend to be friends with them and have them close by.

For Cat/Dog D10 then, the very low response accuracy for all children com-
bined (34%, 35%) masks an age development, which would deserve a more detailed 
investigation. The older children’s logical but ‘incorrect’ responses moreover sug-
gest that scoring a point on D10 can be difficult when the child ‘goes outside’ the 
plotline shown in the MAIN pictures.20

Let us now move on to the – relatively many – questions that were answered less 
accurately in Baby Birds/Baby Goats than in Cat/Dog (recall Tables 9–10). Table 11 
discusses these questions contrastively.

The contrastive analysis in Table 11 pinpoints certain differences between Cat/
Dog and Baby Birds/Baby Goats: differences in the way facial and bodily reactions 
of characters are depicted (or not depicted), differences in whether an event leading 
up to an internal state is depicted (or not), differences in human vs non-human 
agents, and differences in the prototypicality of certain behaviours in real life. We 
suggest that these differences may explain the children’s lower performance on D3, 
D6, D7, D8 and D9 in Baby Birds/Baby Goats, since for each of these questions, the 
child has to ‘do more work’ in inferring the story character’s internal state in Baby 
Birds/Baby Goats than in Cat/Dog.

20. Lindgren and Bohnacker (this volume) also investigate this issue for German/Swedish 
bilinguals.
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Table 11. MAIN comprehension questions that were answered substantially less accurately 
in Baby Birds/Baby Goats in both languages, and possible explanations for the differences21

Question Cat/Dog Baby Birds/Baby Goats

D2 / D3 How does the cat/dog feel here? 
[picture 3]
>>
Why do you think that the cat/dog is 
feeling bad (angry/hurt)?

How do the baby birds/ How does the baby 
goat feel here? [picture 1]
>> Why do you think that the baby birds 
are feeling bad (hungry)/ the baby goat is 
feeling bad (scared)?

  The queried internal state is a 
reaction to an event.
The picture shows that the cat is 
in the bush, and the dog hits the 
tree. We can see both their faces. 
The painful facial expressions and 
scrunched-up bodies are easily 
recognised as discomfort or pain.
The event chain leading to the 
internal state (‘angry/hurt’) is 
explicitly shown in the preceding 
pictures, i.e. the reaction comes after 
the cat fell into the bush and after 
the dog hit its head on the tree. The 
resulting feeling is graphically shown 
in the whole body of the cat/dog.

The queried internal state is not a reaction 
to an event, but a trigger for the following 
event.
In Baby Birds, the picture shows that the 
baby birds are in a nest in the tree, but the 
only facial expression we can see is that 
their mouths are open. From this open 
mouth cue the child has to infer a feeling 
of discomfort/hunger.
The facial expression of the mother bird is 
neutral; the child has to infer that she flies 
away in order to bring food.
In Baby Goats, the baby goat is in the water 
and the mother goat is running towards it. 
Both have worried looks on their faces.
The child has to infer that the baby goat is 
scared as a result of being in the water. No 
event chain that leads to the internal state 
is depicted, in other words, no activity is 
shown that leads to the goat being in the 
water. 21

21. Note the difference between Baby Birds and Baby Goats here. It may be more difficult for a 
child to infer from Picture 1 that the baby birds are feeling hungry/bad, as the open mouth cue 
may also indicate that the birds are (happily) singing or chirping. In Baby Goats, inferring that 
the baby goat is feeling scared/bad in the water might be easier because the goat has an unhappy, 
worried look on its face. The mother goat, who is running towards it, has also a worried facial 
expression. These multiple visual cues are clearer in Baby Goats than those provided in Baby 
Birds. However, neither depiction is as easily recognised as the cat’s/dog’s discomfort/pain in 
Cat/Dog. We believe that these pictorial differences may be the reason for the lower performance 
on (Turkish) Baby Birds than on Baby Goats (Section 4.1, Figure 3). When the answers for each 
question were examined separately for Baby Birds vs Baby Goats, accuracy was much lower in 
Baby Birds precisely for D2 and D3 (D2 Baby Birds = 56% correct vs Baby Goats = 89%; D3 Baby 
Birds = 35% correct vs Baby Goats = 60%). The lower accuracy on D2 predicts lower accuracy in 
D3, since D3 is only asked if D2 has been answered correctly. Incorrect answers to D2 in Baby 
Birds often took the format anne diyorlardı ‘they are saying mom!’, şarkı söylüyorlardı ‘they were 
singing’, or iyi hissederlerdi çünkü anne orda ‘they would feel good because the mother is there.’
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Question Cat/Dog Baby Birds/Baby Goats

D6 Why do you think that the boy is 
feeling good/happy/content? [picture 6]

Why do you think that the cat/fox is feeling 
bad/angry/sad? [pictures 5–6]

The character is a person, a boy, and 
his smiling facial expression can 
easily be recognised as ‘happy’.
The boy gets his balloon/ball back, 
which is easy for children to relate to 
since they play with such objects as 
toys and are likely to be familiar with 
losing/finding them.

The characters are animals. It may not be 
as easy to read the face of these animals. 
In Baby Birds, the child cannot see the 
face of the cat that is hurt/angry/sad in 
picture 5.

D7 Why does the cat/dog grab the fish/
sausages? [picture 5]

Why does the dog/crow bite the cat’s/fox’s 
tail? [picture 5]

The cat/dog eats the fish/sausages that 
the boy left on the grass.
The correct answer to D7 is as simple 
as ‘because the cat/dog wanted to 
eat them/because the cat/dog was 
hungry’. The goal implies a basic, 
internal physiological state (hunger). 
The child can easily understand that 
the animals are hungry and therefore 
eat the fish/sausages.

The dog/crow bites the tail of the cat/fox 
that is trying to catch/eat the bird/goat, 
which is not a frequent daily occurrence.
In order to answer D7 correctly, the child 
has to infer and understand the deeper 
inner motivation of the dog/crow, i.e. 
wanting to rescue/help the baby bird/goat.

D8 / D9 Imagine that the boy sees the cat/dog. 
How would the boy feel? [picture 6]
>> Why do you think that the boy feels 
bad/angry?

Imagine that the dog/crow sees the birds/
goats. How would the dog/crow feel? 
[picture 6]
>> Why do you think that the bird/dog feels 
happy/good/content/like a hero?

The correct answer to D8 is ‘bad/angry.’
The one who sees the cat/dog is a 
person, the boy.
In order to answer D8 and D9 
correctly, the child has to infer a 
negative emotion as reaction in the 
boy, because the cat/dog stole his 
food. This should be easy for children 
to relate to everyday life.
For such an inference, the child does 
not need to keep the entire plotline 
in mind.
Assigning emotions to a person may 
also be easier than assigning them to 
an animal.

Correct answers to D8 are ‘good/happy/ 
relieved/proud/like a hero’.
The one who sees is an animal, the dog/
crow.
In order to answer D8 and D9 correctly, 
the child has to attribute human feelings to 
an animal as well as understand the inner 
motivation of the dog/crow, which is to 
rescue the baby bird/goat.
Here, the child needs to keep in mind the 
entire plotline (pictures 1–6). Only then 
can the child arrive at the correct positive 
internal state answer to D8 (‘happy’) and 
the correct answer to D9 (‘because the 
bird/goat was saved/because the attacker 
was driven away’).

Table 11. (continued)
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Finally, Table 12 shows how our participants performed on D3, D6, D7, D8 
and D9 in Baby Birds/Baby Goats, broken down by language and age group. For 
all questions, response accuracy increases with age, though it varies how steeply 
accuracy increases at which age.

Table 12. Baby Birds/Baby Goats comprehension questions with low accuracy rates, 
number and percentage (%) of correct answers, by age group in Turkish and Swedish

Question   4 years 5 years 6 years 7 years

D3 Turkish  6 (25%) 12 (57%) 14 (54%) 14 (50%)
  Swedish  5 (22%)  3 (14%) 13 (50%) 18 (64%)

D6 Turkish 11 (46%) 16 (76%) 17 (65%) 22 (79%)
  Swedish  9 (39%) 13 (59%) 18 (69%) 26 (93%)

D7 Turkish  3 (13%)  8 (38%) 13 (66%) 18 (44%)
  Swedish  9 (39%) 17 (77%) 17 (65%) 22 (79%)

D8 Turkish 11 (47%)  9 (43%) 13 (50%) 17 (61%)
  Swedish  4 (17%) 10 (45%) 16 (62%) 21 (75%)

D9 Turkish  3 (13%)  5 (24%)  6 (23%) 12 (43%)
  Swedish  1 ( 4%)  7 (32%) 10 (38%) 16 (57%)

Consider for instance D6 (Why do you think that the cat/fox is feeling bad/angry/
sad?), where percentages correct increase for almost every age group. When we 
analysed the types of answers to D6, incorrect responses by the youngest children 
were often no answer at all, or they were incomprehensible (either lengthy rambling 
or vague, rudimentary formulations (e.g. Swe. äta ‘eat’)). A particular, frequent 
type of incorrect answer to D6 was: ‘the cat feels bad because the dog wants to 
eat the cat’ (e.g. Swe. därför hunden vill äta han hela ‘because the dog wants to eat 
him whole’; Tur. çünkü kediyi yemek istiyor ‘because (it) wants to eat the cat’). Such 
answers indicate that the child has not understood the role of the dog/crow as the 
intervening helper or rescuer in the story. Some of the youngest children also in-
correctly answered that the dog/crow wants to eat the baby bird/baby goat himself 
(e.g. Tur. çünkü onu yemek istiyo(r) ‘because it wants to eat it’ (child points to baby 
goat); çünkü kuzuyu yemek için ‘because to eat the lamb [= baby goat]’). Again, the 
child has not understood the role of the dog/crow as it was intended. Such answers 
did not occur in the older children.22

Finally, let us consider the answers to D8 and D9, asked in connection with the 
last picture (D8: Imagine that the dog/crow sees the birds/goats. How would the dog/

22. For similar age-related findings in German-Swedish bilinguals, see Lindgren & Bohnacker 
(this volume).
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crow feel? >> D9: Why would the bird feel …?). The expected answer here is a pos-
itive emotion (e.g. good, happy, relieved, pleased, proud, like a hero, glad – because 
the birds/goats are safe now or because s/he helped/rescued the baby bird/goat). As 
Table 12 shows, accuracy rates were lower for the younger children but increased 
with age. Incorrect responses by the youngest children to D8/D9 were often no 
answer at all or ‘I don’t know’. Another, interesting type of incorrect answer was 
that the dog/crow feels ‘angry/cross/not good’ (e.g. Tur. köpek kötü hissederdi ‘the 
dog would feel bad’, mutlu değil ‘not happy’, kızgın ‘angry’, hiç iyi değil ‘not good 
at all’, üzgün ‘sad’; Swe. arg ‘angry’, jättearg ‘very angry’). Such negative emotional 
state terms as answers were very frequent in the 4- and 5-year-olds. Answers ex-
pressing negative emotions (‘angry’) indicate that the child does not pay attention 
to the hypothetical preamble (Imagine that the dog [point to dog] sees the birds 
[point to birds]. How would the dog feel?). Instead, the child focuses on the dog’s 
facial and bodily expression in picture 6 and infers an internal state from it (as has 
been pointed out by Bohnacker (2016) and Bohnacker & Lindgren (in press)). 
Moreover, the child ignores the previous plotline of the story, having forgotten or 
not understood that the dog/crow, upon seeing that the baby bird/goat is in dan-
ger, intervenes and rescues the little one from the clutches of the cat/fox. Negative 
emotions as incorrect answers to D8 were frequent in the younger children, but 
rarer in the older age groups (6 and 7 years).23

The above findings suggest that certain individual comprehension questions 
on MAIN are indeed harder for the children, as reflected in the lower response 
accuracies. Our qualitative analysis, which contrasted the pictorial stimuli in the 
different MAIN stories and the mental work required by the child to infer the in-
ternal state of a story character on a particular comprehension question, moreover 
suggests that several seemingly identical comprehension questions are harder in 
Baby Birds/Baby Goats than in Cat/Dog.

5. Discussion and conclusion

In this chapter, we have investigated story comprehension in 100 bilingual 
Turkish-Swedish children in both languages, using comparable tasks (MAIN pic-
ture sequences and inferential how and why questions). The cross-sectional setup 
included children aged 4;0–8;1.

Similarly to studies of other language combinations (e.g. Bohnacker, 2016; 
Kapalková et al., 2016; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press; Fiani, Henry, & Prévost, 

23. For similar findings concerning bilingual German-Swedish, see Lindgren & Bohnacker (this 
volume).
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this volume; Kunnari & Välimaa, this volume; Lindgren & Bohnacker, this volume), 
there was no main effect of language; i.e. at group level the children scored similarly 
in Turkish and Swedish narrative comprehension.

Overall comprehension scores increased significantly with age in both lan-
guages, which we interpret to mean that children’s story comprehension meas-
urably improves with age. This overall age development parallels the results of 
earlier studies of smaller groups of bilingual English-Swedish, German-Swedish, 
Italian-English and Turkish-German children tested with MAIN (Bohnacker, 2016; 
Maviş et al., 2016; Roch et al., 2016; Lindgren, 2018), and is documented here for 
the first time for Turkish and Swedish on a larger scale. Our results are also con-
gruent with large-scale studies of story comprehension in monolingual children 
of similar ages in other settings that employed different narrative materials (e.g. 
Hayward et al.’s 2009 cross-sectional study of monolingual English children age 
4, 5 and 6 in Canada; Westerveld et al.’s 2012 longitudinal study of monolingual 
English children age 4–5 in New Zealand; Lepola et al.’s 2012 longitudinal study of 
monolingual Finnish children age 4, 5, and 6 in Finland).

The MAIN comprehension questions probe the child’s ability to identify and 
encode causal connections in picture-based stories. To make these inferences, chil-
dren need an understanding of the psychological and motivational causes of story 
characters’ actions and to connect causes and consequences within an episode and 
between episodes (Lynch et al., 2008). The increase in comprehension scores in both 
Turkish and Swedish suggests that the children improve their inferencing abilities 
with age in both languages. Indeed, with increasing age and cognitive maturity, 
accumulating experience and background knowledge, children become more adept 
at inference generation and reasoning and can thus make more effective use of their 
limited attentional or working memory capacities in story comprehension tasks (cf. 
Trabasso et al., 1984; van den Broek et al., 2005).

Beside an overall improvement with age in both languages, the bilingual chil-
dren’s scores distributed somewhat differently – more scattered in Turkish and 
more clustered in Swedish, with a clearer increase between age groups in Swedish 
than in Turkish. More of the younger children (age 4–5) performed well in Turkish, 
whilst more of the older children (age 6–7) performed well in Swedish. In this 
cross-sectional study, story comprehension thus improved more visibly in the ma-
jority language Swedish than in Turkish. A possible explanation could be that the 
children were attending Swedish-medium (pre)schools for a major part of the day, 
where curriculum activities include shared book reading and storytelling. This may 
have boosted the children’s Swedish narrative abilities and led to more uniform 
scores in Swedish at age 6–7. In the minority (and home) language Turkish, input 
and home-based activities that foster narrative abilities are likely to have been more 
varied from child to child.
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In both languages, the older children in our sample (age 6–7) achieved rela-
tively high story comprehension scores (age 6: Swe. MMAIN1 = 8.6, MMAIN2 = 7.1 
and Tur. MMAIN2 = 7.8, MMAIN2 = 6.3; age 7: Swe. MMAIN1 = 8.8, MMAIN 1= 8.4 and 
Tur. MMAIN1 = 7.9, MMAIN2 = 7.2, Figure 2), which suggests that they understood 
the pictorially presented stories quite well. As the MAIN comprehension questions 
probe inferential appreciation of the motivations and internal states of story char-
acters, high scores indicate that the children were able to make such inferences. 
However, even though some children reached the maximum score (10/10), it was 
not the case that the majority of children performed at ceiling, not even in the 
oldest age group (age 7). This indicates that there are some aspects of inferential 
story understanding (as probed by MAIN) that are not fully mastered by age 6–7.

Indeed, response accuracies varied considerably between different types of 
comprehension questions, whereas overall response patterns were extremely similar 
across languages. This indicates that children’s story comprehension performance 
is not only related to age, but also related to task, and in particular to individual 
comprehension questions. Individual comprehension questions in MAIN require 
rather different types of inferences. Here, the ‘leg-up’ a child gets from the stim-
ulus pictures and the mental work required to make that inference varies greatly 
between questions. We found that questions were more often answered correctly 
when the motivation and internal states of a story character could be easily ‘read off ’ 
the stimulus picture and/or matched frequent, prototypical behaviours of humans 
and animals. By contrast, response accuracy was often low when the inference 
necessitated that the child abstract away from the facial expressions and event(s) 
shown in one picture, and instead take several episodes or the entire plotline into 
account (as previously noted by Bohnacker, 2016; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press).

Besides differences in the performance on individual comprehension questions, 
we also found a clear overall effect of task. Two of the four picture sequences, Cat and 
Dog (MAIN1), are parallel in plotline and story grammar, and the other two picture 
sequences, Baby Birds and Baby Goats (MAIN2), are also parallel. Comprehension 
scores were significantly lower for Baby Birds/Baby Goats (MAIN2) than for Cat/
Dog (MAIN1) in both Turkish and Swedish. The task influenced comprehension 
more than the language of testing did.

In Baby Birds/Baby Goats, the children answered the majority of the questions 
less accurately than in Cat/Dog; only on one question (D10) did they perform worse 
in Cat/Dog. This indicates that comprehension of Baby Birds/Baby Goats, as meas-
ured by MAIN, is generally more difficult. With our qualitative analysis, we have 
tried to pinpoint why parallel and seemingly identical inferential questions are often 
more difficult to answer in Baby Birds/Baby Goats than in Cat/Dog (Section 4.4.2). 
The reason is that there are subtle differences in the way facial and bodily reactions 
of characters are depicted, differences in whether an event leading up to an internal 
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state is depicted (or not), human vs. non-human agents, and differences in the 
prototypicality of certain behaviours. We suggest that these differences explain the 
children’s lower performance on Baby Birds/Baby Goats than on Cat/Dog across 
languages.24 This is an important finding that goes beyond previous work.

When the MAIN picture sequences and stories were originally designed, 
they were intended to be structurally parallel, and the MAIN tasks, including the 
comprehension questions, were designed to be equally difficult (Gagarina et al., 
2015: 256). Baby Birds/Baby Goats were originally intended for telling, and Cat/
Dog for retelling. Yet when MAIN was launched in 2012/2013, the developers’ 
assumption of the comprehension tasks being equally difficult for all stories had 
not been tested empirically.

Our results show that comprehension of Baby Birds/Baby Goats is more diffi-
cult than Cat/Dog when the stories are administered in exactly the same mode. This 
is an important finding, and it puts earlier reports of MAIN comprehension data in 
a new light. Several studies (e.g. Maviş et al. 2016; Roch et al., 2016; Otwinowska 
et al., 2018) have assessed comprehension of Baby Birds/Baby Goats after telling, 
and comprehension of Cat/Dog after listening to a model story (i.e. where the child 
first listens to the story and then answers the comprehension questions, or, alterna-
tively, listens to the story and then retells it before being asked the comprehension 
questions). Having found higher scores for Cat/Dog, these higher scores have been 
interpreted to mean that story comprehension is easier after listening. However, the 
present study has shown that comprehension of Cat/Dog is easier than Baby Birds/
Baby Goats even when Cat/Dog is not administered in the listening or listen-and-re-
tell mode. This indicates that irrespective of telling, model story or retelling, the 
comprehension questions in Cat/Dog are easier (as is also argued by Bohnacker & 
Lindgren, in press; Lindgren, 2018; Lindgren & Bohnacker, this volume). When 
assessing a child’s story comprehension with MAIN, performance on Cat/Dog can 
therefore not be straightforwardly compared with Baby Birds/Baby Goats. Future 
researchers and clinicians should keep this in mind when examining bilingual chil-
dren’s narrative abilities, so as not to arrive at an incomplete or misleading picture 
of the child’s story comprehension in the two languages.

Despite the aforementioned finding of a clear overall increase in comprehen-
sion scores with age, scores varied greatly between individual children. To explore 

24. The lower comprehension scores in Baby Birds than in Baby Goats (found for Turkish, 
Figure 3, Section 4.1), which could be traced back to lower response accuracies on D2 and D3 in 
Baby Birds, may also be due to pictorial differences (see Table 11, 4.4.2). Lower comprehension 
scores on Baby Birds than Baby Goats have also been found by researchers of other language 
groups (Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press, for English/Swedish; Lindgren, 2018, 2019, for Swedish), 
but without offering an explanation.
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this variation further, we tested the influence of children’s vocabulary knowledge 
on MAIN comprehension for both languages (Section 4.3). The results showed that 
both age and expressive vocabulary (CLT production) were significant predictors 
of story comprehension for all Turkish tasks and for one of the Swedish tasks. 
Expressive vocabulary knowledge explained a relatively large part of the variance 
in the children’s story comprehension scores. This means that good comprehension 
results on MAIN often go together with good vocabulary scores in that language, 
and poor comprehension results on MAIN often go together with poor vocabulary 
scores in that language. Again this is an important and new result, because nar-
rative comprehension has not previously been systematically studied in relation 
to vocabulary knowledge in bilingual children. So what does this result mean? It 
must mean that story comprehension, as measured on MAIN, is dependent on lex-
ical knowledge, particularly expressive vocabulary. That the development of story 
comprehension is connected with the growth of other language skills is perhaps 
not surprising, because – as pointed out in Section 1 – the child’s understanding of 
stories on MAIN is assessed via the ability to verbally express this understanding.

Does this then mean that story comprehension scores are low in a child because 
his or her vocabulary scores (CLT) are low? Or that story comprehension scores 
are high because vocabulary scores are high? Whilst we cannot rule out this possi-
bility, we believe that there need not be such a causal relation. Recall that the CLT 
vocabulary task measures knowledge of nouns and verbs, whilst the MAIN com-
prehension questions asks about goals and internal states of story characters. The 
questions and answers to these questions are not verbalised as nouns and verbs only. 
Low story comprehension scores and low vocabulary scores in one language may 
instead both be reflections of something else, namely low language proficiency in 
general. This, in turn, is likely to be influenced by a number of background factors, 
such as low exposure to the language, little high-quality interaction (e.g. few or no 
literacy-related or storytelling activities). As pointed out by Dickinson and Smith 
(1994, p. 118), story understanding may be fostered by the same cluster of experi-
ences which foster vocabulary growth. In addition, “growth in vocabulary may itself 
lead to enhanced story comprehension skills” (Dickinson & Smith, 1994, p. 118).25

In the present study, no statistical tests were conducted to investigate the 
relationship between language input and story comprehension. What was done 

25. As noted above, story comprehension moreover builds on the higher-order processes of 
inference generation and reasoning. With increasing cognitive maturity and expanding world 
knowledge, children are able to make more effective use of their limited attentional and working 
memory capacities during inference generation and reasoning, irrespective of their vocabulary 
skills or general proficiency in a particular language. The verbalisation of these inferences is, 
however, dependent on vocabulary and general language proficiency.
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is that the information in the parental questionnaires of low-performing and 
high-performing children was systematically checked to see whether there were 
any patterns regarding input and whether there was any parental concern about 
language development (especially for the low-scoring children). Moreover, CLT 
scores were consulted, and it was seen that poor story comprehenders also per-
formed poorly on the CLT vocabulary tasks in the respective language. Children 
who scored very low on narrative comprehension may not have had sufficient ex-
pressive vocabulary skills to formulate a comprehensible answer, and/or perhaps 
not even enough receptive vocabulary knowledge to fully understand the questions.

Questionnaire data on the children’s socioeconomic and language backgrounds 
further indicated that poor story comprehenders in Turkish had only had lim-
ited exposure to their heritage language Turkish and were exposed to few, if any, 
literacy-related or storytelling activities in Turkish. Sometimes, limited exposure and 
limited Turkish home literacy went hand in hand with a third language being spoken 
in the home. Alternatively, the parents generally spoke Swedish with each other and 
with the child. The children’s low performance in Turkish, coupled with information 
on language input and family background, suggests that these children might be-
come ‘receptive’ or ‘passive’ bilinguals only, who are able to understand Turkish (to 
some extent) but not speak it in the future. For one child, there may also be concerns 
about a potential (as yet undiagnosed) developmental language disorder.

Children with exceptionally low Swedish MAIN comprehension scores also 
had very low Swedish vocabulary scores, as well as relatively little exposure to 
Swedish, either due to late onset of Swedish and/or limited preschool attendance. 
Even though the children with exceptionally low scores in Swedish grew up in a 
predominantly Turkish-speaking home environment, it is important to stress that 
Turkish at home is not a cause or predictor for low Swedish scores, far from it. The 
vast majority of our participants had predominantly Turkish-speaking home envi-
ronments, but they did not perform particularly low in Swedish. Of course, these 
children also attended Swedish-medium (pre)schools.

Our case studies of individual children further showed that children with ex-
ceptionally good story comprehension not only had exceptionally high vocabulary 
results for their age, but also shared certain background characteristics: they were 
reported by their parents to be ‘ahead of their peers’, be ‘a fast developer’, or to ‘know 
very many words’, they had been extensively exposed to the language and frequently 
encountered language- and literacy-fostering activities in the home in the respec-
tive language (such as daily shared book reading, storytelling etc.). These children 
often grew up in mid-to-high-SES families. Whilst we have not investigated such 
factors statistically, the case studies nevertheless suggest that certain cultural hab-
its of families may affect children’s narrative comprehension (e.g. oral narratives, 
exposure to storybooks, cf. Sénéchal & LeFevre, 2002, Fiani et al., this volume).
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Of course, home-based activities are not the only source of children’s narrative 
experiences. Our participants spent a major part of the day in institutional daycare, 
and even though these preschools are bound by the same national Swedish cur-
riculum to actively foster language, narrative, and social skills, there appears to be 
considerable variation in how the curriculum is put into practice. Variation in such 
preschool experiences may well affect children’s narrative development (Dickinson 
& Smith, 1994; Boyd & Nauclér, 2001). Qualitative assessment of both preschool 
and home-based storytelling and literacy activities and their relation to story com-
prehension skill is something that warrants further investigation. Factors that boost 
or restrain children’s story comprehension and the development of narrative skills 
would need to be studied further, so that we can better understand how to support 
language development in bilingual children.
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Narrative comprehension 
in simultaneously bilingual Finnish-Swedish 
and monolingual Finnish children

Sari Kunnari and Taina Välimaa
University of Oulu, Finland

We analysed narrative comprehension in 5-to-6-year-old simultaneously bilingual 
Finnish-Swedish (n = 16) and monolingual Finnish children (n = 16) by using 
the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN). We assessed 
mean total narrative comprehension scores for bilingual children in both of their 
languages and for monolingual children in Finnish, in both telling and retelling 
conditions. We compared bilingual and monolingual children’s narrative com-
prehension in Finnish and analysed the association between comprehension and 
production. We also analysed the children’s ability to answer different types of 
comprehension questions (i.e., questions probing goals, internal state terms, and 
questions requiring both the ability to draw inferences and to explain answers). 
We found no difference in total narrative comprehension scores for bilingual 
children between their two languages or between monolingual and bilingual chil-
dren. This suggests language-independent narrative comprehension. We found no 
difference in narrative comprehension between telling and retelling and no cor-
relation between narrative comprehension and production. However, we found a 
clear question type effect. Children performed better on questions probing goals 
or internal state terms, but questions that required both inferencing and ability 
to explain answers were very demanding. In conclusion, detailed analysis of 
narrative comprehension provides knowledge on how children create a coherent 
 understanding of a story and utilise information in the comprehension process.

Keywords: bilingualism, narrative comprehension, preschool children, MAIN

1. Introduction

The basis of narration is established from an early age when children grow up with 
narratives presented in various situations (e.g. joint conversations, play situations, 
shared book readings and television watching, Lynch et al., 2008; Paris & Paris, 

https://doi.org/10.1075/sibil.61.05kun
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2003). Narrative comprehension involves a group of interrelated cognitive skills 
that allow a child to build a coherent representation of a story (Johnston, 2008; 
Lynch et al., 2008; Oakhill & Cain, 2007). Thus, the ability to comprehend narra-
tives requires processes such as understanding and encoding the events, concep-
tually connecting different parts of narrative using prior knowledge and making 
inferences. All these skills are also essential to children’s later social and academic 
achievements, especially for reading achievements (Lynch et al., 2008; Paris & Paris, 
2003). Thus, in order to prevent the possible long-term effects of poor narrative 
comprehension, its assessment is crucial. It provides multifaceted information 
about the child’s linguistics and cognitive abilities. There is a scarcity of knowledge 
regarding bilingual children’s narrative comprehension skills, since a majority of 
the studies have focused on production rather than comprehension (Gagarina et al., 
2012). In addition, research on bilingual children’s narrative comprehension has 
provided inconsistent results. Some studies have shown clear differences in bilin-
gual children’s narrative comprehension between the languages they are acquiring 
(Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2002; Roch, Florit, & Levorato, 2016), whereas some studies 
indicate that acquiring several languages has no effect on the ability to comprehend 
narratives (Bohnacker, 2016; Kapalkova, Polišenská, Marková, & Fenton, 2016; 
Lindgren, 2018). Thus, the present study contributes to the previous literature by 
focusing on narrative comprehension in simultaneously bilingual Finnish-Swedish 
children and monolingual Finnish children between 5 and 6 years of age.

The base for narrative comprehension is the ability to connect mentally the 
different events of a story into a coherent whole. One crucial component in nar-
rative comprehension is the role of causal connections among story events (e.g. 
physical and motivational causal connections; Kendeou et al., 2005; Lorch, Milich, 
& Sanchez, 1998; Trabasso & van den Broek, 1985; Trabasso, Secco, & van den 
Broek, 1984). That is, children have to determine the causes of a certain event and 
the effects of that event on the subsequent events in order to achieve a coherent 
understanding of a story. When children create these causal connections and make 
inferences between the events, they form mental network representations, which in 
turn direct children’s comprehension of stories. When children are asked, for exam-
ple, why-questions (e.g. why a certain event happened), they base their answers on 
these causal connections between events. Another important component in narra-
tive comprehension is the organizational structure of the story, i.e. a hierarchically 
and causally organized structure of episodes. An episode consists of an entire be-
havioural sequence where units such us initiating events, goals, attempts, outcomes 
and a character’s inner feelings are indicated (Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso et al., 
1984). The character’s goal arises from story events and refers to states within the 
character, i.e. the desires and intentions of the character. A given goal may in turn 
motivate other action sequences and outcomes.
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Narrative comprehension can be assessed through picture comprehension, lis-
tening comprehension or reading comprehension (Paris & Paris, 2003). According 
to a number of studies, similar processes seem to contribute to narrative compre-
hension across different domains (e.g. Kendeou et al., 2005; Lynch et al., 2008; van 
den Broek, 2005) suggesting that narrative comprehension is not domain specific. 
There might be differences, however, in what children comprehend through dif-
ferent domains. Through picture comprehension and listening comprehension it is 
possible to assess narrative comprehension skills independent of decoding skills as 
opposed to reading comprehension (Paris & Paris, 2003). The advantage of using 
pictorial stories in the assessment of the narrative comprehension of young children 
lies in the fact that children are often used to looking at pictures/pictorial stories, 
they are fun to look at, but still require a similar kind of cognitive skills as text-based 
stories. Assessment of narrative comprehension with pictorial stories minimizes 
the confounding factor of decoding skills and provides an opportunity to assess 
cognitive processes and linguistic abilities that are important for children’s early 
reading development. Such assessment methods are highly needed to complement 
traditional assessment based on reading skills. In the present study, narrative com-
prehension of 5- to 6-year-old children was assessed with pictorial stimuli.

There has been a considerable amount of research on narrative comprehension 
in adults and older school-aged children, but research on preschool-aged children 
and early grades of elementary school-aged children is relatively rare. Previous 
research has shown that children’s performance in narrative comprehension im-
proves with age (e.g. Curenton, 2011; Hayward, Schneider & Gillam, 2009; Lynch 
et al., 2008; Paris & Paris, 2003), and there seem to be no gender differences in the 
ability to answer the comprehension questions (e.g. Lynch et al., 2008). In an item-
ized analysis of children’s ability to answer different questions probing narrative 
comprehension, Curenton (2011) found that children performed better on ques-
tions addressing story characters’ actions rather than their motives or intentions. 
Furthermore, van den Broek et al. (2005) noted that very young children are already 
able to identify connections between concrete and external events, whereas older 
children can increasingly identify connections among abstract and internal events 
(e.g. goals and feelings of characters). In addition, young children’s inference mak-
ing may be limited to identifying connections between individual events, whereas 
older children can connect groups of events such as episodes.

As regards the associations among early narrative comprehension skills, ba-
sic language and literacy skills and later reading comprehension skills, results are 
somewhat conflicting. In many studies, vocabulary has been related to narrative 
comprehension (Kendeou et al., 2005; Lepola, Lynch, Laakkonen, Silvén, & Niemi, 
2012; Potocki, Ecalle, & Magnan, 2013). However, van den Broek et al. (2005) 
found that early narrative comprehension skills are to a large extent independent 
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from vocabulary. In addition, morphological and syntactic knowledge and sentence 
comprehension skills (Potocki et al. 2013) as well as sentence memory (Lepola et al. 
2012) may predict narrative comprehension. Narrative comprehension may also 
be associated with some prereading skills such as phoneme segmentation (Paris & 
Paris, 2003). Some studies, however, have shown that comprehension of narratives 
develops independently from basic literacy skills such as phonemic awareness and 
letter and word identification (Kendeou et al., 2005; Lynch et al., 2008; van den 
Broek et al., 2005). Early narrative comprehension skills have also predicted later 
reading comprehension skills (e.g. Kendeou et al., 2005; van den Broek et al., 2005). 
Thus, assessment of narrative comprehension during preschool age gives important 
knowledge on children’s competence to be shared, e.g. with parents and school 
personnel, and to be considered during school-start/schooling.

Research on narrative comprehension in bilingual children is scarce. 
Gutiérrez-Clellen (2002) has found that Spanish-English bilingual children (L1 
Spanish and L2 English; age from 7 to 8 years; coming mainly from Mexican 
American background) exhibit greater comprehension of English than of Spanish 
stories and greater variability in the Spanish stories compared to the English stories. 
During the last few years, some studies using the recently developed Multilingual 
Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN; Gagarina et al., 2012, 2015) have 
also addressed narrative comprehension of bilingual children. Studies on groups 
of mainly simultaneously Swedish-English, Swedish-German, or Swedish-Turkish 
and Turkish-German bilingual children have shown a clear age effect (Bohnacker, 
2016; Lindgren, 2018; Maviş, Tuncer, & Gagarina, 2016), but no effect of lan-
guage for narrative comprehension (Bohnacker, 2016; Lindgren, 2018). In addi-
tion, Maviş et al. (2016) found a task effect (i.e. children performed better in the 
“tell-after model” than in the “tell-no model” condition), but no gender effect. 
A study by Otwinowska, Mieszkowska, Białecka-Pikul, Opacki, and Haman (2018) 
on Polish-English bilingual children (exposed to English before the age of four; 
M = 12 months, range 0–48 months) showed a clear task effect (i.e. better compre-
hension in retelling than in telling conditions). They also showed a clear language 
effect with children performing better in English (i.e. the language of schooling and 
peer-to-peer interaction). The study by Roch et al. (2016) on sequentially bilingual 
Italian-English children showed a significant age and task effect (i.e. children scored 
higher in the story retelling task than in the telling task), but also a language effect 
(i.e. comprehension of L1 was better than L2). The study by Kapalková et al. (2016) 
on sequentially bilingual Slovak-English children, however, did not find any signif-
icant effect of language for narrative comprehension. Furthermore, deeper analysis 
regarding children’s ability to comprehend specific macrostructural components 
(e.g. goals or internal states as initiating events) has shown that simultaneously 
bilingual children understand goals and internal states as initiating events well, 
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regardless of language (Bohnacker, 2016). In contrast, a study on sequentially bi-
lingual children showed that goals were the least well-comprehended components, 
while initiating events and reactions were clearly easier components for the children 
to comprehend (Kapalková et al., 2016).

Relatively little is known about young bilingual and monolingual children’s 
comprehension of narratives. Studying narrative comprehension provides a unique 
opportunity to assess children’s understanding of complex events. Analysis of nar-
rative comprehension may also serve as a valuable contribution in the identification 
of developmental language delay or disorder and even early reading difficulties (cf. 
Boerma, Leseman, Timmermeister, Wijnen, & Blom, 2016). In the assessment of bi-
lingual children, uniform and parallel assessment materials in both their languages 
are important in order to avoid biased results due to learning effect.

Thus, the purpose of the present study was to analyse narrative comprehension 
in Finnish-Swedish bilingual and Finnish monolingual children. The specific re-
search questions were as follows: (1) Are there differences in total scores in narra-
tive comprehension in Finnish-Swedish bilingual children in both their languages 
and in two elicitation tasks (telling and retelling)? (2) Are there differences in total 
scores in narrative comprehension between Finnish-Swedish bilingual and Finnish 
monolingual children? (3) Is there an association between narrative comprehension 
and production? (4) Are there differences in children’s abilities to answer narra-
tive comprehension questions probing different macrostructure components? In 
the present study, the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN; 
Gagarina et al., 2012, 2015; Kunnari & Välimaa, 2012) was applied, since it has 
been proven to be cross-culturally robust and it contains parallel elicitation tasks 
for use in several languages.

2. Method

2.1 Participants

A total of 32 children in an age range from 5;0 to 6;7 years [years; months] partici-
pated in this study: 16 simultaneously bilingual Finnish-Swedish children (bilingual 
group) and 16 monolingual Finnish children (monolingual group). The two groups 
were matched on age and gender. The parents completed a background question-
naire on demographic factors, on the patterns of language use in their family and 
the child’s perceived comprehension and production skills in everyday situations 
for both languages (Gagarina et al., 2012). According to the parental questionnaires, 
the children were typically developing and had no history of speech or language 
disorders or use of speech therapy services. The children came from comparable 
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socioeconomic backgrounds (i.e. about 90% of the parents of the children had 
higher education). The age range from 5;0 to 6;7 years was chosen, because ac-
cording to the existing literature, narrative abilities are expected to develop clearly 
during this age (e.g. Muñoz, Gillam, Peña, & Gulley-Faehnle, 2003; Price, Roberts, 
& Jackson, 2006; Schneider, Hayward, & Dubé, 2006). From the sociocultural per-
spective, it is highly relevant to investigate children’s narrative abilities at this age, 
that is, before they begin their formal education. Compulsory education (grade 1) 
starts at the age of 7 in Finland.

The bilingual group consisted of 16 simultaneously bilingual children (8 boys, 
8 girls, mean age 5;8 years, SD = 0.5, min. 5;0, max. 6;6) recruited from bilingual 
Finnish-Swedish kindergartens. The bilingual children came from families where 
both languages had been spoken to them from birth. The input of Finnish and 
Swedish was approximately equal at the time of the study as assessed by the parents. 
The bilingual children were received a 46% (SD = 17.7) language input in Finnish 
and a 54% (SD = 17.7) input in Swedish. For 62% of the bilingual children, the 
overall daily exposure of both languages was equal and balanced. For the present 
study, Finnish and Swedish were chosen because they are the official national lan-
guages in Finland. Speakers of Swedish comprise only approximately 5.2% of the 
total population (Statistics Finland, 2018).

The monolingual group consisted of 16 monolingual Finnish-speaking children 
(8 boys, 8 girls, mean age 5;9 years, SD = 0.6, min. 5;1, max. 6;7) recruited from 
monolingual Finnish-speaking kindergartens. They came from homes where only 
Finnish was spoken. The monolingual group was matched with the bilinguals on the 
age of the child (independent samples t test, t = –0.115, p = .91) and gender (equal 
number of boys and girls in both groups). Monolingual Swedish-speaking children 
were not included in this study, because they would have been difficult to recruit 
due to the low ratio of Swedish-speaking population (Statistics Finland, 2018).

2.2 Procedure and design

Narrative comprehension and associations between narrative comprehension and 
production were assessed using the Finnish and the Swedish versions of MAIN 
(Bohnacker, 2012; Gagarina et al. 2012, 2015; Kunnari & Välimaa, 2012). MAIN 
includes narrative production and comprehension tasks. Narrative production 
is assessed with six-picture sequences matched in the overall story and episode 
structure in telling and retelling situations. Each story consists of a setting and 
three short episodes made up of a goal-attempt-outcome (GAO) sequence with 
comparable complexity, and internal state terms (ISTs) as initiating events or pro-
tagonists’ reactions. Following the telling and retelling situations, the experimenter 
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asks ten comprehension questions, while the whole story is visible to the child. The 
questions target the children’s overall story comprehension and their inferencing 
ability concerning the thoughts, feelings, and intentions (goals) of the protagonists. 
Three questions probe the character’s goals (e.g. Why does the fox leap forward?), 
three questions probe internal state terms as initiating events and reactions of the 
protagonists (e.g. How does the fox feel?), and four questions probe the ability to 
draw inferences and explain the answers (e.g. Why do you think the fox is feeling 
bad/scared/hungry/disappointed etc.?). Thus, the comprehension questions do not 
measure the children’s ability to recall the story, but their ability to create causal 
connections and make inferences.

In the present study, each child was individually assessed in a quiet room at 
their kindergarten and the sessions were audio-recorded using an Olympus LS-11 
recorder. At the beginning of the assessment session, the child was instructed to 
choose a story from one of three envelopes and not to let the examiner see the 
selected story. This controlled for effects of shared knowledge and joint attention. 
All of the stories were presented in a foldout fashion, initially showing the child 
the whole story with all six pictures. The examiner sat opposite to the child folding 
out the pictures so that only the child was able to see them. After this, the child 
was instructed to tell/retell the story, during which the pictures were unfolded in 
sets of two. The assessment procedure followed the same principles for telling and 
retelling, except for retelling condition, where the examiner first told the story to 
the child and then asked the child to retell it. After the child had told or retold the 
story, the child was asked comprehension questions. The examiner initiated nar-
rative comprehension assessment by saying “Now I will ask you some questions 
about the story”. The first question was always a warm-up question “Did you like 
the story?” and it was not scored. Thereafter, the examiner proceeded according 
to MAIN protocol.

For the bilingual group, narrative comprehension was assessed with two tasks 
(telling and retelling) in each language. The order of presentation was counterbal-
anced with regard to language (Finnish and Swedish) and the story (i.e., Baby Birds 
and Baby Goats for the telling task; Cat and Dog for the retelling task). For the 
monolingual group, narrative comprehension was assessed with two tasks (telling 
and retelling). For them, the order of presentation was counterbalanced with re-
gard to the story. Both groups always began the assessment session with one of the 
telling tasks. The bilingual group was assessed by one (native/near native) bilingual 
examiner and the monolingual group by one native monolingual examiner. Both 
examiners spoke only in the language of the assessment during assessment session. 
The testing interval between the two assessment sessions of the bilingual children 
(Finnish/Swedish) was approximately 1 week.
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The children’s answers to comprehension questions were transcribed and scored 
using MAIN protocol (Bohnacker, 2012; Gagarina et al., 2012, 2015; Kunnari & 
Välimaa, 2012). The Swedish narratives were scored by the Swedish-speaking exam-
iner and the Finnish narratives by the Finnish-speaking examiner. Children were 
given 1 point for each correct answer (maximum score = 10 per story). The decision 
on children’s correct/incorrect responses was made based on more than 500 chil-
dren’s responses acquired during the developmental process of MAIN (Gagarina 
et al., 2012, 2015). For each story, examples of correct/incorrect responses were 
given in the questions and scoring sheet of narrative comprehension (see Gagarina 
et al., 2012, 2015). Ten per cent of the randomly selected comprehension question 
responses were scored by a second independent rater. Reliability was calculated by 
two different raters, with respect to children’s answers to every question probing 
narrative comprehension. The point-to-point agreement for the rating was 96.7%. 
Narrative production, i.e. the story structure scores of the children, was drawn from 
previous narrative production analysis (cf. Kunnari et al., 2016). The production of 
story structure was analysed using the guidelines described in Gagarina et al. 2012 
and 2015. The number of story structure elements was calculated: setting and an 
episode consisting of an internal state term (IST) as an initiating event, goal (G), 
attempt (A), outcome (O), and an IST as a reaction. In each story, children were 
awarded points for the setting statement and for each statement referring to any 
part of the episode. All of the stories included three episodes, so the children were 
awarded a maximum of 17 points for the production of story structure.

2.3 Statistical analysis

Mean total scores and standard deviations of narrative comprehension were first 
analysed for the bilingual group in Finnish and in Swedish and for the monolingual 
group in Finnish for telling and retelling conditions. Because narrative comprehen-
sion scores did not show normal distribution, nonparametric statistical tests were 
used systematically in the analysis.

To answer our first research question on narrative comprehension of the bi-
lingual group in both their languages, total scores in narrative comprehension in 
Finnish and in Swedish were compared in each of the conditions by using the 
Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test.

To answer our second research question on narrative comprehension of the 
bilingual and the monolingual groups in Finnish, the total narrative comprehen-
sion scores were compared using the Mann-Whitney U-test. The Wilcoxon Signed 
Ranks Test was conducted to analyse the differences between telling and retelling 
conditions.
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To answer our third research question on associations between narrative com-
prehension and production, Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficients were 
used to explore the associations between narrative comprehension and production 
in Finnish and in Swedish for the bilingual group and in Finnish for the monolin-
gual group. Before statistical analysis, the raw scores for narrative comprehension 
(max. 10 points) and production (max. 17 points) were transformed into percentage 
scale (i.e., maximum score gave the percentage of 100%). This made the different 
scales comparable.

To answer our fourth research question on children’s ability to answer ques-
tions probing comprehension of goals (maximum score = 3), internal state terms 
as initiating events and reactions of the protagonists (maximum score = 3), and to 
draw inferences and explain their answers (maximum score = 4), the total number 
of correct answers to these three types of narrative comprehension questions was 
analysed separately for both bilingual and monolingual groups. To analyse the abil-
ity of the bilingual children to answer the three types of narrative comprehension 
questions in both their languages, the Related-samples Friedman’s two-way analysis 
of variance by ranks with the question as the within-subjects variable (i.e. goal; IST 
as initiating event or reaction; inferences and explanations) was conducted. Before 
statistical analysis, the raw scores were transformed into ratios (i.e. child’s raw 
score divided by the maximum score for each question type) to make the scoring 
equal for the different question types. In order to control Type 1 error, adjustments 
for multiple comparisons were made using a Bonferroni method with 0.05/n as 
the threshold for significance. In the present study, n is the number of compari-
sons between the different question types. Similar analysis was conducted for the 
monolingual children in Finnish narratives. Differences between the bilingual and 
the monolingual groups in their ability to answer the three narrative comprehen-
sion question types in Finnish narratives were analysed using the Kruskal-Wallis 
Test with the question as a within-subjects variable (goal; IST as initiating event 
or reaction; inferences and explanations, INF&E) and the language group as a 
between-subjects variable (bilingual vs. monolingual).

3. Results

3.1 Narrative comprehension: Total score on comprehension questions

Table 1 illustrates mean comprehension scores for story telling and retelling tasks 
for the bilingual group in Finnish and in Swedish and for the monolingual group 
in Finnish. When narrative comprehension of the bilingual group was compared in 
both their languages, Wilcoxon Signed Ranks Test showed no differences between 
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the total comprehension scores in Finnish and in Swedish either in telling (Z = 34.5, 
p = .147) or in retelling conditions (Z = 26.5, p = .562). Next, the two task types 
telling and retelling were compared for the bilingual group in both their languages. 
The results showed that there were no differences in the comprehension of Finnish 
(Z = 50.5, p = .118) or Swedish (Z = 43.5, p = .572) narratives between telling and 
retelling conditions.

When narrative comprehension in Finnish was compared between the bilin-
gual and the monolingual groups, Mann-Whitney U-test showed no differences 
between the two groups in telling (U = 159.0, p = .233) or in retelling conditions 
(U = 114.5, p = .582) (Table 1). When narrative comprehension of the monolingual 
group was compared between telling and retelling conditions, Wilcoxon Singed 
Ranks Test showed no differences between the two conditions (Z = 44.0, p = .590).

Table 1. Means and standard deviations (SD, in brackets) for comprehension 
scores (max. 10) of the bilingual children in Finnish and in Swedish 
and for the monolingual children in Finnish

  Telling   Retelling

Finnish Swedish Finnish Swedish

Bilingual group 6.3 (1.7) 5.2 (2.5)   5.8 (1.3) 5.6 (1.4)
Monolingual group 5.5 (2.1)   5.9 (1.6)  

3.2 Associations between narrative comprehension and production

To analyse associations between narrative comprehension and narrative production 
for the bilingual group in both their languages, and for the monolingual group in 
Finnish, Spearman rank order correlation coefficients were calculated. To enable 
the analysis of the associations between narrative comprehension and production, 
narrative production results were reproduced from previous analyses (see Kunnari 
et al., 2016). The results showed a mean score for the bilingual group of 4.6 (SD = 
1.9) in the story telling task in Finnish and 5.4 (SD = 2.3) in the story telling task 
in Swedish. They scored on average 6.6 (SD = 1.8.) in the retelling task in Finnish 
and 6.4 (SD = 2.3) in the retelling task in Swedish. The monolingual group scored 
on average 6.9 (SD = 1.7) in the telling task in Finnish and 7.6 (SD = 2.1) in the 
retelling task in Finnish. As demonstrated in Table 2, no significant correlations 
existed for the bilingual group in Swedish or in Finnish narrative comprehension 
(total score) and production (story structure, i.e. number of macrostructure ele-
ments) in either story telling or retelling conditions. The same holds true for the 
monolingual group in Finnish narrative comprehension and production and in 
both task types (telling and retelling).
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Table 2. Associations (Spearman’s rank order correlation coefficients; p-values 
in brackets) between narrative comprehension and narrative production 
for the bilingual children in Finnish and Swedish, and for the monolingual children 
in Finnish in telling and in retelling conditions

  Swedish   Finnish

Telling Retelling Telling Retelling

Production Production Production Production

Bilinguals Swedish Telling Comp .49 (.052)        
Retelling Comp   .09 (.721)    

Finnish Telling Comp     .48 (.063)  
Retelling Comp       .35 (.191)

Monolinguals Finnish Telling Comp     .18 (.517)  
Retelling Comp       .05 (.868)

Note. Comp = Comprehension score.

3.3 Children’s performance on the different comprehension questions

To gain knowledge on narrative comprehension of the bilingual children, their abil-
ity to answer the different types of narrative comprehension questions in both their 
languages was analysed using the Related-Samples Friedman’s two-way analysis of 
variance by ranks (Table 3 provides descriptive statistics). Results revealed a signif-
icant question type effect for the bilingual group in both their languages. Namely, 
bilingual children’s performance on questions probing goals (Mean rank = 2.56) 
in Finnish narratives in telling conditions exceeded their performance on ques-
tions requiring both inferencing and the ability to explain the answers (Mean 
rank = 1.13) FR = 20.13, df = 2, p = < .001. In addition, their performance on ques-
tions probing ISTs (Mean rank = 2.31) exceeded their performance on questions 
requiring both inferencing and the ability to explain the answers. This question type 
effect was also statistically significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons 
using a Bonferroni adjustment of 0.05/3 = 0.017 as the threshold for significance 
(p = .018). However, there was no significant difference in children’s performance 
between questions probing ISTs and goals. In retelling condition, the results showed 
quite a similar pattern. Bilingual children’s performance on questions probing goals 
(Mean rank = 2.81) and on questions probing ISTs (Mean rank = 2.13) exceeded 
the performance on questions requiring both inferencing and the ability to explain 
the answers (Mean rank = 1.06) FR = 25.67, df = 2, p < .001. These differences were 
also statistically significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons (p = .001). 
However, there was no difference in children’s performance between questions 
probing goals and ISTs.
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Table 3. Means and standard deviations (SD, in brackets) for children’s ability to 
answer questions probing comprehension of goals (maximum score = 3), internal state 
terms as initiating events and reactions of the protagonists (ISTs) (maximum score = 3) 
and to draw inferences and explain their answers (Inf&E) (maximum score = 4)

  Telling   Retelling

Finnish Swedish Finnish Swedish

Bilinguals
  Goal 2.5 (0.7) 2.2 (1.0)   2.6 (0.6) 2.2 (0.8)

ISTs 2.1 (0.7) 1.7 (0.9) 1.8 (0.4) 1.9 (0.5)
Inf&E 1.7 (0.8) 1.3 (1.1) 1.4 (0.8) 1.6 (0.7)

Monolinguals
  Goal 2.0 (0.7)     2.9 (0.3)  

ISTs 2.1 (1.0)   1.6 (0.7)  
Inf&E 1.4 (1.0)   1.4 (0.8)  

In Swedish narrative comprehension, the question type effect was also clear. In the 
telling task, bilingual children performed better on questions probing goals (Mean 
rank = 2.56) and on questions probing ISTs (Mean rank = 2.31) than on questions 
requiring both inferencing and the ability to explain the answers (Mean rank = 1.13) 
FR = 21.19, df = 2, p < .001. The question type effect was statistically significant even 
after adjustment for multiple comparisons (p < .001). No differences were found 
between questions probing goals and ISTs. Again, similar question type effect was 
evident in the Swedish retelling task. Children performed better on questions prob-
ing goals (Mean rank = 2.47) and on questions probing ISTs (Mean rank = 2.34) 
than on questions requiring both inferencing and the ability to explain the answers 
(Mean rank = 1.19) FR = 17.32, df = 2, p < .001). There were no differences between 
questions probing goals and ISTs.

Monolingual children’s ability to answer the different narrative comprehension 
questions was analysed in Finnish narratives in telling and retelling conditions. The 
results showed a question type effect, but the patterns were somewhat different from 
bilingual children. In telling condition, monolingual children performed better 
on questions probing goals (Mean rank = 2.28) and ISTs as initiating events or 
reactions of the protagonists (Mean rank = 2.53) than on questions requiring both 
inferencing and the ability to explain the answers (Mean rank = 1.19) FR = 18.35, 
df = 2, p < .001. After adjustment for multiple comparisons, the difference was 
also statistically significant. Quite in line with the bilingual children, there were 
no statistically significant differences in monolingual children’s abilities to answer 
questions probing goals or ISTs. However, the retelling task showed somewhat 
different results. After adjustment for multiple correlations, there were no differ-
ences in children’s performance on questions probing goals (Mean rank = 2.97) 
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and ISTs (Mean rank = 2.00), or between questions probing ISTs and questions 
requiring both inferencing and the ability to explain the answers. The only dif-
ference remained between goals and those that required the ability to explain the 
answers. Monolingual children’s performance on questions probing goals (Mean 
rank = 2.97) exceeded the performance on questions requiring both inferencing 
and the ability to explain the answers (Mean rank = 1.03), FR = 31.0, df = 2, p < .001. 
This difference was significant also after adjustment for multiple comparisons.

The possible differences in the ability of the bilingual group and the mono-
lingual group to answer the three types of narrative comprehension questions in 
Finnish narratives were also analysed in order to consider the effect of language 
group on children’s performance. Results revealed that language group (bilingual vs. 
monolingual) had mainly no effect for children’s performance on questions prob-
ing ISTs as initiating events or reactions of the protagonists (X2 (1) = .17, p = .685) 
or questions requiring both inferencing and explaining the answers (X2 (1) = .77, 
p = .379) in telling conditions. The only difference was their performance on ques-
tions probing goals: the bilingual children performed better than the monolingual 
children did (X2 (1) = 4.28, p = .039). In retelling condition, there were no differ-
ences between bilingual and monolingual children in their performance on ques-
tions probing goals (X2 (1) = 3.26, p = .071), ISTs as initiating events or reactions of 
the protagonists (X2 (1) = .29, p = .588) or inferencing and explaining the answers 
(X2 (1) = .08, p = .781). This indicates that children’s performance differences in 
the three types of comprehension questions were not due to bilingual condition.

4. Discussion

This study examined narrative comprehension of simultaneously bilingual 
Finnish-Swedish and monolingual Finnish 5- to 6-year-old children. Children’s 
narrative comprehension was compared for language (Finnish vs. Swedish), group 
(monolinguals vs. bilinguals), and task (telling vs. retelling) and associations be-
tween narrative comprehension and production were analysed. In addition, the 
study analysed children’s ability to answer the three types of narrative compre-
hension questions (i.e. questions probing goals, internal state terms as initiating 
events and reactions, and questions requiring the ability to draw inferences and 
explain the answers). The study showed no differences in narrative comprehension 
of simultaneously bilingual Finnish-Swedish children between their two languages 
for either telling or retelling conditions. This study showed no differences between 
monolingual and bilingual children in Finnish narrative comprehension and no 
differences between the two tasks. Narrative comprehension seemed not to be asso-
ciated with narrative production. Instead, this study showed significant differences 
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in the children’s ability to answer different narrative comprehension questions. 
Questions probing comprehension of goals and ISTs were easiest for both groups 
of children. Conversely, questions that required both inferencing and the ability to 
explain the answers were the most difficult for both groups of children.

4.1 Language comparison

The finding that there were no statistically significant differences in narrative com-
prehension in simultaneously bilingual Finnish-Swedish children between their 
two languages for either telling or retelling conditions suggests a fairly balanced 
competence in both languages. As such, our results imply that at the age of 5 to 6 
years, these bilingual children had already established and were using an under-
lying mental schema for narrative comprehension, and were able to convey this 
in their answers quite in line with monolingual children (cf., Shapiro & Hudson, 
1991; Stein & Albro, 1997; Trabasso & Rodkin, 1994; Trabasso & Stein, 1994). Our 
results accord with those by Bohnacker (2016) and Lindgren (2018), who found 
no language effect for narrative comprehension in mainly simultaneously bilin-
gual Swedish-English, Swedish-German and Swedish-Turkish children. In addition, 
Kapalková et al. (2016) reported no language effect for narrative comprehension in 
sequentially bilingual Slovak-English children. The results of the current study are 
somewhat in contrast with the findings of Gutiérrez-Clellen (2002) and Roch et. 
al. (2016) who reported a clear language effect. Gutiérrez-Clellen (2002) showed 
that sequentially bilingual children exhibited better narrative comprehension in 
L2 and Roch et al. (2016) reported better comprehension in L1. These differences 
in results suggest different balance between the two languages of the bilingual 
children. Indeed, in Roch et al. (2016), the children were sequentially bilingual 
Italian-English children. Since the same methodology was used in Roch et al. and 
in the present study, the contrasting results most likely arise from the different 
balance between the two languages (i.e. simultaneous vs. sequential bilingualism). 
The results of this study confirm the recent findings that narrative macrostructure 
is a relatively unbiased measure to assess language abilities of bilingual children (e.g. 
Boerma et al., 2016; Hipfner-Boucher et al., 2015). However, since some studies 
have shown a language effect for narrative macrostructure (e.g. Gutiérrez-Clellen, 
2002; Roch et al., 2016), it is reasonable to pose a question about the level of lan-
guage proficiency needed for conveying the elements of narrative macrostructure 
with the languages the child is using.
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4.2 Group comparison

In our study, no group effect (bilingual vs. monolingual) was found for narra-
tive comprehension among 5- to 6-year-old bilingual and monolingual children. 
In many of the previous studies bilingual children’s narrative comprehension has 
been analysed in both of the languages the children were acquiring (Bohnacker, 
2016; Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2002; Lindgren, 2018; Roch et. al., 2016). Only the study 
by Lindgren (2018) provides a comparison between monolingual and bilingual 
children. In her study, no differences were found between Swedish monolingual 
and Swedish-German and Swedish-Turkish bilingual children in three out of four 
narrative tasks. In one of the tasks (Baby Goats), a significant difference was evi-
dent between the three language groups. The Swedish-Turkish bilinguals performed 
lower than the two other language groups. As such, our findings are somewhat in 
contrast with the one by Lindgren (2018).

One possible explanation for the lack of a difference in narrative comprehen-
sion between the bilingual and the monolingual children of the present study may 
stem from the fact that the simultaneously bilingual children could transfer their 
knowledge on narrative macrostructure between both their languages (Finnish and 
Swedish), because the macrostructure is similar across the languages (cf., Squires 
et al., 2014). In narratives, the bilinguals may share a conceptual base across both 
languages. Bearing in mind that the bilingual children of this study were all simul-
taneously bilingual, one could hypothesise that such transfer occurs relatively early 
in development diminishing the possible differences between bilingual and mono-
lingual children. Another possible explanation may lie in the cultural similarities 
between Finnish-Swedish bilinguals and Finnish monolinguals. They reside in rela-
tively similar cultural backgrounds, day care and preschool systems, where the story 
telling traditions are quite parallel providing the children with comparable model 
of narration and enabling them to comprehend the narrative macrostructure in a 
comparable manner in both of the languages (cf., Mäkinen, Gabbatore, Loukusa, 
Kunnari, & Schneider, 2019). Thus, the bilingual children’s competence to utilise 
the mental schema of narratives in Finnish seems to be as proficient as the ability 
of the monolingual children (cf. Shapiro & Hudson, 1991; Stein & Albro, 1997; 
Trabasso & Rodkin, 1994; Trabasso & Stein, 1994). Detailed knowledge on the pos-
sible differences between bilingual and monolingual children’s narrative compre-
hension abilities in the language used in education (e.g. English vs. Spanish; Finnish 
vs. Swedish; Swedish vs. Turkish) may provide essential implications for children’s 
later social and academic achievements, especially for reading achievements (Lynch 
et al., 2008; Paris & Paris, 2003). However, if such a difference is discovered early 
enough, support may be given to ease children’s school achievement and literacy.
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4.3 Associations between narrative comprehension and production

No significant correlations existed between comprehension and production for the 
bilingual and monolingual children in either story telling or retelling conditions. 
This finding is in contrast with Roch et al. (2016) who found some correlation 
between narrative comprehension and production of Italian-English sequentially 
bilingual children, especially in English narratives. In addition, some earlier studies 
on monolingual and bilingual children have shown at least some association (e.g. 
Cain, 2003; Roch et al., 2016). However, in our study, for bilingual children in the 
telling condition in Swedish and in Finnish (see Table 2), the values of correlation 
coefficient were close to the critical values of moderate and statistically significant 
association for a sample size of 16 participants (r-values close to 0.5; p -values close 
to 0.05; e.g. Nummenmaa, 2009). The analysis nevertheless failed to reach statistical 
significance. One can ask whether the statistical analysis would have shown slightly 
different results with a larger sample size. In addition, it is important to note that the 
values of correlation coefficient were close to critical values of statistical significance 
in telling condition, but not in retelling condition. In a retelling task, the ability to 
answer narrative comprehension questions may pose demands also on children’s 
memory, because they have heard the model story before answering the compre-
hension questions. Indeed, association between children’s working memory and 
narrative comprehension has been shown in some previous studies (e.g. Dodwell & 
Bavin, 2008). Thus, more research is warranted in order to analyse the associations 
between narrative comprehension and production with slightly larger sample sizes, 
and in both the task types telling and retelling.

4.4 Task comparison

In our study, narrative comprehension was analysed separately in telling and re-
telling conditions. Such task comparison was enabled by the developmental work 
of MAIN (Gagarina et al., 2012, 2015), which includes parallel stories to be used 
in these two task types and in both of the languages the child is acquiring. Our 
results showed that there were no differences in the comprehension of narratives 
in telling or retelling conditions, for bilingual or monolingual children. There is 
scarcity in the current literature on the comparison of narrative comprehension 
between the two task types (Maviş et al., 2016; Roch et al., 2016). Our results are 
in concord with those of Maviş et al., (2016) who also found no difference in nar-
rative comprehension between these two task types in simultaneously bilingual 
Turkish-German children. In contrast, Roch et al. (2016) showed that the sequen-
tially bilingual children of their study performed better in the story retelling than 
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in the telling task. This difference was evident in narrative comprehension as well 
as in production. One possible explanation for the differences may lie in the bilin-
gual status of the children. In the present study and the one by Maviş et al., (2016), 
children were simultaneously bilingual. Thus, the results indicate that bilingual 
children’s narrative comprehension in both languages may develop equally well, 
especially when children are acquiring both languages simultaneously. Indeed, in 
the study by Roch et al. (2016), children were sequentially bilingual and they scored 
lower especially in L2 (English) narrative comprehension in the telling condition. 
In narrative comprehension in telling condition, children do not receive a model 
story narrated by the experimenter as in the retelling condition, before the narrative 
comprehension questions are asked. It may well be that story telling and retelling 
tasks require different processing load, and in a retelling task children may take 
advantage of the previously heard model story. Thus, the contradictory results of 
possible differences in narrative comprehension between the two task types (telling 
and retelling) highlight the need to assess narrative comprehension in both condi-
tions and the role of working memory in narrative comprehension.

4.5 Comprehension of different macrostructural components

To gain knowledge of children’s ability to answer questions probing the different 
macrostructural components, children’s answers to the questions were analysed in 
more detail. Results revealed a significant question effect for the bilingual group in 
Finnish and Swedish, and for the monolingual children in Finnish. Questions prob-
ing comprehension of goals (e.g. Why does the fox leap forward?) proved to be the 
easiest comprehension questions for both groups of children. Moreover, questions 
probing ISTs were also relatively easy for the children, even though they proved 
to be somewhat more difficult than questions probing goals. Our results accord 
with the ones by Bohnacker (2016) who also found that simultaneously bilingual 
children understood goals and internal states as initiating events well, regardless 
of language. Our results also partly accord with those by Curenton (2011) who 
found that the monolingual children in her study performed better on questions 
addressing the character’s actions versus his motives/intentions.

One very interesting finding of the present study was that questions in which 
children were required both to draw inferences and to explain their own answers 
(e.g. Why do you think the fox is feeling bad?) were the most demanding compre-
hension questions for both groups of children. The 5–6-year old children of this 
study could be able to answer the questions probing ISTs as reaction correctly (e.g. 
How does the fox feel?) but could fail to explain his/her answer (e.g. Why do you 
think the fox is feeling bad?). These questions require both the ability to understand 
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causal relations between events and the ability to explain them. It has previously 
been shown that consciousness questions (i.e. questions addressing a character’s 
beliefs) may be demanding (e.g. Curenton, 2011). It has also been shown that giving 
explanations about inferences made during interpretation is a very demanding task 
for children (Letts & Leinonen, 2001). Explaining one’s own answers requires many 
cognitive skills, such as an ability to e.g., distinguish between cause and result, and 
between pieces of evidence and conclusion. Thus, explanations can reveal children’s 
awareness of the information that they have utilised in the comprehension process. 
According to recent findings, the ability to explain one’s answers develops clearly 
during preschool and elementary school. For example, 5–6-year-old children have 
been able to explain approximately 70% of their answers correctly, and 8-year-
old children already 80% (Loukusa, Mäkinen, Gabbatore, Laukkanen-Nevala, & 
Leinonen, 2017). In future, detailed analysis of children’s incorrect answers to 
comprehension questions could provide additional data about the development of 
narrative comprehension and shed light on the children’s awareness of the infor-
mation used in comprehension.

5. Conclusions

The present study highlights that MAIN (Bohnacker, 2016; Gagarina et al., 2012, 
2015; Kunnari & Välimaa, 2012) is a functional, easy and convenient tool in the 
assessment of narrative comprehension both in monolingual and bilingual chil-
dren. It provides multifaceted information on narrative comprehension. Thus, it 
may serve as a complementary assessment tool in the identification of language 
competence, language delay or even language disorder (cf., Boerma et al., 2016). 
The present study provides some evidence that narrative comprehension is largely 
language-independent in cases where children are acquiring both languages simul-
taneously from birth and show equal narrative comprehension competence in both 
of their languages. This may also indicate fairly balanced bilingualism. However, 
further studies with larger sample sizes are warranted to confirm this finding. 
Because comprehension skills are essential to children’s later social and academic 
achievements, especially for reading achievements (Johnston, 2008; Lynch et al., 
2008; Oakhill & Cain, 2007), information on narrative comprehension abilities of 
bilingual children in both their languages during preschool years is essential even 
in the case of simultaneous bilingualism. Only through assessment, can we be sure 
of the level of narrative comprehension competence and offer support if needed.

In addition, the present study implies that questions probing different elements 
of episodes (e.g. goals) and questions that require inferencing, or require both the 
ability to draw inferences and to explain one’s answers, pose different requirements 
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for the narrative comprehension competence and inferencing skills. Furthermore, 
questions that require the ability to explain one’s own answers can also reveal chil-
dren’s awareness of the information that they have utilised in the comprehension 
process. Thus, detailed analysis of children’s narrative comprehension competence 
gives in depth knowledge of how children create causal connections, make in-
ferences between events, create a coherent understanding of a story, and utilise 
information in the comprehension process.
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Objective. This study compares L1 and L2 receptive vocabulary, receptive 
grammar and narrative comprehension skills in Croatian-Italian bilingual 
children. Moreover, the study aims to find out to what extent receptive 
vocabulary and receptive grammar (sentence comprehension) predict 
narrative comprehension skills.

Method. Thirty Croatian-Italian bilinguals 5–7 years old were assessed in 
L1 (Croatian) and L2 (Italian) narrative comprehension (MAIN), receptive 
vocabulary (PPVT) and sentence comprehension (TROG).

Results. Children performed better in their L1 than in their L2 on all three 
measures of comprehension. Narrative comprehension correlated with the two 
linguistic skills in L1 but weakly in L2. Each measure correlated only with itself 
between L1 and L2. Regression analyses showed that sentence comprehension 
contributed substantially to narrative comprehension in L1 and L2, while 
receptive vocabulary contributed substantially only in L1.

Conclusions. Narrative comprehension is differently predicted by language 
skills in L1 and in L2. The contribution of language skills is monolingual-like 
in L1 narrative comprehension (cf. Florit, Roch, & Levorato, 2011); in L2 
narrative comprehension vocabulary provides a weak contribution. The results 
are discussed both theoretically, in terms of the possible mechanism underlying 
narrative comprehension in bilingual speakers and practically, in terms of 
bilingual language development.

Keywords: bilingual children, receptive vocabulary, receptive grammar, 
narrative comprehension
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1. Introduction

Societies have become increasingly multilingual in recent decades, and the number 
of children speaking more than one language has grown exponentially (Paradis, 
Geneese, & Crago, 2011). This has helped motivate research into the trajectories of 
language development in preschool bilingual children, which has established that 
bilingual speakers may show linguistic delays compared to their monolingual peers, 
particularly bilingual speakers not exposed to both languages from birth (Bonifacci, 
Barbieri, Tommasini, & Roch, 2018; Hoff & Core, 2015). This reflects that learning 
two languages takes longer than learning one and raises the question of what could 
be done during early linguistic development to ensure better linguistic outcomes 
prior to formal school instruction.

Vocabulary and syntactic development in bilingual children has received at-
tention in the literature, while narrative comprehension has been less studied. The 
present work addresses the contribution of vocabulary and sentence comprehen-
sion to narrative comprehension in bilingual Croatian (L1)-Italian (L2) children.

Narratives are pervasive in children’s lives from their earliest language ex-
periences. Young children experience narratives through shared book reading at 
home or in educational settings. Thus, narrative competence emerges early during 
development, well before a child is able to read, yet most research into narrative 
comprehension has focused on school-aged children (Cain & Oakhill, 2007) and 
has neglected developmental trajectories of narrative competence during preschool 
years (Florit, Levorato, Roch, & Altoè, 2009; Florit, Roch, & Levorato, 2011, 2013, 
2014). Research is urgently needed into the mechanisms of preschool development 
of narrative comprehension, in monolinguals and bilinguals, since it may be the 
best predictor of later reading comprehension (Kendeou, van den Broek, White, & 
Lynch, 2007; Lepola, Lynch, Laakkonen, Silvén, & Niemi, 2012).

1.1 Assessing narrative skills

Narrative competence includes skills in both narrative production and narrative 
comprehension. Assessment of both skill sets can provide insights into a wide range 
of linguistic abilities as well as cognitive and pragmatic skills. Asking children to 
produce a brief sample narration provides rich data on story structure, structural 
complexity, internal state language, cohesion, morpho-syntax, and lexical diversity 
and productivity (Bohnacker, 2016).

Two distinct but interrelated areas underlie competence in narrative dis-
course: macrostructure and microstructure (Justice et al., 2006). Macrostructure 
concerns the higher-order mental organization of narratives, where content is 
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connected through a global organization structure following an underlying nar-
rative schema. Microstructure, which is much more language-specific, concerns 
the linguistic forms used in the narrative discourse (Gagarina, Klop, Tsimpli, & 
Walters, 2016; Iluz-Cohen & Walters, 2012; Simon-Cereijido & Gutiérrez-Clellen, 
2009). Most studies of children’s’ narrative skills have analyzed production but not 
comprehension.

Narrative comprehension is usually measured by asking children to answer 
questions about a narrative that was read aloud to them or shown to them as a 
series of pictures. The questions target information explicitly narrated in the story 
as well as information that must be inferred, such as characters’ motives and mental 
states. Narrative comprehension tasks therefore address both linguistic and cog-
nitive abilities.

The understanding of picture stories is verbally mediated, and the compre-
hension of a story read aloud involves similar processes as comprehension of a 
story presented in pictures (Bishop & Adams, 1992). During narrative comprehen-
sion, a child attempts to construct a meaning-based representation of the narrative 
through a number of processes at the word, sentence, and text levels (Oakhill & 
Cain, 2007; Perfetti, Landi, & Oakhill, 2005), making it a very complex task. At the 
word and sentence levels, children build linguistic information about the narrative 
and store it in verbal working memory. As the child follows the story, he/she trans-
forms the pictures into a verbal representation of their contents (Bishop & Adams, 
1992). Words and their meanings are integrated into the complex meaning of sen-
tences. Individual meanings of sentences are then put together into a more global 
representation of the story content (Cain, Oakhill, & Bryant, 2004; Cain & Oakhill, 
2009). At the same time, the child deploys so-called “higher-level” cognitive pro-
cesses such as inference-making in order to identify characters and their motives, 
follow the story structure and understand explicit and implicit information in the 
story, by integrating information contained in the story with previous world knowl-
edge (e.g. Florit et al., 2014; Kintsch, 1994; Oakhill & Cain, 2007; Silva & Cain, 2015; 
van den Broek, Kendeou, Kremer, Lynch, Butler, White, & Purgzles Lorch, 2005).

1.2 Narrative comprehension in monolingual children

The relative contribution of the various components to narrative comprehension has 
been investigated in order to identify predictors of monolingual narrative compre-
hension. Most studies in this area have examined the comprehension of narratives 
read aloud (e.g., Florit et al., 2011; Kendeou et al., 2009; Kendeou, Bohn-Gettler, 
White, & van den Broek, 2008; Lepola et al., 2012; Oakhill & Cain, 2007; Roth, 
Speece, & Cooper, 2002). Only a few studies have examined the comprehension of 
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narratives in pictures (Bishop & Adams, 1992; Bohnacker, 2016; Roch et al., 2016). 
Regardless of the narrative type, linguistic knowledge forms the essential precon-
dition for complete understanding: adequate linguistic processing allows the child 
to process non-linguistic aspects of the narrative.

This linguistic knowledge can be measured mainly in terms of receptive vo-
cabulary and sentence comprehension. Receptive vocabulary is one of the best 
predictors of oral narrative comprehension by preschool children (Kim, 2016). 
For example, receptive vocabulary as measured by the (PPVT) positively corre-
lated with narrative competence for the pictured story “Frog, where are you?” 
(Korecky-Kröll, Dobek, Blaschitz, Sommer-Lolei, Boniecki, Uzunkaya-Sharma, & 
Dressler, 2019). Children acquire new words primarily through exposure to nar-
ratives (Cain, Oakhill, Barnes, & Bryant, 2001; Roth et al., 2002), and their com-
prehension of narratives increases as they become more familiar with the words 
contained therein (Seigneuric & Ehrlich, 2005).

Sentence comprehension in relation to narrative comprehension has been less 
frequently studied than receptive vocabulary. The relationship between narrative 
and sentence comprehension has been shown to be much weaker than between 
oral narrative comprehension and vocabulary (Long, Oppy, & Seely, 1997; Oakhill 
& Yuill, 1996). On the other hand, some studies have suggested that difficulties 
in narrative comprehension are related to poor processing of sentences (Nation, 
Clarke, Marshall, & Durand, 2004; Stothard & Hulme, 1992). This literature seems 
to suggest that during comprehension of oral narratives, the child must analyze the 
syntactic structure of sentences and identify their meaning in order to put them 
together into a mental representation of the entire story. If the child struggles with 
sentence comprehension, fewer resources are available for cognitive processes that 
integrate information about story content into a mental representation.

Bishop and Adams (1992) found a high correlation between sentence compre-
hension as measured with the (TROG) and comprehension of oral and pictured 
narratives. Those authors interpreted their results to indicate that understanding 
of a text requires constructive processing, rather than passive reception. The child 
builds a mental representation from a sequence of propositions, even when such 
propositions are presented nonverbally.

1.3 Narrative comprehension in bilingual children

Bilingual children are regularly exposed to more than one language in everyday 
life (De Lamo White & Jin, 2011), so they generally receive less exposure to each 
language than their monolingual peers (Hoff et al., 2012). This impacts on their 
language abilities, including production and comprehension of narratives. In 
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recent years, narratives have been used for assessing bilingual language develop-
ment during preschool years and for establishing a relationship between bilin-
gual exposure and language delay (Cleave, Girolametto, Chen, & Johnson, 2010; 
Iluz-Cohen & Walters, 2012; Pesco & Kay-Raining Bird, 2016; Simon-Cereijido & 
Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2009). The literature on pre-schoolers indicates that bilingual 
and monolingual children show similar narrative competence as far as macrostruc-
ture is concerned, while bilinguals tend to struggle with microstructure (Boerma, 
Leseman, Timmermeister, Wijnen, & Blom, 2016; Bohnacker, 2016; Bonifacci et al., 
2018; Rodina, 2017). Even sequential bilinguals, who may initially show delays in 
understanding macrostructure relative to simultaneous bilinguals or monolinguals, 
catch up quickly because this component of narrative comprehension is a skill at 
the cognitive-linguistic interface that can be transferred from the first language 
(Paradis et al., 2011; Pearson, 2002).

Weaker microstructure comprehension by bilingual children can be attributed 
to lower exposure to each of their two languages (Hoff et al., 2012; Thordardottir 
& Brandeker, 2013), which leads simultaneous and sequential bilingual children 
to score lower than monolingual peers on receptive vocabulary (Bialystok, Luk, 
Peets, & Yang, 2010; Morales, Calvo, & Bialystok, 2013) and expressive vocabu-
lary (Nicoladis, 2003; Oller, 2005; Oller & Eilers, 2002), for one and frequently 
both languages.

Whether bilingual children show lower sentence comprehension than 
monolinguals is less clear. Haman and colleagues (2017) showed that bilingual 
Polish-English children scored lower than monolingual Polish children on sen-
tence comprehension, as measured by an unpublished version of the TROG test; 
and lower on sentence production, as measured in a sentence repetition task. On 
the other hand, several studies have shown that the syntactic development of bi-
lingual children does not lag behind that of monolingual children (Thordardottir, 
Rothenberg, Rivard, & Naves, 2009), and that bilingual children can outperform 
monolinguals in sentence comprehension in the presence of interference (e.g. 
Filippi, Morris, Richardson, Bright, Thomas, Karmiloff-Smith, & Marian, 2015).

Bilingual children appear to develop primary language (L1) and secondary 
language (L2) abilities more slowly than monolingual peers (Farnia & Geva, 2011) 
during the preschool years (Hammer, Lawrence, Rodriguez, Davison, & Miccio, 
2011) and school years (Bialystok et al., 2010), even after three consecutive years of 
exposure to both languages (Thordardottir, 2011). This has caused concern among 
many about the academic outcomes of bilingual children, especially since a “vi-
cious cycle” can occur in which children’s poor vocabulary knowledge and sentence 
comprehension limit their full participation in the curriculum and therefore hinder 
further development of language skills (McWilliam, 1998).
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Just few studies have examined the role of receptive vocabulary and sentence 
comprehension in narrative competence by bilingual children. Studies have re-
ported correlations between vocabulary measures and narrative production in bi-
lingual and monolingual pre-schoolers (Korecky-Kröll et. al., 2019; Uccelli & Páez, 
2007). However, we are unaware of studies analyzing, in bilinguals, the relationship 
of narrative comprehension of pictured stories to the linguistic skills of vocabulary 
and sentence comprehension.

The few relevant studies suggest the possibility that language skills may contrib-
ute differently to L1 and L2 narrative comprehension. Uccelli and Páez (2007) found 
that receptive vocabulary was positively associated with narrative comprehension 
in both languages and concluded that the two types of understanding mutually 
reinforce each other, although receptive vocabulary develops more slowly than 
narrative comprehension. in bilingual children. At the same time, those authors 
failed to find associations for either type of comprehension between the L1 and L2.

1.4 The current study

The current study is aimed to extend the findings described above by investigating 
the relationships of receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension to narrative 
comprehension of pictured stories by Croatian (L1)-Italian (L2) bilingual preschool 
children, by controlling for the influence of age, SES and bilingual exposure. This 
study attempted to fill several research gaps about language development in bilingual 
preschool children, including poor understanding of the contributions of receptive 
vocabulary and sentence comprehension to narrative comprehension before the 
start of formal education. We also wanted to investigate whether these two factors 
contribute differently to comprehension of narratives depending on the language. 
Our focus was on narrative comprehension rather than narrative production.

We hypothesized that the children would show lower receptive vocabulary 
and sentence comprehension in the L2 than in L1. This idea is based on literature 
showing poorer language skills among bilingual children who are not exposed to 
the two languages from birth (cf. Bonifacci et al., 2018). We further hypothesized 
that both receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension would contribute to 
narrative comprehension, such that lower levels of the first two would be associated 
with lower comprehension. This idea is based on studies of linguistic skills in the 
development of narrative competence in mono- and bilingual speakers (Bishop & 
Adams, 1992; Uccelli & Páez, 2007). Finally, the lack of consensus in the literature 
prevented us from formulating a hypothesis about whether receptive vocabulary 
and sentence comprehension would contribute differently to L1 and L2 narrative 
comprehension.
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2. Method

2.1 Participants

Participants in this study were bilingual speakers of Croatian (L1) and Italian (L2), 
members of the Italian-Croatian bilingual community in areas near the Italian 
border. Bilingualism in the areas of Istria and Rijeka is maintained and encour-
aged: bilingualism is official policy, and kindergartens and schools offer programs 
in Italian. Italian culture is readily accessible, and economic ties to Italy are strong. 
Participants were 30 preschool children 5 and 6 years old (mean age, 73 months, 
SD = 5 months, range = 61–84 months) who had been attending Italian kinder-
garten for at least 18 months prior to the study. In Croatia, children start to attend 
school after the age of 6;0, but children closer to 6;0 are encouraged to wait an 
additional year. Parents reported that their children had been exposed to both 
languages for more than two consecutive years. None of the participants were si-
multaneous bilinguals, and the mean period of exposure to Italian was 26 months. 
Children participated in the study during the second half of their final year of 
preschool education.

Croatian belongs to the family of South-Slavic languages. It is a fusional lan-
guage in which bound grammatical morphemes (endings) usually express three 
grammatical categories (case, number and gender for nouns and adjectives; person, 
number and tense for verbs). The canonical word order is SVO, but, due to mor-
phological features, word order is relatively free. Verbs are subdivided into nine 
conjugational classes (Jelaska, 2005) according to differences in stem alternations. 
All this makes for a rather rich morphological system.

Italian is a Romance language. It is a fusional language in which bound gram-
matical morphemes (endings) express two or three grammatical categories (num-
ber and gender for nouns; person, number and tense for verbs; number and gender 
for articles). Italian nouns do not have cases but do have plural forms. A classifi-
cation by D’Achille and Thornton (2003) distinguishes six classes based on plural 
formation. Additionally, there are both four indefinite and seven definite articles. 
There are three regular conjugational classes for verbs.

The bilinguals in the present study live in the county of Istria in northwest-
ern Croatia. The most widespread variant of the Italophone repertoire in Istria is 
Istrovenetian, a subvariety of the Venetian dialect (ISO 639–3 code: VEC), spoken 
in Italy. Istrovenetian is a community language (Poropat Jeletić, 2015), so children 
acquire it first and they hear it in their everyday life outside kindergartens, as well 
as in institutions. Children receive little exposure to standard Italian before formal 
schooling, when they have the option to be educated in Italian; their preschool 
exposure is limited to the media and stories in Italian that may be read to them. 
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Venetian as well as Istrovenetian are considered to be distant from standard Italian 
because of linguistic and historical specificities – in fact, Venetian is sometimes con-
sidered a separate language – but the distance is not more than what several other 
dialects in Italy show (Ferguson, 2013). The Croatian variant spoken in the subjects’ 
part of Istria is the southwestern Istrian dialect. It is the main variant spoken in the 
community, and although standard Croatian is more present than standard Italian, 
children are still primarily exposed to it through media and schooling, while dialect 
is used in most other situations. The fact that participants speak dialects as their 
L1 and L2 may have influenced their performance on standardized tests, but our 
results should retain internal validity because all participants belonged to the same 
bilingual community and shared similar linguistic experiences.

2.2 Materials

2.2.1 Narrative comprehension
Narrative comprehension was assessed using elicitation narrative material of the 
Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN) (Gagarina, Klop, 
Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Balčiūnienė, Bohnacker, & Walters, 2012, 2015) adapted 
for Croatian (Hržica & Kuvač Kraljević, 2012) and for Italian (Roch & Levorato, 
2012). MAIN was designed to assess narrative skills in children who acquire one 
or more languages from an early age, and it evaluates both comprehension and 
production of narratives. It can assess two languages in the participant since it 
contains four parallel stories, two for telling and two for retelling.

Two MAIN forms for telling were used, ‘Baby Goats’ and ‘Baby Birds’. Picture 
material was presented according to the computer presentation model of MAIN. 
The child clicked on his or her choice of square, which initiated a PowerPoint® pres-
entation. In fact, the selection process was simulated: the examiner had preselected 
the story. First, the child viewed the entire set of six pictures in the middle of the 
screen, after which he or she pressed a key on the keyboard to reveal each pair of 
pictures. During the initial viewing and telling of the story, only the participant 
could see the computer screen. After telling the story, the child answered a set of 
comprehension questions while looking at the sequence of six pictures.

Participants were divided into two groups, one of which told the ‘Baby Goats’ 
story in Croatian and ‘Baby Birds’ in Italian, while the other told ‘Baby Birds’ in 
Croatian and ‘Baby Goats’ in Italian.

Nine comprehension questions focusing on macrostrusture components and 
internal state terms were used within the Croatian and Italian version of MAIN. 
Three questions asked about the goals of each of the three episodes. Three questions 
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focused on eliciting information about the internal state (IS) of a character (e.g. 
how was the character feeling?) during a particular event or reaction. Each of the 
questions also had a follow-up question that was asked only if a child did not ex-
plain his or her first answer. In the final version of MAIN, there is also a question 
number 10, tapping theory of mind/inferencing, asking whom the mother bird/goat 
loved more, cat/fox of dog/bird. This question was not included into this study. As 
the last question is different from the other 9 questions, we believe that the task 
performance is quite reliable without it.

Comprehension questions were introduced by informing the participant that 
he/she would be asked some questions about the story. An initial warm-up ques-
tion, “Did you like the story?”, was asked, followed by the real questions in the 
order shown in Table 1. While asking questions, the investigator pointed to specific 
pictures of the story.

Questions 1, 4 and 7 (goal-oriented questions) were scored by 1 point if an-
swered appropriately. Questions 2, 5 and 8 (IS-oriented questions) were scored with 
1 point if IS was appropriate to the story. When participants provided an appropri-
ate explanation of their original answer, the answer was scored with 1 additional 
point. Questions 3, 6 and 9, if asked, were worth 1 point each.

Table 1. Type of questions used for the assessment of narrative comprehension

Q0.  Warm-up question

Q1.  Episode 1 – goal Episode 1
Q2.  Episode 1 – IS as initiating event
Q3.  Episode 1 – IS (asked only if no explanation of Q2 answer)

Q4.  Episode 2 – goal Episode 2
Q5.  Episode 2 – IS as reaction
Q6.  Episode 2 – IS (asked only if no explanation of Q5 answer)

Q7.  Episode 3 – goal Episode 3
Q8.  Episode 3 – IS as reaction
Q9.  Episode 3 – IS (asked only if no explanation of Q8 answer)

IS = internal state.

Comprehension was scored by a bilingual speaker of Croatian and Italian who had 
been trained in language research methodology and in coding of narrative com-
prehension. As a validation of this scoring, the comprehension of 10 participants 
in each language was independently scored by two experienced researchers (one 
for each language). The results showed excellent intra-class correlation (ICC = .98, 
90% confidence interval .94–.99).
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2.2.2 Receptive vocabulary test
Participants were tested using the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT; Dunn 
& Dunn, 1997), a receptive vocabulary test in which the participant is asked to 
choose one of four pictures upon hearing the target word. The two PPVT versions 
in the present study were adapted and standardized for Croatian (Dunn & Dunn, 
Kovačević, Padovan, Hržica, Kuvač Kraljević, Mustapić, Dobravac, & Palmović, 
2010 – reliability: alpha 0.956) or Italian (Dunn & Dunn, Stella, Pizzoli, & Tressoldi, 
2000). These adapted versions of the PPVT keep the same procedure as the original 
but change the lexical material (order of words, exclusion/inclusion of words). Since 
the PPVT versions used in this study were standardized, our results on receptive 
vocabulary could be compared to normative data, allowing objective assessment 
of skills in Croatian and Italian.

PPVT in both languages was scored by a trained bilingual speaker of Croatian 
and Italian, under the supervision of researchers experienced in language testing.

2.2.3 Sentence comprehension
Children were assessed using the Test for Reception of Grammar (TROG-2) 
(Bishop, 2003), which assesses understanding of a range of grammatical structures. 
TROG-2 is a receptive test in which the participant is asked to choose one of four 
pictures upon hearing the target sentence. Sentences are grouped in 20 blocks of 
four sentences each. Testing finishes when the participant makes at least one error 
in five consecutive blocks. The two versions of TROG-2 in the present study were 
adapted for Italian (Bishop, Suraniti, Ferri, & Neri, 2009) or for Croatian (Bishop, 
Kuvač Kraljević, Hržica, Kovačević, & Kologranić Belić, 2013 – reliability: alpha 
0.956). These adapted versions keep the same procedure as the original but change 
the lexical material and types of sentences used.

Since the TROG-2 versions used in this study were standardized, our results on 
sentence comprehension could be compared to normative data, allowing objective 
assessment of skills in Croatian and Italian. The TROG-2 in both languages was 
scored by a trained bilingual speaker of Croatian and Italian, under the supervision 
of researchers experienced in language testing.

2.2.4 Parental reporting
Data on background measures were provided by parents, who filled out a 40-item 
questionnaire divided into four sections (adapted from Roch & Florit, 2013) only 
two of which were used in the analysis. The section on language status asked about 
languages spoken by family members, the languages that the children spoke, the 
frequency with which each language was used by children and their families in 
different contexts, as well as information about how and when each of the languages 
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had been acquired. In particular, we used the following variables to assess partic-
ipants’ language:

a. Age at onset of exposure to the L2: parents were asked to indicate at what age 
their child was exposed for the first time to Italian.

b. Daily amount of input from each language: parents were asked to estimate where, 
with whom, and for how long their child spent time on an average day in a week, 
and which language(s) each person used when addressing the child (based on 
a 10-point scale) (input). In addition, we asked parents to estimate which lan-
guage(s) the child used to answer that person, using a 10-point scale (output).

c. Socioeconomic status: in this section parents were asked to provide their highest 
educational level, years of education, and annual family income. We measured 
socioeconomic status (SES) as a composite score based on both parents’ edu-
cation level and annual family income. Data on both variables were collected 
from the questionnaire. Parental educational levels were classified into five 
categories: 1 = Middle school degree, 2 = High school degree, 3 = Bachelor’s 
degree, 4 = Master’s degree, and 5 = Post-graduate degree. Household income 
was coded based on a 5-point scale: 1 = far below the national mean income, 
2 = below the national mean income, 3 = national mean income, 4 = above the 
national mean income, 5 = far above the national mean income.

2.3 Statistical analyses

Differences in receptive vocabulary, sentence comprehension and narrative com-
prehension between L1 and L2 were assessed for significance using paired t tests 
and after adjusting the standard p value by Bonferroni’s correction for multiple 
comparisons (.05 / number of comparisons). Effect sizes were reported for each t 
test, and an effect size d = 0.2 was considered small; 0.5, medium; and 0.8, large. 
Thus, two means were considered to show a trivial difference (even if statistically 
significant) if they differed by less than 0.2 standard deviations.

Potential relationships between participant characteristics and the three lan-
guage comprehension variables (receptive vocabulary, sentence comprehension, 
narrative comprehension), as well as relationships among the three comprehension 
variables, were assessed using Pearson’s r. Two-tailed significance was determined 
after adopting Bonferroni’s correction for multiple comparisons.

Finally, multivariate hierarchical regressions were performed to analyze the 
contribution of vocabulary and sentence comprehension to narrative comprehen-
sion in the L1 and L2. Adjusted R2 and change in R² were evaluated in order to 
control for multiple predictors.
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3. Results

3.1 Descriptive statistics

The first set of results describes the background characteristics and language skills 
of the participants.

3.1.1 Socioeconomic status
We calculated a composite SES score including the education level of both parents 
and family income, since income and education levels were positively related to one 
another (0.40 < r < 0.51 p = 0.001). The composite SES variable was constructed 
using principal component analysis. SES of our participants was medium to low 
(M = 1.5, SD = 2.7): 58% of families had low SES, 35% had medium SES, and only 
7% had high SES (Table 2). The education level was low for 64% of mothers, while 
the remaining 36% had a university education. The corresponding percentages for 
fathers were similar (72% and 28%).

Table 2. Participant characteristics in socioeconomic status (SES)

Category Family income Education level Mother, n Father, n Composite SES

0 – very low 33.3 Secondary school  0   4.5   26.9
1 – low 20.8 High school 64  68.2   30.8
2 – medium 20.8 Bachelor  4  18.2 35
3 – high  8.3 Master 28   9.1   3.5
4 – very high 16.7 Postgraduate  4 0   3.5

3.1.2 Language status
Two broad measures of exposure to each language were determined from parental 
reports. The first measure was the age at onset of bilingual exposure, namely how old 
the child was when he or she began to be exposed to the L2. The mean age at onset of 
bilingual exposure was during the third year of life (M = 32 months, SD = 7 months), 
indicating that the participants may be defined as sequential bilingual speakers.

The second measure was the children’s daily language exposure, in terms of 
input (what they heard or saw) and output (what they themselves produced) during 
interaction with persons frequently in contact with the child in everyday contexts, 
including schoolmates, teachers, friends, family, grandparents, brothers and sisters.

Figure 1 shows that on a typical day, participants received a relatively balanced 
input in L1 and L2. There was a strong correspondence between the language pro-
vided to the children and the language in which the children responded.
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3.1.3 Language skills
Table 3 presents descriptive statistics of the language skills for the 30 participants.

Table 3. Language skills of participants

Test Mean (SD) Paired t test

PPVT (receptive vocabulary) 
(M = 100, SD = 15)

L1 (Croatian) 95.7 (16.3) t(29) = 5.3, p < .001, d = 1.63
L2 (Italian) 70.5 (14.6)

TROG (sentence comprehension)  
(M = 100, SD = 15)

L1 (Croatian) 91.9 (11.9) t(29) = 2.4, p < .05, d = .399
L2 (Italian) 86.6 (17.8)

Narrative comprehension 
(Max = 9)

L1 (Croatian) 6.5 (2.1)
72%

t(29) = 2.8, p < .001, d = .604

L2 (Italian) 5.1 (2.8)
57%

On tests of general language abilities, participants scored significantly better in the 
L1 than in L2, and effect sizes were large for receptive vocabulary and medium-low 
for sentence comprehension. Participants showed monolingual-like performance 
in receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension in the L1, but they scored 
two standard deviations below the mean in the L2 receptive vocabulary test and 
one standard deviation below the mean in the L2 sentence comprehension test. 
Narrative comprehension was also significantly better in L1 that in L2 and the 
effect size was medium-low. These results are in line with those reported in pre-
vious studies evaluating bilingual children 5–7 years old using the same narrative 
comprehension task. Those studies reported results higher from 10% to 16% in L1, 
when compared to L2 (Bohnacker, 2016; Roch et al., 2016; Rodina, 2017).

0

20
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60

80

100

Daily input Daily output

Percentage of daily input and output

Croatian (L1)
Italian (L2)

Figure 1. Daily language input and output of participants, by L1 or L2. Each type of input 
in each language is shown as a percentage of the total daily exposure
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To assess narrative comprehension in greater detail, we compared the children’s 
performance on comprehension questions about implicit information (characters’ 
goals and internal states) between L1 and L2 (Table 4).

Table 4. Mean scores and correct response rates on narrative comprehension questions 
about characters’ goals and internal states

Type of comprehension 
question

L1 (Croatian) L2 (Italian) t test

Goals (score, Max = 3) 2.6 (.77) 87% 2.1 (1.1) 70% t (29) = 2.6 p < .01 d = .52
Internal states (score, Max = 6) 3.9 (1.7) 65% 3.0 (1.8) 50% t (29) = 2.6 p < .01 d = .51

As with the individual language comprehension skills, the children performed bet-
ter in the L1 than L2 for comprehension of goals and internal states. The effect size 
was medium for goals and internal states, reflecting the difference of 15 percentage 
points in correct response rates between the two languages.

Regardless of language, correct responses to questions about goals were 20% 
higher than for questions about internal states. This means that the children were 
much better at understanding goals than at understanding the motives underlying 
those goals or the actions designed to achieve them. These results are similar to 
those reported by Bohnacker (2016) and Rodina (2017) among bilingual children 
5–7 years old on the same narrative comprehension task.

3.2 Relationships between participant characteristics and language skills

We explored potential correlations between participant characteristics (age, SES, 
age at onset of L2 exposure, daily amount of exposure to L1 and L2) and language 
skills (receptive vocabulary, sentence comprehension, narrative comprehension). 
We explored such correlations separately in the L1 and L2. Standardized scores 
on the language comprehension tests were used in order to control for age. No 
significant correlations were observed. This likely reflects the low variation in par-
ticipant characteristics but relatively high variation in language skills. For this rea-
son, background characteristics were excluded from all subsequent analyses aimed 
at investigating the role of vocabulary and sentence comprehension in narrative 
comprehension.
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3.3 The role of receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension 
in narrative comprehension

Next we investigated to what extent individual differences in narrative compre-
hension are determined by differences in linguistic comprehension (vocabulary 
and sentence comprehension), within each language and across the two languages. 
Tables 5a and 5b report the correlations among the three measures in each language, 
while Table 5c reports the correlations between the two languages.

Table 5a. Correlations among receptive vocabulary, sentence comprehension 
and narrative comprehension in the L1 (Croatian)

  PPVT TROG Narrative comprehension

PPVT 1      .380*       .487**
TROG   1       .492**
Narrative comprehension     1

Note. * p < .05; ** p < .01

Table 5b. Correlations among receptive vocabulary, sentence comprehension 
and narrative comprehension in the L2 (Italian)

  PPVT TROG Narrative comprehension

PPVT 1       .728**      .293
TROG   1       .44**
Narrative comprehension     1

Note.** p < .01

The results in Table 5a show that the three levels of language comprehension, from 
word to text comprehension, correlate with one other. The results in Table 5b show 
that sentence comprehension correlates with both receptive vocabulary and narra-
tive comprehension in the weaker language, while there is no significant relation-
ship between receptive vocabulary and narrative comprehension.

Table 5c. Correlations among receptive vocabulary, sentence comprehension 
and narrative comprehension between the L1 and L2

  PPVT L2 TROG L2 Narrative comprehension 
L2

PPVT L1    −.413** .093 .200
TROG L1   .301   .722** .262
Narrative comprehension L1 −.196 .189  .391*

Note.* p < .05; ** p < .01
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The results in Table 5c show that each linguistic comprehension ability in one 
language correlates with the same ability in the other language, suggesting inter-
dependence between the two languages. Surprisingly, while this relationship is 
positive for L1-L2 sentence and narrative comprehension, it is negative for L1-L2 
receptive vocabulary, suggesting competition between vocabulary knowledge in the 
two languages. The cross-linguistic interdependence is weak: the three comprehen-
sion measures in the L1 do not correlate, respectively, with the other in the L2. In 
other words, the three levels of language comprehension correlate with one another 
in each of the two languages, but not between the two languages. Cross-linguistic 
correlations emerged only for the same measure in the two languages.

Multivariate regression was used to analyze the contribution of receptive vocab-
ulary and sentence comprehension to narrative comprehension. These regression 
analyses were performed separately for each of the two languages using the same 
potential predictors. In the first step, receptive vocabulary and sentence compre-
hension in the same language of the dependent variable were inserted. In the sec-
ond step, receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension in the other language 
than the dependent variable were inserted. Tables 6a and 6b illustrate the results of 
narrative comprehension in the L1 and L2, respectively. Adjusted R2 values were 
used because of the small sample and multiple predictors.

The two regression analyses indicated that the variance in narrative com-
prehension is much greater in the L1 than in the L2. They further indicated that 
receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension account for 29.7% and 13.4% 
of variance in narrative comprehension in the L1 and L2, respectively. The two 
language comprehension measures in one language do not account for variance 
in narrative comprehension in the other language over and above the variance in 

Table 6a. Multivariate regression to predict narrative comprehension in the L1

    R²change   B SE B β

Step 1 PPVT L1 .354ºº        
TROG L1 Adj R² .306 PPVT L1   .047 .023    .351*

TROG L1   .069 .033    .374*
Step 2 PPVT L1 .040ººº        

TROG L1 Adj R² .297 PPVT L1   .026 .031   .194
PPVT L2 TROG L1   .094 .051   .514
TROG L2 PPVT L2 −.038 .051 −.254

TROG L2 −.001 .049 −.007

Note. Adjusted R2 = .297 F(5, 29) = 3.16, p < .05; º F change (1, 24) = .032, p = .943; ºº F change (2, 26) = 7.24, 
p < .001; ººº F change (2, 24) = .77, p = .71; * p < .05
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the same language. In other words, narrative comprehension in one language is 
predicted by the two language comprehension measures within the same language, 
but not in the other language.

The regression analyses also indicated that while both receptive vocabulary and 
sentence comprehension contribute significantly to narrative comprehension in the 
L1, only sentence comprehension contributes significantly in the L2.

4. Discussion

The current study aimed to analyze narrative comprehension of pictured stories 
in the L1 and L2 of bilinguals 5–7 years old, in terms of their receptive vocabulary 
and sentence comprehension. To the best of our knowledge this is the first study of 
narrative comprehension in Croatian-Italian bilinguals. In contrast to many studies 
on bilingual migrants or heritage language speakers, the participants of our study 
live in an area where bilingualism is institutionalized.

The children performed better in their L1, and the effect size was high for vo-
cabulary and medium-low for sentence and narrative comprehension. Linguistic 
abilities contributed in different ways to L1 and L2 narrative comprehension. In 
the L1, receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension together explained 29% 
of variance in narrative comprehension, but in the L2, sentence comprehension 
alone predicted 13.4% of narrative comprehension, whereas receptive vocabulary 
predicted much less. Linguistic skills in the two languages did not substantially 
interact: receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension in one language did 
not correlate with narrative comprehension in the other.

Table 6b. Multivariate regression to predict narrative comprehension in the L2

    R²change   B SE B β

Step 1 PPVT L2 .197ºº        
TROG L2 Adj R² .137 PPVT L2   .047 .023   .351

TROG L2   .069 .033    .374*
Step 2 PPVT L2 .057ººº        

TROG L2 Adj R² .134 PPVT L2   .026 .031   .194
PPVT L1 TROG L2   .094 .051   .514
TROG L1 PPVT L1 −.038 .051 −.254

TROG L1 −.001 .049 −.007

Note. Adjusted R2 = .134, F(5, 29) = 3.2, p < .05; º F change (1, 28) = .067, p = .797; ºº F change (2, 26) = 3.14, 
p < .05; ººº F change (2, 24) = .946, p = .402; * p < .05
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This study makes at least two contributions to existing knowledge about nar-
rative comprehension in bilingual children. First, we provide evidence that the dif-
ference in narrative comprehension between L1 and L2 is paralleled by differences 
in receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension. Second, we provide new 
insights into how receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension may contrib-
ute to narrative comprehension in general, and we provide evidence that these 
contributions depend, in bilinguals, on whether the language is L1 or L2.

4.1 Narrative comprehension in L1 and L2

Our participants showed better narrative comprehension in their L1 than L2, as 
reported for other bilinguals of similar age (Bohnacker, 2016; Roch et al. 2016; 
Rodina, 2017). Independently of the language, our participants were more accu-
rate at answering questions about characters’ goals than questions about charac-
ters’ mental states, as reported by Bohnacker (2016), Rodina (2017) and Lindgren 
(2018), using the same narrative comprehension task. This may reflect that children 
in this age range struggle with the comprehension of motivations and emotions. It 
appears, therefore, that MAIN narrative comprehension task is sensitive enough 
to capture differences in the comprehension of specific narrative components by 
preschool children. Age did not significantly affect narrative comprehension in our 
sample, in contrast to a previous study involving bilinguals 5–7 years old and the 
same task (Roch et al., 2016). Future studies should address the age-dependence 
of narrative comprehension.

The L1-L2 advantage in linguistic skills and in narrative comprehension in 
our sample doubtless reflects their status as sequential, rather than simultaneous, 
bilinguals. The participants showed balanced current exposure to both languages, 
and they varied relatively little in SES and age at onset of bilingual exposure, which 
probably explains why these background variables did not significantly influence 
narrative comprehension. For this reason, we feel confident that our results are rep-
resentative of children showing a typical sequential bilingual linguistic trajectory. 
Indeed, our sample showed substantially lower receptive vocabulary than their 
monolingual peers in both languages (Uccelli & Páez, 2007). The delay for sentence 
and narrative comprehension is smaller but still the performance in L2 is signifi-
cantly lower than in L1.
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4.2 Associations between language skills and languages

In our sample, all three levels of language comprehension correlated with one an-
other in the L1, but only two of the three levels correlated with each other in the 
L2. This suggests that linguistic comprehension shows a monolingual-like pattern 
of relationships from word to narrative comprehension in L1, and that the second 
language in bilinguals develops differently from the first language. In the first years 
of bilingual development, the use of two languages is cognitively demanding and 
cognitive mechanisms might not be sufficiently efficient at distributing resources 
between the two languages adequately (Bialystok & Craik, 2010). As children gain 
experience in both languages, they may be able to deploy cognitive resources ef-
ficiently between the two languages. Future studies should investigate cognitive 
allocation in bilingual speakers.

Our results suggest a degree of interdependence between L1 and L2: each 
language comprehension measure in one language correlated with the same meas-
ure in the other language. Each comprehension level in one language however, 
correlated weakly with the other levels in the other language. Other studies have 
similarly reported strong correlation between vocabulary and sentence compre-
hension within one language but weak relationships between the two languages 
(e.g. Marchman et al., 2004; Uccelli & Páez, 2007). Our results, together with the 
literature, highlight the complexity of the relationships between L1 and L2 in 
bilinguals, which should be further understood, especially in preschool children, 
as a way to ensure school readiness.

For instance, future work may wish to follow up on our intriguing finding of 
a positive correlation of sentence and narrative comprehension between the two 
languages, suggesting linguistic interdependence in these domains, but a nega-
tive correlation of receptive vocabulary, suggesting vocabulary competition. Our 
data suggest that in bilinguals 5–7 years old, transfer of sentence and narrative 
comprehension can occur without transfer of receptive vocabulary. This may be 
because vocabulary is more strongly influenced by experience than the sentence 
and narrative comprehension are. A second potential explanation is that vocab-
ulary transfers little or not at all between Italian and Croatian because the lan-
guages are too different: lexical transfer is more extensive between closely related 
languages that share many cognates (e.g. Lindgren & Bohnacker, 2020). Future 
studies should address these and other aspects of the relationships between L1 
and L2 in bilinguals.

Our results about the contributions of vocabulary and sentence comprehension 
to narrative comprehension in L1 and L2 align with findings from previous work 
on the role of language skills in oral narrative comprehension in pre-schoolers 
(e.g. Florit et al., 2013). In this way, our study extends those findings to pictured 
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narratives. It appears that the way in which linguistic skills contribute to the narra-
tive comprehension of pictured stories in the L1 of bilinguals is similar to the way 
in which they contribute to oral narrative comprehension by monolingual speakers 
of the same age (Lepola et al., 2012).

The present study extends the literature by showing that linguistic skills con-
tribute differently to comprehension in the L1 or L2. For instance, in the L1, both 
receptive vocabulary and sentence comprehension contribute strongly to narrative 
comprehension; but in the L2, sentence comprehension plays an important role in 
narrative comprehension, while vocabulary contributes weakly. It could be argued, 
therefore, that bilinguals rely on different mechanisms during narrative comprehen-
sion in their two languages. Indeed, the two linguistic skills in our study accounted 
for 29% of variance in narrative comprehension in the L1 but only 13% in the L2.

The weaker contribution of linguistic skills in the L2 appears to depend largely 
on poorer vocabulary. It may be that during L2 narrative comprehension, children 
tend to rely less on linguistic skills, probably because they are weak, especially vo-
cabulary. Instead, they may rely on cognitive skills that we did not evaluate here, 
such as inferential abilities, comprehension monitoring and knowledge of the story 
structure, all of which can predict narrative comprehension (Cain & Oakhill, 2007). 
Inferential skills, for example, are crucial for oral narrative comprehension by pre-
school monolingual speakers (Florit et al. 2014). Inferential skills may be particu-
larly important for bilingual speakers trying to understand pictured narratives. 
Future studies should analyze cognitive as well as linguistic factors in predicting 
bilingual narrative comprehension.

5. Conclusion

In our study of Croatian-Italian bilingual preschool children, receptive vocabulary 
and sentence comprehension emerged as equally important components of narra-
tive comprehension in the L1, exhibiting a monolingual-like pattern of relations. 
However, these linguistic skills, particularly vocabulary, were much less important 
for narrative comprehension in the weaker L2. These findings highlight the need 
to investigate broader linguistic comprehension in bilinguals before they begin 
formal education and develop reading comprehension. Future studies should also 
investigate the contribution of non-linguistic skills to narrative comprehension, 
which also depends on higher-level cognitive skills such as inference-making, com-
prehension monitoring, knowledge of story structure and working memory. These 
cognitive components may be even more important for narrative comprehension 
in bilinguals than monolinguals.
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Bilingual children’s lexical 
and narrative comprehension 
in Dutch as the majority language

Elma Blom and Tessel Boerma
Utrecht University

Background. Some studies find that bilingual children perform below monolin-
guals on language measures, whereas other studies report no differences. For the 
purpose of this study, we investigated the Dutch lexical and narrative compre-
hension of bilingual Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch children. We compared 
the bilingual and monolingual children’s performance. Within the bilingual 
groups, we explored relationships with language input at home.

Methods. 114 children participated (38 Tarifit-Dutch, 31 Turkish-Dutch, 45 
monolingual Dutch), most of whom were 5 or 6 years old at the first testing 
time (mean age = 5.71 years, standard deviation = 0.64). The children were 
tested three times with one year between each testing time. Lexical and narra-
tive comprehension were investigated with the Dutch version of the Peabody 
Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT; Schlichting, 2005) and the Dutch version of 
the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN; Gagarina et al., 
2012), respectively. Both answers to listening comprehension questions and 
questions after story generation were analyzed.

Results. Bilingual children performed lower on lexical comprehension than 
monolingual children. Narrative comprehension showed few differences across 
the two groups: the monolinguals performed slightly better on the compre-
hension questions after story generation at time 1, but not at times 2 and 3. 
Between-group comparisons within the bilingual group showed no differences 
in lexical comprehension of the Turkish-Dutch and Tarifit-Dutch children. The 
Turkish-Dutch children performed better than the Tarifit-Dutch children on 
narrative comprehension after story generation (time 2). In the bilingual sample, 
most relations between input at home and lexical and narrative comprehension 
were not significant, except for the positive correlations between socioeconomic 
status (SES) and lexical comprehension (times 2 and 3) in the Turkish-Dutch 
sample and home language richness and listening comprehension in the 
Tarifit-Dutch sample (time 1).

https://doi.org/10.1075/sibil.61.07blo
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Conclusions and implications. Results of the current study showed larger gaps 
between monolinguals and bilinguals for lexical comprehension compared to 
narrative comprehension, suggesting that bilingual children’s comprehension of 
narratives in the majority language benefits more from transfer than lexical com-
prehension does. Previous observations regarding the impact of input at home 
might not hold across all bilingual groups. Different home practices and cultures 
may moderate the effects of language richness on narrative comprehension. The 
same is true for the impact of SES on bilingual children’s lexical comprehension. 
Conclusions about bilingual language development cannot be generalized across 
language domains or across bilingual populations.

Keywords: narrative comprehension, lexical comprehension, socioeconomic 
status, linguistic home environment, Tarifit-Dutch, Turkish-Dutch

1. Introduction

Research on childhood bilingualism has produced results that are at first sight con-
tradictory. Several studies find that bilingual children, when tested in one of their 
languages, lag behind their monolingual peers (Bialystok, Luk, Peets, & Yang, 2010; 
Gathercole & Hoff, 2007; Hoff, Core, Place, Rumiche, Señor, & Parra, 2012), whereas 
other research observes no differences in performance (De Houwer, Bornstein, 
& Putnik, 2013; Hipfner-Boucher, Milburn, Weitzman, Greenberg, Pelletier, 
Girolametto, 2015; Pearson, 2002; Pearson, Fernández, & Oller, 1993). The primary 
goal of the present study was to determine whether differences between bilingual 
and monolingual children in language outcomes are modulated by language do-
main. To this end, we compare bilingual and monolingual children’s lexical and 
narrative comprehension in Dutch, which is the majority language in the context 
in which the study was conducted (the Netherlands). Data from both groups were 
collected during the first years of elementary school at three times with yearly inter-
vals. Owing to accumulating exposure to Dutch at school, bilingual children with a 
migrant background may become Dutch-dominant over time (Extra, Aarts, Van der 
Avoid, Broeder, & Yağmur, 2001). We compare bilinguals and monolinguals at all 
three times. The secondary goal was to explore variation within the group of bilin-
gual children by comparing two bilingual subgroups from respectively Turkish and 
Moroccan descent. First, we compare Dutch lexical and narrative comprehension 
across the two groups. Second, we investigate if input factors in the two bilingual 
subgroups are related to Dutch lexical and narrative comprehension.

The results of this study may have clinical and educational repercussions. Lexi-
con and narration are often evaluated as part of standardized language assessments 
to determine the presence of an innate language disorder. If lexical and narrative 
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comprehension are influenced by bilingualism, lexical and narrative assessment 
instruments should be used with caution in bilingual contexts, because they could 
lead to overdiagnosis (Engel de Abreu, Baldassi, Puglesi, & Befi-Lopez, 2013). 
Furthermore, previous research has demonstrated that weak lexical and narra-
tive abilities indicate a risk of impaired or delayed literacy development (Snow, 
Burns, & Griffin, 1998; Dickinson & Tabors, 2001; Oller & Pearson, 2002; August 
&  Shanahan, 2006). Determining any delays in these areas is particularly important 
for bilingual children with low socioeconomic (SES) backgrounds, who face the risk 
of low academic achievement (OECD, 2018). The current study included bilingual 
children from low SES backgrounds raised in migrant families.

Before turning to literature on lexical and narrative development in relation to 
bilingualism, we discuss the role of the input. The reason for this is twofold. First, 
in the literature, differences in input have been put forward to explain why the 
language development of bilingual children may lag behind that of their mono-
lingual peers. Second, input may affect bilingual children’s lexical and narrative 
comprehension differently.

1.1 The role of the input

It is well-established that language input plays an integral role in children’s lan-
guage development (Tomasello, 2003). The foundational role of language input may 
explain why bilingual children’s language development can lag behind: bilinguals 
are likely to receive less input in either language compared to their monolingual 
peers because their total amount of input is divided over two languages (Gathercole 
& Thomas, 2009; Quiroz, Snow, & Zhao, 2010; MacLeod, Fabiano-Smith, 
Boegner-Pagé, & Fontolliet, 2013; Unsworth, 2013). In the case of bilingual lan-
guage development, positive transfer may counteract the effect of limited input. 
Positive transfer refers to a statistical relationship between proficiencies in the two 
languages of a bilingual child that may reflect that a child can apply proficiencies 
developed in one language also to the other language (Wang, Perfetti, & Liu, 2005; 
Wang, Park, & Lee, 2006; Verhoeven, 2007; Scheele, Leseman, & Mayo, 2010). It 
is facilitated by linguistic overlap between languages, but children may also trans-
fer common underlying proficiencies regardless of linguistic overlap; examples of 
common underlying proficiencies are phonological awareness, conceptualization, 
metacognitive and metalinguistic strategies, and pragmatic aspects of language use 
(‘Interdependence hypothesis’ Cummins, 1979, 1991, 2000).

Input differs between bilinguals and monolinguals, but variation in input also 
exists between bilinguals. Investigating variation within a group of bilinguals is 
important because bilinguals are highly heterogeneous (Dixon, Wu, & Daraghmeh, 
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2012; Grosjean & Li, 2012; Luk & Bialystok, 2013) and is relevant for understanding 
why some bilingual children are more at risk for language and literacy delays than 
others (Hammer, Hoff, Uchikoshi, Gillanders, Castro, & Sandilos, 2014). Within a 
sample of bilinguals, one factor that may impact on language development is SES, as 
a higher SES has been found to be associated with more language input (quantity) 
and with a higher quality of language input (Hart & Risley, 1995; Huttenlocher, 
Vasilyeva, Waterfall, Vevea, & Hedges, 2007; Golberg, Paradis, & Crago, 2008; Rowe 
& Goldin-Meadow, 2009; Scheele et al., 2010; Prevoo, Malda, Mesman, Emmen, 
Yeniad, van IJzendoorn, & Linting, 2013), although there is considerable variation 
in input within low SES families (Weisleder & Fernald, 2013), and the same will 
be true for mid and high SES families. Regarding SES, it is relevant to note that 
bilingualism is often not entirely independent of SES, as country-specific migration 
policies may result in high numbers of migrants with relatively high SES or rela-
tively low SES. In addition to SES, language status may have an impact on input. 
Language status determines intergeneration transmission of home languages and 
the availability of resources such as children’s books, newspapers, and Internet, 
which are limited for home languages with low status and no history of literacy 
(Scheele et al., 2010); low status can thus lead to reduced input quantity.

Below, we will turn to input, and factors that co-determine the (effect of) input 
to bilingual children such as transfer, SES and language status, in relation to bilin-
gual children’s lexical and narrative development.

1.2 Comparisons of bilingual and monolingual children: Lexicon

Several studies have shown that both input quantity and quality are associated 
with bilingual children’s lexical outcomes (Pearson, Fernández, Ledeweg, & Oller, 
1997; Hoff et al., 2012; Hoff & Core, 2013). Lower levels of input predict that bilin-
gual children have weaker lexical skills in one language than monolingual children 
learning the same language. This hypothesis is confirmed in the large-scale study 
of Bialystok and colleagues for lexical comprehension (2010), but other research-
ers observed no differences for lexical comprehension and production between 
monolingual and bilingual children (De Houwer et al., 2013; Pearson, Fernández, 
& Oller, 1995). This suggests that the language input of bilingual children varies 
greatly and that there is a group of bilingual children whose input in one language 
is sufficient to reach a monolingual level (De Houwer, 2007).

A few studies have demonstrated relationships between SES, home language 
use and children’s vocabulary knowledge (Golberg et al., 2008; Prevoo et al. 2013). 
For example, in their study with 6-year old Turkish-Dutch children from lower 
SES backgrounds, Prevoo and colleagues (2013) observed a negative relationship 
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between SES and use of Turkish, showing that mothers with a lower SES used more 
Turkish than mothers with a higher SES. In their study, SES was positively corre-
lated with reading input in Dutch. Consequently, in this overall low SES sample, the 
children from higher SES mothers knew fewer words in Turkish and more words 
in Dutch compared to children raised by lower SES mothers.

Observing different patterns across two bilingual migrant communities, 
Scheele et al. (2010) pointed to the role of orthography and language status as 
factors that mediate the relationship between input and children’s lexical compre-
hension. They compared bilingual Turkish-Dutch and Berber/Tarifit-Dutch 3-year-
old preschoolers and found that both bilingual groups scored lower than Dutch 
monolinguals on Dutch lexical comprehension. However, the largest gap was found 
for the Turkish-Dutch group. In contrast to Berber languages, Turkish is a written 
language and has high status within the Turkish community. Both orthography 
and status may support home language use in the Turkish families at the expense 
of Dutch input, influencing children’s lexical development in Dutch.

Effects of input and home environment may be reduced if children can transfer 
knowledge and experience. Uccelli and Páez (2007) did not find significant relation-
ships between the two (expressive) vocabulary scores of Spanish-English 4-year-old 
children, however. A recent study on Turkish-Dutch 5- and 6-year-old children 
demonstrated that transfer effects are found for children who used more Turkish 
than Dutch, and not for children in the reverse circumstances (Prevoo, Malda, 
Emmen, Yemiad, & Mesman, 2015). These results suggest that transfer of lexical 
knowledge happens but is limited, probably because word forms tend to vary greatly 
across languages even though concepts are shared. The impact of cross-linguistic 
influence on lexical transfer is confirmed by research showing that cognates facilitate 
the lexical development of bilingual children (Schelletter, 2002).

1.3 Comparisons of bilingual and monolingual children: Narration

Narrative skills allow children to tell and understand stories, and can be analyzed 
in different ways. Microstructural analyses focus on lexical and grammatical ele-
ments, especially those elements that establish links across sentences, such as ref-
erential expressions or connectives. Macrostructural analyses “examine children’s 
language skills beyond the utterance level and document children’s ability to relate 
concepts that transcend the individual utterance” (Heilmann, Miller, & Nockerts, 
2010: 154). Macrostructure refers to the higher-order hierarchical organization of 
narratives; this includes a story’s episodic structure (Heilmann et al., 2010), which 
can be captured in sequences consisting of goal (what a character aims to accom-
plish), attempt (a character’s efforts to achieve the goal) and outcome (whether 
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the character reached the goal) (Westby, 2005). Internal state language, another 
component of narration that exceeds the utterance level, indicates a child’s under-
standing and awareness of intentionality and goal-directed behavior of characters 
(Nippold, Ward-Lonergan, & Fanning, 2005). While microstructure tends to be 
language-specific, macrostructure is considered to be universal (Berman & Slobin, 
1994; Simon-Cereijido & Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2009; Iluz-Cohen & Walters, 2012; 
Gagarina, Klop, Tsimpli, & Walters, 2016).

While previous research shows that input and home environment influence 
bilingual children’s lexicon, this could be different for narrative macrostructure 
(Pearson, 2002; Fiestas & Peña, 2004; Iluz-Cohen & Walter, 2012; Hipfner-Boucher 
et al., 2015). As narrative macrostructure is considered to be more universal, chil-
dren’s outcomes on measures of narrative macrostructure could be relatively in-
dependent of input in a specific language. Hipfner-Boucher and colleagues (2015) 
compared three groups of children who all learned English: monolingual children, 
bilingual children who were mostly exposed to English at home, and bilingual 
children mostly exposed to a minority language at home. Analyses of children’s 
retelling of stories showed that the bilinguals with a large amount of English expo-
sure patterned similarly to the monolinguals on microstructure, and outperformed 
bilinguals with a large amount of minority language exposure. No between-group 
differences emerged for narrative macrostructure, confirming that narrative mac-
rostructure production is relatively immune to input effects.

The study by Rodina (2017) shows that between-group differences may be mod-
ulated by how narrative macrostructure is measured. In this study no differences 
emerged between bilingual and monolingual children on narrative macrostructure 
for both the majority (Norwegian) and minority (Russian) language of bilingual 
children based on comprehension questions. Narrative macrostructure production 
of bilingual children did show lower performance in comparison to monolinguals, 
however, but only in the minority language, which was the weaker language in which 
the children received less input. In this study, production was not measured by 
retelling as was done in the study by Hipfner-Boucher et al. (2015), but through 
story generation. Narrative comprehension is also modulated by task properties. 
For example, using a similar narrative instrument as Rodina (2017), Maviş, Tunçer, 
and Gagarina (2016) found that children answered questions about the story by the 
experimenter more accurately than questions asked about a story they told them-
selves (see Otwinowska, Mieszkowska, Białecka-Pikul, Opacki, & Haman (2018) 
for similar results).

In accordance with findings showing that bilingual children perform well on 
narrative macrostructure comprehension (Boerma, Leseman, Timmermeister, 
Wijnen, & Blom, 2016; Hipfner-Boucher et al., 2015; Rodina, 2017) and in line 
with Cummins’ Interdependence hypothesis (Cummins, 1979, 1991, 2000) are 
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various observations which suggest that bilingual children transfer narrative mac-
rostructure proficiencies across languages. Spanish-English bilingual children show 
cross-language correlations for narrative macrostructure (Pearson, 2002; Uccelli & 
Páez, 2007). In addition, Uccelli and Páez (2007) observed that Spanish story struc-
ture in kindergarten predicted first-grade English narrative quality even when the 
effects of English vocabulary and English narrative productivity were controlled.

Migrant children can only benefit from transfer if they have well developed 
narrative proficiency in the home language. From this point of view, SES, which is 
linked to quantitative and qualitative aspects of parental input (Hoff, 2006) in any 
language, could influence children’s possibilities to transfer home language profi-
ciencies to the majority language. It has been found that children raised in low SES 
families are outperformed by children from high SES backgrounds on narrative 
macrostructure, although the effect of SES on narrative microstructure was larger 
(Pearson, 2002). Narrative macrostructure may thus be a partially learned skill 
that requires examples and input, although independent of a specific language. 
Consequently, low SES children may have less to transfer than high SES children.

1.4 The current research

The current research resembles the work by Uccelli and Páez (2007) who also inves-
tigated bilingual children’s lexical and narrative development over time. Whereas  
Uccelli and Páez’ study was focused on lexical and narrative production in 
Spanish-English bilingual children, the current research is about the lexical and 
narrative comprehension of bilingual Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch children who 
are raised in families that migrated to the Netherlands from Morocco and Turkey. 
Tarifit is a Berber or Rifian language, spoken in the north of Morocco. Previous re-
search demonstrated that findings for narrative macrostructure production do not 
necessarily generalize to comprehension (Rodina, 2017), and that narrative compre-
hension outcomes are dependent on type of task (Maviş et al., 2016). To investigate 
lexical comprehension, we administered the widely used Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Test (Dunn & Dunn, 1997; Schlichting, 2005). Children’s narrative macrostructure 
comprehension was investigated with the Multilingual Assessment Instrument 
for Narratives (MAIN) (Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Balčiūnienė, 
Bohnacker, & Walters, 2012; Gagarina, Klop, Tsimpli, & Walters, 2016) by analyzing 
children’s responses to comprehension questions about a story told by the experi-
menter (listening comprehension), and children’s responses to comprehension ques-
tions about a second story they told themselves (generated story comprehension).

This study was guided by three research questions. First, we wanted to know: 
Does Dutch lexical and narrative comprehension differ between bilingual and 
monolingual children? As argued above, narrative macrostructure comprehension 
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requires less language-specific knowledge than lexical comprehension because nar-
rative macrostructure is, at least in part, considered universal and hence independ-
ent of a specific language. Therefore, we predicted that the bilingual children would 
be outperformed by the monolingual children on Dutch lexical comprehension but 
that the groups would perform similarly on Dutch narrative comprehension. We 
expected the same between-group pattern for listening comprehension and gener-
ated story comprehension, but overall higher scores on listening comprehension, 
in line with Maviş et al. (2016). Migrant children are typically dominant in the mi-
nority language at preschool ages and become dominant in the majority language 
during elementary school (Extra et al., 2001). The bilingual children in this study 
went to elementary school already at time 1, hence their exposure to Dutch was 
frequent and accumulated during the three times that the children were tested. 
Consequently, it is expected that differences between bilinguals and monolinguals 
would be smaller at time 3 than time 1 (and time 2 is expected to be in between).

The second research question was formulated to explore differences be-
tween two bilingual migrant communities: To what extent do Tarifit-Dutch and 
Turkish-Dutch children differ in their Dutch lexical and narrative comprehension? 
Research by Scheele et al. (2010) with 3-year-old toddlers demonstrated that in 
Tarifit-speaking families relatively more Dutch and less home language was used 
compared to Turkish families, and these differences in input and home environment 
were reflected in the children’s Dutch receptive vocabularies. In the Netherlands, 
children start full day kindergarten at the age of 4 years. The children in the pres-
ent study had attended kindergarten for at least 12 months at the first wave of 
data collection. We expected differences between Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch 
children in Dutch lexical comprehension to be less prominent than in the study 
by Scheele et al. (2010), because the children in our study had spent a signifi-
cant amount of time in a school environment where only Dutch is used, reducing 
between-group differences related to differences in the use of Dutch at home. In 
addition, we expected any differences to diminish over time. We did not expect 
any differences between the groups due to typological factors as Tarifit and Turkish 
are both very different from Dutch and have a similar distance from Dutch. This 
can be illustrated through a comparison of the average normalized Levenshtein 
distances. The Levenshtein distance is an index of the number of manipulations 
(changes and additions) needed to get from the shorter to the longer word form 
in two languages: the fewer manipulations are needed the closer two languages 
are. Normalized Levenshtein distances are controlled for length of the strings. The 
normalized Levenshtein distance is 99 for the Tarifit-Dutch language pair and 101 
for Turkish-Dutch (Automated Similarity Judgment Program, asjp62; Bakker et al., 
2009; Wichman, Holman, & Brown, 2016). There were no specific between-group 
differences expected for narrative comprehension, for reasons explained above.
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The third research question pertained to the impact of input and home environ-
ment on bilingual children’s lexical and narrative abilities in Dutch: Are input factors 
at home (language use, language richness, parental SES) related to Tarifit-Dutch and 
Turkish-Dutch children’s lexical and narrative comprehension in Dutch? Available 
research suggests that children’s narrative macrostructure is less amenable to 
language-specific input effects than their lexicon. We expected that Dutch lan-
guage use and language richness would be positively related to lexical outcomes in 
Dutch. Language use and language richness in the home language (Tarifit, Turkish) 
were expected to be negatively correlated with children’s Dutch lexical outcomes, 
as more home language use will imply less use of Dutch (Scheele et al., 2010). We 
furthermore expected that SES would be positively related to both children’s lexical 
(Prevoo et al., 2012) and narrative macrostructure (Pearson, 2002) development in 
Dutch, but that relationships would be stronger for lexical development (Pearson, 
2002). We formulated general predictions, but it cannot be excluded that differ-
ent patterns emerge for the two bilingual subgroups. As indicated above, previous 
research indicated that input patterns in the homes of Tarifit-Dutch children and 
Turkish-Dutch children are different (Scheele et al., 2010). Consequently, relation-
ships with lexical and narrative comprehension found for one bilingual group may 
not generalize to the other.

2. Method

2.1 Participants

For the present study, data from 114 Tarifit-Dutch, Turkish-Dutch and monolingual 
Dutch children were analyzed most of whom were 5 or 6 years old at the first testing 
time. Assignment to either the bi- or monolingual group was based on parental re-
port using the Questionnaire for Parents of Bilingual Children (PaBiQ) (Tuller, 2015). 
A child was considered monolingual if both parents always spoke Dutch to the 
child. A child was assigned to the bilingual group if at least one parent was a native 
speaker of the home language (Tarifit, Turkish), and spoke their native tongue with 
the child for an extensive period of the child’s life (more detailed information on 
language use at home can be found in the Results’ section, Table 5). The bilingual 
children were born in the Netherlands, and second or third generation migrant. 
From the age of 4 years they went to kindergarten, which implies that from the 
age of 4 years all children spent on average 24 hours a week during week days in a 
Dutch language environment. All parents reported that their child had received a 
considerable amount of exposure to Dutch before age 4 at home and/or in preschool 
programs and nurseries: on average 44% of this time (SD = 9), ranging between 29% 
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and 67%. For some children, their parents indicated that they received exposure to 
a third language. This was mostly Arabic, and was so infrequent (< 2% of the time) 
that the children cannot be considered trilingual. The bilingual group included 38 
Tarifit-Dutch children and 31 Turkish-Dutch children, and the monolingual group 
included 45 children. One bilingual child was diagnosed with a language disorder at 
time 3, and for this reason removed from the study. None of the children included 
in this study had a clinical diagnosis.

Data were collected at three times with one year between each testing time. 
The drop-out rate was minimal (< 3% of the total sample). For 34 Tarifit-Dutch, 21 
Turkish-Dutch and 43 monolingual Dutch children complete datasets were availa-
ble that included measures of lexical and narrative comprehension at all three times. 
At the second testing time, additional Turkish-Dutch children were recruited to 
have more equal numbers of Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch children. For these 
additional Turkish-Dutch children, data from only two testing times was therefore 
available. To include the data from all 114 children, we conducted separate anal-
yses for the three times and refrained from performing longitudinal analyses; the 
data-analytic strategy is explained below.

Table 1 provides information on the children’s ages in months, nonverbal IQ 
measured with the short version of the Wechsler Nonverbal Scale of Ability (Wechsler 
& Naglieri, 2008) and SES measured by PaBiQ and based on the average educational 
level of the mother and the father measured on a 9-point scale (see below for further 
details). In the monolingual sample, the majority of the parents (64%) scored 7–9 
on the 9-point scale (referring to higher secondary education, higher professional 
education, or university degree). In the bilingual sample, the majority of the parents 
(63%) scored below 7 on the 9-point scale (referring to (pre-)vocational education, 
elementary education, or no formal education).

Table 1. Number of children, mean age in months (standard deviation), mean nonverbal 
intelligence (standard deviation) and mean socio-economic status (standard deviation)  
in monolingual and bilingual groups

  N Age time 1 Age time 2 Age time 3 NVIQ SES

Bilingual 69 67 (7) 79 (7) 91 (7)  98 (14) 5 (2)
  Tar-Du 38 65 (7) 77 (7) 89 (7)  94 (14) 5 (2)
  Tur-Du 31 69 (7) 81 (6) 94 (6) 102 (13) 5 (2)
Monolingual 45 71 (8) 82 (8) 94 (8) 107 (15) 7 (2)

Note. NVIQ = nonverbal intelligence measured with the Wechsler Nonverbal Scale of Ability, standard score 
(M = 100, SD = 15); SES = socio-economic status indexed by the average educational level of both parents, 
average of both parents measured on a 9-point scale with 1 = no formal education and 9 = university degree 
(not available for 12 bilingual children).
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The monolingual sample contained 20 girls and 25 boys and the bilingual sam-
ple contained 35 girls and 34 boys. A 2x2 chi-square test showed that the dis-
tributions of boys and girls did not differ across the two groups (χ2(1) = .43, 
p = .51). The monolingual children were slightly older than the bilinguals at time 
1, F(1, 110) = 6.66, p = .01, ηp

2 = .06, time 2, F(1, 110) = 5.91, p = .02, ηp
2 = .05, and 

time 3, F(1, 103) = 5.53, p = .02, ηp
2 = .05. Nonverbal IQ scores were higher for the 

monolinguals compared to the bilinguals, F(1, 112) = 10.48, p = .002, ηp
2 = .09, as 

were outcomes for SES as indicated by an independent samples Mann-Whitney 
U test (U = 727, p < .001).

The Tarifit-Dutch sample contained 20 girls and 18 boys and the Turkish-Dutch 
sample contained 15 girls and 16 boys; the distributions did not differ across the 
two bilingual groups (χ2(1) = .12, p = .73). The Turkish-Dutch children were 
slightly older than the Tarifit-Dutch children at time 1, F(1, 65) = 5.30, p = .03, 
ηp

2 = .08, time 2, F(1, 65) = 6.45, p = .02, ηp
2 = .09, and time 3, F(1, 59) = 10.36, 

p = .002, ηp
2 = .15. Nonverbal IQ scores were higher for the Turkish-Dutch than 

the Tarifit-Dutch children, F(1, 67) = 6.34, p = .014, ηp
2 = .09. The two bilingual 

groups did not differ in SES (U = 727, p = .66).

2.2 Measures and materials

2.2.1 Lexical comprehension
Receptive vocabulary in Dutch was measured with the Peabody Picture Vocabulary 
Task (PPVT-III-NL; Schlichting, 2005). The PPVT is a standardized receptive vo-
cabulary test designed for the age range from 2 years and 3 months to 90 years. It 
contains 204 items divided over 17 sets. The sets are ordered according to difficulty 
and each set consists of twelve items. In this task, a child hears a stimulus word and 
has to choose the correct referent out of four pictures. The PPVT was administered 
and scored according to the official guidelines. This means that the starting set was 
determined by a child’s age and the task was terminated after a child produced 
nine or more errors within one set. For the analyses, raw PPVT scores were used.

2.2.2 Narrative comprehension
In this study, the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (MAIN; 
Gagarina et al., 2012) was used. This narrative task was created within the frame-
work of the COST Action IS0804 (Language Impairment in a Multilingual Society: 
Linguistic Patterns and the Road to Assessment). MAIN is an assessment tool that 
is suitable for children from 3 to 10 years old and can be used for the evaluation of 
both comprehension and production of narratives in both languages of a bilingual 
child. MAIN contains four stories (Cat, Dog, Baby birds, Baby goats), each with 
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a carefully designed, full-colour, six-picture sequence. The four stories are con-
trolled for cognitive and linguistic complexity, parallelism in macrostructure and 
microstructure, as well as cultural appropriateness and robustness (Gagarina et al., 
2012, p. 1). The parallel stories consist of three episodes and are of equal length. 
Each episode introduces one or more characters and allows for the description of 
internal states (e.g., curious, playful) of the character(s). Furthermore, each episode 
contains a goal (e.g, Cat wanted to catch the Butterfly), an attempt (e.g, Cat jumped 
forwards) and an outcome (e.g., Cat fell into the bush or Butterfly escaped). The 
current study used the Dutch MAIN version.

The narrative elicitation procedure can influence comparisons between mono-
linguals and bilinguals (Gutiérrez-Clellen, 2002). The design of MAIN with four 
stories allows the experimenter to use model story, retelling or story generation as 
the elicitation procedure. In the present study, a combination of model story and 
story generation was employed. The model story provides contextual support for 
the child to tell a story and enables testing listening comprehension. At the same 
time, the story generation task is less dependent on memory than a recall task. The 
children first heard the model story, which was followed by ten comprehension 
questions that targeted the goal of each episode (3 points), the internal states of 
the episode character (6 points), and a final question that also pertained to an 
internal state but that furthermore required a child to make an inference based on 
the story as a whole (1 point) (see Appendix). Subsequently, they were shown the 
six pictures of a new story and were asked to generate a story. After this, another 
ten comprehension questions were asked, which were structured in the same way 
as the questions about the model story.

Half of the children in the monolingual sample and half of the children in the 
bilingual sample had in Dutch a combination of Cat (listening comprehension) and 
Baby birds (story generation). The other half had a combination of Dog (listening 
comprehension) and Baby goats (story generation). Those bilingual children who 
had Cat (listening comprehension) and Baby birds (story generation) in Dutch, had 
Dog (listening comprehension) and Baby goats (story generation) in the home lan-
guage, and vice versa. For the present study, we did not consider the home language 
narratives. The order was fixed for all bilingual children: the home language was 
tested first and Dutch was tested one week later to eliminate the chance of learning 
effects from Dutch – the expected dominant language of most children – to the 
home language.

In this study, we focused on the comprehension questions. The reason is that 
our main aim was to compare language development across domains, and only 
in the receptive modality both lexical and narrative measures were available. All 
narratives were recorded with a highly sensitive microphone (Samson Go Mic) 
and were scored offline. A previous study with partly the same sample (a subset of 
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the monolinguals and bilinguals) revealed high agreement between two independ-
ent coders with inter-class coefficients of respectively .93 and .89 for the listening 
comprehension and comprehension after story generation (Boerma et al., 2016).

2.2.3 Home language environment
The PaBiQ (Tuller, 2015) provided information on language use and language rich-
ness in the children’s home environments and SES. The PaBiQ is a short version 
of a longer questionnaire piloted by research groups in several countries within 
COST Action IS0804, which was in part based on the ALEQ (Paradis, 2011) and 
the ALDeQ (Paradis et al., 2010). Dutch language use indicates the percentage of 
time a child was addressed in Dutch and was calculated as the mean percentage 
of Dutch input that the child received from his mother, father, siblings and other 
adults who took care of the child at least once per week. For each of these people 
we asked how often (s)he spoke Dutch to the child: ‘never’ (0%), ‘seldom’ (25%), 
‘sometimes’ (50%), ‘usually’ (75%) or ‘always’ (100%), and then we averaged the 
answers. The same was measured for home language use. This resulted in one value 
for Dutch language use and one value for home language use. Dutch language 
richness is a more qualitative measure that looks at how often Dutch is used with 
family friends and peers, as well as during reading activities, watching television/
movies, and oral storytelling, each measured on a three-point scale ranging from 
0 = very infrequently to 2 = every day. The same was measured for home language 
richness. For the variable language richness, all points for language use outside the 
home and different language activities were added up and divided by the maximum 
score that was possible (8). This resulted again in one richness value per language.

SES was calculated as the average educational level of the mother and the fa-
ther, as measured on a 9-point scale: (1) no education, (2) elementary education, 
(3) pre-vocational secondary education, (4) pre-vocational secondary education, 
theoretical programme, (5) vocational education, level 2 or 3, (6) vocational edu-
cation, level 4, (7) higher secondary education, (8) higher professional education, 
(9) university degree. Parental education is the most commonly used indicator of 
SES in research with children (Ensminger & Fothergill, 2003) and is predictive of 
other SES indicators such as income and profession (Bornstein, Hahn, Suwalsky, & 
Haynes, 2003).

2.3 Procedures

This research was screened by the Standing Ethical Assessment Committee of the 
Faculty of Social and Behavioral Sciences at Utrecht University. Criteria were met 
and further verification was not deemed necessary. Parents of participants gave 
informed consent. All participants were tested individually in a quiet room at their 
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school. They completed a battery of tests that included, in addition to vocabulary 
and narratives, several other tasks testing language, working memory and atten-
tion. The monolingual children were tested in two separate sessions, each lasting 
approximately one hour. The PPVT-III-NL and MAIN in Dutch were completed in 
the second session as the third and sixth tasks respectively. The bilingual children 
were tested in three sessions, of which the first was a session in the home language 
and the second and third were in Dutch. Just like the monolingual children, the 
bilingual children completed the PPVT-III-NL and MAIN in Dutch as the third 
and sixth tasks in the final session. Both tasks in the home language were completed 
in the first session. The first and the third test sessions were at least one week apart 
to reduce the chance of learning effects from the home language to Dutch. The 
parental questionnaire was administered during a telephone interview with one of 
the child’s parents. The interview was conducted by bilingual assistants who were 
proficient in both Dutch and Tarifit/Turkish and could therefore be carried out in 
the preferred language of the parent.

2.4 Data-analysis

2.4.1 Research question 1
We compared bilingual and monolingual children on lexical and narrative de-
velopment using analyses of variance with Group (bilingual, monolingual) as the 
independent variable and PPVT (raw scores), listening comprehension (MAIN1, 
proportion correct), and generated story comprehension (MAIN2, proportion cor-
rect) as dependent variables. In a few cases, research assistants, erroneously, did 
not ask all ten questions. The percentage of questions that were not asked out of all 
questions that should be asked was less than 1%. Omission of questions concerned 
8 monolingual (2.99%) and 20 bilingual children (5.21%) with no bias towards one 
of the two groups (χ2(1) = 1.90, p = .19). To correct for the omitted questions and 
avoid depressing the children’s scores because of experimenter errors, we calculated 
proportions correct with the total number of questions asked as the denominator. 
These adjusted proportions are only minimally different from proportional scores 
based on a denominator of 10 (= total number of questions that should be asked), 
as there were relatively few omitted questions. Hence the proportional scores we 
report closely reflect the number of correct items (i.e. a proportion of .86 reflects 
that on average about 8.6 questions received a correct answer).

To be able to include a maximum amount of data points, we ran separate anal-
yses for each time instead of including time as a within-subject factor using a re-
peated measures analysis of variance. This implies that the analyses do not account 
for the correlated nature of the data. The data set was not sufficiently large for 
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growth curve analyses. In order to evaluate any changes over time, differences in 
effect size between time 1, time 2 and time 3 were interpreted. For this, we followed 
the rule of thumb that a ηp

2 = .01 refers to a small effect, ηp
2 = .06 refers to a me-

dium effect, and ηp
2 = .14 refers to a large effect (Richardson, 2011). In cases where 

normality could be assumed, ANCOVAs were performed with age and NVIQ as 
a covariate because the monolinguals were slightly older and had a higher NVIQ 
scores than the bilinguals, as described earlier. The monolinguals also had higher 
SES. SES was not available for 12 of the bilingual children. For this reason, we did 
not include SES in analyses as a covariate unless adding SES as a covariate led to 
different results. In cases where normality could not be assumed, a Mann Whitney 
U test was performed. Because this test does not allow for the inclusion of covari-
ates, any statistically significant between-group differences were checked based on 
a subsample matched on age and NVIQ.

In addition, we explored whether there were any differences between bilingual 
and monolingual children based on the types of questions. To this end, the ques-
tions were grouped into three categories: goals, internal states and inferences. This 
was done for both listening comprehension and generated story comprehension 
at all three times. To determine whether there were any differences between the 
two groups in how well they did on each question category, χ2 tests were applied.

2.4.2 Research question 2
Between-group comparisons were performed to compare the two bilingual groups 
(Tarifit-Dutch, Turkish-Dutch), using the same strategy as for research question 1.

2.4.3 Research question 3
Correlational analyses (Spearman rank correlations) were performed within the 
two bilingual groups between the input measures Dutch language use, Dutch lan-
guage richness, Home language use, Home language richness, SES, on the one hand, 
and lexical (PPVT) and narrative comprehension (MAIN1, MAIN2) scores on the 
other hand. Following Cohen’s (1988) guidelines, correlations with a strength of 
.50 were considered strong, .30 were considered moderate and .10 were considered 
weak. Both Dutch and Home language use and richness were investigated; these 
values were not entirely complementary, because some children received (limited) 
exposure to a third language (see Participants’ section).

The analyses to answer the three research questions comprised multiple com-
parisons between the same groups and assessing multiple relations within the same 
groups, which may lead to an increase of a type 1 error. Because separate compari-
sons for lexical and narrative measures were planned, no Bonferroni corrections are 
needed to correct for multiple comparisons. We did apply a Bonferroni correction 
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to correct for the increase of comparisons because analyses were conducted for time 
1, time 2 and time 3 separately (α decision level = .05/3 = .015), in order to prevent 
type 1 errors but also avoid being unnecessarily stringent and increasing the risk 
of a type 2 error (Armstrong, 2014).

3. Results

3.1 Research question 1: Comparing bilingual and monolingual children

The results of the lexical and narrative measures at time 1, time 2 and time 3 are 
summarized in Table 2 for the bilingual and monolingual group.

Table 2. Lexical and narrative development in the bilingual and monolingual samples, 
means (standard deviations)

  Bilingual   Monolingual

PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2 PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2

Time 1 73 (11) .86 (.15) .69 (.19)    88 (12) .92 (.09) .83 (.16)
Time 2 84 (12) .91 (.11) .80 (.17) 100 (12) .93 (.08) .86 (.14)
Time 3 93 (10) .94 (.08) .90 (.13) 106 (11) .91 (.09) .91 (.15)

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (lexicon comprehension), raw scores; MAIN1 = Multilingual 
Assessment Instrument for Narratives (listening comprehension), proportion correctly answered questions; 
MAIN2 = Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (generated story comprehension), proportion 
correctly answered questions; for most children, the percentage is based on n out of 10 questions, hence it can 
be assumed that an average proportion of .86 refers to an average of about 8.6 items correct.

3.1.1 Lexical comprehension
An ANCOVA with Group (monolingual, bilingual) as the between-subjects vari-
able and Age and NVIQ as covariate and raw PPVT scores as the dependent var-
iable showed that the monolingual children performed better than the bilingual 
children at time 1, F(1, 102) = 25.39, p < .001, ηp

2 = .20, time 2, F(1, 108) = 31.81, 
p < .001, ηp

2 = .23, and time 3, F(1, 101) = 19.46, p < .001, ηp
2 = .16. Age was 

a significant covariate at time 1, F(1, 102) = 35.64, p < .001, ηp
2 = .26, time 2, 

F(1, 108) = 37.68, p < .001, ηp
2 = .26, and time 3, F(1, 101) = 15.26, p < .001, 

ηp
2 = .13. NVIQ was a significant covariate at time 1, F(1, 102) = 9.21, p = .003, 

ηp
2 = .08, time 2, F(1, 108) = 12.65, p < .001, ηp

2 = .11, and time 3, F(1, 101) = 20.69, 
p < .001, ηp

2 = .17. Analyses that also included SES as a covariate, in addition to 
Age and NVIQ, produced similar results with respect to the between-group dif-
ference. These analyses showed a decreasing effect size (time 1 ηp

2 = .16; time 2 
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ηp
2 = .17; time 3 ηp

2 = .10). The between-group differences are significant with 
and without a Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. To further verify 
the between-group differences, a matched-group analysis was performed which 
included subgroups of 40 monolingual and 40 bilingual children for whom full 
datasets were available and that were matched on NVIQ, F(1, 78) = 1.31, p = .26, 
and Age, F(1, 78) = .70, p = .41. The monolinguals outperformed the bilinguals 
on lexicon comprehension at time 1, F(1, 78) = 23.23, p < .001, ηp

2 = .23, time 2, 
F(1, 78) = 78.74, p < .001, ηp

2 = .27, and time 3, F(1, 78) = 18.16, p < .001, ηp
2 = .19.

3.1.2 Narrative comprehension
The children in both groups performed accurately on the narrative comprehen-
sion questions. Due to the children’s high accuracies, MAIN scores deviated from 
normality and for this reason non-parametric tests were employed. We first inves-
tigated whether performance on MAIN1 (listening comprehension) and MAIN2 
(generated story comprehension) was different (Maviş et al., 2016). A Wilcoxon 
Signed Ranked test revealed better performance on MAIN1 than MAIN2 at time 1 
(W = 460, p < .001) and time 2 (W = 700, p < .001). At time 3, the difference did not 
reach significance (W = 966, p = .095). These results indicate that separate treat-
ment of the two outcomes is warranted. Mann-Whitney U tests with Bonferroni 
correction revealed no differences between bilinguals and monolinguals on MAIN1 
at time 1, time 2 and time 3. On MAIN2, the monolinguals outperformed the bi-
linguals at time 1 (U = 843, p < .001). The between-group difference at time 1 could 
be related to the lower NVIQ and younger age of the bilingual group, which both 
correlate significantly with MAIN2 scores at time 1 (NVIQ: rs(110) = .27, p = .004; 
Age: rs(110) = .39, p < .001). An analysis with the subgroups of 40 bilingual chil-
dren and 40 monolinguals matched on NVIQ and Age showed that the associated 
p-value is higher than the Bonferroni corrected α decision level (.015), suggesting 
no difference (U = 688, p = .017). At times 2 and 3 the two groups did not differ 
significantly from each other.

MAIN comprehension questions asked about goals, internal states and required 
children to make inferences. Table 3 shows how bilingual and monolingual children 
responded to the three different question types. The proportions relative to the total 
number of points for all question types within a group at a certain time are shown. 
Points per question are listed in the Appendix. The proportions demonstrate very 
similar distributions for the monolinguals and bilinguals. None of the six χ2 tests 
(computed based on absolute points) returned a significant result, neither at the α 
decision level of .05 nor at the more stringent .015 level, confirming that the groups 
overall showed few differences on narrative comprehension.
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Table 3. Proportions of points per question type (goals, internal states, inferences) 
in the bilingual and monolingual samples for listening comprehension/generated 
story comprehension

  Bilingual   Monolingual

Goals Internal 
states

Inferences Goals Internal 
states

Inferences

Time 1 .33/.35 .60/.54 .07/.11   .32/.33 .62/.56 .06/.10
Time 2 .31/.33 .60/.57 .09/.10 .32/.34 .62/.54 .06/.11
Time 3 .32/.33 .61/.57 .07/.11 .33/.32 .63/.58 .05/.10

3.2 Research question 2: Comparing bilingual Tarifit-Dutch 
and Turkish-Dutch children

The results on the lexical and narrative measures at time 1, time 2 and time 3 are 
summarized in Table 4 for the two bilingual groups separately.

Table 4. Lexical and narrative development in the Tarifit-Dutch 
and Turkish-Dutch samples, means (standard deviations)

  Bilingual Tar-Du   Bilingual Tur-Du

PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2 PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2

Time 1  73 (11) .83 (.15) .66 (.19)   73 (12) .89 (.14) .74 (.19)
Time 2  83 (12) .93 (.10) .74 (.19) 84 (12) .90 (.12) .88 (.12)
Time 3 93 (9) .94 (.08) .87 (.12) 94 (13) .94 (.09) .93 (.13)

Note. PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (lexicon comprehension), raw scores; MAIN1 = Multilingual 
Assessment Instrument for Narratives (listening comprehension), proportion correctly answered questions; 
MAIN2 = Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (generated story comprehension), proportion 
correctly answered questions; for most children, the percentage is based on n out of 10 questions, hence it can 
be assumed that an average proportion of .86 refers to an average of about 8.6 items correct.

3.2.1 Lexical comprehension
An ANCOVA with Group (Tarifit-Dutch, Turkish-Dutch) as the between-subjects 
variable, Age and NVIQ as covariates and raw PPVT scores as the dependent var-
iable did not return a significant effect of Group at time 1, time 2, or time 3, indi-
cating that the Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch children children did not differ in 
comprehending Dutch words.

3.2.2 Narrative comprehension
Nonparametric Mann Whitney U tests showed no differences between the two 
groups for MAIN1 scores at time 1, time 2 and time 3, showing that children in 
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the two groups did not differ in listening comprehension. The descriptive statistics 
in Table 6 suggest that the Turkish-Dutch children had somewhat higher MAIN2 
outcomes. This difference, however, only reached significance at time 2 (U = 288, 
p = .002). The Tarifit-Dutch children were younger and scored lower on NVIQ 
than the Turkish-Dutch children, and these differences may explain Tarifit-Dutch 
children’s lower accuracy. In the bilingual sample, Age at time 2 was not signifi-
cantly correlated with MAIN2 scores (rs(65) = .23, p = .072), but the correlation 
with NVIQ did reach significance (rs(65) = .25, p = .047). An analysis which in-
cluded a subgroup of 25 bilingual Tarifit-Dutch children and 25 bilingual Turkish-
Dutch children who did, on average, not differ in NVIQ (F(1, 48) = 1.13, p = .720) 
and Age (F(1, 48) = 3.42, p = .071) however confirmed the lower performance of 
the Tarifit-Dutch children on MAIN2 at time 2 (U = 181, p = .009). No significant 
between-group differences emerged for MAIN2 at times 1 and 3. Recall that for all 
comparisons a Bonferroni-corrected α decision level of .015 was used.

3.3 Research question 3: The role of input in the bilingual samples

Table 5 provides the descriptive data about language use in the homes of the bilin-
gual Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch children.

Table 5. Language use at home, means (standard deviations) 
and 95% CI interval of the difference

  Bilingual Tar-Du Bilingual Tur-Du 95% CI interval

D-Use   .59 (.10) a .44 (.10) [−.21–−.09]
D-Rich .83 (.10) .70 (.16) [−20–−.06]
H-Use   .37 (.09) a .56 (.13) [.13–.24]
H-Rich .19 (.11) .57 (.21) [.30–.46]

Note. D-Use = use of Dutch at home; D-Rich = Dutch richness at home; H-Use = use of the home language 
(Tarifit, Turkish) at home; H-Rich = home language (Tarifit, Turkish) richness at home.
a. D-Use and H-Use do not add up to 1.00 because in a few cases, parents indicated use of a third language; 
this was only 2% of the time, hence the children cannot be considered trilingual.

For none of the four variables, zero was part of the 95% confidence interval of 
the difference indicating that Dutch use and richness scores were higher in the 
Tarifit-Dutch group than in the Turkish-Dutch group. Home language use and 
richness were higher in the Turkish-Dutch group compared to the Tarifit-Dutch 
group.

Table 6 provides an overview of the correlations between input variables, 
on the one hand, and lexical and narrative comprehension, on the other in the 
Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch group, respectively.
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Table 6. Correlations between lexical and narrative measures and input measures 
in the Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch samples

Tarifit-Dutch
  Time 1   Time 2   Time 3

PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2 PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2 PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2

D-Use   .02   .08   .10     .06   −.42* −.27   −.01   .01   .01
D-Rich −.08 −.13   .10 −.09   −.40* −.27 −.14 −.06   .08
H-Use −.03 −.21   .07 −.13    .43*   .28   .05   .03 −.02
H-Rich   .06    .44*   .17   .07   .32    .39*   .18   .26   .04
SES −.02   .05 −.02 −.09 −.33 −.09 −.12   −.36* −.19

Turkish-Dutch
  Time 1   Time 2   Time 3

PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2 PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2 PPVT MAIN1 MAIN2

D-Use    .44*   .35   .40     .46*   .10   .04      .44*   .20 −.01
D-Rich   .40   .29   .16   .38 −.03   .30   .30   .29   .09
H-Use   −.44* −.35 −.40   −.46* −.10 −.04   −.44* −.20   .01
H-Rich −.41 −.19   .03 −.32 −.19 −.03   −.48*  −.002 −.01
SES   .32   .18   .18    .54*   .10   .35     .60** −.04 −.15

Note. D-Use = use of Dutch at home; D-Rich = Dutch richness at home; H-Use = use of the home language 
(Tarifit, Turkish) at home; H-rich = home language (Tarifit, Turkish) richness at home; SES = socioeconomic 
status indexed by the average educational level of both parents; PPVT = Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test 
(lexicon comprehension); MAIN1 = Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (listening compre-
hension); MAIN2 = Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (generated story comprehension)
* correlation is significant at the .05 level
** correlation is significant at the .01 level; correlations that are moderate (.30) or strong (.50) are marked 
through grey cells (following Cohen, 1988); correlations in bold are significant after Bonferroni correction.

The correlations in Table 6 show different patterns for the two bilingual groups. 
The only correlation in the Tarifit-Dutch group that reached significance (after 
Bonferroni correction) was the correlation between Home language richness and 
MAIN1 at time 1 (p = .011), showing that children with richer input at home in 
Tarifit scored higher on listening comprehension. In the Turkish-Dutch group, the 
correlations between Dutch use and Home language use, on the one hand, and 
PPVT at times 1, 2 and 3 were not significant anymore after Bonferroni correc-
tion. The correlation between SES and PPVT at times 2 and 3 remained significant 
(p = .007; p = .004).

To examine whether or not the relation between SES and Dutch lexical com-
prehension was mediated by Dutch use, partial correlations were performed be-
tween lexical comprehension at time 2 and time 3 and SES in which the effect of 
Dutch use was partialled out. Controlling for Dutch use weakened the strength of 
the relationship between SES and PPVT at both times. Both at time 2 and 3, the 
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partial correlation was not significant anymore (time 2: r(21) = .39, p = .069; time 3: 
r(18) = .42, p = .063). The relation between SES and Turkish-Dutch children’s com-
prehension of Dutch words is thus in part explained by Dutch use at home.

4. Discussion and conclusion

In this study we researched the majority language (Dutch) development of bilingual 
Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch children who are raised in families that migrated 
from Morocco and Turkey to the Netherlands. Our main aim was to investigate the 
children’s Dutch language comprehension across two domains: lexicon and nar-
ration. The bilingual group performed consistently less well than a monolingual 
control group on Dutch lexical comprehension, but the two groups hardly differed in 
their performance on Dutch narrative comprehension. Dutch lexical comprehension 
was unrelated to the input that the bilinguals received in their home environment, 
whereas home language use (in contrast with Dutch language use) and home lan-
guage richness were positively associated with narrative comprehension. The bilin-
gual Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch subgroups performed the same on lexical 
comprehension. There were some indications that the Turkish-Dutch children were 
better at comprehending Dutch narratives than the Tarifit-Dutch group. Moreover, 
correlations between input at home and Dutch lexical and narrative comprehension 
were different across the two bilingual groups, although it must be noted that, out 
of the many correlations that were computed few were statistically significant. The 
results suggest, first, that bilingual language delays may not hold for all domains of 
language, and might be more prominent for the comprehension of (single) words 
than for children’s understanding of (short) stories. Secondly, results found for one 
bilingual group do not necessarily generalize to another group of bilingual children.

4.1 Lexical and narrative comprehension: Bilinguals versus monolinguals

The lower lexical outcomes of the bilingual group parallel the often reported finding 
that bilingual children have smaller vocabularies (when measured in one language) 
compared to monolinguals (Bialystok et al., 2010), and reflects the distributed na-
ture of bilingual children’s lexical knowledge, which, in turn, reflects their distrib-
uted input (Oller & Pearson, 2002; Pearson et al., 1993). The lexical gap between 
bilinguals and monolinguals was found at all three times. Even though there are 
indications that the gap narrowed, the effect size at time 3 was still medium-sized 
(at best), suggesting that lexical differences between bilingual and monolinguals are 
persistent. This is not surprising, as vocabulary is a ‘moving target’ that continues 
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to grow also in monolingual children and does not have a point at which it is com-
pleted (Paradis et al., 2010). Previous research that found similarly sized vocabular-
ies across bilingual and monolingual children compared the children’s conceptual 
or total vocabularies, which are vocabulary measures that include both languages 
of bilingual children (Hoff et al., 2012; Pearson et al., 1997). Other research that 
found no bilingual vocabulary delays compared bilingual children to monolingual 
norms (Pearson et al., 1993), instead of a control group, as was done in the present 
study. The normal range of variation is usually wide which reduces the likelihood 
of finding statistically significant differences between bilinguals and monolinguals 
(Bialystok, 2001), explaining discrepancies between studies that compare bilingual 
children with monolingual norms versus a monolingual control group.

In the present study, both the bilingual and monolingual children were highly 
accurate at narrative comprehension, indicating that the comprehension questions 
were relatively easy for 5- to 8-year-old children, in particular for the monolinguals 
over the full age range (5–8 years), and bilinguals from time 2 onwards (age 6–8 
years). Listening comprehension scores were higher than generated story compre-
hension scores. High accuracies on MAIN comprehension questions are not atyp-
ical. Lindgren (2019) tested 17 Swedish monolingual children with MAIN at age 
4;4 (time 1), 5;10 (time 2) and 7;4 (time 3) and observed a steep increase between 
times 1 and 2, but no further improvement between times 2 and 3. The lack of 
growth suggests a plateau effect that may stem from a lack of possibilities to grow, 
as children had, on average, between 80% and 90% correct at times 2 and 3. Rodina 
(2017) used MAIN with a sample of 4- to 6-year-old children (Russian-Norwegian 
bilingual, Russian and Norwegian monolingual), and found that the children’s ac-
curacies ranged between 7 and 10 points on a 10-point scale. Roch, Florit, and 
Levorato (2016) report an average of 6.5 questions (out of 9) correct for generated 
story comprehension and an average of 8.5 questions (out of 9) correctly answered 
questions after retelling a story in Italian by Italian-English children who are on 
average 5 years old. Similar accuracies are reported for generated story comprehen-
sion of bilingual Swedish-English 5-year old children (Bohnacker, 2016), and gen-
erated story comprehension and retelling of bilingual Polish-English (Otwinowska 
et al., 2018) 5-year old children.

In our study, as in other studies (Maviş et al., 2016; Otwinowska et al., 2018), 
the children were more accurate at listening comprehension, and answering the 
questions about a story told by someone else, than answering questions after story 
generation. This does not necessarily show that the children understand their own 
stories less well than those told by others. The stories that the children generate 
themselves can deviate from the ‘expected’ story. As a result, the pre-formulated 
comprehension questions may not always match the children’s story, resulting 
in lower scores. When using pre-formulated comprehension questions, listening 
comprehension may thus be a better measure of narrative comprehension than 
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comprehension questions that target a story that the children generated themselves. 
Interestingly, the children performed relatively well on the inferencing question 
about their own story (Appendix, Table 3), suggesting that they are able to draw 
correct inferences based on their own story.

At all three times, bilingual and monolingual children did not differ in listen-
ing comprehension, and the same was found at times 2 and 3 for generated story 
comprehension. Overall similar performance across the two groups was confirmed 
by more fine-grained comparisons of children’s understanding of goals, internal 
states or inferences, and is in line with previous research (Boerma et al., 2016; 
Hipfner-Boucher et al., 2015; Rodina, 2017). Some caution is required, however, 
as ceiling performance may have masked better performance of the monolinguals, 
in particular for listening comprehension where scores were higher compared to 
generated story comprehension. As regards generated story comprehension, we 
found that at time 1, the monolingual children were more accurate than the bilin-
gual children. In order to verify whether differences in nonverbal intelligence and 
age between the bilinguals and monolinguals could be responsible for the observed 
difference at time 1 on generated story comprehension, we compared subgroups 
of bilinguals and monolinguals matched on age and nonverbal intelligence sug-
gests. This resulted in a p-value that just exceeded the α decision level, suggesting 
no difference. Note, however, that the combined effect of a smaller sample, use of 
non-parametric tests and application of a Bonferroni correction leads to an elevated 
risk of a type 2 error. It seems safe to conclude that there is some evidence for a 
difference between bilinguals and monolinguals on generated story comprehension, 
but the difference is small and disappears as a function of development.

4.2 Lexical and narrative comprehension: Variation within 
a bilingual sample

The Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch groups did not differ in Dutch lexical compre-
hension. Whereas in the Turkish-Dutch group, input at home showed moderate to 
strong correlations with Dutch lexical comprehension, most correlations between 
input at home and lexical comprehension were close to zero in the Tarifit-Dutch 
group. Moreover, in the Turkish-Dutch group, lexical comprehension was positively 
correlated with SES. The relationship between SES and lexical comprehension was, 
in part, mediated by Dutch use at home, revealing that better lexical comprehension 
of Turkish-Dutch children with more highly educated parents is partly explained by 
the observation that more highly educated Turkish-Dutch parents use more Dutch 
at home when interacting with their children. Prevoo and colleagues (2013) found 
a similar pattern in this group of children. In their study, particularly Dutch read-
ing activities, which were relatively more undertaken by the more highly educated 
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parents, contributed to the mediation effect. In the Tarifit-Dutch group, SES did 
not correlate with Dutch lexical comprehension.

As regards listening comprehension, both bilingual groups showed the 
same highly accurate performance. The Turkish-Dutch group outperformed the 
Tarifit-Dutch group on generated story comprehension at time 2, but at times 1 
and 3 no between-group difference emerged. Analyses with matched subgroups 
(age, nonverbal intelligence) confirmed the between-group difference at time 2, 
suggesting a robust effect. At first glance, the presence of a difference at time 2, and 
not at times 1 and 3, may be hard to interpret. Descriptive data suggest the same 
pattern at all three times, however, and given the small size of the subgroups, the 
absence of significance at times 1 and 3 may stem from a lack of power.

In the Tarifit-Dutch group, one relation with input reached significance after 
Bonferroni correction: the relation between home language richness and listening 
comprehension time 1. The language richness score is an aggregate score that meas-
ures the frequency of language use across several activities: reading (books, mag-
azines, comics, newspapers), watching movies (television, cinema), story-telling, 
interacting with peers and friends. As these activities all involve understanding 
language beyond the level of individual words and sentences, it is not surpris-
ing that language use during these activities would support children’s narrative 
comprehension. It is more striking that this relationship reached significance even 
though the home language richness score in the Tarifit-Dutch group is low, which 
could be related to a lack of resources in this language. Other relations did not 
reach significance but were moderately strong and potentially meaningful: Tarifit 
at home was positively correlated with narrative comprehension and Dutch use 
and richness correlated negatively with narrative comprehension. The observation 
that the relationships with Tarifit and Dutch are in opposite directions suggests 
that the type of input in these two languages is different and that, in the home 
environment, Tarifit input is more helpful for children’s narrative comprehension 
than Dutch input. In the Turkish-Dutch group, input at home was not significantly 
correlated with narrative comprehension, but again there were several moderately 
strong correlations. The pattern that emerged in the Turkish-Dutch showed that 
Dutch use and richness were positively correlated with narrative comprehension, 
while home language use was negatively related with narrative comprehension.

The patterns in the Tarifit-Dutch group suggest that experiences in the home 
language can be transferred to narrative comprehension in the majority language 
(Pearson, 2002; Uccelli & Páez, 2007), whereas patterns in Turkish-Dutch group 
suggest that SES and Dutch input at home are related to Dutch lexicon and narration 
(Pearson, 2002; Prevoo et al., 2012). Relations between home language use are not 
found for lexicon, as expected, confirming that transfer is less important for bilin-
gual children’s lexical development in the majority language than for their narrative 
development. The observation that SES is correlated with lexical comprehension 
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and not with narrative comprehension in our study may reflect the pattern found 
by Pearson (2002) who reports stronger relationships between SES and narrative 
microstructure, which includes lexical knowledge, than between SES and narrative 
macrostructure.

Intriguingly, across Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch children, different pat-
terns emerged. The results suggest that input differs across these two bilingual pop-
ulations, in line with the expectations (Scheele et al., 2010), but also indicate that 
SES and language richness are differently related to Dutch language outcomes in the 
two groups. Parental education – the measure we used for SES – is an often-used 
measure in monolingual populations (Bornstein et al. 2003; Ensminger & Fothergill, 
2003). However, differences in educational opportunities may imply that parental 
level of education does not index the same across cultures and countries. Within 
the scope of our research, we are unable to fully interpret the differential correla-
tions that emerged between input and Dutch narrative comprehension. The reason 
is that the parent questionnaire we administered (PaBiQ, Tuller, 2015) provides 
information on language use and richness, but it does not provide insight into 
more detailed qualitative aspects of input at home such as richness of interaction 
and conversational style. Such factors are relevant for the narrative development of 
children growing up in low-SES families (Reese, Leyva, Sparks, & Grolnick, 2010), 
and could vary across language and cultures, and between the parents’ first language 
(home language) versus second language (Dutch). The questions what parental 
education means across countries and cultures and how language practices at home 
vary across bilingual populations require further, in-depth research.

The home environment makes up only a part of the total input that children 
receive, raising the question whether differences in input outside the home environ-
ment can explain the differential patterns found for the two bilingual subgroups. The 
PaBiQ does not provide specific information on sources of Dutch input outside the 
home environment. However, for all children in the study, the school environment 
is a major input source, as children in the Netherlands spend, on average, more than 
20 hours a week at school from age 4 years. We do not expect that exposure at school 
explains the variation, as the school situation (including access to early preschool 
and care facilities) is the same for the Turkish-Dutch and Tarifit-Dutch children and 
children in both groups were recruited from the same schools.

4.3 Clinical and educational implications

The results of this study have two important implications. First, they confirm that 
lexical measures are not well suited for identifying a Developmental Language 
Disorder in bilingual children, as bilingual children with typical language devel-
opment are outperformed by their monolingual peers (Engel de Abreu et al., 2013). 
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Narrative macrostructure measures, in contrast, may be more suited as these show 
limited effects of bilingualism, but are sensitive to DLD (Boerma et al., 2016). Note 
that from a clinical perspective, the high accuracies that emerged in the current 
study are unproblematic, as long as children with DLD are not at ceiling. Previous 
research with MAIN shows that at time 1, 5 and 6-year old monolingual Dutch 
children with DLD score, on average, 8.1 (SD = 1.8) on listening comprehension 
(out of 10 questions) (Blom & Boerma, 2016). The same study shows that one year 
later, the children with DLD have improved and score 8.9 (SD = 1.2). Moreover, 
only at time 1, typically developing controls outperformed the DLD group, sug-
gesting that at later ages, listening comprehension as measured by MAIN is not 
optimal for identifying DLD in bilingual children. Second, as lexical knowledge 
in the majority language is related to educational achievements (Snow et al., 1998; 
Dickinson & Tabors, 2001; Oller & Pearson, 2002; August & Shanahan, 2006), the 
persistent lexical gap is a risk factor that may threaten equal educational opportu-
nities, in particular in the case of low-SES bilingual children because effects of SES 
and distributed input may add up.

4.4 Limitations of the study and future research

Several comparisons and correlations in the present study did not reach signif-
icance. This may signal that differences or relationships do not exist, but other 
explanations should be considered as well. Ceiling performance may have limited 
the possibility of finding between-group differences on narrative comprehension. 
The sample in the study was relatively small – in particular in the analyses focused 
on bilingual subgroups – and further reduced due to missing values; a lack of power 
could be a cause of several null results. We suggest future cross-language-domain 
longitudinal research with larger samples that allow for growth curve analyses. 
In previous research, we found that home language use and richness measured 
with the PaBiQ show significant and moderate to strong correlations with home 
language vocabulary (Blom, 2019). Moreover, differences between Turkish-Dutch 
and Tarifit-Dutch in language use at home pattern as expected (Scheele et al. 2010), 
suggesting that the PaBiQ is an adequate general measure of input at home. The 
PaBiQ is also limited, however, and does not provide insight into qualitative aspects 
of interactions, as pointed out earlier. Future research could make use of more de-
tailed parent questionnaires and/or home observations across different bilingual 
populations. The use of parental education as an index of SES also requires further 
research, specifically in relation to different bilingual populations and different 
countries where bilinguals in the target groups migrated from.
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4.5 Conclusions

Although bilingual Tarifit-Dutch and Turkish-Dutch children are outperformed by 
monolingual Dutch children on a single-language measure of lexical comprehen-
sion, their outcomes on a single-language measure of narrative comprehension did 
not differ. The first conclusion is therefore that bilingual children may lag behind 
in the majority language in one language domain (lexical comprehension), but that 
this does not generalize to another language domain (narrative comprehension). A 
second conclusion is that home language input, and particularly use of the home 
language during different activities (reading, watching movies, telling stories, con-
versations with friends) may support bilingual migrant children’s narrative compre-
hension in the majority language. In the present study, this effect was, however, only 
found in the Tarifit-Dutch group and not in the Turkish-Dutch group. In contrast, 
effects of SES were related to Dutch lexical comprehension in the Turkish-Dutch 
group only. This brings us to the third conclusion that relations between factors in 
the home environment of migrant children and majority language development 
may hold for one bilingual group but not for the other. This finding emphasizes the 
importance of research that considers the home environment of bilingual children 
from different language and cultural backgrounds.
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Appendix 1.  Listening comprehension, sum of points per question  
(number of children who received this question)

  Time 1   Time 2   Time 3

Bilingual Monolingual Bilingual Monolingual Bilingual Monolingual

1 62 (66) 44 (44)   64 (65) 45 (45)   61 (61) 44 (44)
2 64 (66) 45 (45) 64 (65) 44 (45) 61 (61) 44 (44)
3 55 (67) 43 (45) 59 (66) 41 (44) 56 (60) 40 (44)
4 62 (67) 44 (45) 64 (66) 44 (45) 60 (61) 43 (43)
5 65 (67) 45 (45) 65 (66) 45 (45) 61 (61) 44 (44)
6 64 (67) 45 (45) 64 (66) 44 (45) 58 (60) 43 (43)
7 66 (67) 45 (45) 64 (66) 44 (45) 59 (61) 42 (43)
8 50 (66) 40 (44) 57 (66) 43 (45) 58 (61) 40 (44)
9 44 (66) 39 (44) 55 (66) 43 (45) 56 (61) 37 (44)
10 39 (67) 23 (45) 54 (66) 24 (44) 41 (60) 19 (44)

Note. 1 = goal episode 1; 2 = internal state as reaction episode 1; 3 = explanation internal state as reaction 
episode 1; 4 = goal episode 2; 5 = internal state as reaction episode 2; 6 = explanation internal state as reaction 
episode 2; 7 = goal episode 3; 8 = internal state as reaction episode 3; 9 = explanation internal state as reaction 
episode 3; 10 = inference based on whole story.
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Appendix 2.  Generated story comprehension (sum of points per question), 
sum of points per question (number of children who received 
this question)

  Time 1   Time 2   Time 3

Bilingual Monolingual Bilingual Monolingual Bilingual Monolingual

1 48 (63) 41 (45)   57 (66) 43 (45)   60 (61) 43 (43)
2 47 (66) 37 (45) 57 (66) 37 (45) 50 (61) 40 (44)
3 35 (65) 35 (45) 42 (63) 34 (45) 45 (61) 36 (44)
4 62 (64) 43 (45) 63 (66) 45 (45) 61 (61) 43 (44)
5 60 (66) 45 (45) 63 (66) 44 (45) 61 (61) 44 (44)
6 51 (64) 44 (45) 61 (66) 43 (45) 59 (61) 42 (44)
7 46 (61) 41 (45) 57 (66) 42 (44) 55 (60) 40 (44)
8 28 (62) 29 (45) 42 (66) 31 (44) 48 (61) 35 (44)
9 20 (62) 21 (45) 36 (66) 27 (44) 43 (61) 34 (44)
10 50 (64) 39 (45) 53 (65) 41 (44) 59 (61) 40 (43)

Note. 1 = goal episode 1; 2 = internal state as reaction episode 1; 3 = explanation internal state as reaction 
episode 1; 4 = goal episode 2; 5 = internal state as reaction episode 2; 6 = explanation internal state as reaction 
episode 2; 7 = goal episode 3; 8 = internal state as reaction episode 3; 9 = explanation internal state as reaction 
episode 3; 10 = inference based on whole story.
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Why do you think the boy would be unhappy 
if he saw what the cat was eating?
Comprehension of German narratives in Russian- 
and Turkish-German bilingual children

Natalia Gagarina1,2, Nathalie Topaj1 and Natalie Sürmeli1

1Leibniz-Centre General Linguistics (ZAS) / 2Uppsala University

The present study traces longitudinal trajectories of narrative comprehension in 
L2 German in 57 Russian- and Turkish-German bilingual children, for two age 
groups with a mean starting age of 3;6 and 4;3, respectively. The children an-
swered comprehension questions from the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for 
Narratives in their L2 German. They were tested three times with a one-year in-
terval in between, so that by the last time children had a mean age of 5;6 and 6;2, 
respectively. Comprehension questions targeted two types of elements of macro-
structure, goals and internal states, in two modes, telling and model story. Results 
showed a significant improvement of narrative comprehension over time in both 
age groups. The steepest slope of development was found between three and five 
years. By age five, the children were able to answer the majority of comprehension 
questions, whilst after that, a plateau in the development was observed. Generally, 
goals were easier to comprehend than internal states, at all test times, for all 
groups and elicitation modes. The study enriches our knowledge of L2 bilingual 
trajectories of the comprehension of goals and internal states by showing that 
these two components of macrostructure require different inferencing skills and 
that goals are cognitively easier to infer as compared to internal states.

Keywords: narrative comprehension, macrostructure, bilingual children, 
German, MAIN

1. Introduction

Narrative comprehension is an indispensable part of narrative competence. It in-
volves, among other things, the understanding and interpretation of visual and/or 
oral stimuli (depending on the task), i.e. the mental construction of a basic story 
organization on a macrostructure level (Bohnacker, 2016; Gagarina et al., 2012; 

https://doi.org/10.1075/sibil.61.08gag
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Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso & Nickels, 1992; Trabasso & Rodkin, 1994; among 
others). It also includes the ability to infer protagonists’ feelings and thoughts, i.e. 
to literally get into their mind, which is often called theory of mind (e.g., De Cat, 
2008; Leslie, 1987; Tomasello, 2003; Wellman, Cross, & Watson, 2001). Last but 
not least, memory capacity, information processing, and other cognitive abilities 
are also required for the development of narrative comprehension (Bel, Ortells, 
& Morgan, 2015). Thus, narrative comprehension includes a whole complex of 
linguistic and cognitive skills which gradually develop with age before reaching 
the adult target level.

Language comprehension precedes production in general language develop-
ment (Hendriks & Koster, 2010) and researchers mainly investigate comprehen-
sion of the lexicon and grammar, following its development throughout childhood. 
Much less attention has been paid to the comprehension of narratives, e.g., sto-
ries expressed by means of pictorial and/or oral stimuli. Only recently (with some 
exceptions) have researchers taken up this interest (see, e.g., Bohnacker, 2016; 
Gagarina et al., 2012; Lindgren, 2018; Maviş, Tunçer, & Gagarina, 2016; Stein & 
Glenn, 1979; Trabasso & Rodkin, 1994; among others). Given the importance of 
narrative comprehension in educational and professional contexts, it is surprising 
that comprehension of content in oral texts has received so little attention so far.

Development of narrative skills follows the acquisition of basic lexical, syn-
tactic, and morphological categories of a language (cf. Bamberg, 1994; Berman & 
Slobin, 1994; Hickmann, 2003; among others). While narrative production can be 
assessed by the onset of active narrative development starting at around age four 
(e.g., Berman & Slobin, 1994; Berman, 2009; Stein, 1988), assessing narrative skills 
through comprehension tasks is possible with younger children who still have quite 
restricted productive abilities. This applies not only to monolingual but also to 
bilingual children, who might acquire their languages at different ages.

Although research using data collected from bilingual children is still under-
represented, bilingual children have been found to acquire macrostructure in the 
same manner as monolingual children (cf. Akinci, Jisa, & Kern, 2001; Fiestas & 
Peña, 2004; Gagarina et al., 2015; Kunnari, Välimaa, & Laukkanen-Nevala, 2016; 
among others). Moreover, bilingual children who acquire two languages sequen-
tially may transfer their narrative skills from one language to another to some de-
gree: “successive bilinguals catch up more quickly for story structure because it is a 
cognitive-linguistic interface skill that can be shared with the first language (Paradis 
et al., 2011; Paradis & Schneider, 2008; Pearson, 2002)” (Bohnacker, 2016: 23–24).

Research on comprehension more frequently addresses the comprehen-
sion of written texts (reading comprehension) (cf. Wagner, Schatschneider, & 
Phythian-Sence, 2009). Much less is known about the comprehension of visually 
presented narratives or orally and visually presented narratives examined via 
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answers to comprehension questions (Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso & Nickels, 
1992). One study that is relevant for our research by Stein & Glenn (1979) examined 
answers to comprehension questions in 6- and 10-year-old monolingual children. 
Their results show good performance in comprehension already at age six, whereas 
production lags behind comprehension. The focus of the comprehension part of 
that study was on goals and internal states, components of the macrostructure 
which require inferencing. Much later, Trabasso and Nickels (1992) found that 
monolingual English-speaking children showed comprehension of protagonists’ 
goals already at age four.

In the following, we will concentrate on studies which have assessed narrative 
comprehension by using the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives 
(MAIN) which is part of Language Impairment Testing in Multilingual Settings 
(LITMUS, Gagarina et al., 2012, 2015). The recent development of MAIN for 
narrative comprehension and its application across various languages and pop-
ulations allows for comparable methods of elicitation and analysis of data with 
regard to the comprehension of the main content of narratives. How is it possi-
ble to assess comprehension? Within the framework of MAIN, participants tell 
or retell picture-based stories and then answer comprehension questions. The 
comprehension questions target the higher-order organization of narratives and 
address two components of story structure – goals and internal states. This method 
has already been applied to various languages in bilingual and monolingual chil-
dren (Boerma, Leseman, Timmermeister, Wijnen, & Blom, 2016; Bohnacker, 
2016; Gagarina, 2016; Kapalková, Polišenská, Marková, & Fenton, 2016; Kunnari, 
Välimaa, & Laukkanen-Nevala, 2016; Lindgren, 2018; Maviş, Tunçer, & Gagarina, 
2016; Otwinowska, Mieszkowska, Białecka-Pikul, Opacki, & Haman, 2018; Roch, 
Florit, & Levorato, 2016; Tsimpli, Peristeri, & Andreou, 2016; among others).

For example, Bohnacker (2016) investigated narrative production and com-
prehension in Swedish-English bilinguals in two age groups: 5- and 6–7-year-olds. 
Children displayed a higher level of comprehension than production and there was 
a significant development over time between the two age groups with regard to 
narrative production, but not comprehension. The results suggest that 5-year-old 
children already have a relatively high level of narrative comprehension while their 
production is still developing. The results were similar in both languages, indicating 
consistency of story structure across languages in the groups of bilinguals. At the 
same time, a more thorough qualitative analysis of narrative comprehension with 
regard to different story structure components showed that questions targeting in-
ternal states of protagonists as initiating events or reactions were more difficult for 
children than those targeting goals. One of the internal state questions requires the 
child to reflect on the whole story and to use theory of mind, which proved espe-
cially difficult. Bohnacker concluded that not only overall scores but also qualitative 
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differences should be analysed in order to document individual and age differences 
in narrative production and comprehension of the story structure components.

In another study using MAIN to assess narrative production and comprehen-
sion, Lindgren (2018) investigated narrative competence in Swedish monolinguals 
and German-Swedish and Turkish-Swedish bilinguals aged 4 to 6. She found that, 
already at age 4, children were quite advanced in comprehension whereas their 
production of macrostructure was still rudimentary. Both skills developed with 
age. In production, however, children rarely verbalized all components of the story 
structure even at age 6, especially if they related to theory of mind. Interestingly, 
the results for bilingual children were different across languages. Turkish-Swedish 
bilinguals scored higher in Turkish or equally in both languages (depending on 
measures) whereas German-Swedish bilinguals were better in Swedish. At the same 
time, Turkish-Swedish bilinguals scored lower overall than German-Swedish ones. 
However, these results could be also connected to differences in group composition, 
as bilingual groups may be relatively heterogeneous in terms of their bilingual type, 
age of onset, chronological age, social background, etc. Several further studies in-
vestigated narrative comprehension and production in both languages of bilingual 
children, e.g., in Slovak-English 5–6-year-olds (Kapalková et al., 2016) as well as 
in Italian-English 5–6-year-olds and 6–7-year-olds (Roch et al., 2016). The authors 
found that in the first language pair the narrative comprehension was similar in 
both languages whereas in the second language pair it was better in L1 Italian in 
younger children and it did not differ between the languages in older children. In 
another language pair, Polish-English, 4- to 6-year-old bilingual children showed 
better story production and comprehension when they had first listened to the 
model story told by an examiner (Otwinowska et al., 2018). Here, the bilingual 
children did not significantly differ from Polish monolinguals.

For one of the language combinations included in the present study, 
Turkish-German, Maviş et al. (2016) examined and compared production and 
comprehension elicited in different modes in Turkish. Children were divided into 
three age groups, 2;11–3;11, 4;0–5;11, and 6;0–7;1. With regard to comprehension 
they found that children scored significantly better when comprehension questions 
were asked after listening to the model story than when the comprehension ques-
tions were asked after the children had told the story themselves (‘telling’, without 
having listened to the model story), especially in the youngest age group. In the 
model story mode, the story is told by an examiner to provide a model while chil-
dren look at the pictures and the comprehension questions are asked immediately 
after; in the telling mode, the story is told by the children themselves on the basis of 
pictures shown to them. They also found effects of age (the older groups performed 
significantly better than the youngest group in both elicitation modes).
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To sum up, the studies reviewed above showed higher performance in com-
prehension compared to production, and a development in the general compre-
hension score in children of preschool age. Although children achieved high scores 
in comprehension, they still were not able to answer some questions involving 
theory of mind very well. Only two studies (Bohnacker, 2016; Lindgren, 2018) have 
performed an in-depth examination of the comprehension of two components 
of macrostructure, goals and internal states, and they found the latter to be more 
difficult in comprehension.

Overall, the results are not completely uniform even when the same elicitation 
methods and comparable analyses have been reported, as in the case of studies 
using MAIN. The investigation of narrative competence in different language con-
stellations and groups gives new insights into its acquisition and development in 
children and adults of different ages and backgrounds. Our study broadens the 
range of language combinations to children who acquire German as their L2 and 
have Russian or Turkish as their home language, and provides an in-depth analysis 
of the comprehension of two components of macrostructure – goals and internal 
states. Another novel aspect are our longitudinal trajectories of comprehension 
development in children of various ages over a period of two years.

In bilingual language acquisition, age of onset and length of exposure play a 
decisive role in the attainment of target language proficiency. This role is, however, 
not straightforward but interacts with various linguistic and environmental back-
ground factors. The interplay of age of onset, length of exposure, and various factors 
has been intensively discussed in the last decades. Increased length of exposure 
moderated by other factors has been shown to have a positive impact on lexical and 
grammatical development (Paradis, 2019; Schulz & Grimm, 2019). As the impact 
of age of onset and length of exposure in the development of narrative skills in L2 
German has not yet been investigated, the present study aims to fill this gap.

2. Aims and research questions

Our study traces comprehension of the content of picture-based narratives in 
German by evaluating the responses to comprehension questions targeting mac-
rostructure, in particular goals and internal states as components of story episodes. 
We examine the longitudinal development of narrative comprehension in 2- to 
6-year-old Russian-German and Turkish-German bilinguals. Given that the age 
range of the sample at the first test time was between 2;10 and 4;7 (which includes 
a crucial period of language acquisition in general, and of narrative skills in par-
ticular) the sample has been divided into two age groups in order to reach higher 
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homogeneity in terms of age and length of exposure and to achieve higher robust-
ness of the findings. Specifically, we compare the developmental trajectories across 
three test times with a one-year interval in two age groups: younger than four (age 
range 2;10–3;11) and above four (age range 4;0–4;7) at the time of the first testing. 
These analyses allow not only for longitudinal but also for cross-sectional compar-
isons. The study is guided by the following research questions:

1. How does narrative comprehension in German develop in bilingual children 
across three test times in two groups with different ages but similar length of 
exposure to German?

2. Does the elicitation mode (model story versus telling) in any way impact com-
prehension of story structure?

3. Does comprehension of two types of macrostructure components, goals and 
internal states, significantly differ across age groups and elicitation modes?

3. Method

3.1 Participants

For the current investigation we analysed the data of 57 Russian-German and Turk-
ish-German bilingual children who participated in a large longitudinal study with 
160 children conducted in Berlin by the Berlin Interdisciplinary Alliance for Multi-
lingualism (BIVEM). The BIVEM study addressed among other things the effects of 
different language support methods over a period of three years and examined the 
language development of children in each of their languages. Russian and Turkish 
are the most frequent languages among children with migrant backgrounds in Ger-
many and are therefore of great interest for studies on bilingual children. Given that 
language support methods are not the focus of the present investigation and that 
the number of children for the current investigation is not very large, we combined 
all intervention groups. Before taking this step, we compared the results on narra-
tive comprehension in different intervention groups in the investigated corpus and 
found no significant differences between them at any of the investigated test times. 
However, it cannot be excluded that interventions could play a role in narrative com-
prehension in larger groups, therefore, we keep it in mind for further investigations.

The data were collected at three test times, the interval between the test times 
being 11–12 months. As the age range at time1 was large, spanning 2;11–4;7, we 
divided the participants into two groups: age group 1 (AG1) including 33 children 
(mean age 42 months, age range 2;10–3;11) and age group 2 (AG2), including 24 
children (mean age 51 months, age range 4;0–4;7). The group means and standard 
deviations (SD) are given in Table 1. Although the main study offers much more 
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data, for the current investigation only those children have been considered who 
provided a full data set for the analysis of narrative comprehension at all test times 
(no instances of test discontinuation were included in the present sample).

We took into account several parameters in group composition, using infor-
mation obtained from a parental questionnaire (based on the questionnaire used 
in the Russian language proficiency test for multilingual children (Gagarina, Klassert, 
& Topaj, 2010) and adapted to Turkish as well), which included information on the 
child’s language and social background as well as that of the parents.

The age groups had a comparable length of exposure (LoE) of 27 months in 
AG1 and 30 months in AG2 to L2 German (language of environment); the age of 
onset (AoO) differs by six months: the mean AoO in AG1 is 15 months (SD = 12) 
and the mean AoO in AG2 is 21 (SD = 13). We follow the assumption that, with an 
AoO below three years, bilingual children acquire their German not as L2 learners 
but more like child L1 learners (bilingual first language acquisition, e.g., Meisel, 
2008, 2011). At the same time, we cannot exclude that later AoO or shorter LoE 
(being complementary to each other) can influence the comprehension and pro-
duction outcomes to a certain degree at different stages of language acquisition in 
our age range. Both age groups included children with either Russian or Turkish 
as the home language: 14 Turkish- and 19 Russian-speaking children in AG1, and 
13 Turkish- and 11 Russian-speaking children in AG2. The number of boys and 
girls was also comparable in the age groups: 19 girls, 14 boys in AG1 and an equal 
number of 12 boys and 12 girls in AG2.

Table 1. Description of the sample by age group

Sample details Age group 1 
(N = 33)

Age group 2 
(N = 24)

Age range in months (y;m)* 34–47 (2;10–3;11) 48–55 (4;0–4;7)
Age in months: mean (SD)* 42.2 (3.5) 50.8 (1.8)
Age of onset (AoO) in months: mean (SD)* 15 (12) 21 (13)
Length of exposure (LoE) to L2 German in months: 
mean (SD)*

27 (12) 30 (14)

Home language (L1) Turkish / Russian (N) 14 / 19 13 / 11
Socio-economic status (SES): mean (SD) [N**] 1.94 (0.67) [25] 1.94 (0.44) [18]
Girls / boys (N) 19 / 14 12 / 12
Intelligence quotient (IQ): mean (SD) 108.5 (13.4) 104.9 (12.2)

Notes: N = number of participants; SD = standard deviation
* at the first testing after the first intervention period (time1); 
SES points are based on the parents’ cumulative points for the highest degree of education: 1 – general 
certificate of secondary education, apprenticeship or equivalent, 2 – high school degree (German Abitur) or 
equivalent, 3 – university degree
** number of participants with available SES data.
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The socio-economic status (SES) of the children was determined according 
to a slightly modified version of the procedure of the Berlin Senate (Bettge & 
Oberwöhrmann, 2017), based on the parents’ cumulative highest degree of educa-
tion: 1 – general certificate of secondary education, apprenticeship or equivalent, 
2 – high school degree (German Abitur) or equivalent, and 3 – university degree. 
Children of both age groups had an equal SES mean of 1.94 based on the available 
data (the number of children with available data is given in square brackets). For 14 
participants SES data are missing, as their parents did not provide this information 
in the questionnaire.

In addition, all participants were tested on their non-verbal intelligence to 
control for possible influences on language development. The IQ values were ob-
tained on the basis of the Snijders-Oomen non-verbal intelligence test SON-R 
2½-7 (Tellegen, Laros, & Petermann, 2007), normalized for the German popula-
tion. Subtests on drawing conclusions (categorizing objects, finding analogies, and 
finding logical connections between situations), which have a separate IQ value, 
were performed during the first cycle of the project with all participating children. 
One child in the sample (AG1) had an IQ value of 77 at the time of testing, which 
is considered an exclusion criterion. However, his results for all language tests in 
German were within normal range, which is why the data of this child were not 
excluded from the analysis.

3.2 Materials

For the present study, we used MAIN (Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019). This tool was 
designed for testing the narrative abilities (production and comprehension) of 
monolingual and multilingual children from early childhood to 12 years old. We 
elicited narrative production and comprehension in two different modes: model story 
(the story is told by an examiner to provide a model) and telling (the story is told 
directly by a child). Four picture-based stories were used: Cat or Dog in the model 
story mode, and Baby Birds or Baby Goats in the telling mode. A description of the 
stories including the pictures can be found in MAIN (Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019).

The comprehension questions require inferencing of goals, feelings, and 
thoughts of protagonists and not just recollection of the content of the story. Of the 
ten questions constituting the set of comprehension questions in MAIN (D1–D10), 
three questions target goals of the story episodes (D1, D4, and D7), six questions 
target so-called internal states as reactions to the outcomes in different episodes 
and are asked in pairs (D2/D3, D5/D6, and D8/D9), and the last question (D10), 
which was not asked in the present study, relates to the whole story and not to a 
particular episode. Several questions targeting internal states as well as the last 
question involve inferencing and taking the perspective of different protagonists.
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Questions asked about goals are formulated as follows: Why does the dog jump? 
(D1 / Dog story) or Why does the bird bite the fox’s tail? (D7 / Baby Goats story). 
Questions asked about the internal states are formulated as follows: How does the 
cat feel? / Why do you think that the cat is feeling angry/disappointed/hurt etc.? (D2/
D3, Cat story) or Imagine that the dog sees the birds. How does the dog feel? / Why 
do you think that the dog feels good/fine/happy/satisfied etc.? (D8/D9, Baby Birds 
story). In the case of internal states the second question in each pair is only asked 
if the child gives a correct answer to the previous question without an explanation.

3.3 Procedure

All tests were performed individually with each child by trained researchers and 
research assistants in a separate room in the kindergarten, providing a familiar 
and quiet setting. Stories were counterbalanced to testing within elicitation mode, 
language, and group in such a way that children of all groups always had a different 
story per language and mode. As mentioned above, Cat and Dog stories were used 
in the model story mode, Baby Birds and Baby Goats in the telling mode. This was 
done according to the randomization procedure described in MAIN. In our study, 
model story elicitation was performed at time1 and time2 test times, and telling 
elicitation at all three test times with all children.

The examiner1 presented the stimulus materials according to the standardized 
MAIN procedure. First, the examiner showed the whole six-picture sequence to the 
child in such a way that only the child could see the pictures (non-joint attention 
mode) and asked him or her to look at the pictures. Then, the examiner explained 
that she was going to tell a story based on the presented pictures while only the 
child could see the pictures, and then would ask the child several questions after-
wards, targeting his/her listening comprehension with visual support (model story 
elicitation mode). The examiner proceeded to tell the story, unfolding and revealing 
the pictures two by two at the corresponding points in the story. After conclusion 
of the model story part (including the comprehension questions), a second picture 
sequence was presented to the child, also in non-joint attention mode. The method 
for presenting these pictures was the same as with the model story, but this time 
the examiner asked the child to tell his/her own story (telling elicitation mode).

As previously mentioned, each story was followed by a set of comprehension 
questions. Children were asked to give answers to all questions in order to assess 
their narrative comprehension. Given that especially younger children (2–3-year-
olds) might have difficulties with answering complex questions and may refuse to 

1. All examiners were female, thus only the female form is used in the text when referring 
to them.
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continue with testing, a discontinuation criterion was drawn up. If a child could 
not give an adequate answer to the first three questions or did not understand the 
questions at all, this part of the test was discontinued. If the answers were not cor-
rect but comprehensible, the examiner proceeded with asking all further questions. 
In a few cases of general refusal to answer the questions, this part of the test also 
had to be discontinued. Data of children who did not finish the comprehension 
question part of the test due to discontinuation were excluded from the analysis 
(the sample of 57 children did not contain these data).

The total score for questions D1–D9 constituted the basis of our analysis of 
the general development of narrative comprehension in bilingual children over 
time and in comparison between different elicitation modes. Separate scores for 
questions targeting goals and internal states were analysed in more detail, providing 
insight for a more specific analysis of the development of narrative comprehension. 
Question D10 was excluded from the total score as it was not presented to any of 
the children at test time1 and was presented to only some of the children at time2 
(due to the absence of this question in an earlier version of MAIN used at the be-
ginning of the project).

3.4 Statistical analysis

The statistical analysis was performed in R (version 3.3.3, R Core Team, 2017). We 
used multiple linear regression models in order to investigate the development of 
narrative comprehension over time in the age groups in relation to the elicitation 
mode and/or age group. At the same time, we took into account LoE at the time of 
the first testing and L1 as additional variables. Interactions between time and all 
mentioned independent variables were included to pinpoint their possible effects 
within the developmental trajectories. Single comparisons were performed with 
Welch t-tests or Wilcoxon tests for paired samples with adjusted p-values.

4. Results

In the first part of this section we provide the analyses based on the total scores for 
comprehension questions for each age group and elicitation mode at all test times. 
In the second part of this section we present analyses based on the scores for the 
comprehension of goals and internal states separately.
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4.1 Total scores for comprehension questions

Table 2 provides an overview of all total scores in our analyses, i.e. correct responses 
for comprehension questions, including means, standard deviations (SD), and per-
centage for each age group, elicitation mode, and test time.

Table 2. Total scores for comprehension questions (out of 9 = 100%): Means, (SD), 
percentage by age group, elicitation mode, and test time

Elicitation 
mode

Age 
group

Mean age  
at Time1*

Time1 Time2 Time3

Telling AG1 3;6 1.76 (1.48) 20% 5.27 (1.89) 59% 6.70 (1.42) 74%
AG2 4;3 3.75 (2.52) 42% 6.42 (1.89) 71% 6.67 (1.49) 74%

Model 
story

AG1 3;6 3.24 (2.03) 36% 7.00 (1.64) 78% NA
AG2 4;3 4.25 (2.71) 47% 7.38 (1.28) 82%

Note: NA = not available as model story was not performed at time3
* the mean age in each group increased by one year with each test time.

Figure 1 and Figure 2 demonstrate the distribution of scores (correct responses) for 
comprehension questions by age group and test time as well as their improvement 
over time for the telling and model story elicitation modes.
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Figure 1. Distribution of correct responses to comprehension questions 
in the telling elicitation mode by age group and test time
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The analysis of the total scores (correct responses) for comprehension questions 
in the telling elicitation mode showed that there is a significant development over 
time in both age groups: from only 1.76 points at time1 to 5.27 points at time2 
and to 6.70 points at time3 in AG1 (b = 3.26, SE = 1.19, t = 2.74, p < 0.01 between 
time1 and time2; b = 4.56, SE = 1.41, t = 3.25, p < 0.01 between time1 and time3); 
from 3.75 points at time1 to 6.67 points at time 3 in AG2 (b = 5.06, SE = 2.12, 
t = 2.38, p < 0.05 between time1 and time3), according to the linear regression 
models presented in Table 3. In both age groups no other main effects were found, 
but interestingly there is a significant interaction between time3 and L1 Turkish 
in AG1 (b = 1.62, SE = 0.80, t = 2.02, p < 0.05), suggesting that in the younger age 
group the increase in the scores of Turkish-speaking children is higher than in the 
scores of Russian-speaking children between time1 and time3.
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Figure 2. Distribution of correct responses to comprehension questions (D1–D9) 
in the model story elicitation mode: Distribution by age group and test time

The same analysis in the model story elicitation mode showed that in both age 
groups there is a significant development over time from 3.24 at time1 to 7.00 
points at time2 in AG1 (b = 3.73, SE = 1.39, t = 2.68, p < 0.01) and from 4.25 to 7.38 
points in AG2 for the same period of time (b = 4.66, SE = 1.98, t = 2.36, p < 0.05) 
with no effects of other investigated variables, according to the linear regression 
models presented in Table 3.
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Table 3. Linear regression models for the analysis of development over time separately 
for age groups and elicitation modes

  Age group 1   Age group 2

b SE t p b SE t p

Telling (Intercept)   1.44 0.72   1.99 *     2.35 1.16   2.04 *
Time2   3.26 1.19   2.74 **   3.03 1.88   1.62  
Time3   4.56 1.41   3.25 **   5.06 2.12   2.38 *
LoE   0.03 0.02   1.08     0.05 0.03   1.50  
L1t −0.87 0.57 −1.53     0.00 0.85   0.00  
Time2:LoE −0.02 0.03 −0.53   −0.02 0.04 −0.45  
Time3:LoE −0.02 0.03 −0.54   −0.06 0.04 −1.36  
Time2:L1t   1.49 0.80   1.85   −0.18 1.20 −0.15  
Time3:L1t   1.62 0.80   2.02 * −0.14 1.19 −0.11  

Model 
story

(Intercept)   3.55 0.84   4.20 ***   2.75 1.21   2.26 *
Time2   3.73 1.39   2.68 **   4.66 1.98   2.36 *
LoE   0.00 0.03 −0.10     0.03 0.03   1.04  
L1t −0.54 0.66 −0.81     0.89 0.89   1.00  
Time2:LoE −0.01 0.04 −0.30   −0.03 0.05 −0.67  
Time2:L1t   1.20 0.94   1.28   −1.20 1.26 −0.95  

Notes: These models include fixed variables of time (time1, time2, time3), LoE, and L1; L1t refers to L1 Turkish 
as opposed to L1 Russian; significance levels * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001

4.2 Comprehension questions with regard to the age group 
and elicitation mode

In the next step the comparison of developmental trajectories of the groups was 
analysed with regard to the effect of age group and its interaction with time (sep-
arately for the telling and model story modes) and with regard to the effect of 
elicitation mode and its interaction with time (separately for each age group). The 
developmental trajectories are shown in Figure 3.

With regard to the effect of age group and its interaction with time, the linear 
regression analyses showed that in the telling mode there are positive main effects 
of time (b = 3.40, SE = 1.02, t = 3.32, p < 0.01 for time2 and b = 5.51, SE = 1.18, 
t = 4.68, p < 0.001 for time3) and age group (b = 1.95, SE = 0.49, t = 4.00, p < 0.001 
for AG2) and a negative interaction between time3 and AG2 (b = −2.02, SE = 0.69, 
t = −2.94, p < 0.01), as presented in Table 4. The results suggest that the develop-
mental trajectories of the two age groups over the three test times are not similar: 
whereas the scores in AG1 continuously increase from time1 to time3, the scores 
in AG2 increase between time1 and time2, but not between time2 and time3. In 
other words, the increase is higher in AG1 than in AG2. In the model story mode 
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there is only a main effect of time (b = 4.18, SE = 1.14, t = 3.67, p < 0.001 at time2) 
but no effect of age group, according to the linear regression models presented in 
Table 4. No interaction was found between time and age group, suggesting that the 
developmental trajectories of the age groups are rather similar.

With regard to the effect of elicitation mode and its interaction with time, the 
analysis showed that there is a negative main effect of the elicitation mode telling 
for AG1 (b = −1.48, SE = 0.44, t = −3.41, p < 0.001), however not for AG2 (Table 5). 
At the same time, there is a positive effect of time for both age groups (b = 3.62, 
SE = 0.98, t = 3.71, p < 0.001 for AG1, b = 4.08, SE = 1.47, t = 2.77, p < 0.01 for 
AG2). Incidentally, the analysis for AG1 also showed an interaction between time2 
and L1 (b = 1.35, SE = 0.63, t = 2.15, p < 0.05), indicating a higher increase in scores 
for Turkish-speaking children. There is no interaction between time and elicitation 
mode in either age group, suggesting a similar increase in scores in both age groups 
from time1 to time2.

Overall, the narrative comprehension of bilingual children of both age groups 
significantly improved in both elicitation modes over the time period of two years 
with regard to the total scores for comprehension questions.

Developmental trajectories
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Figure 3. Developmental trajectories of both age groups based on the total scores 
for comprehension questions in the telling and model story elicitation modes
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Table 5. Linear regression models for developmental trajectories 
in relation to the elicitation mode effect: Total score

  Age group 1   Age group 2

b SE t p b SE t p

(Intercept)   3.23 0.60   5.37 ***     2.80  0.922   3.05 **
Time2   3.62 0.98   3.71 ***   4.08 1.47   2.77 **
Mode_Telling −1.48 0.44 −3.41 *** −0.50 0.63 −0.80  
LoE   0.01 0.02   0.62     0.04 0.02   1.73  
L1t −0.71 0.44 −1.60     0.45 0.63   0.71  
Time2:Mode_Telling −0.24 0.62 −0.40   −0.46 0.89 −0.52  
Time2:LoE −0.01 0.03 −0.57   −0.03 0.03 −0.77  
Time2:L1t   1.35 0.63   2.15 * −0.69 0.90 −0.77  

Notes: These models include fixed variables of time (time1, time2, time3), LoE, and L1; L1t refers to L1 Turkish 
as opposed to L1 Russian; significance levels * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001

Table 4. Linear regression models for the developmental trajectories 
in relation to the age group effect: Total score

  Telling   Model story

b SE t p b SE t p

(Intercept)   1.06 0.63   1.68       2.89 0.70   4.13 ***
Time2   3.40 1.02   3.32 **   4.18 1.14   3.67 ***
Time3   5.51 1.18   4.68 *** NA  
AG2   1.95 0.49   4.00 ***   0.96 0.54   1.78  
LoE   0.03 0.02   1.83     0.01 0.02   0.60  
L1t −0.52 0.48 −1.10     0.03 0.53   0.05  
Time2:AG2 −0.90 0.69 −1.30   −0.60 0.77 −0.78  
Time3:AG2 −2.02 0.69 −2.94 ** NA  
Time2:LoE −0.02 0.03 −0.59   −0.02 0.03 −0.60  
Time3:LoE −0.04 0.03 −1.33   NA  
Time2:L1t   0.78 0.68   1.15     0.20 0.75   0.27  
Time3:L1t   0.92 0.68   1.37   NA  

Notes: These models include fixed variables of time (time1, time2, time3), LoE, and L1; L1t refers to L1 Turkish 
as opposed to L1 Russian; significance levels * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001
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4.3 An in-depth analysis of goals and internal states

In the next step we analysed the scores for the comprehension of goals and internal 
states in the telling and model story elicitation modes. Table 6 shows the overall 
scores for the comprehension of goals or internal states in both elicitation modes, 
telling versus model story, presented by age group and test time.

Table 6. Scores for the comprehension of goals and internal states: 
Means, (SD), percentage by age group, elicitation mode, and test time

Elicitation mode Age group Time1 Time2 Time3

Goals (out of 3 = 100%)
Telling AG1 0.85 (0.76) 28% 2.24 (0.87) 75% 2.76 (0.50) 92%

AG2 1.75 (1.11) 58% 2.50 (0.59) 83% 2.71 (0.55) 90%
Model story AG1 1.88 (1.02) 63% 2.79 (0.55) 93% NA

AG2 2.17 (0.96) 72% 2.88 (0.34) 96%

Internal states (out of 6 = 100%)
Telling AG1 0.91 (1.16) 15% 3.03 (1.53) 51% 3.94 (1.20) 66%

AG2 2.00 (1.62) 33% 3.92 (1.44) 65% 3.96 (1.20) 66%
Model story AG1 1.36 (1.56) 23% 4.21 (1.56) 70% NA

AG2 2.08 (2.04) 35% 4.50 (1.10) 75%

Note: NA = not available: as model story was not performed at Time 3
* the mean age in each group increased by one year with each test time.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of scores for the comprehension of goals in the telling 
mode by age group and test time. The analysis revealed a significant development 
over time in both age groups: from 0.85 points at time1 to 2.24 points at time2 and to 
2.76 points at time3 in AG1 (b = 1.32, SE = 0.54, t = 2.46, p < 0.05 between time1 and 
time2; b = 2.30, SE = 0.63, t = 3.63, p < 0.001 between time1 and time3); from 1.75 
points at time1 to 2.71 points at time3 in AG2 (b = 2.51, SE = 0.80 t = 3.14, p < 0.01 
between time1 and time3). Given that the older age group scored higher already at 
time1, it is not surprising that the increase in scores from 1.75 to 2.5 at time2 was 
not significant. In addition, for AG2 there is an effect of LoE (b = 0.03, SE = 0.01, 
t = 2.40, p < 0.05) which interacts with time at time3 (b = −0.04, SE = 0.02, t = −2.51, 
p < 0.05), suggesting that in this age group the increase in scores between time2 and 
time3 is less for children with a higher LoE (Table 7).

Figure 5 shows the distribution of scores for the comprehension of goals in the 
model story mode by age group and test time. The analysis revealed a significant 
development over time in both age groups (b = 1.37, SE = 0.62, t = 2.22, p < 0.05 for 
AG1; b = 1.51, SE = 0.66, t = 2.28, p < 0.05 for AG2) whereas the scores improved 
from 1.88 points at time1 to 2.79 points at time2 in AG1 and from 2.17 points at 
time1 to 2.88 points at time2 in AG2. No effects of other variables were found in 
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Figure 4. Scores for the comprehension of goals in the telling elicitation mode: 
Distribution by age group and test time
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Figure 5. Comprehension of goals in the model story elicitation mode 
by age group and test time
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this analysis (Table 7). Notably, the scores were already higher at time1 in both age 
groups in comparison to the scores in telling mode.

In the next step developmental trajectories for the comprehension of goals 
were analysed with regard to the effect of age group and its interaction with time 
(separately for the telling and model story modes) and with regard to the effect of 
elicitation mode and its interaction with time (separately for each age group). The 
developmental trajectories are shown in Figure 6.

With regard to the effect of age group and its interaction with time, the linear 
regression analysis of scores for the comprehension of goals showed that in the 
telling mode there are positive main effects of time (b = 1.37, SE = 0.42, t = 3.26, 
p < 0.01 for time2 and b = 2.77, SE = 0.48, t = 5.73, p < 0.001 for time3) and age 
group (b = 0.84, SE = 0.20, t = 4.19, p < 0.001), as presented in Table 8. There is also 
an additional effect of LoE present (b = 0.02, SE = 0.01, t = 2.81, p < 0.01). There is 
a negative interaction between test time and AG2, specifically at time2 (b = −0.66, 
SE = 0.28, t = −2.34, p < 0.05) and at time3 (b = −0.88, SE = 0.28, t = −3.10, p < 0.01) 
as well as a negative interaction between time3 and LoE (b = −0.03, SE = 0.01, 
t = −2.62, p < 0.01). The results suggest, therefore, that the developmental trajec-
tories of the two age groups over the three test times are not similar: the increase 
is higher in AG1 than in AG2 and children with higher LoE have lower scores at 
time3. In model story mode there is only a main effect of time (b = 1.42, SE = 0.45, 
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Figure 6. Developmental trajectories of both age groups based on the scores for the 
comprehension of goals in the telling and model story elicitation modes
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Table 7. Linear regression models for developmental trajectories 
for each elicitation mode and age group separately: Goals

  Age group 1   Age group 2

b SE t p b SE t p

Telling (Intercept)   0.46 0.33   1.42       0.85 0.44   1.95  
Time2   1.32 0.54   2.46 *   0.85 0.71   1.20  
Time3   2.30 0.63   3.63 ***   2.51 0.80   3.14 **
LoE   0.02 0.01   1.55     0.03 0.01   2.40 *
L1t −0.14 0.26 −0.56     0.12 0.32   0.38  
Time2:LoE −0.01 0.01 −0.62   −0.01 0.02 −0.75  
Time3:LoE −0.02 0.01 −1.13   −0.04 0.02 −2.51 *
Time2:L1t   0.57 0.36   1.57     0.17 0.45   0.37  
Time3:L1t   0.19 0.36   0.53   −0.01 0.45 −0.02  

Model 
story

(Intercept)   1.61 0.37   4.29 ***   1.46 0.41   3.58 ***
Time2   1.37 0.62   2.22 *   1.51 0.66   2.28 *
LoE   0.01 0.01   0.90     0.02 0.01   1.58  
L1t −0.06 0.29 −0.20     0.36 0.30   1.19  
Time2:LoE −0.02 0.02 −1.10   −0.02 0.02 −1.20  
Time2:L1t   0.33 0.42   0.78   −0.42 0.42 −1.00  

Notes: These models include fixed variables of time (time1, time2, time3), LoE, and L1; L1t refers to L1 Turkish 
as opposed to L1 Russian; significance levels * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001

Table 8. Linear regression models with regard to the effect of age group and its 
interaction with time for each elicitation mode separately: Goals

  Telling   Model story

b SE t p b SE t p

(Intercept)   0.28 0.26   1.10       1.47 0.27   5.36 ***
Time2   1.37 0.42   3.26 **   1.42 0.45   3.18 **
Time3   2.77 0.48   5.73 *** NA  
AG2   0.84 0.20   4.19 ***   0.23 0.21   1.10  
LoE   0.02 0.01   2.81 **   0.01 0.01   1.62  
L1t −0.04 0.20 −0.22     0.11 0.21   0.53  
Time2:AG2 −0.66 0.28 −2.34 * −0.15 0.30 −0.48  
Time3:AG2 −0.88 0.28 −3.10 ** NA  
Time2:LoE −0.01 0.01 −0.93   −0.02 0.01 −1.50  
Time3:LoE −0.03 0.01 −2.62 ** NA  
Time2:L1t   0.40 0.28   1.44     0.01 0.30   0.02  
Time3:L1t   0.13 0.28   0.49   NA  

Notes: These models include fixed variables of time (time1, time2, time3), LoE, and L1; L1t refers to L1 Turkish 
as opposed to L1 Russian; significance levels * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001
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t = 3.18, p < 0.01) but no effect of age group. No interaction was found between time 
and age group, suggesting that the developmental trajectories of the age groups are 
rather similar: both age groups have the same increase from time1 to time2.

With regard to the effect of elicitation mode and its interaction with time for 
comprehension questions targeting goals in each age group, the analysis showed 
that there is a negative effect of the telling elicitation mode in AG1 (b = −1.03, 
SE = 0.20, t = −5.16, p < 0.001) but not in AG2 (Table 9).

Table 9. Linear regression models with regard to the effects of elicitation mode  
and its interaction with time for each age group separately: Goals

  Age group 1   Age group 2

b SE t p b SE t p

(Intercept)   1.55 0.28   5.61 ***     1.36 0.33   4.06 ***
Time2   1.10 0.45   2.46 *   1.16 0.54   2.16 *
Mode_Telling −1.03 0.20 −5.16 *** −0.42 0.23 −1.83  
LoE   0.01 0.01   1.63     0.02 0.01   2.68 **
L1t −0.10 0.20 −0.50     0.24 0.23   1.03  
Time2:Mode_Telling   0.48 0.28   1.72     0.04 0.32   0.13  
Time2:LoE −0.01 0.01 −1.18   −0.02 0.01 −1.29  
Time2:L1t   0.45 0.29   1.56   −0.13 0.33 −0.39  

Notes: These models include fixed variables of time (time1, time2, time3), LoE, and L1; L1t refers to L1 Turkish 
as opposed to L1 Russian; significance levels * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001

At the same time, there is a positive effect of LoE for AG2 (b = 0.02, SE = 0.01, t = 
2.68, p < 0.01). The effect of time is present in both age groups, but it was already 
analysed separately for each elicitation mode. No interaction between elicitation 
mode and time was found in either age group, suggesting that both age groups 
show similar developmental trajectories for both elicitation modes with regard to 
the comprehension of questions targeting goals.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of scores for the comprehension of internal 
states in the telling elicitation mode by age group and test time. The analysis of de-
velopment over time showed that the scores significantly increase from 0.91 points 
at time1 to 3.03 points at time2 (b = 1.94, SE = 0.97, t = 2.00, p < 0.05, Table 10) 
and to 3.94 points at time3 (not significant though) in AG1, whereas the increase 
in points from 2.0 at time1 to 3.92 at time2 and 3.96 at time3 in AG2 is not signif-
icant for either test time. At the same time, in AG1 an interaction between L1 and 
time was found (b = 1.43, SE = 0.66, t = 2.19, p < 0.05 for time3), indicating that 
the increase in the scores of Turkish-speaking children in this age group is higher 
than in those of Russian-speaking children between time2 and time3.
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Figure 8. Scores for the comprehension of internal states in the model story elicitation 
mode: Distribution by age group and test time
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Distribution by age group and test time
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Figure 8 presents the distribution of scores for the comprehension of internal states 
in the model story mode by age group and test time. In comparison to the telling 
mode, the development over time with regard to internal states is significant for 
both age groups (b = 2.36, SE = 1.18, t = 2.01, p < 0.05 for AG1; b = 3.15, SE = 1.55, 
t = 2.04, p < 0.05 for AG2), with a slight increase in scores: from 1.36 points at time1 
to 4.21 points at time2 in AG1 and from 2.08 points at time1 to 4.50 points at time2 
in AG2. No effects of other variables were found in this analysis (Table 10).

In order to compare the developmental trajectories for the comprehension of 
internal states, we analysed the effect of age group and its interaction with time 
(separately for the telling and model story elicitation modes) and the effect of elic-
itation mode (separately for each age group). The developmental trajectories are 
shown in Figure 9.

With regard to the effect of age group and its interaction with time in the telling 
mode, the analysis showed that there are positive main effects of time (b = 2.03, 
SE = 0.78, t = 2.60, p < 0.05 for time2 and b = 2.74, SE = 0.90, t = 3.04, p < 0.01 for 
time3) and age group (b = 1.11, SE = 0.37, t = 2.98, p < 0.01, AG2 producing higher 
scores) and a significant negative interaction between time and age group, specifi-
cally with time3 (b = −1.14, SE = 0.53, t = −2.18, p < 0.05) as presented in Table 11. 
The results suggest that the developmental trajectories of the two age groups over 
the three test times are not similar: the increase is higher in AG1 than in AG2. 
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Figure 9. Developmental trajectories of both age groups based on the scores for the 
comprehension of internal states in the telling and model story elicitation modes
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Table 10. Linear regression models for developmental trajectories 
for each elicitation mode and age group separately: Internal states

  Age group 1   Age group 2

b SE t p b SE t p

Telling (Intercept)   0.97 0.59   1.66       1.51 0.83   1.82  
Time2   1.94 0.97   2.00 *   2.19 1.35   1.63  
Time3   2.27 1.15   1.98     2.55 1.52   1.68  
LoE   0.01 0.02   0.47     0.02 0.02   0.84  
L1t −0.73 0.46 −1.58   −0.12 0.61 −0.19  
Time2:LoE −0.01 0.03 −0.30   −0.01 0.03 −0.23  
Time3:LoE   0.00 0.03   0.04   −0.02 0.03 −0.57  
Time2:L1t   0.92 0.66   1.41   −0.35 0.86 −0.41  
Time3:L1t   1.43 0.66   2.19 * −0.13 0.86 −0.15  

Model 
story

(Intercept)   1.94 0.71   2.73 **   1.30 0.95   1.36  
Time2   2.36 1.18   2.01 *   3.15 1.55   2.04 *
LoE −0.01 0.02 −0.59     0.02 0.03   0.65  
L1t −0.48 0.56 −0.86     0.54 0.70   0.77  
Time2:LoE   0.01 0.03   0.22   −0.01 0.04 −0.34  
Time2:L1t   0.88 0.80   1.10   −0.78 0.99 −0.79  

Notes: These models include fixed variables of time (time1, time2, time3), LoE, and L1; L1t refers to L1 Turkish 
as opposed to L1 Russian; significance levels * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001

Table 11. Linear regression models with regard to the effects of age group 
and its interaction with time for each elicitation mode separately: Internal states

  Telling   Model story

b SE t p b SE t p

(Intercept)   0.77 0.48   1.61       1.42 0.57   2.49 *
Time2   2.03 0.78   2.60 *   2.75 0.93   2.98 **
Time3   2.74 0.90   3.04 ** NA  
AG2   1.11 0.37   2.98 **   0.73 0.44   1.66  
LoE   0.01 0.01   0.88   −0.00 0.02 −0.04  
L1t −0.48 0.37 −1.31   −0.08 0.43 −0.19  
Time2:AG2 −0.23 0.53 −0.45   −0.46 0.62 −0.73  
Time3:AG2 −1.14 0.53 −2.18 * NA  
Time2:LoE   0.01 0.02 −0.27     0.00 0.02   0.02  
Time3:LoE   0.01 0.02 −0.33   NA  
Time2:L1t   0.38 0.52   0.73     0.19 0.61   0.32  
Time3:L1t   0.79 0.52   1.52   NA  

Notes: These models include fixed variables of time (time1, time2, time3), LoE, and L1; L1t refers to L1 Turkish 
as opposed to L1 Russian; significance levels * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001
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For the model story elicitation mode, there is only a main effect of time (b = 2.75, 
SE = 0.93, t = 2.98, p < 0.01) but no effect of age group. No interaction was found 
between time and age group, suggesting that the developmental trajectories of the 
age groups with regard to the comprehension of internal states are rather similar: 
both age groups have the same increase from time1 to time2.

With regard to the effect of elicitation mode and its interaction with time for 
comprehension questions targeting internal states in each age group, no effects of 
mode or other variables except for the effect of time (b = 2.52, SE = 0.81, t = 3.11, 
p < 0.01 for AG1 and b = 2.92, SE = 1.09, t = 2.69, p < 0.01 for AG2) were found in 
this analysis (Table 12). The effect of time has already been analysed separately for 
each elicitation mode. No interaction between elicitation mode and time was found 
in either age group, suggesting that both age groups show similar developmental 
trajectories for both elicitation modes with regard to the comprehension of ques-
tions targeting internal states.

Table 12. Linear regression models with regard to the effects of elicitation mode 
and its interaction with time for each age group separately: Internal states

  Age group 1   Age group 2

b SE t p b SE t p

(Intercept)   1.68 0.50   3.38 ***     1.44 0.68   2.12 *
Time2   2.52 0.81   3.11 **   2.92 1.09   2.69 **
Mode_Telling −0.45 0.36 −1.26   −0.08 0.46 −0.18  
LoE   0.00 0.02 −0.16     0.02 0.02   1.03  
L1t −0.60 0.37 −1.65     0.21 0.47   0.45  
Time2:Mode_Telling −0.73 0.51 −1.43   −0.50 0.65 −0.76  
Time2:LoE   0.00 0.02 −0.03   −0.01 0.02 −0.40  
Time2:L1t   0.90 0.52   1.73   −0.56 0.66 −0.85  

Notes: These models include fixed variables of time (time1, time2, time3), LoE, and L1; L1t refers to L1 Turkish 
as opposed to L1 Russian; significance levels * = p < 0.05, ** = p < 0.01, *** = p < 0.001

As the last step of the analysis we compared the comprehension of questions tar-
geting goals and internal states in each elicitation mode and age group. For this 
comparison the scores were normed to the overall possible score for each category. 
The results based on the Wilcoxon test confirmed that children of both age groups 
always showed significantly better scores for goals than for internal states in both 
elicitation modes at all test times: V = 211.5, p-value < 0.05 and V = 195.5, p < 0.001 
at time1, V = 323.5, p < 0.01 and V = 130, p < 0.01 at time2, V = 344, p < 0.001 and 
V = 131, p < 0.01 at time3 in AG1 and AG2, respectively (telling elicitation mode); 
V = 355.5, p < 0.001 and V = 268, p < 0.001 at time1 and V = 190, p < 0.001 and 
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V = 120, p < 0.001 at time2 in AG1 and AG2, respectively (model story elicitation 
mode). These results suggest that goals are easier to comprehend than internal 
states within this age range, even at age 5;6 and 6;2 (mean age at time3 in AG1 and 
AG2, respectively) when children do not achieve high scores for questions targeting 
internal states (only 66% in each age group versus 90% and 92% for goals in AG1 
and AG2, respectively).

4.4 A qualitative note on examples from our dataset

The results can be illustrated by several examples. Overall, we found that also within 
the scores for the same type of episodic structure components (goals or internal 
states) there are remarkable differences. For example, question D4 targeting the 
Goal of Episode 2 (Why does the boy jump upwards?/ Why does the cat climb the 
tree?) had the highest accuracy rate among the three questions targeting goals. This 
can be related to the cognitive transparency of the episode and, possibly also to its 
placement early on in the story, where it triggers most of the plot. This question 
was answered correctly by the majority of children (telling: 38, model: 45), e.g., as 
in Examples (1)–(4):

(1) D4: Why does the cat climb the tree?
    Vogel nehmen [to take (the) bird] (correct)

   (r100, AG1, time1, telling/Baby Birds, total score 1)

(2) D4: Why does the boy jump upwards?
    weil die will den Ballon haben [because she wants to have the balloon] 

(correct)   (t009, AG1, time1, model/Dog, total score 4)

(3) D4: Why does the fox jump forward?
    Kuh essen [to eat (the) cow] (correct)

   (t059, AG1, time1, telling/Baby Goats, total score 1)

(4) D4: Why does the fox jump forward?
    weil sie den essen möchte [because she would like to eat him] (correct)

   (t052, AG2, time1, telling/Baby Goats, total score 5)

The fewest correct answers were given to D7, targeting Goal 3 in the telling elicita-
tion mode. Many children gave correct answers to the first two questions targeting 
goals (D1 and D4) already at time2 but did not give correct answers to D7, e.g., as 
in Example (5):
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(5) D1: Why was the mother goat in the water?
    die will die Baby helfen [she wants to help the baby] (correct)
  D4: Why does the fox jump forward?
    die will die Schaf fressen [she wants to eat the sheep] (correct)
  D7: Why does the bird bite the fox’s tail?
    die Vogel will die Wolf fressen [the bird wants to eat the wolf] (wrong)

   (t008, AG1, time2, telling/Baby Goats, total score 6)

Some of those children who could not answer D7 correctly in the telling mode gave 
correct answers to D7 in the model story elicitation mode (Cat or Dog stories), 
thus the difference in understanding of the goal may be partly related to the story 
content and not to individual differences between children.

Generally, even though children gave correct answers to all the questions tar-
geting goals they still had problems with comprehension of questions targeting 
internal states. The response accuracies to these questions varied. For example, we 
found that questions D8 (Imagine that the dog sees the birds. How does the dog feel?) 
and D9 (Why do you think that the dog feels good?) were the most difficult of the 
questions targeting internal states. D8 is the only question starting with Imagine 
that…, relating to a mental state, and the answer cannot be ‘read off ’ the picture. D8 
and D9 both address the same type of internal state and are inherently connected.

Some children gave a wrong answer to D8, leading automatically to a score of 
zero for D9 (which is not asked when the response to D8 is incorrect). This hap-
pened even at test time3, i.e. for the oldest children, as illustrated in Example (6):

(6) D8: Imagine that the bird sees the goats. How does the bird feel?
    böse [angry] (wrong; expected answer: good, happy, relieved, proud)

   (t008, AG1, time3, telling/Baby Goats, total score 7)

Another child answered D8 correctly, however the reason given in the follow-up 
question D9 was not sufficient, as shown in (7):

(7) D8: Imagine that the dog sees the birds. How does the dog feel?
    gut [good] (correct)
  D9: Why do you think that the dog feels good?
    weil er mag Vögel [because he likes birds] (unclear > zero score)

   (r029, AG2, time3, telling/Baby Birds, total score 7)

In this particular case, the child may have misunderstood the goal of the episode 
concerning the dog grabbing the cat’s tail, as the child answers (D7): weil er will 
die auch essen [because he also wants to eat them]. Thus the child thinks that the 
dog grabbed the cat’s tail because he wanted to eat the baby birds as well. However, 
this mistaken interpretation did not hold for all children who produced wrong 
answers to D8/D9.
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By test time2 and more often by time3, some children give correct answers to 
both D8 and to D9, as shown in (8) and (9):

(8) D9: Why do you think that the bird is feeling good?
    vielleicht sagen die “Danke” [maybe they say ‘Thanks’] (correct)

   (t058, AG1, time3, telling/Baby Goats, total score 8)

(9) D9: Why do you think that the bird is feeling good?
    weil da keins aufgefressen wurde [because nobody was eaten] (correct)

   (t022, AG2, time3, telling/Baby Goats, total score 8)

On a general note, some children did not show any narrative comprehension at 
all in their responses to comprehension questions and thus scored zero points. 
Interestingly, this only happened at test time1, i.e. with the youngest children, and 
even when the children had listened to the story before being asked the compre-
hension questions, as illustrated in Example (10) for the model story mode:

(10) D1: Why does the dog jump forward?
    Ich weiß es nicht [I don’t know]
  D2: How does the dog feel?
    Ich weiß es nicht [I don’t know]
  D3: Why do you think that the dog is feeling angry? (not asked)
    -
  D4: Why does the boy jump upwards?
    Luftballons [balloons]
  D5: How does the boy feel?
    Ich weiß es nicht [I don’t know]
  D6: Why do you think that the boy is feeling good? (not asked)
    -
  D7: Why does the dog grab the sausages?
    Ich weiß es nicht [I don’t know]
  D8: Imagine that the boy sees the dog. How does the boy feel?
    Ich weiß es nicht [I don’t know]
  D9: Why do you think that the boy feels bad? (not asked)
    -

   (r032, AG1, time1, model/Dog, total score zero)

Such low performance could be explained by a lack of narrative experience or 
even a lack of general language proficiency in L2 German, in both vocabulary and 
grammar, so that the child could not answer the comprehension questions at all 
using full sentences (except for the phrase Ich weiß es nicht ‘I don’t know’). In AG1, 
children are still very young (in this particular case, the child was aged 3;4 with 
21 months LoE to German) and their narrative skills are not yet well developed.
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At the same time, several children achieved a total score of 9 already at time2 
(i.e. all answers correct). This mainly happened in the model story, i.e. when the 
children were asked the comprehension questions after they had listened to the 
story, as illustrated in Example (11):

(11) D1: Why does the cat jump forward?
    weil die will den Schmetterling fang [because she wants to catch the butterfly]
  D2: How does the cat feel?
    schlecht [bad]
  D3: Why do you think that the cat is feeling bad?
    na weil die sich angesticht hat [well, because she stung herself]
  D4: Why does the boy hold the fishing rod in the water?
    Na dass er seinen Ball fangt [well, so he catches his ball]
  D5: How does the boy feel?
    gut [good]
  D6: Why do you think that the boy is feeling good?
    na weil er die Ball gefangen hat [well, because he caught the ball]
  D7: Why does the cat grab the fish?
    na weil die will das Fisch essen [well, because she wants to eat the fish]
  D8: Imagine that the boy sees the cat. How does the boy feel?
    schlecht [bad]
  D9: Why do you think that the boy feels bad?
    na weil er sieht, dass die Katze das esst [well, because he sees that the cat 

eats it]
   (r082, AG1, time2, model/Cat, total score 9)

In this case, the child clearly shows enough cognitive skills to infer the content 
from the pictures and from listening to the story. Additionally, this child already 
understands different types of questions very well. In order to answer correctly, 
a child should not only understand the pictorial stimuli and the content behind 
them, but also be able to correctly understand and answer questions, especially 
wh-questions (for the acquisition of wh-questions in German, see, e.g., Schulz, 
2013). Additionally, well elaborated syntactic structures can be seen in the child’s 
answers. The child has acquired the clause-final V-placement of German.2 So in 
this example, we see a balanced relationship between the answers to the compre-
hension questions and the development of grammar. While our data show a diverse 
picture as far as narrative comprehension is concerned, we were able to note that, 

2. In German, V-final position in subordinate clauses is obligatory, and contrasts with the 
V-second position in main clauses. Its emergence is a sign of advanced language development 
corresponding to the last milestone in the acquisition of the basic syntactic structure in German 
(Tracy, 2007).
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generally, children who were able to answer the comprehension questions also had 
a relatively good command of morphology and syntax in their L2, for example, the 
use of subordinate clauses with weil [because], inflected verb forms with correct 
syntactic placement in main and subordinate clauses, and the use of DPs, albeit 
with some grammatical gender errors.

5. Discussion and conclusion

The present study has contributed to our understanding of the narrative com-
prehension skills, measured by macrostructure, in bilingual preschool children. 
Comprehension of goals and internal states was traced over a period of two years 
(over three test times) in the L2 German of bilingual Russian- or Turkish-German-
speaking children aged 2;10–3;11 (AG1) or 4;0–4;7 (AG2) at the time of the first 
testing. Comprehension was assessed in two elicitation modes: after presenting 
visual stimuli and listening to a story told by the examiner – model story mode, 
and after presenting only visual stimuli and having children tell a story by them-
selves – telling mode.

For the general development of narrative comprehension, measured as the 
sum of macrostructure components as well as single scores for goals and internal 
states, we found a significant development over time in both age groups and both 
elicitation modes. Interestingly, and taking another perspective – chronological 
age – we did not find much development after children reached the age 4;10 (when 
children correctly answered 6 questions out of 9 in the telling mode over three 
test times). Rather we noted a plateau period after age 4;10. This was true for the 
both age groups (see Figure 10). The mapping of the results of the two groups on a 
continuum of chronological age shows similar developmental trajectories for the 
overlapping age period, starting at 48 months: a steeper development until the age 
of 58 months where children improve from a mean score of 2.5 (in AG2) and 4 (in 
AG1) to nearly 6 in both age groups. This developmental overlap as well as com-
parisons in the introductory chapter of this volume provide additional evidence for 
age being a crucial factor for the development of narrative comprehension.

Thus, children can be said to reach one of the milestones of narrative compre-
hension at around age five, when they correctly comprehend goals and internal 
states which can be inferred from a picture-based (and oral) narrative text. Goals 
and internal states compose the structure of events and in our stimuli are combined 
in a package, constituting a part of an episode. In order to understand the narrative 
macrostructure, children need to infer the content from the pictures and to tempo-
rally and causally connect single components into a meaningful whole. This process 
might be connected to the acquisition of sequentially and simultaneously organized 
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events; if the concept of the organization of discourse is already developed, children 
can tie the single components of an episode into a complete unit. Such development 
has been shown to take place before age five by a number of studies; for example, 
Aksu-Koç and von Stutterheim (1994) showed that children at age five develop 
an abstract concept of time and can organize events in discourse (cf. Stein, 1988). 
Similarly to previous studies on narratives reporting considerable improvements 
in narrative production (cf. Hudson & Shapiro, 1991, etc.), we found a significant 
spurt in the development of narrative comprehension, however one year earlier, 
namely at approx. 3;6. This tendency logically follows a path of language acquisition 
in which comprehension precedes production.

Furthermore, children of both age groups (5- and 6-year-olds) did not reach an 
absolute ceiling in the comprehension of macrostructure. This was mainly due to 
failure to provide correct answers to the theory-of-mind question starting with im-
agine – Imagine that X sees Y; How does X feel? – followed by an elaborative question 
that asks the child to provide a rationale or explanation for this imagine-question – 
Why do you think that the X feels in that way? The low accuracies might be due to 
the complexity of this theory-of-mind question. In this respect, our findings partly 
corroborate findings from other studies on narrative comprehension assessed with 
MAIN which demonstrated a significant development over time in comparable 
age groups, but where even 7-year-olds did not reach the ceiling (e.g., Bohnacker, 
2016; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press; Lindgren, 2018; Lindgren & Bohnacker, this 
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volume; Maviş, Tunçer, & Gagarina, 2016; Bohnacker et al., this volume). Another 
reason might be that due to the demanding task of imagination, children do not 
concentrate on the answer itself, but are in a way ‘thrown off ’ the comprehension 
answer and they concentrate on imagining feelings themselves.

Overall, a steeper development of narrative comprehension has been found 
between 3;6 and 4;10 children. By age five, children were able to comprehend the 
majority of the components of an episode they were asked about. These results show 
that comprehension precedes production because, while at age five children are able 
to comprehend narrative macrostructure, they still cannot produce it, as indicated 
in the overview chapter by Berman (2009) on narrative development: “around 5 
years <…> [c]hildren will not be able to provide adequate background information 
or evaluate content to produce a well-motivated, picture-based narrative” (Berman, 
2009: 310–311). The majority of children in our study, even with low proficiency in 
German, were able to comprehend a major part of story organization, 2/3 or more, 
measured by goals and internal states around age five. This result expands the evi-
dence base for the asymmetry between production and comprehension in language 
acquisition (Hendriks & Koster, 2010) to the discourse level. Given that children’s 
comprehension of narrative macrostructure can be high even when their macro-
structure production is limited (as shown in previous studies on Russian-German 
bilinguals by Gagarina (2016), narrative comprehension as an assessment tool for 
bilingual children has good potential – even for children who have insufficient 
language production. Comprehension of goals and internal states within a story 
episode presupposes inferencing skills. MAIN is composed of structurally similar 
episodes, which may still be different concerning ‘world-reality’, and thus, various 
types of internal states might be more or less easy to infer. For example, inferring 
physical pain from a picture of a cat falling into a bush or a dog hitting its head 
on a tree trunk might be easier, based on children’s own experiences of falling or 
bumping. In contrast, inferencing hunger in a baby bird from a picture of a larger 
(parent) bird getting a worm (from somewhere) and feeding it to the babies may be 
less transparent and more demanding as far as cognitive skills and world knowledge 
are concerned (birds pick and dig up worms and feed them to their young). Thus, 
episodes may have different ‘degrees’ of transparency and ease of inferencing, and 
goals and internal states may be differently comprehended by children of the same 
age. How exactly different internal states are understood and how this understand-
ing correlates with cognitive skills is an interesting question for future research.

The present study targeted the comprehension of two different components of 
episodic structure. Protagonists’ goals and internal states as reactions to the out-
comes of actions were evaluated. The results show that already by time2 in our two 
age groups, goals are well comprehended in the model story mode and by time3 also 
in the telling mode. Internal states were comprehended to a much lower degree by 
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children of both age groups. The differences between understanding goals versus 
internal states were significant in both elicitation modes. The reason for this may be 
the following. While goals are understood earlier, being the core of macrostructure 
according to story grammar approaches (Bohnacker, 2016; Trabasso & Nickels, 
1992; Trabasso & Rodkin, 1994; among others), internal states, especially as reac-
tions, are generally more complex than other components of story structure as they 
require not only reflecting on the protagonists’ own feelings and thoughts, which, in 
turn, involves the ability to take the perspective of somebody else (theory of mind). 
Internal states as reactions require that the child attends to a post-resultative state, 
i.e. the child reflects on the protagonist’s feelings after the action has taken place. 
While goals also require inferencing, such inferencing is in a way ‘more important’, 
since a goal is required to trigger an action, and thus might be more prominent in 
a child’s mind than an internal state resulting from an outcome of an event.

Furthermore, even if children understand the internal state itself, they may 
have difficulties with reasoning and formulating their answers properly (in such a 
way that they score a point on MAIN). Thus, first, we can say that comprehension 
of internal states requires more cognitive and pragmatic skills. Second, answering 
questions targeting internal states requires more developed lexical and syntactic 
abilities in their L2, as was underlined by several examples indicating a close rela-
tion between grammatical and narrative development. Moreover, we have seen that 
internal states are not only more difficult, but also that the scores do not improve 
after time2 in the older age group (between age 5;3 and 6;3). Apparently, children 
need more time to take another developmental step towards comprehension of in-
ternal states such as in the question pair D8/D9 starting with Imagine that…, which 
proved to be the most difficult one, even for older bilingual children (6–7-year-olds) 
as, e.g., in the study by Bohnacker (2016).

A closer analysis of the interplay of various factors reveals the following picture. 
The younger group showed a significant effect of time and an interaction between 
time and L1 (the increase in total scores in the Turkish-speaking children was 
higher than in the Russian-speaking children) in the telling elicitation mode, as well 
as an effect of time, but no effects of LoE or L1 or interactions, in the model story 
elicitation mode. The greater increase in children with L1 Turkish might be due to 
the fact that their scores were generally lower in the beginning than the scores of 
children with Russian L1. Basically, in the age range and the period we explored, the 
cognitive and language development of children seem to enhance the development 
of narrative comprehension and there are greater effects for children with lower 
scores at the beginning. It should be noted that the overall number of questions is 
rather limited and the questions targeting internal states come in pairs, i.e. if the 
first one is not answered correctly, the second is not asked at all. Thus, a child who 
fails in answering the first question in such a pair already loses two points while 
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a child who succeeds in answering the first question is more likely to answer the 
second one as well and score two points more.

The absence of main effects or interactions with LoE with regard to develop-
mental trajectories might be due to the fact that we targeted language compre-
hension and not language production, and we did not evaluate the correctness of 
children’s grammar. On the other hand, given that the average LoE was 27 and 30 
months in AG1 and AG2 respectively, it might have been sufficient to relativize its 
role at this stage of narrative development. Thus, also a later AoO may not play a 
considerable role anymore after a certain LoE has been reached and a basic level 
of language proficiency, needed for comprehension, has been established. It seems 
that time, and consequently chronological age (which is associated with cognitive 
maturation), is the most powerful factor and has more impact on changes in the 
comprehension of macrostructure.

Finally, the present study examined narrative comprehension in two elicitation 
modes, model story versus telling. Randomization was done in full accordance 
with the 2012 MAIN guidelines, which recommend the use of Cat and Dog for the 
model story and Baby Birds and Baby Goats for the telling mode. We found that the 
total scores are always higher in the model story mode for Cat and Dog (although 
this difference was not always significant). While previous studies have shown that 
comprehension of Cat and Dog is higher than of Baby Birds and Baby Goats even 
when all stories are administered in the telling mode (see Bohnacker & Lindgren, 
in press, available online via DiVA; Bohnacker, Öztekin & Lindgren, this volume 
Lindgren, 2018; Lindgren & Bohnacker, this volume; Öztekin, 2019) still the oral 
support of the model story being told to the child alongside the pictorial stimuli 
might lead to better comprehension. It is obvious that if a child is proficient in a 
certain language, listening to a story and viewing the pictures is more profitable 
than only viewing the pictures. If a child does not understand the whole content 
of the story through the pictures alone, the story told by the examiner may help to 
guide attention to pictorial content the child might otherwise not have attended to 
and explain what the child otherwise would have to infer by her-/himself.

These findings are reminiscent of results from the study of Schneider and 
Dubé (2005), who compared children’s narrative production with regard to differ-
ent methods of story presentation, oral only, pictures only, and oral-with-pictures, 
and found that kindergarten children performed best in the oral-with-pictures 
mode. Also Otwinowska et al. (2018) found that bilingual children (Polish-English) 
performed better in narrative production and comprehension in the model story 
mode. However, in the current study, a main effect of elicitation mode was only 
found in AG1, but not in AG2. Children in AG2 were on average eight months 
older than children in AG1, and they may have been more attentive to the pictorial 
stimuli, so that additional oral stimuli played less of a role in the comprehension 
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of macrostructure. Our results corroborate the findings of Maviş et al. (2016), who 
also compared comprehension in the telling and model story modes and found that 
Turkish-German bilinguals (three age groups, 2;11–3;11, 4;0–5;11, and 6;0–7;11) 
had partly higher scores in comprehension questions asked after the model story, 
especially in the youngest age group. Thus, the increased comprehension after the 
model story may have several explanations. One could assume that pictorial stim-
uli displaying the story plot are not enough to allow children of a younger age to 
fully understand the complexity of the story. When pictures are accompanied by 
an oral story produced by an examiner, this gives younger children the necessary 
information about the story plot, goals, and internal states, and facilitates compre-
hension by verbal support of inferencing. In addition, the complexity of the stories 
used for the model versus telling elicitation modes is slightly different. The plot in 
the model stories Cat and Dog is generally easier to interpret than the plot in the 
Baby Birds and Baby Goats stories.

To conclude, we have found an interesting developmental trajectory of story 
comprehension over an important period of language acquisition between age 2;11 
and 6;6. Children appear to go through a developmental spurt in narrative compre-
hension and start a plateau period by age 4;10. Moreover, children’s comprehension 
appears to be sensitive to the type of narrative macrostructure component queried, 
and there are domains where narrative comprehension is not yet fully developed, 
even for the higher end of the age range at hand. Future studies of narrative compre-
hension may want to include more detailed, qualitative analyses of story structure 
components and individual episodes, as they all may be of different complexity.

Results of the analyses of goals and internal states showed different develop-
mental pictures for the two age groups. In AG1, a significant development of goal 
and internal state comprehension respectively, was found in both modes. In AG2, 
a significant development in the comprehension of internal states was only found 
in the model story mode. These results suggest therefore that development in the 
comprehension of goals and internal states may be modified not only by age (since 
age overlaps in the two groups), but also by such factors as length of exposure and 
general level of comprehension.

For future investigations, we plan to compare the narrative production and 
comprehension in the L1 Russian and Turkish of our bilingual sample. We expect 
similar results in comprehension in both languages, following the hypothesis that 
the basic macrostructure is more or less language independent and, once learnt in 
one language, can be transferred to another (cf. Paradis, Genesee, & Crago, 2011; 
Pearson, 2002; among others). At the same time, the sample can be adjusted ac-
cording to different foci in order to investigate the effects of specific factors more 
precisely and may be compared to samples with other language combinations and 
target groups.
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Narrative comprehension and its 
associations with gender and nonverbal 
cognitive skills in monolingual and bilingual 
German preschoolers

Carina Marie Wehmeier
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This paper investigates the development of narrative comprehension in mono-
lingual and simultaneously bilingual German preschoolers, in relation to the 
children’s gender and their nonverbal cognitive skills. MAIN (Multilingual 
Assessment Instrument for Narratives) was used to assess narrative comprehen-
sion after telling (Baby Birds) and retelling (Cat) in 199 monolinguals and 66 
simultaneous bilinguals. The groups did not differ significantly concerning their 
nonverbal cognitive skills and German language proficiency. Both the mono-
lingual and the bilingual children were divided into three age groups (4;6–4;11, 
5;0–5;5, 5;6–5;11). The narrative comprehension results pointed to significant 
age effects only for the monolinguals, in both elicitation modes. No gender 
effects were found for any group. For the nonverbal cognition and narrative 
comprehension measures, weak correlations obtained for both monolinguals 
and bilinguals. These results strengthen the idea that narrative comprehension is 
related to nonverbal cognitive skills of monolingual and bilingual preschoolers.

Keywords: narrative comprehension, nonverbal cognitive skills, gender, 
monolinguals and bilinguals, preschoolers

1. Narrative skills

Children develop narrative production and comprehension skills during interac-
tions. Peers and adults serve as children’s role models in the zone of proximal 
narrative development when telling stories and provide scaffolding processes when 
listening to the child’s stories, e.g. by asking comprehension questions about rele-
vant story information. Thereby children implicitly derive relevant narrative struc-
tures (Nelson, 2010; Nicolopoulou, Brockmeyer, de Sá, & Ilgaz, 2014; Quasthoff 
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& Stude, 2018; Vygotsky, 1962). In order for a narrative to be comprehensible, i.e. 
to be coherent and cohesive, it should be well organized on the two levels: macro- 
and microstructure (Liles, Duffy, Merritt, & Purcell, 1995; Ringmann, 2013). 
Microstructure contains language-specific devices that produce cohesion of the 
sentence elements, e.g. referential and relational elements, while the macrostructure 
is considered less language-dependent and includes the narrative content and its 
structural organization (Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Balčiūnienė, 
Bohnacker, & Walters, 2012, 2015; Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, 
Bohnacker, & Walters, 2019; Justice, Bowles, Kaderavek, Ukrainetz, Eisenberg, & 
Gillam, 2006; Pavlenko, 2008; Ringmann, 2014). The macrostructure provides the 
framework for stories and includes several story structure elements: the setting, 
the time and place of the plot and the introduction of the characters, an internal 
state of a character as an initiating event that leads to a goal, which is, in its turn 
followed by an attempt to reach it. The outcome follows this action of the charac-
ter supplemented by an internal reaction of the character (Gagarina et al., 2012, 
2019; Peterson & McCabe, 1991; Stein & Glenn, 1979; Trabasso & Nickels, 1992). 
Macrostructural skills can be assessed through narrative production and compre-
hension tasks that reflect the child’s understanding of the story as a whole, of story 
structure elements, and general knowledge about stories (Westby, 2005). The pres-
ent paper focuses exclusively on narrative comprehension.

1.1 Narrative comprehension

Narrative comprehension combines knowledge integration (i.e., adaptation of men-
tal representations on the basis of experience) and language. In particular, links 
are made between the intentions of the characters and the narrative events in the 
story. Narrative comprehension builds on the skill to generate causal inferences that 
allow for the completion of non-explicit parts of the story by utilizing world knowl-
edge and understanding of the intentions of characters (Burris & Brown, 2014; 
Florit, Roch, & Levorato, 2011; Hayward, Schneider, & Gillam, 2009; Kendeou, 
Bohn-Gettler, White & van den Broek, 2008; Lynch & van den Broek, 2007). 
Understanding the story structure supports children’s narrative comprehension 
by providing a framework for children to look at a story, listen to a story or recall 
a story (Hayward et al., 2009). The understanding of the narrative macrostructure 
can be assessed by comprehension questions that, among other things, capture the 
child’s understanding and awareness of the intentional behavior of the characters 
(Gagarina et al., 2012). Questions about the story structure help the child to access 
relevant narrative information (Trabasso, van den Broek, & Liu, 1988) and can 
enhance the child’s understanding of story events and their links by linking the re-
quested information with their knowledge of the story (Anderson, 1994). Different 
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questioning methods (e.g. yes/ no, true/ false, open-ended questions) are used in 
studies to assess narrative comprehension regarding different story structure ele-
ments (Hayward et al., 2009) as well as different narrative methods: comprehension 
questions after a model story, after retelling a model story and after telling a story 
(Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019).

There are only a few studies that compare the effects of different narrative 
methods (retelling vs. telling) on narrative comprehension (e.g. Maviş, Tunçer, & 
Gagarina, 2016; Otwinowska, Mieszkowska, Białecka-Pikul, Opacki, & Haman, 
2018; Roch, Florit, & Levorato, 2016). The performance of children in narrative 
comprehension tasks, after a picture story has been told to the child (model story) 
and retold by the child, depends heavily on the capabilities of short-term mem-
ory to remember the correct story information. Narrative comprehension may be 
more difficult after telling a story without listening to a previous model story, as 
the child may not be aware of all relevant aspects of the story structure due to its 
level of narrative development (Otwinowska et al., 2018). The results of Maviş et al. 
(2016), Otwinowska et al. (2018) and Roch et al. (2016) indicate that children have 
a higher score for narrative comprehension after retelling a picture story than after 
telling a picture story.

Various studies describe the growth of narrative comprehension in the de-
velopment of monolingual and bilingual children (Bohnacker, 2016; Hayward 
et al., 2009; Kapalková, Polisenská, Marková, & Fenton, 2016; Lindgren, 2018; 
Maviş et al., 2016; Otwinowska et al., 2018; Roch et al., 2016; Westerveld, Gillon, 
& Boyd, 2012). Burris & Brown (2014) sketch in their review the development of 
narrative comprehension in children. The authors point to early comprehension 
skills that develop during infancy as evidenced by Gerson & Woodward (2013) 
and Sommerville & Woodward (2005). At preschool age, children become more 
sensitive to goals and relationships between events and begin to integrate their 
own experiences, leading to an increase in inferences (e.g. Berman & Slobin, 1994; 
Brown, Lile, & Burns, 2011; Kendeou et al., 2008; Lynch & van den Broek, 2007; 
Trabasso & Nickels, 1992). The sensitivity of school-aged children to causality and 
reference to goals increases, and they rely more and more on world knowledge to 
understand narratives (e.g. Lynch et al., 2008; Lynch & van den Broek, 2007). At 
about the age of nine, the narrative comprehension skills of a child are similar to 
those of an adult (e.g. Bohn-Gettler, Rapp, van den Broek, Kendeou & White, 2011; 
Orrantia, Múñez, & Tarín, 2014; van den Broek, Lynch, Naslund, Ievers-Landis, & 
Verduin, 2003). In the following, studies on the narrative comprehension of pre-
schoolers are described in more detail.

For example, Westerveld et al. (2012) analyzed the narrative comprehension 
of 57 typically developing English-speaking children at the age of four and five 
years longitudinally. The children heard a model story and meanwhile looked at 
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the pictures of the story before answering eight comprehension questions. At the 
age of four, the children scored significantly lower than at the age of five. Hayward 
et al. (2009) examined the narrative comprehension of 150 typically develop-
ing English-speaking children aged 4 to 6. The authors asked 21 comprehension 
questions about story structure and the meaning of the story as a whole, after the 
children retold a story. Overall story comprehension and the accuracy of the an-
swers for both types of comprehension questions were significantly higher for the 
6-year-olds than for the 5-year-olds, who again scored significantly higher than 
the 4-year-olds.

So far, few studies have been conducted on the development of narrative com-
prehension among monolingual and bilingual children using MAIN used in the 
present study (e.g. Bohnacker, 2016; Kapalková et al., 2016; Lindgren, 2018; Maviş 
et al., 2016; Otwinowska et al., 2018; Roch et al., 2016). While most studies fo-
cus on bilingual children with a selected language combination (Lindgren, 2018; 
Otwinowska et al., 2018; Roch et al., 2016), there are very few studies dealing with 
the narrative development of bilingual children’s majority language (e.g. the major-
ity language of the country in which they live) and different additional languages 
(Boerma, Leseman, Timmermeister, Wijnen, & Blom, 2016; Tsimpli, Peristeri, & 
Andreou, 2016). For example, Boerma et al. (2016) tested 132 5- and 6-year-old 
monolingual and bilingual children in Dutch (with and without language impair-
ment) examining, among other things, the impact of bilingualism on their narra-
tive comprehension. The bilingual children had similar narrative comprehension 
skills when compared to their monolingual peers. Lindgren (2018) analyzed the 
accuracy of answers to the narrative comprehension questions in 166 monolingual 
Swedish and bilingual Swedish-Turkish and Swedish-German preschoolers aged 4;0 
to 6;11 that were asked after the children had told MAIN stories. She found signif-
icant effects of age: regarding the Cat story and the Dog story, six-year-olds scored 
higher than both other groups without any effect of language group; regarding the 
Baby Birds story and the Baby Goats story, six-year-olds performed better than 
five-year-olds, who scored more points than four-year-olds with a significant effect 
of the language group. Swedish-Turkish children scored lower than monolinguals 
and Swedish-German children. Lindgren (2018) found significant differences be-
tween the stories for monolingual as well as bilingual children: the children’s story 
comprehension scores after telling Cat story and Dog story was higher than after 
telling Baby Birds story and Baby Goats story. Roch et al. (2016) studied narrative 
comprehension in 62 Italian-English sequential bilingual preschoolers (M = 5;5 
years) and first graders (M = 6;6 years) and found significant effects of age and 
narrative method. Children scored higher in narrative comprehension when they 
listened to a story and retold it before answering the questions, as when they were 
answering comprehension questions after telling a story without listening to it first. 
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Otwinowska et al. (2018) analyzed the effects of the narrative method (telling vs. 
retelling) on narrative comprehension among 75 Polish-English and 75 monolin-
gual Polish preschoolers aged three to seven years. The authors reached similar 
results as Roch et al. (2016): The children answered more comprehension questions 
correctly after listening to a story and retelling it than after telling a story without 
listening to it first.

MAIN is a standardized and culturally controlled (not yet norm-referenced) 
instrument designed with parallel stories of comparable cognitive and linguistic 
complexity and macrostructure (Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019). To the best of my 
knowledge, no study has been devoted to the narrative comprehension of MAIN 
stories in monolingual and simultaneously bilingual (with heterogeneous addi-
tional languages) German preschoolers aged 4;6 to 5;11 years. The present paper 
fills this gap and describes narrative comprehension in German monolinguals 
and simultaneously bilinguals after telling (Baby Birds story) and retelling a story 
(Cat story).

1.2 Research on nonverbal cognitive skills and narrative comprehension

Narrative comprehension is based on linguistic skills, phonological, semantic, 
and syntactic processing as well as the ability to gather and relate information 
(Szaflarski, Altaye, Rajagopal, Eaton, Meng, Plante, & Holland, 2012). It is be-
lieved that narrative comprehension is also associated with cognitive skills such 
as working memory (Karasinski & Weismer, 2010) and processing capacity and 
speed (Montgomery, Poluenko, & Marinellie, 2009). Few studies have examined the 
impact of cognitive skills on children’s narrative comprehension (Curenton, 2010; 
Kim, 2016; Kim, 2015; Montgomery et al., 2009; Murfett, Powell, & Snow, 2008; 
Schmitter-Edgecombe & Creamer, 2010). These studies may provide an indication 
of how nonverbal cognitive skills and narrative comprehension are interconnected, 
which is a focus of this study.

Curenton (2010) studied 72 three- to five-year-old African-American and 
European-American preschoolers with a low-income family background. Narrative 
comprehension skills were assessed in English through questions about actions 
and consciousness (beliefs of the characters) after the experimenter told the story 
and the child had retold the story. The subscale Language and cognition of Early 
Screening Inventory-Revised (ESI, Meisels, Marsden, Wiske Stone, & Henderson, 
1997) was used to assess cognitive skills. Curenton found a significant effect of ques-
tion type, with children achieving higher scores answering questions about actions 
than questions about the consciousness of the characters. In addition, she found 
a significant age effect. Five-year-olds scored higher than three-year-olds. The 
narrative comprehension, however, did not predict ESI results, whereas narrative 
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production quality did. In another study, Murfett et al. (2008) examined 78 children 
between the ages of nine and twelve with a mental disability, age-matched controls 
and mental age-matched controls. The children should recall a magic show and 
afterwards answer eight open-ended questions about the story structure. Children 
with a mental disability proportionally named less story structure elements than 
children corresponding to age or mental age. Montgomery et al. (2009) analyzed 
the impact of processing speed on narrative comprehension of 67 children (aged 
six to eleven years). Auditory-visual response time correlated significantly with the 
capabilities of narrative comprehension.

These three studies have different setups, samples, and use other tools to evaluate 
narrative comprehension and cognitive skills than the present study. Nevertheless, 
the above studies may suggest how nonverbal cognitive skills and narrative compre-
hension are interconnected. The present study focuses on the relationships between 
monolingual and simultaneously bilingual German preschoolers’ narrative compre-
hension of MAIN after retelling and telling and nonverbal cognitive skills assessed 
with the Colored Progressive Matrices (CPM, Raven, Bulheller, & Häcker, 2002).

1.3 Research on gender and narrative comprehension

Studies on gender-specific effects in the various language domains acquisition 
tend to find that girls up to the age of six perform better on different linguistic 
tasks than boys (Beltz, Blakemore, & Berenbaum, 2013; Hayiou-Thomas, Dale, 
& Plomin, 2014; meta-analysis of Hyde & Linn, 1988; Lange, Euler, & Zaretsky, 
2016; Ullman, Miranda, & Travers, 2008; Wallentin, 2009). Narratives have also 
been studied concerning gender differences. However, the results of studies on gen-
der differences in macrostructure production vary (Aldrich & Brooks, 2017; Fey, 
Catts, Proctor-Williams, Tomblin, & Zhang, 2004; Gardner-Neblett & Sideris, 2018; 
Kunnari, Välimaa, & Laukkanen-Nevala, 2016; Maviş et al., 2016). While Maviş et al. 
(2016) and Kunnari et al. (2016) found no gender differences, Gardner-Neblett & 
Sideris (2018), Fey et al. (2004) and Nicolopoulou (2008) described gender-specific 
narrative skills. Different results could be explained by different age and language 
samples and different narrative assessment tools (Matthews, Biney & Abbot-Smith, 
2018). While studies that uncover gender differences tend to assess personal stories 
which are based on gender differences in experiences (Nicolopoulou, 2008), studies 
such as those using MAIN elicit fictitious stories with tightly controlled stimulus ma-
terial and procedure (Maviş et al., 2016; Kunnari et al., 2016) and thus the children 
might have less leeway to tell divergent stories (Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press).

Even fewer studies have focused on gender differences in narrative compre-
hension (Aldrich & Brooks, 2017; John, Lui & Tannock, 2003; Maviş et al., 2016). 
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Aldrich & Brooks (2017) investigated narrative comprehension in 80 English speak-
ing children aged 5;0 to 11;11 years. The children told a wordless picture book 
before they were asked five comprehension questions, especially about internal 
states of the characters. There was a significant effect of gender in favor of the girls. 
Maviş et al. (2016) analyzed the narrative comprehension skills of 36 simultane-
ously bilingual Turkish-German preschoolers aged 2;11 to 7;11 years with MAIN 
and compared the results of boys and girls. They found no significant differences 
between boys and girls in terms of comprehension questions posed both after the 
model story and after telling a story, but a trend in favor of the girls (slightly higher 
average scores). John et al. (2003) investigated the narrative comprehension of 61 
monolingual English speaking children aged six to eleven years. After retelling a 
wordless picture book, the children were given five factual (in terms of visualized 
facts) and five inferential questions (relating to non-explicit parts of the story) re-
garding the story. They found no gender differences in narrative comprehension, 
although girls were more accurate in responding to inferential comprehension 
questions than boys. These diverging outcomes may be explained by different age 
and languages samples and by different stimulus material and methods for evalu-
ating narrative comprehension (Matthews et al., 2018). The present study wants to 
compare narrative comprehension after retelling and telling a story using MAIN 
in monolingual and bilingual girls and boys aged 4;6 to 5;11 years.

2. The present study

The present study is part of an ongoing dissertation project investigating narra-
tive skills, language abilities, auditory perception and processing skills, nonverbal 
cognitive abilities and the family background in 436 monolingual and bilin-
gual German-speaking children aged 4;0 to 6;11. The children were recruited 
from 32 kindergartens in the German federal states Lower Saxony, Hesse and 
Schleswig-Holstein. Preschool teachers were asked to select children for the study 
based on the kindergarten documentation of child development according to the 
following criteria: no developmental disabilities in terms of speech, hearing and 
cognitive skills, and additionally for bilinguals: minimum duration of exposure 
to German of twelve months. Only children who met the criteria were invited to 
participate. For each child, written consent of the parents was obtained.

This chapter aims to examine the development of narrative comprehension in 
199 monolingual and 66 simultaneously bilingual children aged 4;6 to 5;11 and the 
relationships between narrative comprehension and nonverbal cognitive skills as 
well as gender. The following research questions are asked:
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1. How does the narrative comprehension of monolingual and simultaneously 
bilingual children develop between the ages of 4;6 and 5;11?

2. How does elicitation mode – comprehension questions after telling a story vs. 
after listening and retelling a story – affect the narrative comprehension skills?

3. Are nonverbal cognitive skills associated with the children’s narrative 
comprehension?

4. Is gender in the three age groups associated with narrative comprehension of 
the children?

Based on previous studies of monolinguals and bilingual preschoolers, I predict 
significant growth in narrative comprehension with age (Bohnacker, 2016; Hayward 
et al., 2009; Lindgren, 2018; Maviş et al., 2016; Roch et al., 2016; Westerveld et al., 
2012). For the second research question, I foresee significant differences in narrative 
comprehension after telling a story and after listening and retelling a story, as some 
studies have found that after retelling a story, children answered more comprehen-
sion questions correctly than after telling a story without first listening to it (Maviş 
et al., 2016; Otwinowska et al., 2018; Roch et al., 2016).

The impact of nonverbal cognitive skills assessed with the Coloured Progressive 
Matrices (CPM, Raven et al., 2002) is difficult to predict. Basic cognitive skills, espe-
cially working memory, are important for various linguistic skills (Melzer, Rißling, 
& Petermann, 2016). Although Curenton (2010), Montgomery et al. (2009) and 
Murfett et al. (2008) found that cognitive skills affect narrative comprehension, 
these studies have different setups and use different instruments and samplings 
than this study. Crystalline intelligence,1 for example, was evaluated in the study of 
Curenton (2010), taking into account working memory and the extent and depth of 
(mostly) linguistically represented knowledge (Renner & Mickley, 2015). The CPM, 
by contrast, contains only one task type, representing only fluid intelligence. Fluid 
intelligence includes, for example, skills such as inductive thinking and sequential 
reasoning, as well as the ability to solve unfamiliar problems through targeted rea-
soning and logical thinking (Mickley & Renner, 2010). There may be correlations 
between nonverbal cognitive skills and narrative comprehension regarding items 
that target these abilities, such as explanation questions.

It is debatable whether girls have an advantage in linguistic development over 
boys (Hamilton, Plunkett, & Schafer, 2000; Maital, Dromi, Sagi, & Bornstein, 
2000; Szagun, 2006). Based on previous research, (potential) gender differences 

1. Crystalline intelligence describes the range of the acquired, culture-related knowledge, e.g. 
vocabulary, general language-based declarative and procedural knowledge, language comprehen-
sion and knowledge of culturally relevant knowledge areas and the ability to apply that knowledge 
(Mickley & Renner, 2010).
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for narrative comprehension are difficult to predict: while Aldrich & Brooks (2017) 
found significant gender-specific differences when inquiring internal states of char-
acters, John et al. (2003) and Maviş et al. (2016) found no significant effects of 
gender in narrative comprehension. Because Maviş et al. (2016) also used MAIN, 
I do not foresee any gender differences in narrative comprehension either.

3. Methods

3.1 Participants

The study was conducted in the children’s kindergartens in fall 2016 and fall 2017, 
after written parental consent had been obtained. The parents agreed to complete a 
paper and pencil questionnaire on their child’s and family background. The ques-
tionnaire was developed as part of this dissertation project and administered in 
German. The experimenters, who passed on the questionnaire to the parents in 
the kindergartens, offered help filling in the questionnaire.

Table 1. Mean age in months (SD: standard deviation) and gender (m: male, f: female) 
of the monolingual and simultaneously bilingual children’s three age groups

Sample Monolingual children   Simultaneously bilingual children all

m f all m f all

4;6–4;11 years 23  31 54    8  9 17  71
Mean age
(SD)

 57.2
(1.9)

  56.7
 (1.6)

 56.9
(1.7)

 57.4
(2.2)

 56.3
(1.4)

 56.8
(1.8)

  56.9
 (1.8)

5;0–5;5 years 36  35 71 16 10 26  97
Mean age
(SD)

 62.8
(1.7)

  63.2
 (1.9)

 63.0
(1.8)

 63.2
(1.7)

 62.3
(1.8)

 62.9
(1.7)

  63.0
 (1.8)

5;6–5;11 years 30  44 74 7 16 23  97
Mean age
(SD)

 68.8
 (1.5)

  68.8
 (1.7)

 68.8
(1.6)

 67.7
(1.6)

 69.3
(1.9)

 68.8
(2.0)

  68.8
 (1.7)

all 89 110 199 31 35 66 265

The experimenters administering MAIN and CPM were trained master students 
of rehabilitation pedagogy and native speakers of German. Children and experi-
menters met in the child’s kindergarten group, where the experimenters spent time 
building a trusting relationship with each child. When the child verbally consented 
to participate in the study, assessment took place individually in a separate room. 
The assessment was stopped when the child showed signs of fatigue.
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Data from 199 monolingual and 66 simultaneously bilingual German boys and 
girls aged 4;6 to 5;11 years (M = 63 months, SD = 5 months) were included in this 
analysis (Table 1). Some children (monolinguals N = 45, bilinguals N = 13) did not 
complete all parts of the assessment because of illness or fatigue, which is why these 
data were excluded. The preschoolers were divided into three age groups (AG1: 
4;6–4;11 years, AG2: 5;0–5;5 years, AG3: 5;6–5;11 years). On average, the mono-
linguals and simultaneous bilinguals of AG1 are 56.9 months (SD = 1.8 months), 
AG2 63.0 months (SD = 1.8 months) and AG3 68.8 months (SD = 1.7 months) old. 
The average age difference between AG1 and AG2 is 6.1 months, while that between 
AG2 and AG3 is 5.8 months (Table 1).

The parental questionnaire provided information about the linguistic back-
ground. The parents of all bilingual children stated that their child had regular 
contact with the German language from birth (age in months thus corresponds to 
length of exposure to German). The languages that the bilingual children spoke in 
addition to German were heterogeneous: 23 different language combinations are 
part of this sample. The most frequent languages were Russian (N = 16), English 
(N = 14) and Polish (N = 9). In total, twelve children were raised trilingual from 
birth. 50% of the simultaneously bilingual children’s parents stated that they spoke 
equal amounts of German and of the other family language at home, while the 
other half of the parents stated that they mostly spoke the other family language 
(i.e. not German) at home. On average, the bilinguals of AG1 attended the German 
kindergarten for 27 months (SD = 9 months), AG2 for 38 months (SD = 14 months) 
and AG3 for 39 months (SD = 10 months).

The parental questionnaire also provided information on language develop-
ment of the children. 85% of the monolinguals and 90% of the bilinguals were 
around the age of one when they spoke their first German word. Around the age of 
two, 93% of the monolinguals and 96% of the bilinguals spoke their first sentences 
(two-word phrases) and had an active German vocabulary of about 50 words. At the 
time of data collection, parents rated their child’s receptive language (monolinguals: 
94%, bilinguals: 90%) and productive language (monolinguals: 96%, bilinguals: 
91%) in German as “good”. The linguistic perception and processing skills of the 
participants were assessed by means of the Heidelberger auditives Screening in der 
Einschulungsuntersuchung (HASE, Schöler, & Brunner, 2008). The test measures 
the auditory perception and processing (repetition of sentences, sequences of num-
bers and non-words). The monolingual and simultaneously bilingual children’s age 
groups did not differ statistically (Mann-Whitney-U-tests) in terms of the number 
of correctly repeated sentences, number sequences and non-words (Table 2). The 
German language skills of the bilinguals are therefore not significantly lower than 
those of their monolingual peers, at least measured by the HASE.
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Table 2. Means (SD: standard deviation) of auditory perception and 
processing subtests (HASE, Schöler & Brunner, 2008) of the monolingual (MO) 
and simultaneously bilingual (BI) children’s three age groups

HASE   4;6–4;11 years   5;0–5;5 years   5;6–5;11 years

T-scores:*
M = 50, SD = 10

MO
N = 67

BI
N = 20

MO
N = 80

BI
N = 28

MO
N = 82

BI
N = 28

Sentence repetition
(SD)

  50.1
 (9.6)

48.9
(10.3)

  48.3
 (8.7)

44.7
 (7.3)

  46.3
 (8.9)

44.3
 (9.7)

Number sequence 
repetition (SD)

50.7
(11.6)

49.7
(12.7)

52.8
(10.5)

51.5
(10.5)

51.4
(10.3)

47.7
 (8.4)

Nonword repetition
(SD)

47.1
(10.2)

48.2
(10.2)

46.9
 (9.5)

48.2
 (8.4)

45.6
 (9.7)

46.7
(12.5)

* Based on the empirical results of norm samples, the raw values of tests can be converted into standardized 
values such as T-scores (M = 50, SD = 10). In this way, the test result of a person can be estimated in com-
parison to the norm sample (Döring & Bortz, 2016).

The parental questionnaire also provided information about parents’ educational 
background. The educational background of both parents of a child was scored on 
a 5-point scale: (1) no graduation certificate, (2) lower secondary school leaving 
certificate, (3) secondary school leaving certificate, (4) advanced technical college 
entrance qualification/ higher school leaving certificate, (5) Bachelor/ Master/ other 
university degree. 51% of the mothers and 48% of the fathers had an advanced tech-
nical college entrance qualification/ higher school leaving certificate or a university 
degree. This indicates that parental education levels in the sample were higher than 
for the German population as a whole (Bildungsbericht, 2018), which should be 
taken into account when interpreting the results of this study. The monolingual and 
the simultaneously bilingual groups did not differ in the educational background of 
the mothers (U(59, 171) = 4541, p = .23) and fathers (U(59, 167) = 4453, p = .25).

3.2 MAIN

Two picture sequences from the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives 
(MAIN, Gagarina et al., 2012, 2015, 2019) of the Language Impairment Testing in 
Multilingual Settings test battery (LITMUS, Armon-Lotem et al., 2015) were used 
to evaluate the children’s narrative comprehension skills. Each story contains six 
pictures that illustrate the three episodes of the story. Each episode consists of an 
internal state of the character as an initiating event leading to a goal. An action at-
tempt of the character is followed by the outcome and complemented by an internal 
state of the character in reaction to it. The three episodes of Cat are about a cat that 
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wants to catch a butterfly, a boy who wants to get his ball out of the water and the 
cat that wants to eat the boy’s fish. The three episodes of Baby Birds are about a 
mother bird that wants to feed its babies, a cat that wants to catch one of the mother 
bird’s babies and a dog that wants to protect the birds from the cat (Gagarina et al., 
2012, 2019). Narrative comprehension was assessed with ten standardized compre-
hension questions for each MAIN story. Three comprehension question are related 
to the three goals (G) of the main characters (one in each of the three episodes). 
Three questions triggered internal states (IS) of the characters associated with ei-
ther the initiating event or the reaction element and three questions triggered the 
child’s explanations (E) for these internal states of the characters. The last question 
examined theory of mind (ToM) to determine if the child can grasp the meaning 
of the entire story (Table 3, Gagarina et al., 2012, 2019).

Within the same test session, both stories were administered. The narrative 
comprehension was first evaluated in the Cat story after the child listened to the 
story and retold it while looking at the pictures. After that, the child told the Baby 
Birds story from the pictures without having heard the story before, and then the 
comprehension questions were asked.

The assessment of MAIN was audio recorded, and each story and the answers 
to the following comprehension questions were transcribed by a trained master 
students of rehabilitation pedagogy or the author, using Codes for Human Analysis 
of Transcripts conventions (CHAT, MacWhinney, 2000). Fourteen percent of the 
audio files (N = 38) were additionally transcribed by another trained transcriber 
and interrater reliability was determined via Cohen’s Kappa. The reliability value 
was 90.1%. The answers to the ten comprehension questions for each story were 
analyzed by trained master students of rehabilitation pedagogy or the author ac-
cording to MAIN procedures and classified as correct or wrong. Each correctly an-
swered comprehension question was therefore scored one point, which corresponds 
to a maximum score of ten points. Fourteen percent of the children’s answers to 
comprehension questions (N = 38) were analyzed twice and the interrater reliability 
(Cohen’s Kappa) was 89.3%.

Since three comprehension questions focused on the three goals, three ques-
tions elicited internal states and three questions elicited the child’s explanations for 
these internal states, three subscores were analyzed separately: goal comprehension 
(G), internal state comprehension (IS), and explanations (E), each with a maximum 
of three points (Table 3).
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3.3 CPM

Nonverbal cognitive abilities were assessed using Colored Progressive Matrices 
(CPM, Raven et al., 2002), which can be administered to children aged three to 
eleven years. The CPM was administered as the last task (after MAIN). The CPM 
contains three sets of twelve pattern tasks of increasing difficulty. The order of the 
sets and the entire process of assessment are standardized. In total, the children 

Table 3. Comprehension questions and correct example answers regarding 
the Cat and Baby Birds stories (MAIN, Gagarina et al., 2012)

  Cat story   Baby Birds story

Questions Example 
answers

Questions Example 
answers

Ep
iso

de
 1

G Why does the cat 
jump/ leap forward?

It wants to 
catch the 
butterfly

  Why does the 
mother bird fly 
away?

It wants to get 
food for its 
babies

IS How does the cat 
feel?

Angry How do the baby 
birds feel?

Hungry

E Why do you think 
that the cat is feeling 
angry?

It couldn’t 
catch the 
butterfly

Why do you think 
that the baby birds 
are feeling hungry?

They are asking 
for food

Ep
iso

de
 2

G Why does the boy 
hold the fishing rod 
in the water?

He wants to 
get his ball 
back

Why is the cat 
climbing the tree?

It wants to eat a 
baby bird

IS How does the boy 
feel?

Happy How does the cat 
feel?

Still hungry

E Why do you think 
that the boy is feeling 
happy?

He got the ball 
back

Why do you think 
that the cat is feeling 
hungry?

It did not get 
the baby birds

Ep
iso

de
 3

G Why does the cat 
grab the fish?

It wants to eat 
the fish

Why does the dog 
grab the cat’s tail?

It wants rescue 
the baby bird

IS Imagine that the boy 
sees the cat. How 
does the boy feel?

Mad Imagine that the dog 
sees the birds. How 
does the dog feel?

Proud

E Why do you think 
that the boy feels 
mad?

The cat ate his 
fish

Why do you think 
that the dog feels 
relieved?

It saved the 
birds

  ToM Will the boy be 
friends with the cat? 
Why?

No, because 
the cat ate his 
fish

Who does the 
mother bird like 
best, the cat or the 
dog? Why?

The dog, 
because it 
saved the baby 
bird
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were asked 36 times to choose the right one out of six patterns to fill a gap in a 
large colored pattern image. The nonverbal cognitive abilities of CPM were scored 
by summing up the raw scores of the correct answers of the three sets. This sum of 
raw scores was converted into percentile ranks (Raven et al., 2002).

4. Results

4.1 Narrative comprehension

First, results regarding the first research question are presented. The mean values 
(Figure 1) and the results of the ANOVAs of the comparisons of the narrative com-
prehension skills (maximum of ten points) of the three age groups (AG1: 4;6–4;11 
years, AG2: 5;0–5;5 years, AG3: 5;6–5;11 years) are reported.

The analyses for narrative comprehension revealed statistically significant main 
effects of the age group after retelling (F(2, 198) = 8.742, p < .001, η2 = 0.133) and 
after telling (F(2, 198) = 17.160, p < .001, η2 = 0.156) for monolingual children. 
For both tasks, post-hoc analyses showed that the youngest children’s results (af-
ter retelling: M = 5.7, SD = 1.6, after telling: M = 3.9, SD = 1.4) were significantly 
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3.9
4.7
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6.1
5.1 5.4

6.9 6.6
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5.0
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6
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monolinguals simultaneously
bilinguals

monolinguals simultaneously
bilinguals

Narrative comprehension

after retelling after telling

4;6–4;11 years 5;0–5;5 years 5;6–5;11 years

Figure 1. Narrative comprehension of the monolingual 
and simultaneously bilingual children
Note. Mean values (max. 10 points) and standard deviations (error bars) of the three 
monolingual and simultaneously bilingual age groups (4;6–4;11, 5;0–5;5, 5;6–5;11 years) 
after retelling Cat and after telling Baby Birds.
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lower than those of the other two groups (AG2: after retelling: M = 6.8, SD = 1.8, 
after telling: M = 5.1, SD = 1.8, AG3: after retelling: M = 7.0, SD = 1.7, after telling: 
M = 5.6, SD = 1.6).

For the three simultaneously bilingual age groups, there were no significant age 
effects on comprehension questions (after retelling: F(2, 65) = 1.321, p = .274, after 
telling: F(2, 65) = 1.142, p = .326). There were no significant differences between 
the number of correctly answered questions of the youngest group (after retelling: 
M = 6.8, SD = 1.1, after telling: M = 4.7, SD = 1.75), the middle group (after retell-
ing: M = 6.1, SD = 1.6, after telling: M = 5.4, SD = 1.7) and the oldest children (after 
retelling: M = 6.6, SD = 1.8, after telling: M = 5.0, SD = 1.6).

Detailed analyses of the three comprehension subscores (goal questions, inter-
nal state questions, explanation questions, with a maximum of three points each) 
were carried out (Table 4). Some significant age effects were found in monolingual 
children after retelling (goals: F(2, 198) = 3.356, p = .037, η2 = .062, internal states: 
F(2, 198) = 6.452, p = .002, η2 = .092, explanations: F(2, 198) = 3.581, p = .030, 
η2 = .048) and after telling a story (goals: F(2, 198) = 6.289, p = .002, η2 = .075, 
explanations: F(2, 198) = 12.374, p < .001, η2 = .115). After retelling a story, the 
youngest monolingual children gave significantly less accurate response to goal 
questions (M = 1.9, SD = 0.9) and explanation questions (M = 1.4, SD = 0.5) than 
monolingual AG2 (goals: M = 2.3, SD = 0.9, explanations: M = 1.6, SD = 0.6). 

Table 4. Means (SD: standard deviation) of the children’s total number of correctly 
answered comprehension questions of the three subscores (maximum of 3 points each) 
goals (G), internal states (IS) and explanations (E) after retelling Cat and telling Baby Birds

Narrative 
comprehension

After retelling   After telling

4;6–4;11 5;0–5;5 5;6–5;11 4;6–4;11 5;0–5;5 5;6–5;11

Monolinguals
N = 199

G  1.9a

 (0.9)
   2.3b

 (0.9)
  2.1a,b

(0.9)
    1.9c

(0.9)
  2.2c,d

(0.8)
 2.4d

(0.8)
IS   2.2a

(0.9)
  2.4a,b

(0.8)
  2.7b

(0.6)
1.4

(0.9)
1.6

(0.9)
1.8

(0.8)
E   1.4a

(0.5)
  1.6b

(0.6)
   1.6a,b

(0.6)
  0.0c

(0.2)
  0.5d

(0.8)
  0.5d

(0.7)

Simultaneously 
bilinguals
N = 66

G 2.2
(0.8)

1.8
(0.8)

1.8
(0.9)

2.1
(0.7)
1.8

(0.9)
0.3

(0.5)

2.2
(0.7)

2.2
(0.7)

IS 2.8
(0.6)

2.5
(0.7)

2.7
(0.6)

1.8
(0.7)

1.7
(0.8)

E 1.5
(0.6)

1.4
(0.7)

1.7
(0.7)

0.5
(0.6)

0.4
(0.7)

Note. Within each elicitation mode, different indices on two mean scores indicate that there is a significant 
difference between these scores. Identical indices indicate no significant difference.
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The score of the youngest monolingual children in terms of internal state questions 
(M = 2.2, SD = 0.9) was significantly lower than that of the oldest monolingual 
children (M = 2.7, SD = 0.6).

After telling a story, the youngest monolingual children scored significantly 
lower in answering goal questions (M = 1.9, SD = 0.9) than the oldest monolin-
gual children (M = 2.4, SD = 0.8). Their answers to explanation questions (M = 0.0, 
SD = 0.2) were significantly lower than for both other monolingual age groups 
(AG2: M = 0.5, SD = 0.8, AG3: M = 0.5, SD = 0.7). There was no significant age ef-
fect with respect to internal state questions (AG1: M = 1.4, SD = 0.9, AG2: M = 1.7, 
SD = 0.9, AG3: M = 1.8, SD = 0.8).

There were no significant age effects for simultaneously bilingual children 
when they answered comprehension questions after retelling Cat in relation to 
the three comprehension subscores: goal questions (AG1: M = 2.2, SD = 0.8, AG2: 
M = 1.9, SD = 0.8, AG3: M = 1.8, SD = 0.9), internal state questions (AG1: M = 2.8, 
SD = 0.6, AG2: M = 2.5, SD = 0.7, AG3: M = 2.7, SD = 0.6) and explanation ques-
tions (AG1: M = 1.5, SD = 0.6, AG2: M = 1.4, SD = 0.7, AG3: M = 1.7, SD = 0.7). 
Similarly, there were no significant age effects for simultaneously bilingual children 
answering comprehension questions after telling Baby Birds in relation to the three 
comprehension subscores: goal questions (AG1: M = 2.1, SD = 0.7, AG2: M = 2.2, 
SD = 0.7, AG3: M = 2.2, SD = 0.7), internal state questions (AG1: M = 1.8, SD = 0.9, 
AG2: M = 1.9, SD = 0.7, AG3: M = 1.7, SD = 0.8) and explanation questions (AG1: 
M = 0.3, SD = 0.5, AG2: M = 0.5, SD = 0.6, AG3: M = 0.4, SD = 0.7).

Detailed analyses via repeated-measures ANOVAs were carried out to compare 
the children’s skills with regard to the three comprehension subscores (goal ques-
tions, internal state questions, explanation questions) with a maximum of three 
points each (Table 3). Looking at the mean values of the subscores after retelling the 
story of all monolinguals and simultaneous bilinguals, all children answered more 
internal state questions correctly than goal questions, which in turn were more of-
ten correct than explanations (explanations < goals < internal states; monolinguals: 
F(2, 396) = 92.767, p < .001, η2 = 0.319, bilinguals: F(2, 130) = 42.250, p < .001, 
η2 = 0.394). In contrast to that the comprehension pattern after telling a story was 
that the children answered more goal questions than internal state questions cor-
rectly, which were more often correct than explanation questions (explanations 
< internal states < goals, monolinguals: F(2, 396) = 320.857, p < .001, η2 = 0.618, 
bilinguals: F(2, 130) = 139.204, p < .001, η2 = 0.682).

Let us now turn to the results of the second research question on the impact of 
the elicitation mode – comprehension questions after telling vs. after listening and 
retelling – on comprehension skills. Overall, repeated-measures ANOVAs showed 
significant effects on the method of assessing comprehension. These effects were 
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strong for monolinguals (F(1, 198) = 133.981, p < .001, η2 = 0.404) and for bilin-
guals (F(1, 65) = 30.356, p < .001, η2 = 0.318). All children answered more compre-
hension questions (CQ) correctly after listening to Cat and retelling it than after 
telling Baby Birds without listening to it first.

The detailed analyses in relation to the elicitation mode focused on the three 
comprehension subscores (goal questions (G), internal state questions (IS), explana-
tions (E)), which followed the above-mentioned pattern (narrative comprehension 
after retelling > after telling) with respect to internal state questions (monolin-
guals: F(1, 198) = 133.154, p < .001, η2 = 0.411, bilinguals: F(1, 65) = 66.441, 
p < .001, η2 = 0.505) and explanations (monolinguals: F(1, 198) = 421.285, p < .001, 
η2 = 0.680, bilinguals: F(1, 65) = 107.586, p < .001, η2 = 0.623). However, there were 
no assessment specific differences in relation to goal questions (monolinguals: 
F(1, 198) = 0.280, p = .597, bilinguals: F(1, 65) = 3.385, p = .070).

An effect of the method of assessing narrative comprehension (after retelling vs. 
after telling) can only be partially modeled for the age groups: for the total compre-
hension score (CQ), there are significant differences for all monolingual age groups 
and at the same time bilinguals AG1 and AG3. The children’s comprehension scores 
were higher after retelling than after telling a story. There are significant differ-
ences for the subscores internal state questions and explanation questions for all 
monolingual and simultaneously bilingual age groups. There is a significant effect 
of narrative method for the subscore goal questions of for monolinguals AG3, but 
not for all other monolingual and simultaneously bilingual age groups.

4.2 Impact of nonverbal cognitive skills on narrative comprehension

Now, the third research question about the relationship between nonverbal cogni-
tive abilities and narrative understanding is discussed. The results of the children of 
the Colored Progressive Matrices test (CPM) are similar for simultaneously bilin-
guals (raw score: M = 18.6, SD = 4.2, min = 11, max = 30, percentile rank: M = 59.8, 
SD = 28.2, min = 3, max = 100) and monolinguals (raw score: M = 17.8, SD = 4.3, 
min = 7, max = 30, percentile rank: M = 53.5, SD = 28.6, min = 1, max = 100). 
Mann-Whitney-U-tests showed no significant differences between the two groups 
(raw scores: U(66, 199) = 5925, p = .23, percentile ranks: U(66, 199) = 5704, p = .11).

The following presents the associations (Pearson’s bivariate correlations) 
between nonverbal cognitive skills (CPM) and narrative comprehension scores 
(Table 5). Although some correlations are statistically significant, the correlation 
coefficients are rather low. If several separate univariate analyses are performed, the 
significance level should be adjusted, e.g. with the Bonferroni correction (Döring 
& Bortz, 2016). The correlations still significant after the Bonferroni correction are 
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bolded in Table 5. After the Bonferroni correction, there are significant correlations 
for the monolinguals’ narrative comprehension and their nonverbal cognitive skills 
(after retelling: CQ: r = .21**, IST: r = .18**, after telling: CQ: r = .26**, E: r = .20**), 
whereas for the bilinguals only the narrative comprehension subscore explanations 
after telling a story correlated significantly with nonverbal cognitive skills (after 
telling: E: r = .32**).

4.3 Impact of gender on narrative comprehension

Finally, the fourth research question about the impact of gender on narrative com-
prehension skills is addressed. Gender differences in narrative comprehension were 
analyzed in monolingual and simultaneously bilingual children for both elicitation 
modes and for every age group. All age groups were compared overall via ANOVAs 
and individually (via non-parametric Mann-Whitney-U-test), as some authors dis-
cuss stronger gender differences in the language of younger children (Beltz et al., 
2013; Hayiou-Thomas et al., 2014; Lange et al., 2016; Ullman et al., 2008; Wallentin, 
2009). There were no significant gender differences regarding the narrative com-
prehension total score, neither for monolingual (after retelling: F(1, 198) = 0.352, 
p = .554, after telling: F(1, 198) = 0.643, p = .643) nor for simultaneously bilingual 
children (after retelling: F(1, 65) = 0.172, p = .680, after telling: F(1, 65) = 0.430, 
p = 0.514). Monolingual boys and girls did not differ significantly in terms 
of the three subscores goal comprehension (after retelling: F(1, 198) = 0.392, 
p = .531, after telling: F(1, 198) = 0.576, p = .449), internal state comprehen-
sion (after retelling: F(1, 198) = 3.076, p = .081, after telling: F(1, 198) = 0.086, 
p = .769) and explanations (after retelling: F(1, 198) = 0.433, p = .511, after telling: 
F(1, 198) = 0.001, p = .980). Simultaneously bilingual boys and girls did not differ 

Table 5. Correlations between the monolingual and simultaneously bilingual children’s 
narrative comprehension (after retelling Cat and telling Baby Birds, total comprehension 
score (CQ), subscores: goals (G), internal states (IS), explanations (E)) and their 
nonverbal cognitive skills (raw score CPM)

Narrative 
comprehension

After retelling   After telling

CQ G IS E CQ G IS E

CPM Monolinguals    .21**   .15*   .18**  .13    .26**  .18* .12 .20**
Simult. bilinguals −.07 −.04 .02 −.11 .28* .10 .14 .32**

Note
** Correlation is statistically significant (.01)
* Correlation is statistically significant (.05). 
Bold-face indicates that the correlation remains statistically significant after Bonferroni correction.
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in terms of goal comprehension (after retelling: F(1, 65) = 0.063, p = .803, after 
telling: F(1, 65) = 0.204, p = .653), internal state comprehension (after retelling: 
F(1, 65) = 1.197, p = .278, after telling: F(1, 65) = 2.041, p = .158) and explanations 
(after retelling: F(1, 65) = 0.000, p = .991, after telling: F(1, 65) = 0.004, p = .950). 
Age group comparisons using Mann-Whitney-U-tests for monolingual and simul-
taneously bilingual children also showed no significant differences in the compre-
hension skills of boys and girls. However, as the age groups of the simultaneously 
bilingual boys and girls are very small, the results are only indicative.

5. Discussion and conclusion

This chapter described the development of narrative comprehension among mono-
lingual and simultaneously bilingual German speaking children aged 4;6 to 5;11 
who answered comprehension questions after telling and after retelling a story. In 
addition, the relationships between narrative comprehension and nonverbal cog-
nitive skills as well as gender were investigated.

With regard to the development of narrative comprehension, significant dif-
ferences were found between the three age groups (4;6–4;11, 5;0–5;5, 5;6–5;11) for 
monolinguals only. There was a strong effect of age group on narrative compre-
hension after both telling and retelling a story. This means that in the short period 
of about fourteen months, performance increases in narrative comprehension of 
monolinguals are observed (although children are 4;6 to 5;11 years old, average ages 
are: AG1 = 56.9 months, AG2 = 63.0 months, AG3 = 68.8 months). However, no 
significant increase in narrative comprehension is evident for the three age groups 
(post hoc-analyses), but for larger time intervals. The results of the monolingual 
children are in line with previous studies describing a development of narrative 
comprehension (Bohnacker, 2016; Hayward et al., 2009; Kapalková et al., 2016; 
Lindgren, 2018; Maviş et al., 2016; Otwinowska et al., 2018; Roch et al., 2016; 
Westerveld et al., 2012). For example, Lindgren (2018) noted similar increases in 
narrative comprehension score with age for monolingual and bilingual Swedish 
children. Considering that the maximal score for narrative comprehension was 
ten points, this ability seems to offer growth potential for older children (AG3: 
comprehension after retelling: monolinguals: M = 6.9, simultaneously bilinguals 
M = 6.6, AG3: comprehension after telling: monolinguals: M = 5.6, simultaneously 
bilinguals: M = 5.0).

In contrast to the results of monolinguals, the results for the simultaneously bi-
lingual children in this study differ from those of several other studies (Bohnacker, 
2016; Maviş et al., 2016; Roch et al., 2016). However, these studies focused on 
age groups that included children with more than six months age difference each 
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(e.g. twelve months) and analyzed differences among groups with higher age sep-
aration (e.g. three-year-olds compared to six-year-olds), so that increasing perfor-
mance becomes more visible. The age range of the children in the present study was 
broken down into six-month periods, which had the potential to show the devel-
opment of narrative comprehension skills that would otherwise be overlooked by 
the more common one-year age range. In addition, previous studies monitored the 
languages of the participating children (e.g. only Swedish-English, Swedish-Turkish 
or Italian-English children were included). The bilinguals in these studies may 
therefore be less heterogeneous than the bilinguals in the present study. The present 
results show that the language abilities of the simultaneous bilinguals seem to be 
so different that there is no clear age trend in narrative comprehension. Despite a 
similar quantity of input (kindergarten attendance), similar evaluation of receptive 
and productive language skills by the parents, similar milestones in early language 
development (e.g. age of first word and first sentence in German), and similar 
results in terms of HASE and CPM (average standard deviation), no age trend for 
narrative comprehension can be determined for the simultaneous bilinguals.

Only a few monolingual and simultaneously bilingual children as young as age 
five could correctly answer all ten comprehension questions about goals, internal 
states and explanations as well as the meaning of the story as a whole. Although 
age-matched monolingual and bilingual groups strongly overlap in terms of narra-
tive comprehension, the age effect is more pronounced for the monolinguals. Yet 
the monolinguals (N = 199) and simultaneous bilinguals (N = 66) were similar in 
terms of German proficiency evaluated by the parents and the results of the HASE: 
Both the monolinguals’ and the bilinguals’ parents rated their child’s comprehen-
sion skills (both more than 90%) and production skills (both more than 91%) as 
“good”. The results of HASEs subtests repetition of sentences, number sequences and 
non-words as well as the results of CPM regarding nonverbal cognitive skills did not 
show significant differences between the monolinguals and simultaneous bilinguals.

In the present study, there were significant age-independent differences be-
tween the narrative comprehension skills in the two elicitation modes for mono-
linguals and simultaneous bilinguals: The children scored more points answering 
comprehension questions after retelling (Cat) than after telling a story (Baby Birds). 
Listening to the story may have improved the child’s narrative comprehension, as 
described in several studies (Isbell, Sobol, Lindauer, & Lowrance, 2004; Maviş et al., 
2016; Otwinowska et al., 2018). When they had to answer the questions without 
listening to it beforehand, they had to draw conclusions from only studying the 
pictures. Another possibility might be that the comprehension questions of the two 
stories are of different difficulty, as has been argued by Bohnacker and Lindgren 
(in press) and Bohnacker, Lindgren, and Öztekin (2019) and Bohnacker, Öztekin, 
and Lindgren (this volume). These researchers, as well as Lindgren (2018), found 
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that children achieved higher comprehension scores for Cat/Dog than for Baby 
Birds/Baby Goats, even though all stories were administered in the telling mode. 
The Cat story comprehension questions seem easier to answer than the questions 
on the Baby Birds story (Table 3), especially questions relating to episode three. As 
also shown by Bohnacker et al. (2019, this volume), in the third episode of Baby 
Birds, the child must see the dog as a human being (e.g. the dog wants to protect 
the birds from the cat and is proud of it afterwards), while in the third episode of 
Cat a typical animal goal must be set (the cat wants to eat the boy’s fish) and a boy’s 
reaction to that (feeling angry).

The order of the tasks may be another reason children performed better on the 
first narrative comprehension task, due to a higher attention level or greater interest 
in the new task format than on the second comprehension task where boredom 
or fatigue may have set in. It is also possible that the two story contents were of 
different interest to the children. For instance, the second episode of the Cat story 
(Table 3) allows the child to identify with the boy who loses his ball, a situation 
that preschoolers may have experienced themselves. What happens to a young 
boy (in Cat) may be easier to understand and be of greater interest to the children 
of this sample because it is closer to the children’s world than to understand the 
goals, actions, and internal states of an animal, i.e. the dog in Baby Birds (see also 
Bohnacker et al., 2019, this volume). This explanation only applies to parts of the 
Cat story and thus to six comprehension questions that require taking on the boy’s 
perspective. Further research on task effects seems to be necessary to evaluate these 
potential explanations.

The impact of nonverbal cognitive skills on narrative comprehension proved 
weak but significant for the monolinguals’ overall narrative comprehension score 
after telling and retelling. One explanation for this finding might be that CPM 
measures nonverbal skills such as logical reasoning and MAIN narrative compre-
hension requires verbal skills to understand the questions and express answers, 
even if those answers need not to be grammatically or lexically perfect (Bohnacker 
et al., 2019, this volume; Bohnacker & Lindgren, in press). Both the monolinguals’ 
and the simultaneous bilinguals’ comprehension subscores for explanations (af-
ter telling a story) correlated significantly with nonverbal cognitive skills. Already 
Curenton (2010), Montgomery et al. (2009) and Murfett et al. (2008) pointed out 
links between cognitive skills and narrative comprehension, which were partially 
confirmed in this sample for nonverbal skills. Because CPM measures fluid in-
telligence, including skills such as inductive and logical thinking, and sequential 
reasoning (Mickley & Renner, 2010), it is more likely to reveal a correlation with 
comprehension scores after telling than comprehension after retelling, especially 
with explanation questions and less likely with goal questions and internal state 
questions or the total score. To answer explanation questions about the reasons for 
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internal states of the characters without having listened to the story beforehand 
may require more focused reasoning and logical thinking, as the child alone has to 
draw inferences and conclusions by looking only at the pictures. The results show 
that there is a link between nonverbal cognition skills and narrative comprehension, 
although there may be stronger impact factors (low correlation coefficients). This 
means that the ability to answer (explanation) questions about a story builds in part 
on inductive and logical thinking and sequential reasoning.

For the simultaneous bilinguals, only one significant correlation was found, 
namely between nonverbal cognitive skills and explanation questions after telling 
a story. One explanation for this could be the heterogeneity of the group due to 
different language combinations, differences in linguistic distance between the 
respective languages and German, and variation in quality and quantity of German 
input. Considering these aspects, a group of 66 simultaneous bilinguals may have 
been quite small. Another explanation for the lack of associations could be that 
the narrative comprehension performance of the simultaneous bilinguals is more 
related to specific receptive language skills to understand the questions, and pro-
ductive language skills to answer them adequately, than to nonverbal cognitive 
skills. Further research on factors that impact on narrative comprehension, such 
as children’s German receptive and expressive vocabulary skills, is needed to ex-
amine this possibility.

There were no significant gender differences for the children’s narrative com-
prehension. This result is in line with the results of John et al. (2003) and Maviş et al. 
(2016), but is in contrast to the results of Aldrich & Brooks (2017). One explanation 
for different results could be the assessment procedure, including the child’s task. 
While comprehension studies that find gender differences tend to assess personal 
stories that are based on gender differences in experiences (Nicolopoulou, 2008), 
studies such as those using MAIN elicit fictional stories with tightly controlled 
stimulus material and procedures (Maviş et al., 2016; Kunnari et al., 2016), and thus 
the children may have less leeway to tell divergent stories (Bohnacker & Lindgren, 
in press; Bohnacker et al., 2019, this volume). Other reasons for divergent results 
could be differences in sample size, age and languages, as well as different instru-
ments for assessing narrative skills (Matthews et al., 2018). The potential impact of 
gender on other narrative abilities thus remains to be determined, such as the use 
of internal state terms when telling a story.

In summary, from age 4;6 to age 5;11, a stronger development of narrative 
comprehension skills could be demonstrated for monolinguals than for bilinguals. 
No effects of gender and only weak effects of nonverbal cognitive skills were found. 
Caution is advised before generalizing these findings, since the present study has 
several methodological limitations: The group of simultaneous bilinguals was quite 
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heterogeneous, with many different language combinations; moreover, missing data 
reduced the number of participants. Also, stories and elicitation modes were not 
counterbalanced, as Cat (retelling) was always administered first, followed by Baby 
Birds (telling). If the data collection had taken place with both stories in alternating 
order, it would have been possible to draw more accurate conclusions about the 
development of narrative comprehension skills.

In the future the role of internal and external factors should be explored to 
better explain variation in the narrative comprehension skills of monolingual and 
bilingual children.
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Narrative comprehension is a complex process that requires the ability 
to integrate language information from the speech signal with visual and 
contextual knowledge, while drawing also from social cognition and executive 
functions. Although many studies have examined narrative comprehension 
in typically-developing (TD) bilingual children and suggested a bilingual 
advantage, evidence for bilingualism effects in the narrative comprehension 
performance of children with Developmental Language Disorder (DLD) is 
scant. This study explores narrative comprehension of thirty 6 to 8 year old 
monolingual Greek and Albanian-Greek bilingual children with DLD, along 
with two groups of age-matched TD monolingual Greek and Albanian-Greek 
bilingual children. Children’s narrative comprehension was assessed through 
the Greek versions of two stories (Cat and Dog) which have been designed 
for retelling within the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives 
tool (Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Balčiūnienė, Bohnacker, & 
Walters, 2012) of the COST Action IS0804. The children’s language, Theory of 
Mind (ToM) and updating skills were independently measured. Both groups 
with DLD had lower language and executive function performance than 
TD children. Bilinguals with and without DLD, however, scored higher in 
narrative comprehension than their TD and DLD monolingual peers. Similarly, 
bilingual children with DLD outperformed their monolingual peers with 
DLD on the ToM task. TD children’s narrative comprehension was predicted 
by their language and executive function performance, while DLD bilingual 
children’s narrative comprehension was predicted by performance on the ToM 
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task and their dominance in L2/Greek. The overall results indicate advantages 
for bilingual children with DLD in narrative comprehension and ToM, while 
suggesting a link between these enhanced skills.

Keywords: Developmental Language Disorder, bilingualism, 
narrative comprehension, executive functions, Theory of Mind

1. Introduction

Over the past decade, the positive effects of bilingualism on the language and 
cognitive development of children with Developmental Language Disorder (DLD) 
have come into sharper focus. Special emphasis has been placed on DLD children’s 
narrative performance and the way bilingualism influences microstructural and 
macrostructural aspects of their narratives. Bilingual children with DLD have 
been reported to outperform their monolingual peers with DLD on narrative 
macrostructure, and more specifically on story structure complexity in narrative 
production (Tsimpli, Peristeri, & Andreou, 2016). Research in the way bilingualism 
affects microstructural properties of narrative production in children with DLD 
converges on the finding that typically developing (TD) bilingual children outperform 
their bilingual peers with DLD on a range of microstructural features, including 
vocabulary and morphosyntax (Altman, Armon-Lotem, Fichman, & Walters, 2016; 
Rezzonico, Chen, Cleave, Greenberg, Hipfner-Boucher, Johnson, & Girolametto, 
2015; Tsimpli et al., 2016). On the other hand, cognitive skills in bilingual children 
with DLD have received limited attention as shown by the very small number of 
research studies. Some of these studies provide converging evidence that bilingualism 
contributes to better executive functions and mentalizing abilities in DLD (Peristeri, 
Baldimtsi, Tsimpli, & Durrleman, 2019; Tsimpli, Peristeri, & Andreou, 2017).

While positive effects of bilingualism in DLD children’s narrative production 
and cognitive skills have been reported, it remains to be determined whether 
narrative comprehension in bilingual children with DLD is boosted and whether 
this boost would be mediated by linguistic proficiency, or by cognitive processes 
which have been reported to be positively affected by bilingualism, such as 
Theory of Mind (ToM) and executive functions (Peristeri et al., 2019; Tsimpli, 
Peristeri, & Andreou, 2017). The present study thus aims to investigate whether 
bilingualism indeed improves narrative comprehension, and whether this 
contribution is mediated by enhanced executive functions, better language and/
or ToM skills in children with DLD. To this end, we evaluated the narrative 
comprehension performance of four groups of children; two groups of 6 to 8 
year old monolingual Greek and bilingual Albanian-Greek-speaking children 
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with a diagnosis of DLD, and two groups of age-matched TD monolingual Greek 
and bilingual Albanian-Greek children. Children’s narrative comprehension 
was assessed in their L2/Greek with the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for 
Narratives (MAIN) (Gagarina, Klop, Kunnari, Tantele, Välimaa, Balčiūnienė, 
Bohnacker, & Walters, 2012), which was developed within the COST Action 
IS0804 “Language Impairment in a Multilingual Society: Linguistic Patterns and 
the Road to Assessment”. This COST Action addressed the issue of disentangling 
bi/multilingualism from language impairment and of profiling the language and 
cognitive skills of bilingual children with DLD.

Narrative comprehension constitutes an important part of the assessment pro-
cedure of MAIN. The set of comprehension questions focuses on macrostructure 
components and internal state terms, and it is administered after the narrative 
production part of the assessment procedure. MAIN includes ten comprehension 
questions, three targeting goals in episodes, six targeting internal states as goals, 
initiating events or reactions, and the final question, as well as some of the earlier 
questions, requiring children to infer information that is not explicitly mentioned 
in the narrative input provided for the retelling mode.

MAIN has been successfully used in a wide body of research on TD bilingual 
children of different language combinations to assess narrative comprehension. 
This research has revealed better comprehension in response accuracy on 
comprehension questions after having to tell a story based on a model as compared 
to when they had to tell a story without a model (Maviş, Tunçer, & Gagarina, 2016). 
These results, from Turkish-German bilinguals, seem in line with the findings of 
Otwinowska, Mieszkowska, Białecka-Pikul, Opacki, and Haman’s study (2018) with 
Polish-English bilinguals, whose narratives were boosted by retelling regardless 
of the language of narration (Polish, English). In Bohnacker’s (2016) story-telling 
and comprehension study, 5 year old TD bilingual Swedish-English children were 
found to score lower than 6 to 7 year old Swedish-English bilinguals in narrative 
comprehension, and both age groups were found to struggle when answering 
questions requiring inferring internal states (thoughts, feelings) as reactions 
beyond the purely physical and explicitly depicted (Bohnacker, 2016, p. 43). MAIN 
has also been successfully used for exploring narrative comprehension in one study 
involving children with DLD, that of Boerma, Leseman, Timmermeister, Wijnen, 
and Blom (2016), who examined the narrative comprehension skills of 5 to 6 year 
old monolingual and bilingual children matched on exposure to L2/Dutch before 
age 4 and current exposure to Dutch at home. This specific study focused on 
children’s performance across MAIN’s three types of comprehension questions. The 
findings did not reveal any bilingualism effect in DLD children’s comprehension 
performance across the three taxonomies relative to their monolingual peers with 
DLD. The overall findings from this body of work suggest that bilingualism does 
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not create a disadvantage in the narrative comprehension of either TD or DLD 
children. However, the evidence for bilingualism effects in children with DLD is 
sparse, and the specific links between narrative comprehension and children’s 
language ability, executive functions and ToM skills is inexistent. More work is 
thus needed to clarify the factors underlying narrative comprehension in bilingual 
children with DLD.

1.1 Narrative comprehension and language ability

Recently, narrative comprehension in children has been tested through the lens 
of language demands, and more specifically, children’s vocabulary skills and 
grammatical knowledge. Comprehension of oral narratives imposes clear demands 
on language; in order for the listener to be able to construct a coherent story, 
s/he has to comprehend words, structures and subsequently derive propositional 
meanings. Language demands on listening comprehension have been usually 
measured through children’s vocabulary, syntactic comprehension and sentence 
repetition abilities. Studies have revealed consistent patterns of medium-to-large 
correlations between listening comprehension and language skills in TD children 
(Daneman & Blennerhassett, 1984; Florit, Roch, & Levorato, 2011, 2013; Kidd, 
2013; Kim, 2016; Lepola, Lynch, Laakkonen, Silvén, & Niemi, 2012), as well as in 
children with DLD (Karasinski & Ellis Weismer, 2010; Tsimpli et al., 2016). These 
findings imply that establishing a true effect of bilingualism on DLD children’s 
narrative comprehension skills requires measuring their language ability.

1.2 Narrative comprehension and executive functions

Apart from language skills, other higher-level cognitive processes have been shown 
to play a role in children’s comprehension, such as working memory, monitoring or 
maintenance of information in memory, and inference-making skills (Chrysochoou 
& Bablekou, 2011; Florit, Roch, Altoe, & Levorato, 2009; Kim, 2016; Strasser & 
Francisca del Río, 2014; Was & Woltz, 2007). These processes can be understood to 
belong to executive functions. While definitions of executive functioning may vary 
due to its multi-faceted nature, there is general consensus that it is dependent on a 
number of subskills, such as inhibition, attention and working memory. Especially, 
verbal working memory has been found to be more likely than other executive 
functions to affect children’s listening comprehension especially when they are re-
quired to infer implicit knowledge that guides their expectations while listening to 
a story (Kim, 2016), or during comprehension monitoring and mismatch detection 
(Oakhill, Hartt, & Samols, 2005).
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Children with DLD have been systematically shown to exhibit deficits in a wide 
range of executive functions, including working memory, inhibition, and attention 
(Lukács, Ladányi, Fazekas, & Kemény, 2016; Marton, 2008; Marton, Campanelli, 
Eichorn, Scheuer, & Yoon, 2014; see Vissers, Koolen, Hermans, Scheper, & Knoors, 
2015 for a review). Since narrative comprehension is thought to depend on specific 
aspects of executive functioning, limitations to DLD children’s higher-level cognitive 
abilities have been shown to shape their narrative performance in a number of 
studies. For instance, children with DLD in Dodwell and Bavin’s (2008) narrative 
study were able to generate information that was difficult for them to infer in 
narrative comprehension. The asymmetry between children’s narrative production 
and comprehension regarding contextually-based inferences has been attributed 
to DLD children’s limited memory storage and retrieval capacity. Difficulties in 
integrating context-dependent cues due to limited memory and information 
processing capacities has also been reported by Ford and Milosky (2003), who found 
that children with DLD were less proficient at making accurate inferences regarding 
the characters’ emotions in orally-presented picture stories, in spite of the fact that 
the same children were able to verbally label these emotional expressions in a 
picture-naming task. Blom and Boerma (2016) also measured verbal short-term and 
working memory, and sustained attention in TD children and children with DLD, 
and found significant correlations between story comprehension and all cognitive 
measures for children with DLD, while for TD children comprehension was found 
to correlate with verbal short-term memory only (Blom & Boerma, 2016: 307).

Few studies have considered executive functions in bilingual children with DLD 
and the evidence is rather mixed. Engel de Abreu, Cruz-Santos, and Puglisi (2014) 
showed that bilingual children with DLD did not differ from either TD monolingual 
or bilingual children on visuospatial working memory measures; yet, the bilingual 
group with DLD performed less well than TD groups on tasks tapping into selective 
attention and interference suppression. Finally, Laloi, de Jong, and Baker (2017) 
found that both bilingual and monolingual children with DLD performed similarly 
to their TD peers on the accuracy measure of a response inhibition task, yet both 
groups with DLD exhibited significantly longer reaction times in their responses.

1.3 Narrative comprehension and Theory of Mind

ToM skills have been associated with narrative comprehension in previous research 
(Atkinson, Slade, Powell, & Levy, 2017; Kim, 2016). ToM refers to the ability to 
mentalize from one’s perspective in relation to others’ mental states, i.e. intentions, 
desires, emotions and beliefs, and to predict, describe and explain resulting 
behaviors. Interpreting descriptions about other individuals’ actions relies on an 
understanding of the individuals’ inner state. In the narrative genre in particular, 
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coherence relations among events mainly depend on effectively inferring the 
characters’ goals and motivations (Lynch & van den Broek, 2007, p. 337). Thus, 
having difficulty recognizing others as beings who are guided by mental states 
would lead to weaker anticipation of perspective-appropriate interpretations of 
discourse. Studies on the contribution of ToM to children’s narrative comprehension 
report mixed results. One study (Strasser & del Rio, 2014) with TD kindergarten 
children found no role for mentalizing in explaining variance on a wordless-book 
comprehension task, once children’s language ability, executive functions, 
inferencing and comprehension monitoring skills were controlled for. On the other 
hand, Kim’s (2016) listening comprehension study with a large sample of first grade 
TD children found large correlations between ToM and listening comprehension 
of short stories, even when children’s grammatical knowledge, working memory 
and inferencing skills were taken into account. The overall findings suggest that TD 
children’s listening comprehension may be captured by ToM skills, yet, the extent 
to which ToM mediates narrative comprehension in children with DLD remains 
underexplored.

Bilingual children with DLD provide an intriguing test case regarding the 
(potentially compensatory) role of ToM skills in narrative comprehension, all the 
more since bilingualism has been shown to positively affect ToM skills in both TD 
children and children with DLD. More specifically, TD bilingual children have 
been shown to outperform their monolingual peers on tests assessing false belief 
understanding (Bialystok & Senman, 2004; Goetz, 2003). According to Dennet 
(1978), tests of false belief are the most reliable method of assessing ToM because 
they imply that one’s mental representation of reality and a given reality may dis-
sociate. Tsimpli and colleagues (2017) have recently found that bilingual children 
with DLD outperformed their monolingual peers with DLD on verbal second-order 
false belief attribution tasks, and more importantly, that their ToM abilities were a 
significant predictor of referentially appropriate pronoun use in a short discourse 
production task.

The overall results suggest that bilingualism positively affects DLD children’s 
sensitivity to others’ perspectives in discourse production. While it is intuitively 
plausible that ToM skills are called upon for narrative comprehension, the ToM 
tasks used so far have either tapped onto advanced vocabulary or required children 
to comprehend stories of around 200 words each (e.g. Gillott, Furniss, & Walter, 
2004; Ziatas, Durkin, & Pratt, 1998); it is thus possible that monolingual children 
with DLD had difficulty performing the ToM tasks due to a deficit in accessing the 
lexical or/and grammatical content of the stimuli in the tasks, and not due to a ToM 
deficit per se (Miller, 2001). Non-verbal ToM tasks may therefore provide more 
refined measures of mentalizing skills for children with DLD whose phenotype has 
been extensively shown to be marked by deficits in language.
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2. Aims and research questions

The present study seeks to investigate narrative comprehension of thirty 6 to 8 year 
old monolingual Greek and Albanian-Greek bilingual children with DLD, along 
with two groups of age-matched TD monolingual Greek and Albanian-Greek bilin-
gual children. Children’s narrative comprehension was assessed through the Greek 
versions of two stories (Cat and Dog) which have been designed for retelling within 
the COST Action IS0804 (Gagarina et al., 2012; see the Appendix for the story texts 
in Greek and their corresponding translations in English). All testing was carried 
out in Greek in the absence of standardized language screening and assessment 
measures in bilingual children’s L1/Albanian. Narrative data were also collected 
in Greek, the children’s L2, due to the authors’ lack of knowledge of Albanian that 
could have otherwise allowed the administration of the narrative task, the tran-
scription and the analysis of the narrative data in Albanian.

All participants were administered two language ability tasks that tested expres-
sive vocabulary and sentence repetition skills. These tasks allowed us to examine 
whether potential differences between groups in narrative comprehension could be 
due to the children’s language ability, and whether language ability takes  precedence 
over higher cognitive skills, such as executive functions or/and ToM, in the narra-
tive comprehension performance of monolingual and bilingual TD children and 
children with DLD.

Participants were also tested on an executive function task, specifically, a 
non-verbal 2-back task in which they were required to remember if the digit they 
saw on the screen was the same as the one presented two positions back in a digit 
sequence. The 2-back task has been claimed to implicate a broad range of execu-
tive functions, including working memory, inhibition and updating (Friedman & 
Miyake, 2004). To perform successfully, the child has to maintain digit sequences 
in her/his working memory, suppress non-relevant, interfering digit information, 
and retain the activation levels of target digits.

Finally, monolingual and bilingual children with DLD were administered a 
ToM task that measured their ability to reason about an external agent’s false be-
lief. The ToM task was non-verbal so as to avoid the possibility that the children’s 
performance would be affected by their lower language proficiency stemming from 
DLD and/or bilingualism. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to 
compare narrative comprehension in monolingual and bilingual children with 
DLD in Greek using MAIN (Gagarina et al., 2012), and also the first to document 
(possible) interactions between narrative comprehension and language, executive 
functions, and ToM skills across the two groups.

We thus formulated the research questions and hypotheses of the study as 
follows:
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Question 1.  What is the effect of DLD, the effect of bilingualism and their com-
bined effect on narrative comprehension?

Hypothesis 1. Based on Boerma and colleagues’ (2016) findings, we first hypoth-
esized that a negative effect of DLD would be found on the narra-
tive comprehension measure, while bilingualism was not expected 
to create a disadvantage in the narrative comprehension of either 
TD children or children with DLD. As such, we expected bilingual 
children with and without DLD to perform similarly to their mono-
lingual peers.

Question 2.  Does updating measured in a non-verbal executive function task 
affect narrative comprehension in monolingual and bilingual TD 
children and children with DLD?

Hypothesis 2. Based on previous research (e.g. Bialystok & Craik, 2010), we as-
sumed a positive effect of bilingualism on both TD and DLD chil-
dren’s updating skills, which would also facilitate children’s narrative 
comprehension.

Question 3.  Does the ToM performance of bilingual children with DLD differ 
from monolingual children with DLD?

Hypothesis 3. Based on previous findings according to which bilingualism posi-
tively affects ToM skills in children with DLD (Tsimpli et al., 2017), 
we hypothesized that the bilingual group with DLD would outper-
form the monolingual group in the ToM measure.

Question 4.  Which of the examined factors, namely, language ability, updating 
skills, and ToM, best captures narrative comprehension in mono-
lingual and bilingual TD and DLD children? Is the contribution of 
the aforementioned factors to narrative comprehension comparable 
across the four groups?

Hypothesis 4. Based on previous evidence (Kim, 2016; Oakhill et al., 2005) that 
language ability, executive function and ToM skills mediate nar-
rative comprehension in TD children, we hypothesized that both 
language and higher-order cognitive skills would be closely linked 
with TD monolingual and bilingual children’s comprehension in 
the narrative task. We further hypothesized that the influence of 
language on narrative comprehension would be weaker for both 
monolingual and bilingual children with DLD as compared to their 
TD peers due to the former groups’ language impairment. Finally, 
we predicted that, if bilingualism improves updating and ToM skills 
in children with DLD as compared to their monolingual peers, then 
bilingual children with DLD would benefit from their updating and 
mentalizing capacity, which would in turn effectively support the 
challenges associated with narrative comprehension.
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3. Method

3.1 Participants

A total of one hundred and twenty 6 to 8 year old children divided into 4 groups 
participated in this study: 30 monolingual Greek-speaking children with DLD 
(DLD-Mono); 30 Greek-Albanian children with DLD (DLD-Bi); 30 TD monolin-
gual Greek-speaking children (TD-Mono); and 30 Greek-Albanian TD children 
(TD-Bi). The children were matched across groups for gender. There were no 
significant differences between groups in age, F (3, 116) = .381, p = .767, η2 = .06. 
Furthermore, the children’s non-verbal intelligence (or else, performance IQ/
PIQ) was above clinical levels of intellectual impairment, as measured through 
the percentile scores on the Greek version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 
Children-Revised (WISC-III) (Wechsler, 1992; adapted in Greek by Georgas, 
Paraskevopoulos, Besevegis, Giannitsas, & Mylonas, 2003). There was no significant 
difference in PIQ percentiles among the four groups, F (3, 116) = .205, p = .341, 
η2 = .09 (see Table 1).

Table 1. Groups’ mean age and PIQ percentile scores (and SDs)

Groups Mean age
(SD)

Age range

Mean PIQ percentile scores
(SD)

TD-Mono
(N = 30)

6;9
(0;6)

6;1–7;9

50.5
(11.8)

TD-Bi
(N = 30)

7;0
(0;5)

6;0–7;9

51.2
(12.4)

DLD-Mono
(N = 30)

6;9
(0;6)

6;0–8;1

49.9
(10.4)

DLD-Bi
(N = 30)

7;0
(0;6)

6;1–7;9

48.2
(11.4)

Note: PIQ: Performance IQ; TD-Mono: monolingual typically developing children; TD-Bi: bilingual typically 
developing children; DLD-Mono: monolingual children with Developmental Language Disorder; DLD-Bi: 
bilingual children with Developmental Language Disorder; SD: standard deviation

Typically-developing children were recruited from mainstream schools in Greece 
and they were included in the study if they had normal hearing and no speech, 
emotional or behavior problems, and no neurological or severe articulation/ 
phonological deficits. The typically-developing children’s profile was confirmed by 
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information from health screening protocols, which were implemented prior to 
data collection as part of the Governmental Public Health Policy in Greek public 
education, and teachers’ and parents’ reports. Experimental data were collected 
following all children’s parents’ written consent, children’s assent and obtainment of 
approval from the Research Ethics Committee of the Greek Ministry of Education.

Children with DLD, both monolingual and bilingual, were recruited from pub-
lic diagnostic centers in Greece. In line with DSM-5 criteria (American Psychiatric 
Association, 2013), the children already had a speech and language therapist’s/
clinician’s diagnosis of DLD in the absence of any hearing loss, autism, obvious 
neurological dysfunctions or motor deficits. The diagnosis of DLD was further 
supported by questionnaires, as well as language and neuropsychological testing. 
More specifically, parental questionnaires and language unit class teachers’ re-
ports confirmed significant delays in the children’s early language milestones as 
well as expressive difficulties in both the oral and the written modality (Leonard, 
1998). Both monolingual and bilingual children with DLD were administered the 
Diagnostic verbal IQ test for Greek school-aged children (Stavrakaki & Tsimpli, 
2000), which includes a series of tasks that test morpho-syntactic production and 
comprehension skills. Bilingual children with DLD were found to score at least 
2.5 standard deviations below their TD bilingual peers across the aforementioned 
tests. Moreover, according to the output of WISC-III assessment (Wechsler, 1992; 
adapted in Greek by Georgas et al., 2003), both DLD-Mono and DLD-Bi children’s 
verbal abilities were at least 2 standard deviations (SDs) below the expected nor-
mative mean of chronologically age-matched peers, while their non-verbal scores 
were within the normal limits for their chronological age (i.e. a non-verbal score of 
75 or above; Bloom & Lahey, 1978). None of the children with DLD had received 
speech and language therapy before inclusion in the study, while all of them at-
tended inclusive classes in schools in which they received literacy skills support by 
a special education teacher.

All TD bilingual and bilingual children with DLD were second-generation 
Albanian-Greek children. The two groups were different in terms of family con-
stellations since bilingual children with DLD came from mixed marriages – with 
one parent being from Greece and the other from Albania – whereas in the case 
of TD bilingual children both parents came from Albania. The age of acquisition 
of Greek was also different for the two groups, since bilingual children with DLD 
were exposed to both languages from birth, whereas for TD bilingual children the 
mean age of onset to Greek was 4;6 yrs.

Further information about the bilingual children was obtained through a pa-
rental questionnaire (Mattheoudakis, Chatzidaki & Maligkoudi, 2014), which was 
distributed and filled in before the administration of the experimental tasks. The 
main questions were grouped in two categories: (a) home language history, and 
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(b) current language use. Home language history referred to exposure to each lan-
guage from birth up to the age of schooling (i.e. up to the age of six), while current 
language use referred to language preferences for daily activities (i.e. memorizing 
phone numbers, calculating, telling the time or watching TV), oral interaction with 
family members and friends, and the language that the child felt s/he understood 
or spoke better. For the analysis of the questionnaire data, input in each language 
was calculated as the proportion of each language used in situations involving the 
number of people interacting with the child at different stages of development (be-
fore 3, between 3 and 6, after 6). For answers that stated that both languages were 
used to an equal extent, the points were divided between the two languages. Two 
percentage scores were created, one for Greek and one for Albanian, with 100% and 
0% as the maximum and minimum score, respectively. The percentage score for 
the input that the bilingual child received in Albanian was subsequently subtracted 
from the input that s/he received in Greek (see Andreou, 2015 for an overview), 
such that positive scores indicated dominance in Greek, whereas negative scores 
indicated dominance in Albanian (see Table 2). Analyses of the questionnaire data 
revealed that TD bilingual children and bilingual children with DLD were different 
with respect to home language history, F (1, 59) = 105.794, p < .001, η2 = .80, since 
TD-Bi children had significantly higher exposure to Albanian (−18.6) than DLD-Bi 
children (25.5). The two bilingual groups also differed in the current language use 
index, F (1, 59) = 4.058, p = .049, η2 = .26, since the bilingual group with DLD (31.6) 
was more Greek-dominant than the TD bilingual group (21.1). This difference may 
be attributed to the fact that, because children were diagnosed with DLD, their 
parents wanted them to have societal language input only to improve the children’s 
chances of school integration, which has inevitably led to the attrition of the heritage 
language. Differences in the age of acquiring Greek may be another reason the two 
groups differed in language dominance; yet, such differences are reduced signifi-
cantly when children enter Greek primary educational settings. Both home language 
history and current language use were entered as covariates in our data analyses.

Participants’ socio-economic status (SES) has been derived from maternal edu-
cation (Ensminger & Fothergill, 2003; Hoff, Laursen & Tardif, 2002) and it was cal-
culated on a 5-point Likert-type scale (adapted from UBILEC; see Unsworth, 2013), 
with 5 representing the highest educational level attained from compulsory primary 
education to tertiary education. According to the analysis, there was a significant 
group effect, F (3, 116) = 54.476, p < .001, η2 = .23, which stemmed from the fact that 
TD-Mono children’s mothers had significantly more years of education than the rest 
of the groups (p < .001 for all differences). No significant differences were observed 
either between DLD-Mono and DLD-Bi (p > .983) or between TD-Bi and DLD-Bi 
children (p > .998) (see Table 2). The fact that the mothers of TD-Mono children 
had much higher education than the rest of the groups may be explained in terms of 
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the socio-economic characteristics of the families of the bilingual Albanian-Greek 
children and of DLD-Mono children. More specifically, the overwhelming majority 
of bilingual children came from families of low income and social capital. In fact, 
most of the Albanian-Greek children’s mothers had either dropped out of school 
or were held back a grade or more before finishing school. On the other hand, the 
parents of DLD-Mono were of low socio-economic status as well, which explains the 
parents’ preferential use of public diagnostic centers in Greece for their children’s 
assessment, and the fact that none of the children with DLD had received speech 
and language therapy at a private center before inclusion in the study.

Table 2. Participants’ biodata means (and SDs)

Group Home language history
(SD)

Current language Uuse
(SD)

SES
(SD)

TD-Mono
(N = 30)

– – 3.7
(0.5)

TD-Bi
(N = 30)

−18.6
 (20.5)

21.1
(24.7)

1.9
(0.5)

DLD-Mono
(N = 30)

– – 1.8
(0.9)

DLD-Bi
(N = 30)

25.5
(11.0)

31.6
(14.0)

1.9
(0.8)

Note: SES: socio-economic status; TD-Mono: monolingual typically developing children; TD-Bi: bilingual 
typically developing children; DLD-Mono: monolingual children with Developmental Language Disorder; 
DLD-Bi: bilingual children with Developmental Language Disorder; SD: standard deviation

3.2 General procedure

All four groups of children completed the following tasks in a fixed order: (a) an of-
fline language ability battery consisting of an expressive vocabulary and a sentence 
repetition task, (b) the story retelling task followed by comprehension questions 
(MAIN; Gagarina et al., 2012), (c) the online 2-back task, and (d) the online ToM 
task; as already mentioned, the non-verbal ToM task was only administered to 
monolingual and bilingual children with DLD. The 2-back and the ToM task were 
run on a computer using E-Prime software (Schneider, Eschman, & Zuccolotto, 
2012). As already mentioned, all tasks were administered in Greek. Children were 
tested individually at school or in a quiet area of their home by the first and second 
authors. Participants completed the tasks in two different testing sessions (the 1st 
included the language ability battery and the retelling task, and the 2nd the 2-back 
and the ToM task), separated by a minimum duration of 1 week. Data collection 
took place over a period of six months (September 2017-February 2018).
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3.3 Materials and procedure

3.3.1 Narrative task
The current study employed the Greek versions of two stories (Cat and Dog) which 
were designed for retelling within the COST Action IS0804 (Gagarina et al., 2012; 
see the Appendix for the input the children listened to in each story). Each story 
consists of 6 colored pictures that represent the three episodes of the story and 
involve three main characters (the cat, the butterfly and the boy in the Cat story; 
the dog, the mouse and the boy in the Dog story). Each episode includes a goal 
(e.g. the dog wanted to catch the mouse), an attempt (e.g. the dog leaped forward) 
and an outcome (e.g. the dog bumped into the tree or the mouse ran away). Half of 
the children in each experimental group were asked to retell the Cat story and the 
other half the Dog story. The story effect in narrative comprehension accuracy was 
not statistically significant (p > .10), so the scores in the two stories were merged.

Each child was first shown three colored envelopes on the computer screen 
and was asked to pick one of them that included the story. The child listened to the 
story over headphones while being shown two pictures at a time. After listening 
to the story, s/he was asked to retell the story to the examiner who has not been 
listening to the story or looking at the pictures. After retelling the story, the child 
was asked ten comprehension questions and her/his responses were audiotaped 
and transcribed separately by the first and second author. Transcripts were then 
compared word-for-word, with the comparison reaching 98% agreement.

Regarding scoring, the current study fully complied with the guidelines of MAIN 
(Gagarina et al., 2012). Each correct response received one point (maximum com-
prehension score: 10 points). Also, the standard MAIN procedure whereby a point 
can only be given for questions D3, D6, and D9 if the child provides an adequate an-
swer to D2, D5, and D8, respectively, has been followed (see MAIN; Gagarina et al., 
2012). Children’s responses were scored separately by the first and second author, 
and the percentage agreement mean (and range) for scoring the answers was 98.9% 
(97%-100%). Differences between scorings were discussed, changes were made 
where necessary, and the adjusted scorings were used for the statistical analyses.

As already mentioned, three out of the ten comprehension questions related 
to the goals of each episode of the story, six questions related to the mental states 
of the characters and one question assessed children’s ability to infer consequences 
of story events that have taken place, yet, were not explicitly mentioned in the 
story’s aural input. Examples of questions per category and children’s answers are 
provided below:

 (1) Question related to the goal of an episode
  Why does the dog leap forward?
  Child’s answer (DLD-Mono, age 6;8): To catch the mouse  (correct answer)
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 (2) Question related to the mental state of a character
  Why do you think that the dog feels angry?
  Child’s answer (DLD-Mono, age 7;1): Because he wants to eat the sausages 
   (wrong answer)
 (3) Inference-drawing question
  Will the boy be friends with the cat? Why?
  Child’s answer (DLD-Bi, age 6;6): Yes, because the boy took his ball back 
   (wrong answer)

3.3.2 Language ability tests
Before administering the three main experimental tasks of the study (i.e. narrative, 
2-back, ToM task), children’s language skills were evaluated by measuring their 
expressive vocabulary and sentence repetition skills. Both language measures have 
exhibited high sensitivity to language deficits stemming from DLD; expressive vo-
cabulary has been reported to involve DLD-sensitive lexical-semantic processes 
(Coady, 2013; Theodorou, 2013), while sentence repetition taps into a variety of 
abilities, including short-term memory, working memory, syntactic and lexical 
skills (Alloway & Gathercole, 2005), which have been shown to be impaired in 
children with DLD (Stokes, Wong, Fletcher, & Leonard, 2006; Riches, 2012).

Expressive vocabulary in Greek
Children’s expressive vocabulary in Greek was measured through a picture naming 
test (Vogindroukas, Protopapas, & Sideridis, 2009; the Greek version was adapted 
from Renfrew, 1997). This task is standardized for 3-to-10-year-old Greek-speaking 
monolingual children, and consists of 50 black-and-white pictures of objects, which 
are arranged in order of increasing difficulty and which the child was asked to 
name. Testing stopped when the child either completed all trials or provided wrong 
naming (or no response) in five consecutive trials. The highest possible score is 50, 
with each correct naming response earning one point.

Sentence Repetition Task (SRT)
The Greek SRT employed in the current study was designed within the COST 
Action IS0804 (Chondrogianni, Andreou, Nerantzini, Varlokosta, & Tsimpli, 2013). 
The Greek version of the task includes 32 sentences distributed over 8 sets of syn-
tactic structures of varying complexity; namely, Subject-Verb-Object sentences, 
sentences containing factual and non-factual negation, structures with clitics in 
clitic left dislocation and clitic doubling contexts, complement clauses, coordinated 
sentences, adverbial clauses, referential and non-referential object wh-questions, 
and subject and object relative clauses. In this task, all sentences were grammatical, 
the eight different structures were matched for length and word frequency, and no 
fillers were included. There was a 3-item practice session, so that the participants 
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became familiarized with the procedure. During the task, children listened to each 
sentence via headphones only once and repeated it as accurately as possible. Their 
responses were audiotaped. Children’s sentence repetition performance was as-
sessed for accuracy, i.e. we measured how accurately the child repeated the sen-
tences. If the child’s utterance matched the sentence, s/he received 3 points (see 
Example (4)), whereas in case of one lexical or grammatical substitution, omission 
or addition s/he received 2 points (see Example (5)). Moreover, if the child made 
two of the aforementioned errors, s/he received 1 point (see Example (6)), and if 
the errors were more than three, s/he received zero points. The maximum accuracy 
score was 96.

 (4) Ton kafé ton ípie viastiká o papoús xtes sto kafeneío (correct repetition)
   Ton kafé ton
  theacc.masc.sg coffeeacc.masc.sg himacc.masc.sg

ípie viastiká o
drinkpast.act.ind.3sg quickly thenom.masc.sg
papoús xtes sto kafeneío.
grandpanom.masc.sg yesterday in the shopacc.neut.sg

  “The grandfather drank the coffee hastily yesterday at the coffee shop.”
   (Scoring: 3 points)

 (5) Ton kafé (omission of the clitic ton) ípie viastiká o papoús xtes sto kafeneío
   Ton kafé ípie viastiká
  theacc.masc.sg coffeeacc.masc.sg drinkpast.act.ind.3sg quickly

o papoús xtes sto kafeneío.
thenom.masc.sg grandpanom.masc.sg yesterday in the shopacc.neut.sg

 (Scoring: 2 points)
 (6) Ton kafé (omission of the clitic ton) ípie (omission of the adverb viastiká) o 

papoús xtes sto kafeneío.
   Ton kafé ípie
  theacc.masc.sg coffeeacc.masc.sg drinkpast.act.ind.3sg

o papoús xtes to kafeneío.
thenom.masc.sg grandpanom.masc.sg yesterday in the shopacc.neut.sg

 (Scoring: 1 point)

3.3.3 Executive function: 2-back task
The 2-back task (designed after Pelegrina, Lechuga, García-Madruga, Elosúa, 
Macizo, Carreiras, Fuentes, & Bajo, 2015; Wild-Wall, Falkenstein, & Gajewski, 
2011) required children to monitor the content of a pre-recorded, temporarily 
presented sequence of digits (2, 5, 7, and 8) at a constant rate of every 4 seconds. 
The children were asked to remember if the digit they saw on the screen was the 
same as the one presented two positions back in the sequence; if it was, they were 
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instructed to press a pre-specified key (‘J’) with their index finger. No responses 
were required for non-target digits. The task contained a total of 60 trials, out of 
which 20 were to be responded to (target stimulus trials) and 40 did not trigger a 
response (non-target trials). The children were familiarized with the task through 
a practice session of 20 trials, which were not part of the total number of trials. 
Each trial consisted of a black, 12mm-tall digit that was presented for 500 msecs, 
followed by a blank page for 2500 msecs, after which the next digit stimulus was 
presented. An accuracy composite score was computed for each child using the 
following formula: Composite accuracy = [number of correct hits / number of 
target stimulus trials (i.e. 20)] minus [number of false hits / number of non-target 
trials (i.e. 40)]. An example of calculating a child’s composite accuracy score is: if 
correct hits were 15 and wrong hits were 10, then the child’s composite accuracy 
score would be: [15 / 20] – [10 / 40] = 0.75 − 0.25 = 0.50 = 50%. Statistical analyses 
were conducted on the children’s composite accuracy scores. The task was run on 
E-Prime software (Schneider et al., 2002).

3.3.4 Online video verification first-order false belief (ToM) task
Children’s non-verbal ToM abilities were tested through an online video verification 
first-order ToM task adapted from Forgeot d’ Arc and Ramous (2010). In this exper-
iment, children were shown a computer screen displaying short video sequences that 
represented different scenarios having a main agent. Each video sequence consisted 
of four successive phases. The beginning phase introduced the child to the general 
situation and the main agent, and it was common to all experimental conditions. 
The change phase consisted of five distinct conditions: the ‘Mentalistic/Seen change’ 
and the ‘Mentalistic/Unseen change’ condition that displayed a physical change in 
the state of the world that was either observed or not observed by the main agent, 
respectively; the ‘Mentalistic/No change’ condition wherein no change occurred 
in the general situation; the ‘Mechanistic/Unseen Change’ condition, wherein a 
physical event took place that didn’t result from an individual’s epistemic state, and 
the ‘‘Mechanistic/No change’ condition, wherein no change occurred, thus, being 
identical to the ‘Mentalistic/No change’ condition. The third suspense phase was 
common to all conditions and displayed the main agent coming to the forefront. 
The end phase came in two alternative endings, namely, the ‘Mentalistic end’ that 
required from the child to infer the main agent’s belief in the given context and thus 
predict about and track the agent’s action, and the ‘Mechanistic end’ that required 
from the child to correctly understand and predict the consequence of an event in 
the physical world without having to determine the main agent’s intention or belief. 
The possible ends in the mentalistic conditions of the task were two videos depicting 
opposite behavioral outcomes, while the possible ends in the mechanistic conditions 
were also two videos depicting different physical states.
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The task included 10 different scenarios in five conditions, each appearing 
in two different end versions, coming to a total of 100 video sequence trials (see 
Forgeot d’ Arc & Ramus, 2010 for a detailed description of the plot and the phases 
across the experimental conditions, as well as pictorial illustrations of the scenar-
ios), and <http://www.lscp.net/persons/forgeot/stim/> for examples and descrip-
tions of each phase across all scenarios). The children completed the task in two 
sessions spaced less than one week apart. Before each experimental session children 
underwent a training period with 10 trials to become familiar with the video se-
quences before the actual experiment began.

After viewing the final video of each scenario, children heard a tone to signal 
the video sequence was over and viewed a question mark [?] that remained on the 
center of the screen until the child’s response. At this point, children were asked to 
decide as quickly and accurately as possible whether the end of the scenario was the 
most appropriate to complete the story they have just seen. Children were instructed 
to press the green-colored [√] button on a response box if they thought that the way 
the story ended was plausible, and the red-colored [X] button if they thought the 
end was inappropriate. Following the answer to the question probe, the next video 
sequence was initiated by pressing the spacebar. Response times (RT) (i.e. time in 
msecs from the appearance of the question mark to the child’s button-press) and 
accuracy (%) of judgments was recorded in E-Prime (Schneider et al., 2002). Prior to 
statistical analyses, subject-by-subject RT on responses which were smaller than 250 
msecs and over 2 SDs from the mean RT were defined as outliers and were replaced 
by the mean for each child. This procedure yielded 5.1%, and 4.3% of the data for 
the DLD-Mono and DLD-Bi group, respectively. These outliers were removed from 
the data and replaced by the mean for each experimental condition.

For reasons of brevity, analyses will be limited to the accuracy and RT output of 
(a) the ‘Mentalistic Unseen change’ condition, which necessitated from children to 
resolve the interference between their own belief and the belief of the depicted agent 
who has not witnessed the change in the state of affairs, and (b) the ‘Mechanistic 
Unseen change’ condition which did not involve activation of representations of 
mental states. An accuracy score was computed for each child by calculating the 
mean percentage of correct decisions and false decisions, and then by subtracting 
the mean percentage of false decisions from the mean percentage of correct deci-
sions. Reaction times (RT) on correct decisions were also analyzed.

3.4 Analysis plan

All analyses were conducted using the SPSS for Windows software, version 26.0, and 
the statistical significance level was set at p < .05. The study will first report on the 
group comparisons across the tasks, more specifically, the narrative comprehension 
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task, the two language ability tests, the 2-back and the non-verbal ToM task. A 2 x 2 
factorial ANOVA analysis with Bilingualism (monolingual, bilingual) and Disorder 
(TD, DLD) as the between-subjects variables was run on the data in each task, also 
controlling for the covariance of age, SES, as well as home language history and 
current language use for the bilingual groups. Since the non-verbal ToM task was 
only administered to children with DLD, a repeated measures analysis was run 
with Change (mentalistic, mechanistic) as the within-subjects variable and group 
(DLD-Mono, DLD-Bi) as the between-subjects factor separately for the RT and 
accuracy measure. Finally, a linear regression tested the contribution of age, home 
language history, current language use, language ability, executive function, and 
ToM (for children with DLD only) to narrative comprehension. Predictors were 
entered in a single step and included: chronological age; home language history and 
current language use, to account for language dominance; expressive vocabulary 
and sentence repetition scores, to account for language ability; 2-back accuracy 
scores; and ToM accuracy scores and reactions times in the mentalistic condition 
(which were available for the two groups with DLD only). The regression was con-
ducted separately by group.

4. Results

4.1 Narrative task

Table 3 provides descriptive statistics for the groups’ mean narrative comprehension 
accuracy scores.1

The ANOVA analysis revealed a significant effect for Bilingualism, F (1, 59) = 
51.980, p < .001, η2 = .31, which was due to the fact that bilingual children scored 
higher than their monolingual peers on narrative comprehension, and a significant 
Disorder effect, F (1, 59) = 22.590, p < .001, η2 = .17, which was due to the fact that 
children with DLD exhibited poorer narrative comprehension than children without 
DLD. Also, the covariates of chronological age, F (1, 59) = 6.190, p = .016, η2 = .10, 
and home language history, F (1, 59) = 5.853, p = .019, η2 = .10, were found to be 

1. Though for the purposes of the present study the groups’ narrative comprehension accu-
racy means were studied, we should note that the pattern of DLD-Mono and DLD-Bi children’s 
narrative comprehension suggests an asymmetry between comprehension questions related to 
internal states and inferencing, and questions that target the basic episode structure according 
to Boerma et al.’s (2016) classification. More specifically, while DLD-Mono children performed 
poorly across-the-board, DLD-Bi children tended to do better in questions referring to the in-
ternal states of the characters and requiring inferencing relative to questions relating to the goals 
of each episode of the stories. These results may provide a database for future work in DLD on 
potential effects of bilingualism on specific properties of narrative comprehension.
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significant. The analysis has also revealed a significant interaction between Bilingual-
ism and Disorder, F (1, 59) = 24.350, p < .001, η2 = .17. To unpack the significant inter-
action, independent samples t-tests were conducted. The tests revealed that TD-Bi and 
DLD-Bi children had significantly higher narrative comprehension accuracy scores 
than their TD-Mono and DLD-Mono peers (t (58) = 2.386, p = .024, and t (58) = 
6.759, p < .001, respectively). Also, DLD-Mono children had significantly lower scores 
than TD-Mono children, t (58) = 6.750, p < .001, while no difference was observed 
between bilingual children with and without DLD, and t (58) = .081, p = .936.

4.2 Language Ability tests

Table 4 provides descriptive statistics of the children’s mean accuracy scores in 
expressive vocabulary and sentence repetition. The analysis on the expressive vo-
cabulary data revealed a significant effect for Disorder, F (1, 59) = 7.694, p = .008, 
η2 = .12, which stemmed from the fact that children with DLD had lower vocab-
ulary scores than their TD peers, as well as a significant Bilingualism effect, F 
(1, 59) = 20.716, p < .001, η2 = .15, which stemmed from the fact that bilingual 
children scored lower than their monolingual peers on expressive vocabulary. 
The covariates of age, F (1, 59) = 5.623, p = .021, η2 = .09, and current language 
use, F (1, 59) = 9.448, p = .003, η2 = .15, were found to be significant, while the 
interaction between Bilingualism and Disorder was not found to be significant, F 
(1, 59) = .813, p = .369, η2 = .01. Interestingly, though DLD-Bi children were more 
Greek-dominant than their TD-Bi peers (see Table 2), this difference did not seem 
to be reflected in children’s expressive vocabulary scores, since the TD-Bi group 
had higher accuracy scores compared to bilingual children with DLD.

The analysis on the groups’ sentence repetition scores revealed a significant ef-
fect for Disorder, F (1, 59) = 16.323, p = .008, η2 = .23, which stemmed from the fact 
that children with DLD has lower sentence repetition scores than their TD peers, 
a significant effect for home language history, F (1, 59) = 5.105, p = .028, η2 = .09, 
and a significant interaction between Bilingualism and Disorder, F (1, 59) = 7.026, 

Table 3. Groups’ mean accuracy scores (and SDs) in narrative comprehension

Task Groups

TD-Mono
(N = 30)

TD-Bi
(N = 30)

DLD-Mono
(N = 30)

DLD-Bi
(N = 30)

Mean narrative comprehension 
accuracy score (max. score: 10)

7.6
(1.0)

8.2
(0.7)

5.3
(1.3)

8.2
(1.9)

Note: TD-Mono: monolingual typically developing children; TD-Bi: bilingual typically developing children; 
DLD-Mono: monolingual children with Developmental Language Disorder; DLD-Bi: bilingual children with 
Developmental Language Disorder; SD: standard deviation.
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p = .009, η2 = .06. The independent samples t-tests revealed that DLD-Mono 
children outperformed their DLD-Bi peers in sentence repetition, t (58) = 4.644, 
p < .001; the difference between the two TD groups was not found to be significant, 
t (58) = 1.485, p = .148. Also, DLD-Mono children had significantly lower scores 
than TD-Mono children, t (58) = 5.961, p < .001, and DLD-Bi children performed 
significantly poorer than TD-Bi children, t (58) = 2.598, p = .015.

Table 4. Expressive vocabulary and sentence repetition scores by Group

Group Mean expressive vocabulary score
(max. score: 50) (SD)

Mean sentence repetition score
(max. score: 96) (SD)

TD-Mono
(N = 30)

33.6
 (3.2)

77.5
 (9.1)

TD-Bi
(N = 30)

30.6
 (3.2)

71.4
 (6.7)

DLD-Mono
(N = 30)

30.7
 (5.5)

61.9
(15.0)

DLD-Bi
(N = 30)

26.7
 (3.0)

55.5
(17.7)

Note: TD-Mono: monolingual typically developing children; TD-Bi: bilingual typically developing children; 
DLD-Mono: monolingual children with Developmental Language Disorder; DLD-Bi: bilingual children with 
Developmental Language Disorder; SD: standard deviation

4.3 Executive function: 2-back task

Table 5 provides descriptive statistics of the children’s composite accuracy scores 
in the 2-back task.

Table 5. Groups’ mean composite accuracy scores (%) in the 2-back task

Group 2-back accuracy (%)
(SD)

TD-Mono
(N = 30)

30.6
(13.6)

TD-Bi
(N = 30)

55.8
(21.5)

DLD-Mono
(N = 30)

10.2
 (9.5)

DLD-Bi
(N = 30)

 6.5
(14.0)

Note: TD-Mono: monolingual typically developing children; TD-Bi: bilingual typically developing children; 
DLD-Mono: monolingual children with Developmental Language Disorder; DLD-Bi: bilingual children with 
Developmental Language Disorder; SD: standard deviation
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The analysis revealed a significant effect for Disorder, F (1, 59) = 29.453, p < .001, 
η2 = .35, which stemmed from the fact that children with DLD had lower accuracy 
scores than their TD peers, a significant effect for Bilingualism, F (1, 59) = 14.677, 
p < .001, η2 = .11, which stemmed from the fact that bilingual children had higher 
accuracy scores than their monolingual peers, a significant effect for the covar-
iate of age, F (1, 59) = 5.883, p = .019, η2 = .10, and a significant two-way inter-
action between Bilingualism and Disorder, F (1, 59) = 26.684, p < .001, η2 = .19. 
The independent samples t-tests revealed that TD-Bi children outperformed their 
TD-Mono peers in 2-back accuracy, t (58) = 5.576, p < .001. However, the differ-
ence between the two groups with DLD was not found to be significant, t (8) = .477, 
p = .637. Also, both DLD-Mono and DLD-Bi children had significantly lower scores 
than TD-Mono and TD-Bi children (t (58) = 7.405, p < .001, and t (58) = 10.184, 
p = .015, respectively).

4.4 Online video verification first-order false belief task

Table 6 provides descriptive statistics for DLD-mono and DLD-bi children’s ac-
curacy and RT performance in the ‘Mechanistic Unseen change’ and ‘Mentalistic 
Unseen change’ condition of the online false belief task. Prior to statistical analyses, 
subject-by-subject RT on judgments which were smaller than 250 msecs and over 
2 SDs from the mean RT for each condition (Mechanistic, Mentalistic) were con-
sidered outliers and replaced by the mean.

Table 6. DLD groups’ Mean accuracy scores (%) (and SDs) and RT on correct decisions 
in the ‘Mechanistic Unseen change’ and ‘Mentalistic Unseen change’ conditions 
of the online video verification first-order false belief task

Group Mechanistic Unseen change   Mentalistic Unseen change

Accuracy (%)
(SD)

RT
(SD)

Accuracy (%)
(SD)

RT
(SD)

DLD-Mono
(N = 30)

75.1
(10.2)

3154
(475)

  52.9
 (9.7)

4680
(739)

DLD-Bi
(N = 30)

73.9
(10.5)

2029
(705)

63.7
(13.1)

2789
(573)

Note: DLD-Mono: monolingual children with Developmental Language Disorder; DLD-Bi: bilingual children 
with Developmental Language Disorder; SD: standard deviation

We first report the results of the RT measure. The repeated measures analysis re-
vealed a significant group effect, F (1, 57) = 27.461, p < .001, η2 = .33, which stemmed 
from the fact that DLD-Bi children were significantly faster than their DLD-Mono 
peers, and a significant interaction between group and Change, F (1, 57) = 4.336, 
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p = .042, η2 = .07. The effect for age was not found to be significant, F (1, 57) = 1.818, 
p = .183, η2 = .03. Subsequent paired samples t-tests revealed that mentalistic trials 
were responded significantly faster than mechanistic trials for both DLD-Mono and 
DLD-Bi groups (t (29) = 5.061, p < .001, and t (1, 29) = 2.970, p = .006, respectively). 
Moreover, independent samples t-tests revealed that DLD-Mono children were 
significantly slower than their DLD-Bi peers in both mechanistic, t (58) = 4.549, 
p < .001, and mentalistic trials, t (58) = 3.267, p = .003.

Regarding accuracy, the same analysis revealed non-significant effects for ei-
ther group, F (1, 59) = 1.781, p = .187, η2 = .03, or age, F (1, 59) = 2.861, p = .096, 
η2 = .04; yet, there was a significant interaction between group and Change, 
F (1, 57) = 3.622, p = .048, η2 = .06. The paired samples t-tests for each group re-
vealed that mechanistic trials were responded more accurately than mentalistic 
trials only for the DLD-Mono group, t (1, 29) = 4.727, p < .001; the difference in 
accuracy between mentalistic and mechanistic trials for the DLD-Bi group was 
not found to be significant, t (1, 29) = 1.610, p = .118. Also, independent samples 
t-tests revealed that DLD-Mono children were significantly less accurate than their 
DLD-Bi peers in mentalistic trials only, t (58) = 1.792, p < .001; the two groups did 
not differ in mechanistic trials, t (58) = .278, p = .385.

4.5 Narrative comprehension, age, language dominance and independent 
language ability, executive function and ToM assessments

The linear regression analysis tested the links of narrative comprehension with age, 
home language history, current language use, language ability, executive function, 
and ToM for each group (see Table 7). For the TD-Mono group, the overall model 
was significant, F (4, 29) = 113.759, p < .001; R2 = .94, p < .001. In this model, two 
predictors accounted for significant independent variance: 2-back accuracy, β = .613, 
p < .001; and sentence repetition, β = .331, p = .002. For the TD-Bi group, the over-
all model was also significant, F (6, 29) = 77.975, p < .001; R2 = .91, p < .001, while 
variance in narrative comprehension was significantly accounted for by two predic-
tors: chronological age, β = .273, p = .05; and 2-back accuracy, β = .719, p < .001. For 
DLD-Mono children, the overall model was significant, F (6, 29) = 10.618, p < .001; 
R2 = .67, p < .001, yet, variance in narrative comprehension was accounted for by 
children’s chronological age only, β = .868, p < .001. Finally, for DLD-Bi children, 
the overall model was significant, F (8, 29) = 161.332, p < .001; R2 = .97, p < .001. In 
this model, five predictors accounted for significant independent variance: chron-
ological age, β = .274, p = .05; home language history, β = .348, p = .047; current 
language use, β = .561, p = .002; accuracy in mentalistic trials, β = .444, p = .005, and 
RT in mentalistic trials, β = −.275, p = .044. Table 7 presents the entire models with 
information on both significant and non-significant predictors.
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Table 7. Results of the linear regression analysis on the narrative comprehension performance of each group

Group Independent predictors

Age Home language 
history

Current 
language use

Expressive 
vocabulary

Sentence 
repetition

2-back 
accuracy

ToM/accuracy ToM/RT

TD-Mono
(N = 30)

  β = .064,
 p = .359

– –  β = .041,
p = .389

 β = .331,
p = .002

 β = .613,
p < .001

– –

TD-Bi
(N = 30)

  β = .273,
p = .05

 β = .355,
p = .113

 β = .089,
p = .689

 β = .035,
p = .602

 β = .135,
p = .165

 β = .719,
p < .001

– –

DLD-Mono
(N = 30)

 β = .868,
  p < .001

– –  β = .126,
p = .396

 β = .076,
p = .566

 β = .169,
p = .271

 β = .073,
p = .654

β = −.072,
p = .559

DLD-Bi
(N = 30)

 β = .274,
p = .05

β = .348,
p = .047

 β = .561,
p = .002

 β = .170,
p = .311

 β = .161,
p = .282

 β = .033,
p = .314

 β = .444,
p = .005

 β = −.275,
p = .044

Note: TD-Mono: monolingual typically developing children; TD-Bi: bilingual typically developing children; DLD-Mono: monolingual children with Developmental 
Language Disorder; DLD-Bi: bilingual children with Developmental Language Disorder; ToM: Theory of Mind
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5. Discussion

The current study compared the narrative comprehension skills after listening and 
retell in four groups of children: two groups of 6 to 8 year old monolingual and 
bilingual children with DLD and two groups of age-matched TD monolingual and 
bilingual children. The study was carried out with the use of the Greek versions of 
two stories (Cat and Dog) which have been designed for retelling in the Multilingual 
Assessment Instrument for Narratives (Gagarina et al., 2012). The study also ex-
plored group performance in tasks tapping into language, executive function and 
ToM abilities to determine whether narrative comprehension performance relates 
to any of these skills. First, the results revealed a significant bilingualism effect on 
the narrative comprehension skills of children with and without DLD; both TD-Bi 
and DLD-Bi groups exhibited higher accuracy scores than their monolingual peers 
in comprehension questions. Regarding the rest of the tasks, bilingualism was found 
to contribute to better mentalizing abilities in children with DLD. However, given 
that the non-verbal ToM task was not administered to the TD groups of the study, 
we cannot draw conclusions about the role of mentalizing skills in narrative com-
prehension in TD monolingual and bilingual children. Finally, regression analy-
ses, which were conducted separately by group, indicated that performance in the 
narrative comprehension task was associated with the executive function measure 
for the TD groups, and with ToM and language dominance for the DLD-Bi group, 
while the comprehension performance of DLD-Mono children was only associated 
with chronological age.

The first aim of the study was to investigate the effect of disorder, bilingualism, 
and their combined effect on the experimental groups’ narrative comprehension. 
Narrative comprehension was not restricted to the comprehension of picture sto-
ries only, but it was tested after listening and retell. In both bilingual groups with 
and without DLD, children achieved higher narrative comprehension scores than 
their monolingual peers. This finding comes into contrast with Boerma and col-
leagues’ (2016) study which failed to detect any bilingualism effect on DLD chil-
dren’s narrative comprehension skills. The difference in findings may be attributed 
to the different profiles of the bilingual children with DLD that have participated 
in the two studies. First, children in Boerma et al.’s (2016) study were younger 
(5 to 6 year old) than the children in the current study (6 to 8 year old), which 
may have affected their comprehension performance. Crucially, according to the 
regression analyses of the present study, narrative comprehension scores for all 
experimental groups except for TD monolingual children were found to increase 
with age, which suggests that narrative comprehension in DLD may be subject to 
maturational-dependent processes that become progressively active with increasing 
age. Besides age, bilingual children with DLD in the current study may have also 
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benefited from their dominance in L2/Greek which was the language in which the 
narrative data were elicited. Such benefit seems to be verified by both the covari-
ance analyses that show that narrative comprehension scores in bilingual children 
increased with higher exposure to L2/Greek and the regression analyses according 
to which dominance in L2/Greek accounted for most of DLD-Bi children’s variance 
in narrative comprehension.

In line with relevant literature on the role of executive functions in TD chil-
dren’s narrative comprehension (Kim, 2016), updating skills seemed to contribute 
to both TD-Mono and TD-Bi children’s narrative comprehension performance. 
In fact, the strongest benefit from updating was observed for TD-Bi children who 
outperformed their monolingual peers and children with DLD in the 2-back task. 
On the other hand, narrative comprehension did not seem to be affected by the 
executive function measure in children with DLD. In fact, both monolingual and 
bilingual children with DLD performed equally low in the 2-back task with a mean 
accuracy score that was slightly above zero level (≤ 10%). The specific task may 
have imposed too high demands on DLD children’s non-verbal working memory 
to allow links to emerge with the narrative comprehension. It is argued that n-back 
tasks are, in general, more resource demanding than tasks tapping into inhibition 
or/and attention, due to requiring the simultaneous planning, co-ordination and 
monitoring of the subject’s responses (Wild-Wall et al., 2011). Specifically, chil-
dren had to simultaneously monitor a series of digits appearing on the screen for 
a limited period of time, update in their working memory a continuous stream 
of information to integrate recently presented digits, attend to specific digits and 
inhibit attention to interfering stimuli. These cognitive operations can only be 
fulfilled if meticulously coordinated. All these factors might have aggravated the 
difficulty of the 2-back task which proved to be particularly demanding for both 
monolingual and bilingual children with DLD. The asymmetry in bilingualism 
effects in TD children and children with DLD appears to be in line with Engel de 
Abreu and colleagues’ (2014) study, in which TD bilingual children outperformed 
their monolingual peers on an interference suppression task, yet, bilingual children 
with DLD performed significantly worse than TD bilinguals. Though we cannot pin 
down the exact deficit which might have been responsible for both DLD groups’ 
low performance in the 2-back task, the findings speak in favor of the occurrence 
of a central attentional bottleneck in children with DLD which potentially led to 
processing deficits that could not be compensated for by bilingualism.

The third aim of the study was to evaluate DLD children’s performance in a 
non-verbal ToM task. The DLD-Bi group outperformed their monolingual peers 
in both the accuracy and RT measure of the task. Specifically, DLD-Bi children 
were significantly more accurate than their DLD-Mono peers in the mentalistic 
(vs. mechanistic) trials of the task, which implies that bilingual children performed 
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more efficiently than monolinguals only in the experimental condition that called 
upon the children’s mental state attribution skills. Besides accuracy, the two groups 
also differed in their response times in mentalistic trials, with DLD-Bi children 
being considerably faster than DLD-Mono children, for whom reasoning about 
other individuals’ beliefs was probably more effortful. Theory of Mind is a vulner-
able skill in children with language impairment, as evinced in studies using verbal 
ToM tasks (Farrant, 2015; Nilsson & de López, 2016 for a review; Spanoudis, 2016; 
Tsimpli et al., 2017). Importantly, DLD children’s ToM skills in the present study 
were evaluated through an online non-verbal measure so as to overcome previous 
methodological shortcomings stemming from high correlations found between 
verbal false belief reasoning tasks and general language ability (Astington & Jenkins, 
1999; de Villiers & de Villiers, 2000). A limitation of the current study stems from 
the fact that the non-verbal ToM task was only administered to children with DLD 
with no baseline data from TD children. Though this limitation prevents us from 
drawing any strong conclusions about the extent to which false belief attribution 
abilities were affected by bilingualism in children with DLD, the current finding 
speaks in favor of a boosting effect on children’s mentalizing abilities.

The final aim of the study was to examine the contribution of language and 
higher-order cognitive skills to each experimental group’s narrative comprehension 
performance. Previous research (Tsimpli et al., 2016, 2017) exploring the relation-
ship between language ability and narrative performance in bilingual children with 
DLD has exclusively focused on language production. In this study, we directly 
assessed the influence of language ability, executive functions and ToM, as well as 
language dominance, on the narrative comprehension of monolingual and bilingual 
children with and without DLD.

Regarding TD children, the regression analyses indicated that performance in 
the narrative comprehension task was associated with both sentence repetition and 
updating skills for TD-Mono children, while performance for TD-Bi children was 
mostly associated with their non-verbal updating skills. We observed that TD-Bi 
and TD-Mono children had a similar performance in their language abilities (see 
Table 4). This result may have been driven by the fact that TD-Bi children attended 
Greek monolingual educational settings with no literacy support in their mother 
tongue. In Table 2 that presents participants’ biodata means, we observe that, al-
though in past activities the TD-Bi group appeared to be as Albanian-dominant, 
the picture is different when it comes to current activities where the same group 
appears to be as Greek-dominant. In other words, literacy in Greek and the increase 
of input in Greek may be responsible for the fact that TD-Bi children exhibited the 
same performance with their monolingual peers in grammatical abilities. If we 
want to further explain TD groups’ performance in the narrative comprehension 
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task we may say that since both TD-Mono and TD-Bi children have reached a high 
threshold in vocabulary and grammatical abilities, it is the individual differences 
of each group in executive functioning that seemed to lead their narrative com-
prehension performance.

Regarding children with DLD, ToM proved to be important for narrative com-
prehension in the DLD-Bi group, while DLD-Mono children’s performance was 
only predicted by their chronological age. Inspection of the data patterns shows 
that both groups with DLD tended to draw on fewer executive and linguistic re-
sources relative to their TD peers, which further suggests that these abilities had 
little impact on DLD children’s narrative comprehension. One possible reason for 
the limited role of language ability in DLD-Mono children’s narrative comprehen-
sion is that the lexical and grammatical requirements of narrative comprehension 
were satisfied by the children’s language proficiency level. The assumption that the 
lexical and grammatical requirements of narrative comprehension were below the 
threshold of DLD children’s language skills receives support from the finding that 
DLD-Bi children’s dominance in L2/Greek had a strong impact on their efficiency 
of narrative comprehension.

Though the two groups with DLD did not differ in expressive vocabulary and 
in 2-back accuracy, they had a disproportionately larger difference in performance 
in the non-verbal ToM task in both the accuracy and the RT measure. The fact that 
ToM was a significant predictor of DLD-Bi children’s narrative comprehension 
performance suggests that differences between the two groups with DLD in this 
dimension, i.e. the domain of meta-representational reasoning skills, contributed 
to the group differences in comprehension. Of course, though accuracy scores and 
RT in the non-verbal ToM task contributed independent variance to DLD-Bi chil-
dren’s narrative comprehension, i.e. narrative comprehension was more efficient 
as accuracy in the ToM task increased and RT on their responses were faster, the 
data do not conclusively indicate that high ToM skills led directly to better narra-
tive comprehension. One consideration is that bilingual children with DLD could 
perform the task using an alternative strategy, e.g. executive function sub-processes 
that have not been affected by language impairment, such as visuospatial working 
memory (Engel de Abreu et al., 2014). Future studies must explore the relationship 
between narrative comprehension and other executive functions in both mono-
lingual and bilingual children with DLD, so as to determine their contribution to 
children’s narrative performance.
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6. Conclusions

The present study sheds light on issues relating to bilingualism effects in the nar-
rative comprehension skills of 6 to 8 year old Albanian-Greek children with and 
without DLD using the Greek versions of the stories (Cat and Dog) designed for 
retelling in the Multilingual Assessment Instrument for Narratives (Gagarina et al., 
2012). The study has also explored possible relations between children’s narra-
tive comprehension performance and their language ability, executive function 
and ToM skills. Bilingual children with DLD performed better than their mono-
lingual peers on narrative comprehension, though no between-group differences 
were found for expressive vocabulary and executive function abilities. The findings 
from the non-verbal ToM task, moreover, suggest that bilingualism may help boost 
DLD children’s false belief attribution abilities. Such an effect was reflected in faster 
response times and higher accuracy for bilingual children with DLD as compared 
to monolingual children with DLD in trials of the task that tapped into children’s 
meta-representational reasoning skills. Results also indicate that narrative compre-
hension in children with DLD was not associated with executive function skills, in 
contrast to their TD peers. Instead, narrative comprehension in bilingual children 
with DLD was influenced by ToM and proficiency in L2/Greek. The overall evi-
dence highlights advantages for bilingual children with DLD in narrative compre-
hension and ToM skills, also suggesting that ToM skills afford bilingual children 
with DLD the opportunity for more efficient meaning-integration processes in 
narrative comprehension as compared to their monolingual peers with DLD.
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Appendix

<Cat story>

Greek text: 
Μια μέρα ήταν μια παιχνιδιάρα γάτα που είδε ότι μια πεταλούδα καθόταν πάνω σε ένα θάμνο. 
Πήδηξε ψηλά γιατί ήθελε να τη πιάσει. Στο μεταξύ, ένα χαρωπό αγόρι γυρνούσε από το ψάρεμα 
κρατώντας ένα κουβά και μια μπάλα στα χέρια του. Είδε ότι η γάτα κάτι κυνηγούσε. Το αγόρι 
είπε: «Γάτα, γάτα, τι κυνηγάς;» Όμως η πεταλούδα πέταξε μακριά και η γάτα έπεσε πάνω στο 
θάμνο. Το αγόρι τρόμαξε και του έπεσε η μπάλα από το χέρι. Αλλά ήθελε την μπάλα του και 
αποφάσισε να την πιάσει. Στο μεταξύ, η γάτα πρόσεξε το κουβά του αγοριού και σκέφτηκε: Τι να 
άφησε το αγόρι στο κουβά; Το αγόρι άρχισε να τραβάει τη μπάλα του έξω από το νερό. Την ίδια 
ώρα, η γάτα έφτανε το ψάρι που άφησε το αγόρι και σκεφτόταν: «Αυτό θα είναι πεντανόστιμο». 
Το αγόρι χάρηκε που έφτασε τη μπάλα του. Δεν πρόσεξε ότι η γάτα έτρωγε το νόστιμο ψάρι.

Translation in English: 
One day there was a playful cat who saw that a butterfly was sitting on a bush. She leaped forward 
because she wanted to catch it. Meanwhile, a cheerful boy was coming back from fishing holding 
a bucket and a ball in his hands. He saw that the cat was chasing something. The boy said: “Cat, 
cat, what are you chasing?”. But the butterfly flew away and the cat fell into the bush. The boy was 
startled and the ball fell out of his hand. But he wanted to get his ball back and decided to catch 
it. Meanwhile, the cat noticed the boy’s bucket and thought: “What might the boy have left in the 
bucket?”. The boy began pulling his ball out of the water. At the same time, the cat was reaching 
the fish that the boy left and was thinking: “This must be delicious”. The boy was happy to have 
his ball back. He didn’t notice that the cat was eating the tasty fish.
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<Dog story>

Greek text: 
Μια μέρα ήταν ένας παιχνιδιάρης σκύλος που είδε ότι ένα ποντίκι στεκόταν κοντά σε ένα δέντρο. 
Πήδηξε ψηλά επειδή ήθελε να το πιάσει. Στο μεταξύ ένα χαρωπό αγόρι γυρνούσε από τα ψώνια 
κρατώντας μια σακούλα και ένα μπαλόνι στα χέρια του. Είδε ότι ο σκύλος κάτι κυνηγούσε. Το 
αγόρι είπε: «Σκύλε, σκύλε, τι κυνηγάς;» Όμως το ποντίκι έτρεξε μακριά και ο σκύλος έπεσε πάνω 
στο δέντρο. Το αγόρι ξαφνιάστηκε και του έφυγε το μπαλόνι από το χέρι. Αλλά ήθελε το μπαλόνι 
του και αποφάσισε να το πιάσει. Στο μεταξύ, ο σκύλος πρόσεξε τη σακούλα του αγοριού και 
σκέφτηκε: Τι να έχει το αγόρι μέσα στη σακούλα; Το αγόρι άρχισε να τραβάει το μπαλόνι του 
από το δέντρο. Την ίδια ώρα, ο σκύλος έφτανε το λουκάνικο που άφησε το αγόρι και σκεφτόταν: 
«Αυτό θα είναι πεντανόστιμο». Το αγόρι χάρηκε που πήρε πίσω το μπαλόνι του. Δεν πρόσεξε ότι 
ο σκύλος έτρωγε το νόστιμο λουκάνικο.

Translation in English: 
One day there was a playful dog who saw that a mouse was standing near a tree. He leaped for-
ward because he wanted to catch it. Meanwhile, a cheerful boy was coming back from shopping 
holding a bag and a balloon in his hands. He saw that the dog was chasing something. The boy 
said: “Dog, dog, what are you chasing?”. But the mouse ran away and the dog bumped into the 
tree. The boy was startled and the balloon slipped out of his hand. But he wanted to get his balloon 
back and decided to catch it. Meanwhile, the dog noticed the boy’s bag and thought: “What might 
the boy have left in the bag?”. The boy began pulling his balloon out of the tree. At the same time, 
the dog was reaching the sausage that the boy left and was thinking: “This must be delicious”. The 
boy was happy to have his balloon back. He didn’t notice that the dog was eating the tasty sausage.
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Commentary
Time travel in the development 
of cross-linguistic narrative evaluation

Barbara Zurer Pearson
University of Massachusetts Amherst

The work reported in this book is a welcome and timely contribution for researchers 
and clinicians everywhere. From the point of view of my personal time machine 
that travels from where the field of narrative development was when I entered it to 
here and now, the MAIN is both important and amazing: It is important because of 
the importance of its topic – stories are central in our lives and crucial for learning. 
This work is amazing because until recently, it would not have seemed possible to 
even think about a single instrument that could distinguish typical and atypical 
narrative development, regardless of the particular language and the number of 
languages spoken.

Important

The importance of narrative for linguistic and conceptual development has been 
well established in these past 40 years. Communicating through stories, for all ages, 
is a key part of the human cultural heritage and for children especially, it is a primary 
tool for making sense of their world and sharing their experience of it. As Bruner 
convinces us in Actual Minds, Possible Worlds (1986), through stories, children 
learn how to encode and interpret what is going on around them. Furthermore, the 
crucial link between oral stories and literacy development that underlies academic 
success (described in the Introduction) has the rare quality of being reciprocal. 
The story is both a means and a goal: To improve children’s comprehension and 
production of stories, have them listen to and tell stories. Conversely, with a rich 
background of oral or written stories, children get progressively better at appreci-
ating what the stories can tell them.

It took the field of child language a few years to turn its attention to narrative de-
velopment. As is well-known, modern linguistic theory early on, following Chomsky 
(e.g. 1965), did not concern itself with text. The scientific study of language took 

https://doi.org/10.1075/sibil.61.11per
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the sentence as the unit of analysis. Children and learnability always figured large 
in a psycholinguistic theory of grammar. At least one model had to be learnable 
by children before they could demonstrate the intelligence and coordination to tie 
their shoes. However, early study of child language focused most attention on how 
children move from words and parts of words to structured sentences, the topic of 
Brown’s foundational book, A First Language: The Early Stages (1973). Still, within 
just a few years of Brown’s book, child language researchers “broke the sentence 
barrier,” seeking tools to explore the structure of connected speech. Labov had given 
us the minimal definition of a narrative as at least two connected sentences relating 
events (Labov & Waletzky, 1967; Labov, 1972). The key is “connected.” In order to 
qualify as a narrative, a sequence of two (or more) sentences must have relationships 
and/ or dependencies that bridge across the sentences. Very soon, Halliday and 
Hasan (1976) stepped in to provide terms for us to describe the major ways strings 
of sentences create the relationships necessary to make them stories.

In my time travel, I see Karmiloff-Smith (1979, 1986) foremost among those to 
explore the boundary between studies of language up to age 5 and those after that 
“frontier age.” Whereas children by age 5 were considered to have significant mas-
tery of the grammar of sentences, Karmiloff-Smith pointed to “organizing spoken 
text” as the most important aspect of language acquisition after the age of 5. Her 
own careful experimental work details the subtle syntactic steps in which children 
move from juxtaposing sentences that cohere using extralinguistic context to a 
capacity to create cohesive relationships across sentences through language itself. 
Others in my personal experience of narrative development, like the de Villiers 
(P. de Villiers, 1991; J. de Villiers, 2001), explored children’s developing capacity to 
represent “other minds” and to reason about their own and others’ mental states. 
They narrowed in on the development of Point of View, taking the perspective 
of another person (or character), which is the hallmark of mature narratives and 
which will figure so large in efficient protocols for evaluating emerging narratives.

For me, as I have noted, this is not academic history, it is personal. In retro-
spection (for this commentary), I realize that my growth as a researcher parallels 
the growth of the study of narrative. I first heard of and became enthralled with 
Chomsky’s revolution just months after graduating from college in the mid-1960s. 
A few years later, I followed Brown with only one foot in the field during the years 
when I stayed home and watched my own children make the journey from bab-
ble to fluent speech. By the time I finally completed the Ph.D., Karmiloff-Smith 
and Bruner had validated the study of narrative and provided me points of entry. 
The cross-linguistic question would soon be incorporated by Berman and Slobin 
in a major international project (Relating Events in Narrative: A Cross-linguistic 
Developmental Study, 1994) that spawned many, many follow-on studies of narra-
tive, my own included.
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Amazing

So for me, this collection of studies of the MAIN is nothing short of amazing. 
Because of the strength of the link between oral stories and literacy, the theory of 
narrative soon became intensely practical. Following Berman and Slobin (1994), 
the challenge spread around the globe to study developing narratives in many dif-
ferent languages and cultures. Practically speaking, if discourse followed a com-
mon set of principles across cultures, then evaluation of discourse might, too. But 
cross-linguistic “scoring” of narrative was not yet in sight. So that is why the MAIN 
as demonstrated in this volume is so amazing to me. The attempts at scoring that 
we tried out in those early days were so primitive and inefficient by comparison, 
I could never have imagined it.

Berman and Slobin set the course for looking at the same narrative and compar-
ing similar syntactic and semantic bases for its “action-structures” at the same devel-
opmental timepoints (ages 3, 5, 9, and adult) in different languages and eventually 
in different language pairs. Our lab at the University of Miami participated on the 
periphery of their network. We enthusiastically collected 400 “Frog Where Are You” 
stories, 2 each from 160 bilingual and 80 monolingual second- and fifth-graders 
and had transcribed and entered them into CHILDES before realizing the size of 
the challenge to analyze and evaluate them. Without an established metric in two 
languages or even a “quality continuum” of some sort, we finally had to pose the 
question for ourselves of what makes a given story good or less good, mature or 
less mature – and was it different for the Spanish and English stories. Our system 
(reported in Pearson, 2002) gave us a very detailed picture of the range of strategies 
pursued within the narrative by the participants in each of their languages, but it 
was bulky and time-consuming, and worse, it took great efforts to achieve reliability.

My next foray into narrative development was in helping develop the Short 
Narrative section of the DELV Norm-referenced test (Seymour, Roeper, & de 
Villiers, 2005). That work was more narrowly directed at assessment and at that 
point, we took a step in the direction of the MAIN in its generality and efficiency. 
DELV narrative scoring honed in on minimal criteria for deciding questions of 
quality – with no need to transcribe, no need for an inventory of elements of a story 
grammar, or painstaking diagrams of links across sentences. Like the MAIN, it used 
comprehension as well as production, and focused in its productive items on the 
child’s references to cognitive states and temporal relationships. In comprehension, 
questions from the examiner probed for whether the child reported the character’s 
activity or the character’s thought process, and whether the child’s explanation 
of a pictured event made reference to the character’s false belief, or reported the 
character’s goal, or failed to provide a relevant interpretation. With its brevity and 
simplicity, reliability was a minor issue. The DELV Short Narrative serves well to 
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distinguish typical from atypical development across language varieties (Burns 
et al., 2012) – but only in one language.

Fast forward a decade and Natalia Gagarina leads the COST Action IS0804 
Working Group on Narrative Assessment (Armon-Lotem, de Jong, & Meir, 2015) 
and effectively ups the ante on what a schema for evaluating narrative development 
should include. Gagarina and her team, including Bohnacker, her co-author and 
co-editor for this volume, want – as the whole COST project aimed to do – to 
create an efficient tool for evaluating stories that can be used for any language 
to compare typical and delayed language development (DLD), AND can be used 
across languages to compare monolinguals speaking different languages, AND is 
suited for use in the languages of multilinguals speaking any two or more languages, 
starting with the 30+ languages represented in the COST project itself. Crucially, 
the “specifications” for the Working Group’s deliverable called for it to be adaptable 
to any combination of languages, whether closely related or as distant as possible. 
They chose a slightly different subset of elements than did the DELV narrative test, 
but essentially, as Bohnacker and Gagarina explain in the Introduction, they focus 
on a child’s appreciation of episodic structure, the distinct points of view of the 
characters, and how the child integrates them and projects them onto activities and 
reactions of the characters beyond the story that the child is asked to infer. With its 
focus on efficiency, the MAIN takes no notice of descriptions of the action sequence 
or the well-formedness of the child’s responses relative to a prescriptive grammar 
(to the extent that the response is intelligible).

What makes this work even more amazing is its potential for broad applica-
tion. Bohnacker and Gagarina assure us that the MAIN has already been used 
with thousands of children, starting with the original COST participants through 
the 800 more reported in this book – enough for at least two or three standard-
ization studies according to current conventions of test construction. However, 
those conventions require a reference group that is similar to the group to be eval-
uated. What could be the representative sample for “every child in the world”? 
Even every 4- to 6-year-old? Clearly, it does not exist, at least not with our cur-
rent state of technology (– but I have learned to “never say never”). Given world 
enough and time, one could imagine MAIN norms being developed for four or five 
“representative languages,” and perhaps some of the major language pairs around 
the world – Spanish-English, Chinese-English, German-Turkish, French-Arabic, 
Japanese-Korean, maybe Portuguese and an indigenous language like Wapichana.

Still, the lack of a true norming does not mean that the authors cannot wring 
more utility from what they have already given us. They can, for example, do what 
they have done in this volume. Bohnacker and Gagarina follow Karmiloff-Smith 
in bringing together studies that span the divide at 5 years, and they can add their 
confirmation (as in Figure 3 of the Introduction) that a jump is indeed observed 
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between ages 4 and 5 years. They have collected studies to illustrate several of the 
major research and evaluation questions the MAIN can be used to address, espe-
cially testing the parameters of the usefulness of its story comprehension protocol. 
The volume illustrates its use in nine more or less parallel studies with ten languages 
and even more language pairs. The studies use a variety of research paradigms 
such that together they provide several models for its use with other, non-tested 
languages and language pairs.

Best of all, MAIN is in the public domain, so we can anticipate its use every-
where in the world.
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age effect 24, 51, 66, 75–77, 

89–90, 117, 243–244, 248–250, 
252–254, 283–284, 287–288

age of onset 54, 234–235, 237, 
263, 306

Albanian 297–299, 303, 
305–308

answer types see types of answers
AoO see age of onset
Arabic 18, 21, 28, 31–33, 37–41, 

44–52, 54–55, 206
Arabic-French 18, 21, 31–32, 

37–38, 50–51, 334
attempt (as a macrostructural 

component) 10–11, 43, 
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Comprehension of texts and understanding of questions is a cornerstone 

of successful human communication. Whilst reading comprehension has 

been thoroughly investigated in the last decade, there is surprisingly little 

research on children’s comprehension of picture stories, particularly for 

bilinguals. This can be partially explained by the lack of cross-culturally robust, 

cross-linguistic instruments targeting early narration. This book presents 

an inference-based model of narrative comprehension and a tool that grew 

out of a large-scale European project on multilingualism. Covering a range 

of language settings, the book uses the Multilingual Assessment Instrument 

for Narratives to answer the question which narrative comprehension skills 

(bilingual) children can be expected to master at a certain age, and explores 

how such comprehension is affected (or not affected) by linguistic and 

extra-linguistic factors. Linking theory to method, the book will appeal to 

researchers in linguistics and psychology and graduate students interested in 

narrative, multilingualism, and language acquisition.
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